ATBC 2015 Abstracts
Monday Plenary Address

Samuel M. ‘Ohukani‘ōhi‘a Gon, III
The Nature Conservancy of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

Hawaiʻi Kua Uli: The Sweep of Hawaiian Ecosystems
The lecture will explore the rich sweep of Hawaiian ecosystems from coast to summit, the different vegetated zones to the
alpine summit of Mauna Kea, and from Lake Waiau down through the streams, from the streams to the sea, and from our
surface waters to our subterranean regions. The lecture will blend scientific and cultural perspectives on the ecosystems,
plants, and animals that have evolved in the special environments of the islands.
Interpretation of Welcoming Chant: In this chant are many symbols appropriate for our efforts today. The chant is an
evocation of life and growth, continuing onward endlessly. It refers to Kane and Lono as patrons of planters and growers, and
therefore asks of them success in our plantings, literal and symbolic. But I find perhaps the most meaning in the second line
of the chant, “Honu ne‘e pū ka ‘āina,” that translates: “Like a slowly creeping turtle, the land changes hands over the
generations.” We can take this to mean that although the creation of the landscape and its living occupants was not our
doing, it is we stewards of the land who must take on the responsibilities for its future health. And we need to look far into
the future with our cultural and environmental restoration work, establishing and dedicating our ongoing efforts so that the
generations to come enjoy native ecosystems in places traditionally held sacred in the distant past, and made further
significant to us today via those ancestors we honor here, and the ancient chants kept alive through our choice and
devotion.

Tuesday Plenary Address

Catherine Graham
Department of Ecology and Evolution, Stony Brook University, New York, USA

Linking Patterns and Processes Across Scales: A Case Study with Neotropical Hummingbirds
A fundamental challenge for ecology and evolution is connecting broad scale biogeographical and macro-evolutionary
mechanisms with local scale patterns of diversity. Community phylogenetics attempts to create this link by evaluating
patterns of relatedness, and often trait similarity, among co-occurring species at multiple sites to generate hypotheses about
the role of different mechanisms governing community assembly. In Neotropical hummingbirds, biogeographic studies show
that closely related species co-occur less frequently than expected when compared to a species pool that considers
environmental filtering or predicted species range overlaps. This pattern may result from limiting similarity and competitive
exclusion of closely related species. However, traits that should influence these mechanisms are not highly conserved and
community level analyses of phylogenetic and trait spacing does not always correspond. As a result, the precise role of
limiting similarity and niche conservatism in influencing local assemblages is difficult to infer from biogeographic patterns
alone. This is perhaps because competition occurs among individuals in local assemblages and cannot be deduced from
broad-scale studies. In contrast, local scale studies often use manipulative experiments to evaluate how competition affects
specific ecological processes. However, generalization of local scale studies across different assemblages or to broader
geographic extents remains elusive. To address this scale mismatch we present an experiment which evaluates if hypotheses
developed at biogeographic scales are consistent with local scale observations of competition in Neotropical hummingbirds.
This study provides an initial link between patterns established by broad scale biogeography and mechanisms learned from
local scale community ecology.

Wednesday Plenary Address

Richard Corlett
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanic Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Yunnan, China

Conservation in an Era of Rapid Global Change
Conservation has traditionally been concerned with keeping things the way they are or restoring them to the way they were.
But in a world changing rapidly, directionally, unpredictably, and irreversibly under human pressures, this will no longer be

possible. This new world has been conceptualized as the Anthropocene, in which human impacts are at least as important as
natural processes. The International Commission on Stratigraphy is currently considering whether this should become a
formal part of the geological timescale, following on from the Holocene, but formalized or not, the concept has implications
for how we understand and do conservation. Human influences on atmospheric composition, ocean acidity, and global
climates have affected all the ecosystems we work in and they are accelerating. Many other impacts, from nitrogen deposition
to biological invasions and extinctions, are almost as pervasive. The basic goals of conservation remain the same-preserving
biodiversity and maintaining ecosystem services-but the methods must be adapted to the realities of a changing world.
Improved monitoring of these changes is an essential prerequisite for effective management. Some ‘traditional' conservation
strategies continue to make sense, including preserving large contiguous areas of habitat across environmental gradients,
reducing exploitation, and increasing ex situ backup. At the same time, conservationists can no longer ignore the conservation
values of the human-modified ecosystems that increasingly dominate the tropics. We need more research into the science,
sociology, and best practices for managing human-dominated landscapes. New tools and data sources can help with this. In
many parts of the tropics, more use could be made of IUCN protected area categories 4-6, incorporating human use and more
intensive management. We also need experiments with a more interventionist approach to conservation than has been usual
in the tropics, including large-scale ecological restoration, reintroduction, ‘rewilding', and managed translocations.

Thursday Plenary Address

Kaoru Kitajima
Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan

Sustainable Growth is Inevitably Slow: Lessons From Plant Carbon Allocation Strategies for
Structural Defence and Storage in Tropical Forests
Individuals face trade-offs of allocating resources in an ecological system. One reason for such a trade-off is because the
amount of a given type of resource available is limited in time and space. Another reason leading to a trade-off is that a given
trait that is advantageous in one environment is not advantageous in a different environment. In many tropical forest
communities, multiple studies have shown that there is a negative interspecific correlation between growth rates and survival
rates of coexisting tree species. What is the fundamental reason behind such trade-offs? Comparative studies of seedling
growth, mortality and trait difference among species in tropical forests have revealed that such growth-survival trade-offs
stem from contrasting allocation strategies. In other words, conservative allocation strategies that emphasize defence (to
protect against stresses) and storage (to recover from stresses) mean high survival at the expense of slow growth. The
converse is true for opportunistic strategies. Such contrasts between conservative vs. opportunistic strategies in carbon
economy of plants have direct relevance to the choices that human societies may make. Which is better, “slow and steady
growth” or “fast and risky growth”? This is a relevant question in consideration of “sustainability” of both natural and socio
ecological systems.

ATBC President’s Closing Plenary Address

Jaboury Ghazoul
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

The Insecurity of Ecosystem Services
Ecological science has shaped how society values the environment, and now holds a central position in how we manage our
environment. Despite this, much ecological science appears disconnected from the realities of environmental management
and development. The concept of ecosystem services has sought to remedy this by presenting ecological and economic
justification for sustainable environmental management. Even so, many ecosystem service programmes fail to respond to the
complex realities within which diverse stakeholders find themselves. As ecologists, we should evaluate the relevance of our
science to decision makers, and seek to better integrate ecological science into social and policy contexts.

Session abstracts are arranged in the order of the sessions within the conference. Abstract numbers correspond to
those online. These numbers can be found at:
https://hdlnr.conference-services.net/programme.asp?conferenceID=4513&language=en-uk

Symposium 2: Integrated Landscape Management: From Theory to Practice
1
Food Security and Nutrition: The Role of Forests
Terry Sunderland
Forests and Livelihoods Programme, Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor Barat 16115, Indonesia
Forests and tree-based agricultural systems contribute directly and indirectly to the livelihoods of an estimated one billion
people globally. Wild foods are important for food security and nutrition while trees and forests are vital for their role in the
provision of ecosystem services to agriculture. The alarming expansion of large-scale industrial production systems in
tropical regions threaten the contributions of forests and tree-based agriculture systems to food security, diets and nutrition in
the tropical regions of the world in particular may threaten the potential contributions of forests to the food security, diets and
nutrition of a growing world population. Despite this, the role of forests in supporting human food security and nutrition
remain largely under-researched and understood. With food security and nutrition high on the agenda in many political and
scientific spheres, it is crucial to understand the contribution of forests and trees to a food secure and nutrition-sensitive
future. This improved understanding will be essential for building on synergies and minimizing trade-offs between
biodiversity conservation and sustainable agriculture in order to feed an estimated global population of nine billion people by
2050. This paper will outline a compelling evidence-base for including natural systems in global food security policy and
discourse, including the role of forests in human nutrition and the provision of ecosystem services for agriculture, provided
by forests and trees.
2
Increasing effectiveness of Kerinci Seblat National Park, Sumatera, through a landscape approach: lessons learnt
from Merangin
Dony Indiarto, Sonya Dewi, Andree Ekadinata, Alfa Nugraha
World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF), Bogor, Jawa Barat, Indonesia
Although the drivers and actors of land-use/cover changes and ecological processes interact closely within a landscape, or
even beyond through teleconnection, often biodiversity conservation in tropical landscapes rely on protected areas. The role
of agroforestry is not recognized while rich literatures show that matrix matters within landscape mosaics. This study focuses
on Kerinci Seblat National Park (TNKS), the largest National Park in Sumatra, which spans lowland, montane, and pine
forest ecosystems. TNKS is home to rich biodiversity, which lately is threatened by loss and fragmentation of habitat. We
aim to: (i) quantify 20 years of landscape dynamics (1990-2010) within TNKS and its surrounding areas; (ii) characterize
district-level factors and drivers of the landscape dynamics of TNKS; (iii) explore a landscape approach in one of the
surrounding districts to TNKS, to alter the trajectory of changes from business-as-usual. Due to high population growth, inmigration, and external market demand, encroachment to TNKS during 20 years period is rampant (240,262 ha forest loss or
17% area) while in the area surrounding TNKS, conversion of more integrated land-use system such as agroforestry into
more intensified uses, especially estate crops, has been active (109,389 ha less of agroforest area and 212,981 ha of increased
in estate crops). Merangin is one of the TNKS surrounding districts with highest conversion. We facilitate a working group
(WG) in Merangin to plan their land-uses using LUMENS (Land-use planning for multiple environmental services) tool.
Among low-emission development scenarios identified by the WG are management of village forest and agroforestry
management of smallholder farmers. These scenarios can stabilize the degree of integration of natural forest, as the proxy of
landscape-level biodiversity, from that of 2010, while improving livelihoods. Reward for ecosystem services, through
REDD+, e.g., also can be a means to increase the effectiveness of PA at the landscape level.

3
What are integrated landscape approaches and how effectively have they been implemented in the tropics: a
systematic map.
James Reed, Liz Deakin, Josh van Vianen, Terry Sunderland
CIFOR, Bogor, Indonesia
There is an increasing acceptance that sectorial approaches to land management are no longer sufficient to meet global
challenges such as poverty alleviation, biodiversity conservation, and food production. The pressing challenge of integrated
landscape management is to link agricultural practices, institutions and policies with other landscape-scale activities.
"Integrated Landscape Approaches" provide a basic framework for balancing competing demands and integrating policies for
multiple land uses within a given area. However, attempts to formalize and characterize what landscape approaches actually
represent have resulted in a plethora of interlinked terminology and re-invention of ideas and practices under multiple guises.
This has led to delayed uptake amongst policy makers and resistance to implementation on the ground.
This systematic map employed standard systematic review methodology to assess the current peer-reviewed and grey
literature on landscape approaches to land management. Literature searching initially captured approximately 13,000 peerreviewed publications of interest which following a rigorous and systematic screening process identified 82 studies of
relevance. In addition there were over 250 grey literature documents such as field reports, concept notes, and dissertation
theses. The resultant map and report charts the development of landscape approach theory, consolidates and synthesizes
existing definitions, and identifies where and how these approaches have been implemented in the humid and dry tropics.
4
The economic value of ecosystem services is not spatially congruent with biodiversity in tropical forests
L Roman Carrasco1, Le Nghiem1, Terry Sunderland2, Lian Pin Koh3
1
National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor, Indonesia,
3
The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia
The reconciliation of biodiversity conservation, ecosystem service provision and agricultural production in tropical
landscapes requires recognition of the trade-offs between competing land-uses. It is especially relevant for conservation
planning to assess whether the economic value of ecosystem services is spatially congruent with biodiversity. Previous
analyses have largely focused on ecosystem service provision or assumed homogeneous economic values across land uses
within biomes. We relax this assumption by carrying out a spatially explicit meta-analysis based on 30 studies of ecosystem
service values in tropical forests from The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) database, while controlling
for economic, environmental and methodological variables. Our results demonstrate a lack of spatial congruence between the
economic value of ecosystem services and biodiversity in tropical forests. Instead, we find that economic value presents a
nonlinear inverted-U relationship with site accessibility and type of economic activity, highlighting the importance of
matching supply and demand between each ecosystem service and its beneficiaries for economic values to be realized. The
implications are that conservation policies focusing solely on the economic value of ecosystem services will fail to protect
biodiversity in remote and less disturbed regions.
5
Tropical Important Plant Areas: directing botanical research and conservation where it matters most
Iain Darbyshire
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, UK
One in five of the world's plant species is threatened with extinction. These threats are particularly acute in the tropics where
plant diversity is being lost at an alarming rate and existing protected area networks and national legislation often fail to
protect key plant species and habitats. Efforts to halt this decline are hampered by a lack of suitable data for prioritising plant
conservation efforts. The concept of Important Plant Areas (IPAs), developed by Plantlife International and modelled on
BirdLife's Important Bird Areas, offers a simple and accessible system for identifying priority sites for plant conservation at a
national scale. IPAs can be readily identified based on the presence of threatened species, threatened habitats and exceptional
botanical richness. To date, the IPA model has been applied primarily in Europe and North Africa, where it has contributed to
a range of conservation successes. Kew and Plantlife, together with our in-country partner organisations, are now developing
a programme of IPA identification in the tropics. The original IPA criteria, designed within the European legislative

framework, are being modified to reflect the differing conservation issues faced in the tropics and the differing data sources
and limitations for tropical plants. Over the next five years, these modified criteria will be applied in selected countries across
the tropics. The resultant national IPA networks will inform and promote conservation planning, sustainable management and
protection of key plant resources in these countries.
6
Health and nutrition value of wildlife in a conservation landscape in Madagascar
Christopher Golden1,2
1
Wildlife Conservation Society, Bronx, NY, USA, 2Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA
Wildlife consumption can be viewed as an ecosystem provisioning service because of wildlife’s ability to persist under
sustainable levels of harvest. Using longitudinal survey methods, micro-economic analytical techniques, and robust
epidemiological study designs to determine the health and economic value of subsistence wildlife harvest, we can begin
to understand incentives for bushmeat hunting. Heightened monitoring and enforcement of hunting could increase the costs
of harvesting and thus elevate the price and reduce consumption of wildlife. Effective monitoring would incur a 66%
reduction in the biomass of wildlife consumed. Increased enforcement would therefore be beneficial to biodiversity
conservation but could limit local people’s food supply. On average, the value of wildlife provisioning represented 57% of
annual household cash income in local communities from the Makira Natural Park and Masoala National Park. In past work,
we have demonstrated a nearly 30% increase in the incidence of anemia given loss of access to wildlife resources. In our
current work, we will be investigating the value of wildlife to micronutrient status (vitamin A, vitamin B12, iron, zinc and
fatty acid profiles). Ongoing interventions in our landscape include sustainable chicken husbandry promotion and mobile
health clinics to simultaneously address the challenges of food security, lack of health care infrastructure and trends in
environmental degradation from agricultural extensification and wildlife harvest. This case will pay careful attention to the
need for integrating across landscape and seascape scales and across protected and non-protected areas to achieve our goals.
Utilizing a broad landscape and seascape approach and engendering local support through community-based natural resource
management efforts, we are hopeful that these interventions may serve as co-beneficial parallel solutions to the ongoing
environmental and public health challenges.
7
Landscape restoration to support Bornean orangutan rehabilitation and reintroduction
Jacqueline Sunderland-Groves1, Jamartin Sihite1, Aldrianto Priadjati2
1
Borneo Orangutan Survival Foundation, West Java, Indonesia, 2PT. Restorasi Habitat Orangutan Indonesia, West Java,
Indonesia
Changing landscapes have dramatically impacted orangutan populations across the island of Borneo with estimates
suggesting a reduction of 75% of the population since 1900. As natural habitat is cleared to accommodate human
development, particularly plantations and mining, orangutans are forced to search for food outside of forest areas and are
often killed as pests or captured and held illegally as pets. This has resulted in a huge number of displaced orphaned
orangutans which are cared for within our two rehabilitation centers.
A solution needs to be sought for these orangutans and our efforts focus on rehabilitating orangutans and preparing them for
successful reintroduction. Over the past 3 years we have reintroduced 166 individuals back to safe natural habitat, but
securing those sites is often the main challenge. Land rich in minerals or timber is in high demand and human development
plans often conflict with those plans which best suit conservation. One way we have managed to secure land is through
purchasing the rights to manage an Ecosystem Restoration Concession. These are areas which have previously been assigned
to other concession uses such as timber, and require a certain amount of restoration. Outside of these areas are mining,
timber or oil palm concessions and of course land owned by local people.
We discuss how managing these areas with collaboration of all stakeholders benefits orangutan reintroduction, local
community development and long-term conservation

8
Recovery of lowland tropical forest of East Kalimantan thirty years after a major fire episode: species turnover,
diversity and C stocks
Subekti Rahayu1, Meine van Noordwijk1, Purwaningsih Purwaningsih2, Kuswata Kartawinata2, Sonya Dewi1
1
World Agroforestry Centre, Bogor, Indonesia, 2Indonesia Institute of Sciences, Bogor, Indonesia
Temporal and spatial aspects of forest recovery after anthropogenic disturbance remain poorly known, yet opinions about
recovery shape important land use policy decisions. Most published data uses paired plot comparisons rather than time series
data. Lowland forest of East Kalimantan (Indonesia) is the centre of Dipterocarp tree diversity, but has suffered from logging
and widespread forest fire. Ecological understanding of the long-term recovery after fire events is important, as ‘salvage
logging’ and ‘conversion’ in the aftermath of fire might do more damage than the fire itself. At Samboja Forest Research in
East Kalimantan, a unique opportunity exists to study long term impacts of the 1983 and 1998 forest fires. Scientists from the
Indonesian Research Institute enumerated all trees in 10.5 hectare area, subdivided into 100 subplots of 10 x 10 meter2 during
1979-1981 and 2003 in 1.65 hectare. All trees with diameter > 10 cm were recorded and mapped during both surveys. Tree
species were identified through herbarium collection. We revisited these plots in 2011 to investigate tree diameters and
floristic composition of 1.8 hectare area almost thirty years after the initial fire. Stand structure and tree density were similar
to the pre-fire condition of 1981. However, tree biomass had recovered to about 60% of pre-fire level, and recovery of tree
diversity depended on scale of assessment; for the total observed area the 200 tree species consisted of 100 persistent plus
100 newcomers, while 200 species were no longer present in the plot. The majority of these (75% ) are known to be animaldispersed and the proximity of forest not affected by the fire has likely assisted the recovery observed in this case study.

Symposium 3: Marine Mammals in Crisis in Tropical Asia
9
*Challenges of ecosystem-based approach to conservation for cetaceans in developing countries
Jo Marie Acebes1,2
1
Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City, The Philippines, 2BALYENA.ORG, Jagna, Bohol, The Philippines
The use of the ecosystem-based approach has been advocated in the Philippines for marine management and
conservation. This study investigates the use of this approach for the conservation of cetaceans in the Babuyan Islands,
northern Luzon where 14 species are known to occur. The humpback whale (Megaptera novaenagliae) has been the focus of
study in this area for 15 years now. Species-focused research projects were led by non-governmental organizations with
small, short-term funding since 2000. In 2014, the Integrated Coastal Resource Management Project of the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources chose the Calayan municipality as one of the recipients of the project with sub-project
focusing on the humpback whales. Informal and formal consultations through small group discussions, key informant
interviews and workshops were conducted in three villages in Camiguin Island. This case study demonstrates some of the
problems in attempting to implement the ecosystem-based approach to marine management, specifically in remote, smallisland ecosystems. Dealing with a migratory species that utilizes a vast marine area poses a unique
challenge. Anthropogenic threats range from the coast to the deep-sea all along the species’ migratory route, arising from
local as well as global sources coupled with typical conservation challenges in developing countries such as poor governance,
insufficient law enforcement and lack of long-term conservation funding. There are several obstacles to ecosystem-based
management which arise from the lack of integration of environment and development in the planning and management of
such biodiverse areas. Attempts have been made to overcome problems of top-down management, expensive
implementation and lack of expertise from various disciplines and an overall failure to recognize humans and their
interactions with natural resources as one of the attributes of the ecosystem. It is essential for managers and funders to
recognize these challenges and problems in order to improve existing management strategies.
10
How can MPA's protect marine mammals?
Ellen Hines
Romberg Tiburon Center for Environmental Studies, San Francisco State University, Tiburon, California, USA

At the global level, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) has set a target that 10% of the world’s important marine
areas are to be designated as marine protected areas (MPA’s) by 2020, extended from the previous timeline of 2012. The
overarching goal of an MPA is to mitigate threats to species by defining critical habitats and developing measures to protect
such habitats. This includes prohibition of direct take of food resources within the MPA and exploitative activity such as
mining, reducing bycatch of marine mammal/megafauna species in the area, and ensuring that MPA’s within a region form a
functional network. Examples of marine mammal MPA’s that are functional are the Glacier Bay National Park in Alaska, El
Vizcaíno Biosphere Reserve in Mexico, and the Pelagos Sanctuary for Mediterranean Marine Mammals in the Mediterranean
Sea. In Asia, coastal and marine areas are under heavy use by multiple users. Among critical challenges are governance,
compliance, and lack of awareness, support and knowledge about the local or migrating marine mammals. Threats are
numerous and complex: direct take, by-catch, boats strikes, pollution, oil and gas extraction and tourism. In this talk, I will
examine strategies to address the research needs and management solutions that are needed for MPA’s to effectively protect
marine mammals and will discuss two case studies for identifying the spatial relationships between critical habitat and threats
to two coastal species: dugongs in Sabah, Malaysia and finless porpoises in Hong Kong harbor.
11
Planning for Increased Stewardship and Education
Tara Sayuri Whitty
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, San Diego, CA, USA
The major impacts of small-scale fisheries on ecosystems include the bycatch of marine and aquatic mammals. Mitigating
this serious threat will require not only interdisciplinary, holistic research into the bycatch itself and the fisheries involved,
but also the interest and involvement of fishing communities. Realistically, in most cases bycatch mitigation strategies will
need to be embraced and implemented by these communities. This calls for an enhanced focus on the potential and actual role
of small-scale fisheries in the stewardship of aquatic and marine resources and ecosystems.
The global network for small-scale fisheries research, Too Big To Ignore (TBTI), includes a research cluster on small-scale
fisheries stewardship. A driving goal of this research cluster is to promote the identification and assessment of viable possible
avenues for small-scale fisheries stewardship globally; mitigating bycatch is a major category of needed foci for stewardship.
This talk will review TBTI's framework and metrics for assessing stewardship, with the objective of educating and
encouraging symposium participants to adopt such methods for their own field sites. It will also present documented
successes and failures in bycatch-related stewardship and education, and will discuss scenarios in which marine mammal
conservation and fisheries management might be aligned or misaligned.
Looking toward improving conservation efforts for marine mammals in tropical Asia, this talk will also outline needed steps
to meaningfully target education and stewardship efforts. This should solicit ideas and examples from symposium
participants, and will serve as the starting point for a draft statement on how to incorporate stewardship and education, and
related collaborations, in future efforts in the region.
12
Training communities in stranding and rescue response
Nantarika Chansue1, Kongkiat Kittiwattanawong2, Patcharaporn Kaewmong2, Noppakarn Singkum1
1
1Veterinary Medical Aquatic animal Research Center, Faculty of Veterinary Science, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok,
Thailand, 2Phuket Marine Biological Center, Department of Marine and Coastal Resources, Phuket, Thailand
Marine endangered species in Thailand comprise of 5 species of sea turtles, dugong, and 27 species of whales and
dolphins. These marine endangered species are protected by Wildlife and Protection Act B.E 2014. The annual report of
marine mammals stranding during the last 15 years were on the average of 74-164 marine mammal stranded per year,
including 35 ± 12 whale and dolphin and 20 ± 7 dugongs stranded per year with an increasing trend. The main causes of
stranding were related to fishing gear and human activities. Among these,17-57% were live stranding cases. In order to
rescue these lives stranded cases, the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources (DMCR) has established two Marine
endangered species rescue centers. With limited capacity, in term of staffs and equipments, the success of rescue depends on
the annual budget. In order to keep the community informed about stranding rescue techniques and other first responders’
responsibility, the Veterinary Medical Aquatic Animal Research Center (VMARC), Chulalongkorn University has developed
a stranding rescue curriculum with the support from DMCR to provide knowledge and training to both the scientists and local

people that might have the opportunities to be involved in marine mammal stranding cases. The stranding network has also
been established in many coastal areas to support the performance of governmental organizations and develop specific
knowledge management and partnership for the community. Up to present, we have trained over 50 trainers and 300 local
people for stranding networks all over the country.
13
Creating regional standards for training communities in stranding response
Mridula Srinivasan
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA, Silver Spring, MD, USA
An increase in human activities globally has led to a concomitant increase in reports of dead or injured marine life on the
coast and at sea, especially in tropical Asia. One of the best ways to understand and mitigate threats to marine populations is
to collect biological information from stranded animals. Worldwide, there are many individuals and institutions
independently collecting data from stranded marine mammals, but there is little standardization in response protocols and
data collection. To address this, in 2014, a group of individuals from different parts of the world got together at Wood Hole
Oceanographic Institution, USA, to discuss best practices for stranding response and consistent data collection and reporting
from marine mammal stranding events internationally. The focus of the exercise was to cater to a core audience that had
limited familiarity or experience working with marine mammals, but could still play a critical role in data gathering and
dissemination once trained. In addition, the group identified elements for a possible training curriculum, shared lessons
learned for establishing successful stranding response networks, and conducted an inventory and consolidation of training
materials, protocols, and data collection forms available from different stranding organizations and networks. Products
resulting from the workshop were developed for worldwide distribution and use. This marks a first step in trying to build an
international stranding response network community that could help leverage international resources by providing a common
pool of experts, funds, and a knowledge base of rescue/animal care, data collection, sampling, and necropsy protocols. Initial
products developed will be continually improved to suit a variety of responders and situations.
14
*Research priorities to inform the conservation of little-known species: A case study using the Irrawaddy dolphin,
Orcaella brevirostris
Justine Jackson-Ricketts1, Chalatip Junchompoo2, Ellen Hines3, Iliana Ruiz-Cooley1,4, Elliott Hazen1,4
1
University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, USA, 2Department of Marine and Coastal Resources, Chanthaburi,
Thailand, 3San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA, USA, 4NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center, Pacific
Grove, CA, USA
Throughout the world, in every kind of habitat, wild species are in peril. Unfortunately, for many of these species, basic
information about their biology is lacking, basic information that would help inform conservation measures. Such
information as habitat and diet preferences, which would aid in both predicting a species' response to climate change and
reducing human/endangered species conflict by allowing the designation of biologically-relevant protected areas. Here, in the
form of a case study using the Irrawaddy dolphin (Orcaella brevirostris) in the Gulf of Thailand, we present a study design
that addresses five basic, yet crucial, questions about little-known, threatened species: 1) What are the gaps in critical
scientific knowledge? 2) How can we best estimate abundance and population trends? 3) What do they eat and where do they
forage? 4) Where is their optimal habitat? 5) How often and in what capacity do they interact with humans? Within this study
design, we present a method of diet and general habitat determination never before used for this species: stable isotope
analysis of skin and teeth.

Symposium 4: Impacts of Climate Change on Tropical Freshwater and Estuarine Ecosystems
15
Potential impacts of climate change on reproduction and dispersal of native Atyoida bisulcata shrimp in Hawaiian
headwater streams
Richard MacKenzie1, Ralph Tingley2, Maybeleen Apowong3, James Akau3, Patra Foulk1, Kristina Black4,1
1
USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA, 2Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA, 3University of Hawaii, Hilo, HI,
USA, 4University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK, USA

Tropical island streams are dominated by amphidromous shrimp, fish, and snails that require intact streams and stream flow
to migrate to and from the ocean to complete their lifecycles. Stream flow has been identified as an important environmental
cue for the hatching and dispersal of amphidromous larvae as well as the recruitment of postlarvae migrating from nearshore
areas. Changes in stream flow from dams and diversions, as well as decreased rainfall anticipated to occur under future
climate scenarios threaten the overall existence of these organisms and thus the ecological function of tropical island streams.
We utilized a model ecosystem on the North Hilo coast of Hawaii Island that spans a 4500 mm/yr rainfall gradient, while
land use and other physical variables were held constant, to examine how decreased stream flow will impact larval dispersal
of the native atyid shrimp, Atyoida bisulcata. We compared average egg number and development stage in gravid female
shrimp from 9 streams across the gradient that ranged in baseflow from <0.001 to 0.4 m3/s. We also sampled larval drift in
these same streams during the rainy season. Preliminary results from 2013 revealed that egg counts/shrimp carapace length
were strongly correlated (r = 0.74) with stormflow (Q10) across the gradient, although this was not significant ( p= 0.06).
Additional results comparing egg densities and larval drift among streams will also be presented.
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An ecological classification of Hawaiian streams: Development and implementation of a tool for conservation in a
changing climate
Ralph Tingley1, Dana Infante1, Richard MacKenzie3, Yin-Phan Tsang1,2
1
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA, 2University of Hawaii, Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 3Institute of Pacific
Island Forestry, United States Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA
Tropical stream ecosystems are at risk from current threats and from future changes in climate. These threats may lead to
alterations in habitat, resulting in changes to species distribution. In response, natural resource managers are tasked with
considering conservation in the context of current and future conditions. However, the effectiveness of these initiatives
requires managers to distinguish between influences of natural landscape factors on stream organisms from influences
resulting from disturbances. Classifying stream habitats into types using natural landscape factors important to distributions
of organisms is one strategy that can capture the ecological potential of streams, resulting in a better understanding of the
influence of disturbance. We developed an ecological classification of Hawaiian streams based on relationships between
distributions of native stream species and natural landscape characteristics of catchments. We identified a subset of
landscape variables describing stream size and slope, influences on migration, soil and geology, and rainfall patterns that had
the strongest associations with species distributions. Next, we used conditional inference trees to group streams based on
associations among species and landscape characteristics. Groupings were evaluated and finalized based on local knowledge
and ecological interpretability. Landscape factors influencing the generation of types included elevation of stream channels,
channel slope, groundwater availability in catchments, as well as catchment mean annual rainfall, suggesting that in many
areas, rainfall has a strong influence on habitat type. Incorporating rainfall in our Hawaiian classification readies us to
substitute current rainfall with future projections, with a change in type for a given stream reach suggesting a change in
habitat with a changing climate. As a final step, we are working with stakeholders to develop products that incorporate our
results into management and conservation efforts, including identifying streams types and regions that are likely to remain
suitable habitat or be negatively influenced by climate change.
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Climate driven alterations to watershed hydrology mediates sediment and carbon yields from three Hawaiian
watersheds
Ayron Strauch1, Richard MacKenzie2, Greg Bruland3, Christian Giardina2
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA, 3Principia College, Elsah, IL,
USA
Climate change is anticipated to impact the hydrology of tropical watersheds by altering the timing, delivery, and quantity of
precipitation with consequences for surface runoff and soil erosion. Quantifying the response of tropical watersheds to
changing rainfall patterns is limited by our ability to replicate watershed conditions across a range of climates- greatly
complicating efforts to project the impacts of forecasted changes on water supply, soil erosion and in-stream habitat as well
as their impacts on industry, agriculture, tourism, human health, and ecosystem function. We used three watersheds of similar
shape, geology, vegetation cover and land-use on Hawai‘i Island to examine how long-term changes in mean annual rainfall
(MAR) affect sediment and carbon yield. Instantaneous sediment and carbon yield data were converted from turbidity
measurements taken at 15 min intervals and compared for short (hours to days) and long (months) time scales. Sediment and
particulate carbon loads were compared to estimates using the LOADEST Fortran model. Decreasing MAR resulted in

increased sediment and carbon yield during certain flow conditions. Results suggest that predicted changes in climate may
increase the pulse of sediment associated with runoff events affecting carbon export from tropical watersheds and threatening
near-shore environments.
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Life-history responses of amphidromous fish to hydrologic variation among Hawaiian streams
Peter Lisi1, Peter McIntrye1, Derek Hogan2, James Gilliam4, Michael Blum3
1
U. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA, 2Texas A&M, Corpus Christi, TX, USA, 3Tulane, New Orleans, LA, USA, 4NC State,
Raleigh,, NC, USA
Freshwater streams across the Hawaiian Archipelago are characterized by flashy flow regimes that appear to be shifting with
climate change. Here, we summarize the intra-annual variability in daily stream flow on five islands, and examine how the
geomorphic characteristics of catchments mediate hydrological variation. The most stable hydrologies were found in streams
that drain small, steep, highly eroded catchments along the windward/rainy side of islands. More variable flow regimes were
generally found on younger islands draining narrow catchments. To assess the biological consequences of hydrological
complexity, we used otolith microchemistry to identify individual gobies (Awaous stamineus) that remained in the stream
environment as larvae rather than going to sea. We found that the hydrologic variability was correlated to the proportion of
the goby population that went to sea: the more variable the stream, the more likely that gobies are truly amphidromous. This
life-history flexibility may be important for population resilience as stream flows are further altered by climate change and
water abstraction for human use.
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Using Stable Isotopes to Assess the Impacts of Climate Change on Food Webs in Hawaiian Streams
Michael Riney1,2, Richard MacKenzie1, Rebecca Ostertag2, Therese Frauendorf1
1
USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA
Stream flow in Hawaii and throughout the tropics is currently threatened by reduced precipitation due to climate change.
However, little is known of how aquatic macroinvertebrates are responding to these changes. Decreased stream flow can
reduce body condition and reproductive output of native ‘opae shrimp (Atyoida bisulcata) in streams on Hawaii Island, but
the underlying mechanisms leading to these changes have yet to be identified. I am comparing the diets of three different
aquatic macroinvertebrates in five streams along a rainfall gradient (3000-7000 mm/year) on the North Hilo Coast of Hawaii
Island. Stable isotope signatures (δ13C and δ15N) from consumers and dominant food resources are used to solve mixing
models that are used to compare consumer diets between streams. Carbon/nitrogen (C:N) ratios of the food resources are
weighted with their individual annual biomasses to demonstrate if and how relative abundances and quality of food resources
differ across the stream flow gradient, and whether the diets of the consumers reflect a response to these potential differences.
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Predicted climate driven changes in flow affect stream resources, consumers, and nutrient dynamics Hawaii
Therese Frauendorf1, Richard MacKenzie2, Rana El-Sabaawi1
1
University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada, 2Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA
Predicted decreases in flow and increases in intensity of flash floods due to climate driven changes in rainfall can have stark
effects on tropical freshwater organisms; yet these implications are not well understood. We collected basal food resources
and macroinvertebrates, measured excretion rates of dominant invertebrates, and quantified nutrient (i.e. nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P)) demand in four streams across a 4500 mm/yr rainfall gradient along the North Hilo region of Hawai’i Island.
At drier streams organic matter storage increased, but quality of food resources decreased. Total invertebrate production also
decreased by more than 10x with decreasing stream flow (40.3 to 3.5 g/m2/yr). Sensitive taxa, like caddisflies and
damselflies, contributed to the majority of invertebrate biomass in high flow streams, while fast reproducing taxa with short
life spans (e.g. midges, copepods) dominated lower flowing streams. The demand for N and P varied in a non-consistent
pattern across the gradient (0.34 - 0.71 µg N/m2/hr, 0.21 - 0.50 µg P/m2/hr). Mass-specific nitrogen excretion rates of
dominant invertebrate taxa increased by 2-4x in drier streams, while phosphorous excretion rates remained similar across the
gradient. However, total amount of nutrients recycled by consumers decreases across the gradient due invertebrate density

declines. Climate driven changes in macroinvertebrate quantity and quality due to reduced flow and increased flash flood
intensity can have significant implications on food resources for higher aquatic and terrestrial trophic levels, while decreases
in total nutrients exported can significantly affect organisms at the base of food webs (e.g. microbes, algae) in downstream
and near-shore habitats.
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Prioritizing conservation lands in the Hawaiian Islands: Implications for management in freshwater ecosystems in the
face of climate change
Yin-Phan Tsang1,2, Dana Infante1, Ralph Tingley1, Kyle Herreman1
1
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA, 2University of Hawaii, Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Effective conservation often requires stakeholders to consider trade-offs between current condition of ecosystems, their
future condition, and economic feasibility of implementing actions to enhance condition or minimize threats . While
localized knowledge of ecosystems is essential for identifying conservation needs, quantitative analyses allow for assessment
of multiple natural and anthropogenic factors simultaneously, especially over large areas, providing new insights that may
compliment local knowledge. The goal of our project was to apply a spatially-explicit process to identify landscapes with
high conservation potential throughout the five Main Hawaiian islands with emphasis on freshwater ecosystems. We used
Marxan for this effort and identified priority conservation areas based on three factors: potential distributions of stream
organisms located throughout fluvial habitats, risk of degradation to fluvial habitats resulting from anthropogenic land uses,
and connectivity among areas with high biodiversity and low risk of degradation. We also assessed how locations of current
reserve lands could aid in efforts to connect priority areas to maximize effectiveness of conservation actions. . Finally, we
conducted a post-analysis to examine the spatial relationships between government owned lands, priority catchments and
rivers as identified by the Hawaii Fish Habitat Partnership and the Pacific Island Fisheries and Wildlife Office, and the
priority areas identified by Marxan. The Initial results of Marxan indicated that high priority conservation areas exist on all
five main Hawaiian Islands. The post-analysis shows a high level of overlap between priority landscapes identified by
Marxan with those identified by stakeholders. However, stakeholder-identified landscapes commonly are much smaller in
size than high priority conservation landscapes identified by Marxan. We anticipate using results of this research with
projected climate data to identify areas that will likely remain high priority in the future, creating a template for the proactive
management of the freshwater ecosystems of Hawaii.

Symposium 5: Herbivores in Tropical Food Webs
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Indirect interactions structuring tropical forest food webs
Rebecca Morris
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
Apparent competition is an indirect interaction among species that can structure ecological communities, and is a particularly
important structuring force in insect herbivore-parasitoid systems. To investigate the potential for apparent competition in
food webs across a latitudinal gradient, I analysed a large data set of 216 quantitative food webs drawn from 28 studies across
the globe from the High Arctic to the tropics. I predicted that the potential for apparent competition would be lower in the
tropics than in temperate regions because tropical insects that share natural enemies are more likely to be isolated in space
and time than temperate insects. I discuss the results and their significance for understanding how tropical insect-host
parasitoid food webs are structured.
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Are local plant-herbivore food webs sampled randomly from the regional pool of plant-herbivore interactions?
Legi Sam
Environmental Futures Research Institute, Brisbane, QLD, Australia
Are specialist and generalist herbivore species (and their trophic interactions) equally likely sampled from regional pools by
local food webs? Is the probability of a plant species acquiring a new herbivore species in a local food web dependent on the

number of herbivore species already present on that plant species? Classical niche theory explains the coexistence of species
through their exploitation of different resources. Herbivorous insect communities are rarely saturated with species. The
regional species pool from which insects are assembled determines diversity. We hypothesise that connectance, generality,
vulnerability and compartmentalisation of local food webs can be predicted by random sampling of species and trophic
interactions from regional species pools. We present findings from New Guinea, one of the few tropical areas with
undisturbed rainforests along complete altitudinal gradients from seacoast to the alpine zone. Folivorous insects feeding on
Ficus trees are used as a model system. We collected all externally feeding caterpillars and adult insects (Orthoptera,
Phasmatodea and Coleoptera) by hand from 1500 m2 of foliage area in 5 ha of forest per altitudinal site. The study sites start
at 200 m asl. and end at 2700 m asl. separated by 500 altitudinal metres. Combining local and regional analyses of food webs,
we attempt to predict the structure of new plant-herbivore food webs arising from the dispersal of species along altitudinal
gradients in response to changing environment.
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*The use of barcoding and meta-barcoding for quantifying trophic links of generalist herbivores and predators in
tropical food webs
Sarah Maunsell1, Jane Hardwick1, Alison Shapcott5, Jeremy Miller3, Menno Schilthuizen3, Arjen Speksnijder3, Tom Fayle2,6,
Kalsum Yusah4, Lois Kinneen1, Nigel Stork1, Roger Kitching1
1
Environmental Futures Research Institute, Griffith Univerisity, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, 2Laboratory of Tropical
Ecology University of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic, 3Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Leiden, The
Netherlands, 4Institute for Tropical Biology and Conservation, Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia,
5
Genecology Research Center, University of the Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs, Australia, 6Forest Ecology Group, Imperial
College, London, UK
Forest modification and has the potential to alter food web structure, and subsequently, ecosystem function. Spiders are top
predators in invertebrate food webs, and are therefore likely to impact lower trophic levels, including herbivorous insects.
Likewise, lower trophic levels are likely to have a bottom-up impact on spider communities. Despite this, little is known
about spider diet, especially in diverse tropical ecosystems, where many species remain undescribed and where predator prey relationships are unknown in most cases. Similarly, herbivorous insects have a top-down impact on plant productivity
and plant assemblages have a bottom-up influence on herbivore communities. Herbivorous insects may respond differentially
to habitat change due to varying degrees of host specificity, and this is likely to influence overall food web structure.
Quantifying links among these multiple trophic levels, with the aim to understand food web structure, will indicate how
stable these communities are in the face of dramatic habitat change, such as forest conversion to oil palm plantation.
Trophic links in invertebrate communities have traditionally been established using visual observations or hand collecting
and rearing. New molecular technologies are providing an opportunity to identify trophic links a large scale, potentially
enabling the construction of more resolved food webs. We are attempting to barcode and meta-barcode the gut content of
spiders and grasshoppers in order to measure structural changes in invertebrate food webs across a gradient of habitat
modification, encompassing old growth forest, logged forest and oil palm plantation, in Malaysian Borneo (the SAFE
project). In this seminar, I will present the methods that we have been developing to measure these trophic links and discuss
the viability of using barcoding and meta-barcoding for the construction of diverse tropical food webs.
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Herbivory and herbivores in enemy free space along a complete elevation gradient in the tropics
Katerina Sam1,2, Bonny Koane3, Jimmy Moses3, Peter Amick Konga3, Vojtech Novotny1,2
1
Biology Centre CAS, v. v. i. Institute of Entomology, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic, 2University of South Bohemia,
Faculty of Science, Ceske Budejovice, Czech Republic, 3The New Guinea Binatang Research Center, Madang, Papua New
Guinea
It is well recognized that predators can enhance plant growth by reducing herbivore abundance. Yet the strength of such
trophic cascades has been found to be quite variable both within and between communities. We hypothesised that birds, bats
and ants are important predators of arthropod. However, their relative importance will differ along a forest elevational
gradient (200 - 3700 m). We also expected that various predators will affect prey in different ways, based on their size and
life history.

We conducted exclosure experiments at eight elevational sites (500 m elevational increment) along the elevational gradient of
Mt. Wilhelm in Papua New Guinea. We excluded ants, birds, bats separately and in combinations from tree saplings (Ficus
sp., 100 per site) and completed experiment with work on control saplings. We protected saplings by nets (against birds and
bats), by nets opened daily in the morning and in the afternoon (separate birds and bats) and by tangle foot (against ants). We
surveyed insect communities and herbivorous damage every three months. Further, we completed our experiments with
surveys of focal predators.
Herbivorous damage and arthropod abundances decreased with increasing elevations, and exclusion of birds and/or ants had
significant effect on herbivorous damage as well as on arthropod abundances, and their body size. Bats did not seem to
influence insect communities significantly. Species richness of insectivorous birds (all elevations) and bats (3200m max)
decrease with increasing elevation, while their abundances peaked at mid-elevations. Ant species richness (2700m max) as
well as abundance decreased steeply with increasing elevation. We conclude that herbivore pressure and herbivore
abundances are higher towards lowlands. Stable arthropod populations are remained low by natural enemies of various
importances along gradients. Disruption on of communities of natural enemies has the potential to allow arthropods to reach
high levels, resulting in extensive herbivorous damage
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*The effect of experimental warming on gall-parasitoid interactions at different elevations
Casey Hall, Roger Kitching
Griffith University, Nathan, QLD, Australia
Climate change has the potential to disrupt interactions between trophic levels. The direct effects on species may cause
changes in productivity, phenology and development. These changes may also have an indirect effect any interacting species.
We used a plant-gall- parasitoid food chain to ask if the response of herbivores and parasitoids to increased
temperature differs with elevation. We experimentally warmed host plants in-situ along an elevational gradient in continuous
subtropical rainforest. Individual Solanum plants up to 1.5 m in height were selected. Open top enclosures were constructed
around each plant, using clear plastic film. Enclosures raised ambient temperatures by an average of 1.9 to 3.9°C, this is
within the range of temperature increase predicted for this region by 2070. General herbivory, calculated as average
percentage leaf lost, was significantly higher on experimentally warmed plants compared to controls. In contrast, gall and
parasitoid abundance was significantly lower on warmed plants. In addition, the ratio of parasitoids to their galling hosts was
lower on warmed plants. These experiments show that increased temperatures have a greater effect on parasitoids compared
to their hosts. The reduction in the ability of parasitoids to control host populations may lead to pest outbreaks. The response
of each trophic level is also moderated by elevation, such that communities at higher, cooler elevations may be more affected
by climate change compared to those at lower warmer elevations.
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Using molecular tools to model cascades of extinctions in plants, insects and mutualistic and parasitic phoretic mites
along elevational gradients
Carlos Garcia-Robledo1,2, W. John Kress2, Terry L. Erwin2
1
Institute of Ecology, Xalapa,Veracruz, Mexico, 2Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., USA
One overlooked driver of biodiversity loss is co-extinction: the loss of species as a result of the extinction of species upon
which they depend. Global warming is expected to increase extinction rates in elevational gradients. However, the effects of
climate change on biodiversity loss through co-extinctions at different elevations remain unknown. Two groups of organisms
highly susceptible to co-extinctions are insect herbivores and phoretic mites, a guild of mites that hitchhike on insect
herbivores to colonize their host plants. This project evaluates how host plant extinctions will generate cascades of associated
insect herbivore and phoretic mite co-extinctions under projected climate change in a tropical elevational gradient (Barva
transect, Costa Rica). We used plants from the order Zingiberales, insect herbivores (Cephaloleia beetles) and phoretic mites,
as our study system. Combining field observations and molecular tools, we are compiling the following datasets to model
cascades of co-extinctions in complex plant-arthropod networks under projected global warming: (1) elevational distributions
of plants, insect herbivores and phoretic mites (2) identification of insect herbivore diets using DNA extracted from gut
contents (3) identification of insect herbivore - phoretic mite associations using DNA barcodes. Here we explore the
following questions: (1) Are specialized herbivores and mites more vulnerable to coextinctions than generalists? and (2) Are
insect herbivores and their associated phoretic mites more susceptible to extinctions at higher elevations? By combining field

records and interaction networks reconstructed using DNA markers, we conclude that diet breadths of insect herbivores
shrink with increasing elevation. In contrast, preliminary results suggest that low-elevation phoretic mites are specialized on
one or a few insect herbivores, but high-elevation mite species are more generalists. Future studies will determine if these
differences in the patterns of specializations will determine differences in coextincition rates of insects and mutualistc and
parasitic phoretic mites.
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Herbivorous and non-herbivorous insects on flowers and leaves: Are leaf-feeding herbivores really the most
specialized?
Carl Wardhaugh1, Nigel Stork2, Will Edwards3
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Different kinds of species interactions can lead to different levels of specialization within ecological networks. Antagonistic
interactions (such as those between herbivores and host plants) often promote increasing host specificity due to adaptations
by both parties for overcoming the other's defences (i.e., a co-evolutionary arms race). By contrast, mutualistic networks
(such as pollination networks) are thought to exhibit higher levels of generalization, perhaps due to a lack of adaptations to
repel, or adaptations to actively attract or utilise, a wide range of partners. We tested the generality of this assumption by
comparing the host plant and network specialization of beetle communities inhabiting the foliage (flush and mature) and
flowers of 23 canopy plant species in a tropical rainforest in north Queensland, Australia. At both the species level and the
network level, mutualistic communities on flowers showed similar levels of specialization as the antagonistic herbivore
community on leaves, while non-herbivores on leaves showed the lowest levels of specialization. Perhaps surprisingly, host
specificity among flower-visitors was equally high among beetle families that are traditionally thought to be herbivorous
(e.g., Chrysomelidae, Curculionidae) and non-herbivorous (e.g., Nitidulidae, Staphylinidae, Cleridae). These results, which
need further testing in other forest systems, show that high levels of host specificity are not restricted to herbivores on leaves,
and that flower-visitors can display equally high levels of specialization. The next step is to discover the mechanisms
promoting high levels of specialization among flower-visiting insect communities, and what influence this has on ecosystem
function and food web dynamics in tropical forest systems.
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Bat and bird exclusion but not shade cover influence cocoa leaf consumption and arthropods in agroforestry
landscape
Camila Righetto Cassano1, Roberta Mariano Silva1, Eduardo Mariano-Neto2, Götz Schroth3, Deborah Faria1
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independent consultant, Alter do Chão, Pará, Brazil
Complex ecological processes within agroforestry systems are likely to prevent species decline as well as maintain
ecosystems services associated to its rich biodiversity. Bats and birds are arthropod predators that play important roles on in
top-down control. Both groups are represented by a large number of species in agroforestry systems, but are likely to
respond negatively to management intensification, especially to shade thinning. This study investigates the potential role of
bats and birds on arthropod pest control in shaded cacao plantations through a field experiment in agroforests from southern
Bahia. We tested if bat and/or bird exclusion from cacao trees lead to higher arthropod abundance and leaf damage, and
reproduced the experiments in high and low shade plantations. Our results suggest a complex food web, with at least four
trophic levels, connecting top predators to primary producers in traditional and intensified agroforests. Bird exclusion
increased leaf damage while bat exclusion increased total arthropod and plant-sucking insects relative abundance.
Simultaneous bird and bat exclusion increased spider relative abundance, triggering a mesopredator release, which negatively
affected herbivores activity and reduced leaf damage. Local agroforest management did not significantly influence observed
top-down effects. This finding suggests that either broad scale effects may be more relevant than local management for
maintaining diverse bird and bat assemblages or that high predator diversity does not necessarily result in a stronger topdown control. Understanding of trophic routes in tropical ecosystems is just beginning and may benefit from studies on the
relatively simplified agroforests. Agroforestry schemes aiming sustainable systems should take advantage from natural
biological control and will certainly benefit from studies that identify key predators responsible for this service.

Symposium 6: Chronic Anthropogenic Disturbance in Tropical Rainforests - Negative Impacts
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Chronic anthropogenic disturbances: from basic concepts to potential effects
Marcelo Tabarelli, Elaine Ribeiro, Inara Leal
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil
Tropical forest biotas have been rapidly converted into human-modified landscapes with unanticipated consequences for
biodiversity persistence, ecological services and rural sustainability. In addition to habitat loss and fragmentation, remaining
forest habitats are exposed to collection of forest products such as firewood, forage for livestock and bush meat. Such a
regular extraction of forest biomass was recently defined as chronicle anthropogenic disturbances (CAD), triggering an
increasing interest for this unappreciated topic. A preliminary overview of available literature, particularly that addressing
evergreen and dry forests in Brazil, Mexico and India, supports interesting working hypotheses: CAD represent a key feature
of those socioecological systems consisting of low-income rural populations devoted to subsistence activities (agriculture +
livestock). It implies that a reasonable portion of tropical biodiversity and hundreds of human populations are exposed to
CAD effects. Although CAD are frequently measured by proxies, they potentially result in a myriad of direct and indirect
effects on multiple levels of biological organization (from individual to ecosystem level) and multiple spatial scales,
including population collapse and species extinction, biological invasion, proliferation of disturbance adapted species,
biological homogenization, arrested succession, and desertification. Growth of human populations, climatic changes and
extreme climatic events are likely to increment the need for forest products and agricultural lands, speeding up CADmediated degradation with drastic implications for sustainability. In this perspective, a consistent theoretical and
methodological framework is required to move research forward.
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Human disturbance and biological invasion: The transformation of Hawaii's dryland vegetation
Curtis Daehler
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, United States Minor Outlying Islands
Hawaii's leeward dry vegetation, including tropical dry forest, has a long history of chronic human disturbance. Early
Polynesian settlers deliberately burned dry vegetation to promote the growth of indigenous pili grass (Heteropogon
contortus), which was harvested for thatching. Later European arrivals introduced invasive plants, as well as cattle and goats.
Sandalwood populations (Santalum spp.) were decimated by human extraction. One early tree introduction was kiawe
(Prosopis pallida), which formed extensive, dense forests, some of which persist today. Invasive grasses associated with the
drylands were initially dominated by species from tropical America. However, since the 1950's, Hawaii's drylands have been
increasingly dominated by African grasses, and these African grass invasions have been associated with more frequent and
intense fires. However, in recent decades, housing developments have greatly expanded in dry leeward environments, leading
to greater efforts in controlling wildfires in many areas. Ornamental cacti, succulents, and vigorous, drought-adapted vines
are now beginning to invade these dry areas, and they may become more dominant in the future due to increasing fire
suppression. Restoration of native dry forest requires overcoming major challenges that include propagule limitation,
introduced grazers, episodic growth and recruitment, and continued risks of anthropogenic fires. Almost all leeward dry
vegetation in Hawaii consists of novel communities made of up of plants brought from multiple continents. The ecological
services provided by these novel communities have been little-studied. The nature of chronic anthropogenic disturbance helps
us understand the general structure of this vegetation, but novel introductions and changing rainfall patterns could lead to
rapid shifts in species dominance in the future.
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Reaping the last harvest: predictors of timber species composition and value across 824 Amazonian logging
concessions
Carlos Peres1,2, Vanessa Richardson1
1
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK, 2Museu Goeldi, Belem, Brazil

Industrial scale timber extraction in old-growth tropical forests develops along variable-aged logging frontiers. Initially
highly selective logging operations often target slow-growing high grade, shade-tolerant hardwood species, but subsequent
harvests may shift towards fast-growing light-wooded long-lived pioneer trees. Brazil accounts for 85% of the native forest
roundlog production in Latin America/Caribbean region, and the State of Pará for almost half of all timber offtake from
Brazilian Amazonia. Yet the degree to which timber harvests beyond the first-cut can be financially profitable or
demographically sustainable remains poorly understood. Here, we report data on the legally planned logging of ~9.6 million
m3 of timber across 314 tree species extracted from 446 private and community-based logging concessions between 2009
and 2012. Using data from government-approved logging concession management plans, we document patterns of timber
offtake by volume, species composition and value along aging logging frontiers of eastern Amazonia, which are then
explained on the basis of historical and environmental variables. Generalized linear models indicate that relatively recent
logging operations farthest from heavy-traffic roads can afford to be most selective, concentrating their gross timber revenues
on fewer high-value species. We find no evidence that the post-depletion timber species composition and total value of forest
stands recovers between the first and subsequent cutting cycles, suggesting that the commercially most valuable timber
species become predictably rare or economically extinct in old logging frontiers. In avoiding even more destructive patterns
of land-use, managing the sustained yields of selectively-logged forests is crucial for both the long-term integrity of forest
biodiversity and the financial viability of local extractive industries. The history of old-growth forest timber extraction in
Eastern Amazonia likely mirrors broad patterns of sequential timber depletion over time elsewhere in Brazil and throughout
the humid tropics.
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Biotic disturbances cause changes in species composition and plant diversity of Indian dry tropical forest
R. Sagar, J.S. Singh
Deparment of Botany, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi-221005, India
The dry tropical forests are more threatened than the moist or wet forest due to a long history of intense biotic pressure.
Because of such biotic threats these forests of India are being converted into dry deciduous scrub, dry savanna and dry
grasslands. The size, duration and severity of disturbance inhibit the forest regeneration and species diversity. In this study,
we compare species composition and plant diversity of protected area with that of non protected area experiencing biotic
disturbances. We explore the possible restoration strategies for dry tropical species diversity against the chronic and acute
disturbances. Remotely sensed data of Odisha forests for years 1935 and 2010 showed temporal conversation of dense forests
into the non forested areas due to increased population pressure over the years. Similarly, the Andhra forest patches have
decreased at rate of 0.22 Km2yr-1between years 1930 and 2011. The ground level studies from Vindhyan forests showed that
the biotic perturbations governed the species composition, species distribution within and outside the protected areas. In such
area tree stem density and basal area significantly decreased along the increasing order of disturbance, while within the
protected area they increased, although poorly. Outside the protected area, disturbance intensity reduced the species richness,
evenness, and Shannon index. On the other hand, these indices increased monotonically due to increased disturbance
intensity within the protected area. Thus, moderate level of disturbance could be a real option to promote the species
diversity. For example, for high accumulation of species diversity, the protected areas need to experience a limited level of
continued biotic exploitation, while areas outside the protected forests, will benefit from such management practices that
increase the availability of fuel and fodder in the nearby human habitations. This will reduce the pressure of grazing, illegal
tree felling and lopping for fuel and fodder.
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Phylogenetic signal in the response of plants to chronic anthropogenic disturbance: implications for conservation of
tropical dry forests and grasslands
Alejandra Martinez Blancas
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Facultad de Ciencias, Departamente de Ecologia y Recursos Naturales, Mexico
City, Mexico
With today’s rapid decline of wild populations, we have resorted to the notion that species belonging to the same family or
order (e.g., cacti, orchids and cetaceans) respond similarly to human impacts and may be managed in the same way. This may
hold if there is phylogenetic signal in species’ response to disturbance and related species share vulnerabilities. Nevertheless,
this has not been formally tested. Besides, while some clades may be negatively affected by CAD, others benefit from it,
leading to perturbed communities composed only of related species (low phylogenetic diversity). I tested whether there is a
phylogenetic signal in plant’s response to CAD in a semi-arid grassland and a tropical dry forest (TDF), and determined if

CAD affects phylogenetic diversity. To do so, data on species abundance was related to CAD, and disturbance-response
indices were constructed. These indices, along with taxonomic and phylogenetic data, where used to assess which taxonomic
level explained most of the variation in disturbance-responses, as well as to calculate Pagel’s λ. My results show weak yet
significant phylogenetic signal in plant’s response to CAD. Additionally, family and order do not explain much (<50%) of
the variation among species, while genus did (>90%), making it the appropriate level for generalizations. Each community
experienced CAD differently. In the TDF, environmental changes promoted by CAD cause the replacement of species,
favoring the stress-tolerant ones, whereas in the already stressful grassland, CAD acts as an environmental filter limiting
species’ permanence altogether. Furthermore, phylogenetic diversity of the grassland diminished with CAD, implying
potential loss of ecosystem functionality. Phylogenetic relatedness may inform conservation biology, but must be considered
carefully as its effects may be weak and variable across communities.
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Tropic cascades? Defoliation by pastoralists alters plant-ant interactions in a tropical tree
Orou Gaoue
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Studies on the sustainability of wild plants harvest by local people for their livelihood focused on the direct effect of harvest
on targeted species. When harvesting reduces the population growth rate of harvested species below unity, it is considered to
be unsustainable. In the opposite scenario where target species have positive growth rate despite harvesting, this is considered
as a sustainable. Such analysis of harvest sustainability fail to account for the fact that harvested species are part of an
ecological community where diverse plant-animal interactions occur. Harvesting may directly or indirectly affect species that
interact with the target species, and subsequently reduce species coexistence. African mahogany, Khaya senegalensis, is
defoliated by pastoralists in West Africa to feed cattle. This harvesting activity is culturally and economically important for
these pastoralists. Recurrent defoliation at high rate, by reducing the nursing role of mother tree and limiting reproduction
and tree growth, negatively affect plant population dynamics. I studied the impact of defoliation on associated weaver ants
(Oecophylla longinoda) which provide biological defense to K. senegalensis, against a shoot borer (Hypsipyla robusta).
Defoliation reduces ant abundance and nest. This negative effect of defoliation on ant may be due to the reduction in leaf size
and potential value for ant nest construction. Because defoliated trees are directly exposed to sunlight, weaver ants may
abandon these trees due to canopy temperature greater than their critical thermal maxima. This study highlights the urgent
need to use a holistic approach in assessing the sustainability of wild plants harvest, by analyzing effect of harvest beyond
target species.
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Effects of chronic anthropogenic disturbance on dryland populations, species interactions and communities
Carlos Martorell
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Mexico, Mexico
Chronic Anthropogenic Disturbance (CAD) is multivariate, involving several factors that act concurrently upon natural
communities. Following Grime, only some of these factors are true disturbances (removing plant biomass) whereas others are
related to stress (restricting biomass production). CAD’s impact on nature is consequently complex and affects several
organization levels in drylands, where it is widespread. From a population viewpoint, CAD favors herbivory-resistant (e.g.
thorny species) and stress-tolerant species. Among the latter are species usually thought to be vulnerable to CAD such as
globose cacti. Thus, appropriate CAD levels may serve conservation and may even buffer the effects of climate change. CAD
amplifies the effects of temporal variability, so species with bet-hedging or storage mechanisms seem to be also favored by
this form of disturbance. Plant-plant interactions change with CAD: in some stress- or herbivory-intolerant species,
competition is replaced by facilitation in disturbed sites. It also seems that switches between competition and facilitation due
to environmental fluctuations may underlie the variability-enhancement effects of CAD. The CAD - diversity relationship is
highly idiosyncratic, depending on functional traits and the taxa under consideration. Reductions and gains in richness occur
with increasing CAD, but species turnover seem to be the rule. The underlying increase in facilitation due to CAD may lead
to the loss of some community stability properties, but others are strengthened. Thus, irrespective of how and where we study
the effects of CAD, positive and negative effects arise. Anthropogenic disturbance is strictly-speaking an unprecedented
phenomenon to which species are not adapted, but abaptations may explain its positive effects: for instance, livestock raising
resembles grazing by now-extinct fauna that played an important role in natural communities. Understanding CAD may help
in making the most of its positive impacts in a world where humans exert strong influences over much of the planet’s surface.
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Human disturbances and their multiple ecological effects in the Caatinga vegetation
Inara Leal1, Elâine Ribeiro2, Laura Leal2, Kátia Pereira2, Marcelo Tabarelli1
1
Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Recife, PE, Brazil, 2Programa de Pós-Graduação em Biologia Vegetal, Recife, PE,
Brazil
In addition to habitat loss and fragmentation, remaining tropical forest vegetation is frequently exposed to chronic
anthropogenic disturbance (CAD), such as overgrazing by livestock, firewood collection and the exploitation of non-timber
forest products. Like acute disturbance, CAD imposes a myriad of negative impacts ranging from population collapse and
species extinction at multiple spatial scales to forest replacement by shrub vegetation. Here we describe CAD effects on plant
populations, communities and plant-ant interactions in the Brazilian Caatinga, a dry forest marked by the presence of dense
and low-income rural populations, which are highly dependent on the direct exploitation of forest resources for supporting
livelihood. CAD effects on plant populations is highly variable, with negative impacts on species of several families (e.g.
Cactaceae, Fabaceae, Capparaceae), but with positive effects on Euphorbiaceae species. At community level, CAD promotes
shifts in taxonomic/ecological composition and reduces diversity across all ontogenic plant stages Finally, CAD negatively
affects plant-ant interactions, as plant protection against herbivores (i.e. extrafloral nectaries bearing plants) and seed
dispersal (i.e. myrmecochorous plants) services are reduced in disturbed forest habitats. Accordingly, CAD deserves much
more attention by conservationists and we argue for (1) research and rural programs able to support better practices in terms
of land use and sustainable exploitation of forest resources, (2) improved governance and law enforcement to shift
extractivism towards sustainable standards, and (3) expanding the coverage and effective implementation of strictly protected
areas.
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A Strength-Based Approach to Assisting Native American Students in Higher Education By Donald D. Pepion, EdD
Donald Pepion
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM, USA
This presentation advocates a strength-based approach to supporting Native American students in higher education. Studies
such as Heavy Runner and DeCelles, Huffman, and Pepion et al. have found that a paradigm shift from focusing on student
deficits to reinforcing student sources of strength is much needed in higher education. A conceptual/theoretical framework
for this process entails empowering inherent cultural resiliency factors and rejecting assimilationist approaches. Adopting a
strength-based advising model is endorsed. The model keenly fortifies the Native American and Pacific Islander Research
Experience (NAPIRE) mentor program’s acknowledgment of an indigenous worldview of all things being related. The
presentation shares some relevant findings from a community participatory action research study by Pepion et al. The results
include cultural persistence factors such as support from family, elders, community, and spirituality.
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History and Impacts of the Native American and Pacific Islander (NAPIRE) Program
Karin Gastreich1, Barbara Dugelby2, Wendy Townsend3,4
1
Avila University, Kansas City, Missouri, USA, 2Organization for Tropical Studies, Durham, North Carolina, USA,
3
University of Florida, Gainsville, Florida, USA, 4Noel Kempff Museum of Natural History, Santa Cruz, Bolivia
The Native American and Pacific Islander Research Experience (NAPIRE) Program was established in 2005 to encourage
students from minority groups underrepresented in the sciences to pursue scientific careers. Here we present data regarding
the diversity of our participants over the past ten years, including ethnicities, ages, science fields, and institution types
represented. We also report what students have accomplished, where they are now, and how, in their assessment, the
NAPIRE Program has facilitated their academic and professional experience. In follow-up surveys, former students have
indicated that participation in NAPIRE helped them to successfully complete their academic goals in a variety of ways.

Approximately 90% of survey respondents have earned baccalaureate, masters, or doctoral degrees, and most have gone on to
careers in science and technology. Lessons learned during the first decade of the NAPIRE Program are also discussed, with
emphasis on general principles that can be applied to similar initiatives dedicated to increasing diversity in the sciences.
Ongoing input from students, research mentors, and home mentors, has allowed the program to evolve over time, growing
from a four week field course into a full-fledged eight week research experience. A fundamental key to success has been
facilitating positive mentor-student relationships while fostering an environment that respects cultural diversity within the
sciences. Current program design includes an independent research project conducted in close collaboration with a
professional research mentor. Research mentors often become a source of ongoing post-program support as students pursue
graduate and career opportunities. In-program cultural exchanges facilitate interactions between NAPIRE students and the
indigenous tribes of Costa Rica. Academic seminars and discussions allow students to better prepare for the challenge of
pursuing a professional career in ecology, while respecting the strengths and positive contributions of their own cultural
heritage to the scientific endeavor.
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Integrating culture and science in the NAPIRE Program and the value for field-based education.
Barbara L. Dugelby1, Karin R. Gastreich2, Donald D. Pepion3
1
Organization for Tropical Conservation, Durham, North Carolina, USA, 2Avila University, Kansas City, Missouri, USA,
3
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico, USA
The Native American and Pacific Islander Research Experience (NAPIRE) Program is a unique and rich field ecology
research experience due in part to the diversity of cultures represented in student participants, as well as the emphasis given
to indigenous cultures and the integration of different perspectives on nature and science. Various activities and strategies
used in the program underscore the relationship between culture and science, including exchanges with local indigenous
communities, interactive lectures, and group discussions on such topics as research ethics, traditional ecological knowledge,
and how indigenous communities confront environmental challenges. Emphasis on cultural backgrounds and interests of
students in the context of tropical biology enhances student learning in several ways. First, NAPIRE students come from
cultures whose views on nature may differ, sometimes significantly, from those of western science. Exploring and giving
value to these different traditions and beliefs help students feel more comfortable about internal conflicts they may
experience as they advance in their pathway to becoming a scientist. Second, exposing students to how different cultures
conceive of, value, and interact with the natural world provides opportunities for critical reflection and stimulates
interdisciplinary and innovative approaches to environmental questions and challenges. Third, for many students, the
NAPIRE experience is their first time away from home and their first field research experience. Culture-centered activities
help students overcome insecurities about field research and interactions with a foreign culture. Activities that weave cultural
elements together with ecological science tend to be among those most valued and remembered by students. Many of the
strategies used in NAPIRE to highlight the culture-nature connection could be used in other field based educational programs
to enhance learning, improve cross-cultural awareness, and motivate students to consider interdisciplinary solutions to
problems.
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Why send students from tropical islands to a tropical research station?
Frank Camacho
University of Guam, Mangilao, GU, USA
Natural science programs at two-year and four year colleges in Oceania have inherent curricular strengths that set them apart
from their mainland counterparts. In particular, these programs can leverage the rich biological and cultural diversity of the
region to enhance the student learning experience. Nevertheless, there is tremendous value in field-based research
experiences for undergraduates (REU) in tropical systems abroad, such as the NAPIRE program. The NAPIRE model of
student-centered research under the guidance of faculty mentors has a remarkable record of successfully transforming and
motivating undergraduates to continue a career in science. Through NAPIRE, students can draw on parallel insights from
their home islands while gaining valuable exposure to novel systems and new scientific methodologies. At the University of
Guam, these experiences, coupled with additional on-campus research opportunities, appear to be associated with high rates
of retention and graduation among undergraduate biology majors.
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Comparison of NAPIRE and other tropical field education experiences
Peltin Olter Pelep1, Barbara L. Dugelby2, Allain Bourgoin1
1
College of Micronesia-FSM, Palikir, Pohnpei, Federated States of Micronesia, 2Organization for Tropical Conservation,
Durham, North Carolina, USA
NAPIRE is one of many tropical field research experiences available to undergraduate students. This study compares and
contrasts the NAPIRE Program with other similar tropical field research programs, including those in which the primary
author has participated as an undergraduate student and others for which secondary authors have served as coordinators or
instructors. The study describes and compares several programs based on characteristics such as program length, research
location(s), mentor-student ratio, mentor fields of experience, student independence in choosing a research topic, diversity of
research topics covered, individual versus group research, scientific products and professional activities resulting from the
program, program facilitation of ongoing contact with mentors, and accessibility to underserved minorities. The NAPIRE
program, with its emphasis on the culture-nature interface, preference given to under-served minorities, low cost to the
student, and the high student to mentor ratio, stands out as unique, but is shown to be similar in many other ways to other
tropical field research experiences. Like NAPIRE, similar field research experiences provide important exposure to and
training in hands-on field research, direct and close mentoring from experienced scientists, and leverage opportunities for
entry to four-year universities, graduate school, and/or employment in the sciences, among a wealth of other benefits
described in this talk. We highlight key points in our comparison with details from our personal experiences in various
tropical research experience programs. In particular, the study results and our own experiences demonstrate the critical role
that the undergraduate research experience can plan in building critical science skills and advancing the science careers of
undergraduate students the sciences. The study and stories also reveal the long-lasting and deep benefits these programs can
have on the students’ professional and personal lives.
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From Alumnus to Mentor: Influence of OTS-style field education experience on scientists perspectives and careers
Tamara Heartsill Scalley1, Steven A. Sloan2
1
USDA Forest Service, International Institute of Tropical Forestry, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, 2University of Puerto Rico in
Bayamón, Bayamón, Puerto Rico
Field courses, like those offered by the Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS), offer empowerment through discovery and
hands-on experiences. Immersive field-based courses are a non-substitutable part of field ecology and tropical biology
education. In this presentation we share personal and academic views of field course alumni, along with our impressions and
experiences as students, resource faculty and coordinators during OTS courses, and most recently as mentors with the
NAPIRE program. In field courses you are taken out of your usual element, and being immersed in the field gives the
opportunity to evaluate your preconceived thoughts and notions on fieldwork, promotes on-the-spot creativity and problem
solving, and provides the opportunity for profoundly transformative social and intellectual experiences. The quality of the
research produced, and the extent of the transformative experience of field condtions, provides evidence for the success of
these courses, confirming that immersive programs are a rewarding and effective way to learn. Due to their immersive
nature, field-courses also provide students opportunities to interact with mentors and peers during unstructured time, sharing
in informal discussions ideas and questions about the lifestyle and career of field ecologists. A fundamental part of
immersive field courses is that they make accessible participation in the shared culture of science, within and among the
personal culture brought by field course participants. We conclude by reflecting on the importance of field-based education
and research experiences, advocating continued access to opportunities that engage mentors and students in field based
learning.
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Protium leaf chemistry variation across phylogenetic, geographic and environmental dimensions

Paul Fine1, Diego Salazar1, John Lokvam1, Margaret Metz2, Gregory Asner3, Roberta Martin0
1
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2Lewis and Clark College, Portland, OR, USA, 3Carnegie Institution
of Science, Stanford, CA, USA
Plant chemical defenses are at the center of major hypotheses involving biotic interactions and diversification yet our
understanding of plant chemical arsenals remains woefully incomplete. Coevolutionary arms race theory proposes that
chemical defense innovation in plants and counteradaptation by herbivores and pathogens drive reciprocal diversification. In
addition, growth-defense tradeoffs are hypothesized to promote habitat specialization across resource gradients promoting
speciation in plants. We predict that if plants and their enemies influence evolutionary trajectories, then chemical defense
traits in plants will exhibit phylogenetic signal. Second, because defenses are costly, chemical investment will trade off with
growth rate; third, plants with high investment in volatiles will have lower investment in non-volatile chemicals.
We integrated three data sets to explore these predictions: a phylogeny of a dominant tropical tree clade (Protium
(Burseraceae), 23 leaf traits collected from 23 species of Peruvian Protium by the Carnegie Spectranomics project, and a total
metabolomics (including: GC/HPLC-MS and NMR) dataset from the same 23 species of Protium from the Berkeley project.
We categorized metabolites into volatile and non-volatile compounds. We divided leaf quality traits into macronutrients and
structural traits.
We found significant phylogenetic signal in leaf traits, driven mostly by defense traits such as lignin, cellulose, tannins and
phenols. Leaf macronutrient content predicted a significant amount of variation from total defense diversity, especially for
volatile metabolites. Notably, leaf nitrogen showed a strong negative effect on chemical diversity, suggesting that Protium
trees from high-fertility soils express fewer defense compounds. Higher levels of cellulose positively correlated with both
volatile and non-volatile chemistry, suggesting that slow-growing plants have higher defense investment, consistent with the
growth-defense tradeoff. Finally, we found a strong negative relationship between volatile versus non-volatile metabolites,
supporting the hypothesis that plants experience tradeoffs related to specific defense investment which may explain the
phylogenetic signal in Protium defense chemistry.
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Inferring life history strategies of tropical trees from leaf and crown spectral signatures
Alexander Shenkin1, Lisa Bentley1, Christopher Doughty1, Gregory Goldsmith3, Roberta Martin2, Norma Salinas1, Miles
Silman4, Gregory Asner2, Yadvinder Malhi1, Brian Enquist5, Sandra Diaz6
1
Oxford University, Oxford, UK, 2Department of Global Ecology, Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, USA,
3
Ecosystem Fluxes Group, Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland, 4Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, USA, 5Univeristy of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA, 6Córdoba National University, Córdoba, Argentina
Life history strategies of trees are determined by genotypes, which then determine phenotypes, which then govern
environmental relations of trees and the functional traits they express, including leaf chemistry, morphology, and crown
structure. These traits are reflected in the leaf- and crown-level spectra which can be measured by spectrometers. By
combining leaf-level in-situ measurements with airborne remotely-sensed spectra and long-term demographic data, we asked
whether demographic characteristics of trees (e.g. growth and mortality rates) are related to their leaf- and crown-level
spectra, and if so, what is the chain of causality linking them? We find that leaf-level spectra have a strong correlation with
growth and mortality rates, and that crown-level spectra are correlated but less so. Plot-averaged spectra also have a
correlation with plot-level demographic rates. These results suggest that remotely-sensing forest demographics is within our
reach, and could be scaled up across larger areas.
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*Tropical dry forests on serpentine soils are structured by cloud line: insights from plant functional diversity and
turnover across elevation
Catherine Hulshof De la Peña
Universidad de Puerto Rico Mayagüez, Mayagüez, Puerto Rico
Originating as an island in the Pacific Ocean, Peninsula de Santa Elena is an ancient serpentine formation located in one of
the driest areas of Costa Rica. At its highest elevations Santa Elena is blanketed by clouds making it one of the most unique
tropical dry forest ecosystems in the world. Based on historical aerial photographs and oral history, the presence of clouds

and the lowest elevation at which clouds form has decreased within the past 50 years due to a drier, warmer climate. How
does the presence of clouds structure a dry forest plant community and can functional diversity and turnover reveal whether
and how much cloud line has receded in recent history? This study provides the first systematic inventory of plant diversity,
abundance, and function across a short but steep elevational gradient (0-720m a.s.l.) in Peninsula de Santa Elena, Area de
Conservación Guanacaste. Taxonomic diversity was lower for tropical dry forests on serpentine soils compared to nearby
tropical dry forests on volcanic soils while functional diversity was comparable. Further, intraspecific plant trait variation was
higher on serpentine compared to volcanic soils which helps to explain the wider elevational ranges compared to species
found on volcanic soils. Finally, functional diversity and turnover of herbaceous and woody plant species point to a receding
cloud line in recent history. Functional turnover was greatest at lower elevations for woody plants, at intermediate elevations
for herbaceous plants and at the highest elevations for epiphytes, mosses, and ferns. Continued recession of the cloud line
will likely lead to the eventual disappearance of this unique and unexplored ecosystem.
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Is community assemblage explained by leaf trait variations on forest-savanna transitions?
Imma Oliveras1,2, Yadvinder Malhi2, Agne Gvozdevaite2, Ben Hur Marimon Júnior3, Beatriz Schwantes Marimon3, Elmar
Veenendaal1
1
Wageningen UR, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 2University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 3Universidade Estadual do Mato
Grosso, Nova Xavantina, Brazil
The effects of global change are going initially going to be most pronounced in dynamic areas of biome transition our planet,
such as tropical forest-savanna transitions a. Recent advances on the understanding of the patterns that determine the forestsavanna biome distributions as well as on the ecological processes that regulate transition provide new insights on the likely
response of these fragile systems to global change. However, the mechanisms that determine community assemblages are still
poorly understood, while the maintenance of these mechanisms is a key issue for ensuring ecosystem functioning. This study
explores the intra- and inter-specific variability of several key leaf functional traits (leaf area, leaf thickness, leaf nutrient
content and photosynthetic rates) with the aim of identifying key ecological processes (competition, habitat filtering) that
drive community assembly in these vegetation transitions. Data was collected in four plots, corresponding to shrubland
savanna (cerrado rupestre), woodland savanna (cerrado típico and cerradão) and semi-deciduous forest in a forest-savanna
transition in Mato Grosso, Brazil. Preliminary results suggest that these vegetation types are characterised by distinct leaf
trait distributions but with substantial overlapping between them.
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*Relationships between species traits and whole plant allocation across 71 tropical tree species in Papua New Guinea
Yoshiko Iida1,2, Nathan Swenson1,3, Vojtech Novotny4, George Weiblen5
1
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, USA, 2Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, 3University of Maryland, College
Park, Maryland, USA, 4Czech Academy of Science, Biology Center and University of South Bohemia, Ceske Budejovice,
Czech Republic, 5University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA
Plant performance is determined by the integration of functions of individual organs and total biomass allocation.
Interspecific differences in trait values at the organ level and the whole plant level have typically been examined separately
and their coordination and consequent effects on performance are not well known in tree communities. To understand the
association between individual traits and whole plant allocation, we examined the relationships between maximum height
(H95), wood density (WD) and specific leaf area (SLA), and whole plant allocation pattern quantified using crown allometry
and leaf allocation for 71 tree species in Papua New Guinea. Crown allometric parameters relating stem diameter, tree height,
crown depth and width and leaf area and dry mass of total leaves within crown were estimated using a hierarchical Bayesian
approach. Three allocation indices related to leaf area and mass ratios to aboveground mass (LAR and LMR) and intra-crown
leaf area index (LAI) were calculated from estimated species-specific crown allometries. We examined correlations among
estimated crown dimensions or allocation indices at a given size and species traits (H95, WD and SLA).
Interspecific differences in crown allometries and allocation indices were significantly correlated with H95, WD and SLA.
The LMR was associated with all three traits, but LAR was more strongly associated with H95 and WD than SLA. This
indicates that species differences in adult stature and wood properties are more associated with light interception efficiency
than the single leaf trait most commonly measured in ecology (i.e. SLA). A negative correlation between species H95 and
intra-crown LAI suggests that adult stature also relates to the spatial arrangement of leaves and self-shading. Overall, our

results suggest that the three measured traits are associated with whole plant allocation and contribute to performance in
different ways.
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Variability in the tropical carbon sink caused by multiple competing representations of photosynthetic traits.
Anthony Walker1, Tristan Quaife2, Peter van Bodegom3, Andrew Beckerman4, Xiaojuan Yang1, Richard Norby1
1
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA, 2University of Reading, Reading, UK, 3Leiden University, Leiden, The
Netherlands, 4University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK
The tropical carbon cycle is a key component of the Earth System and multiple streams of evidence suggest a large tropical
carbon sink that balances emissions from tropical deforestation. The primary flux of carbon into terrestrial ecosystems is via
photosynthesis and photosynthetic rates are strongly affected by the maximum capacities of the photosynthetic machineryknown as Vcmax and Jmax. These functional leaf traits are sensitive to leaf nitrogen content and, in some tropical
ecosystems, leaf phosphorus-an important limiting nutrient in the tropics. To integrate the limited data on leaf phosphorus as
a driver of photosynthesis we performed a meta-analysis of Vcmax and Jmax in relation to leaf nitrogen and phosphorus.
Accurate carbon cycle modelling requires accurate parameterisation of Vcmax and Jmax and we aimed to evaluate a number
of alternative modelling assumptions used to simulate Vcmax and Jmax: Trait covariance (Vcmax and Jmax relationships
with leaf nitrogen, or nitrogen and phosphorus), constant values (variable by PFT), trait-environment relationships (variable
by PFT), and the co-ordination hypothesis. Tropical carbon cycle projections were simulated with a modified version of the
Sheffield Dynamic Global Vegetation Model.
Using both leaf nitrogen and leaf phosphorus as predictors of photosynthetic traits substantially reduced present day tropical
forest gross primary production (GPP) compared with simulations in which nitrogen alone was used to predict Vcmax and
Jmax. However, preliminary results indicate there was little effect on the change in sink strength over the past 50 years. The
range in modelled, present day tropical GPP caused by alternative methods used to predict traits was large (>10Pg C yr-1),
and the variability in the change in the sink strength over the past 50 years was also substantial. Accurate parameterisation of
these photosynthetic traits and their variability with nutrient availability and environmental conditions such as light,
temperature and aridity, is thus essential.
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Positive interactions in a tropical semi-arid forest: a multi species experiment
Marina Vergara Fagundes, Gislene Ganade
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, RN/ Northeast, Brazil
Positive plant interactions are key factors structuring communities in harsh environments, where adult individuals (nurse
plants) provide shelter for seedling establishment. This facilitation process tend to be stronger in degraded areas where
abiotic conditions are more stressful. Although positive interactions have been widely reported in semi-arid environments,
understanding the main factors modulating facilitation still deserves further attention. This study aims: 1) To test if positive
interactions are species-specific and, 2) if nurse plant traits can predict facilitation. We expect to find differences in
interaction strength between distinct pairs of nurse and seedling species. We also expect that water storage traits from nurse
species are positively associated with their facilitation capabilities. We performed a multi-factorial experiment in a degraded
semiarid Brazilian Caatinga, using 20 natives adult plant species (potential nurses) and 3 native seedling species (targets).
Targets were transplanted below the crown and in an open area 3 meters from the crown of each tree in a split-plot design.
Each tree species was replicated 5 times, 100 trees in total. Seedling growth variables were measured during the end of rainy
season and beginning of dry season. The interaction index (RII) was calculated for each measurement and compared between
nurse and target combinations by Linear Mixed Models (significance established by log-likelihood ratio test). Nurse storage
traits were correlated to RII by a multiple regression and model simplification. Our results show that nurse-target interactions
are species-specific (X²(38)= 122.29 , P= <0.001), and found no correlation between nurse water storage traits and their
facilitation skills. This work highlights the great importance of species-specific interactions and indicates that water storage
capability traits do not define a good nurse in this semi arid system.
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*Omnivores rule: land cover changes promote an omnivore-dominated carnivore community in the Neotropics
Lain Efren Pardo Vargas1,2, Mike Cove3, Manuel Spinola2, Juan Camilo De La Cruz2, Joel Saenz2, José F González-Maya4
1
James Cook University, Cairns, Australia, 2Instituto Internacional en Conservación y Manejo de Vida Silvestre-UNA,
Heredia, Costa Rica, 3North Carolina State University, Raleigh, USA, 4Proyecto de Conservación de Aguas y Tierras.
ProCAT Colombia/Internacional, Bogotá, Colombia
Carnivores play an important role in regulating food webs and ecosystems; as a result many species are considered ecological
indicator and flagship species. Many carnivore populations are facing various threats such as habitat loss and fragmentation,
poaching and illegal trade, whereas others have adapted to Human Dominated Landscapes. However, the information
available about this group is limited in the Neotropics, especially in disturbed landscapes where there is greater pressure on
some of the populations. We conducted a camera trapping survey at 38 sites across the San Juan-La Selva Biological
Corridor in Costa Rica to assess the occurrence and detection probabilities of the carnivore community. We developed
hypotheses within a likelihood-based framework to determine the landscape features that influence their occurrence. We
detected nine of the 13 native carnivores predicted to occur in the community, but did not detect the top predator (Jaguar
Panthera onca). There were no strong predictors of carnivore occupancy across the corridor when each species was modeled
separately. When modeling the entire community together, omnivory was the strongest positive predictor of species
occurrence, whereas apex predator status was a strong negative predictor of occurrence. The community models also
suggested a negative association with forest cover, a positive association with habitat heterogeneity and negative influence of
protected forest status, which were opposite of our a priori predictions. Forest loss and fragmentation appear to have a
negative effect on apex predators and yet a positive influence on omnivorous mesopredators. Top-down effects alone would
result in heightened occupancy for all mesocarnivores; whereas the community is dominated by omnivorous species
suggesting stronger bottom-up community effects from human-induced land cover changes and the associated habitat
heterogeneity and resources.
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The importance of caterpillars in the diets, food webs, and conservation of Hawaiian forest birds
Paul Banko1, Robert Peck2, Eben Paxton1
1
U.S. Geological Survey, Pacific Island Ecosystems Research Center, Hawaii National Park, Hawaii, USA, 2Hawaii
Cooperative Studies Unit, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hawaii National Park, Hawaii, USA
Remote island species and ecosystems are especially sensitive to invasive species impacts. Among Hawaiian passerine birds,
feeding specialists are disproportionately threatened by habitat degradation, food web disruption, and competition with alien
species. Life history traits that increase the susceptibility of specialists to disturbance are low reproductive capacity and
constrained feeding behavior and diet, which may result from unusual beak morphology. The availability of caterpillars and
other easily-caught arthropod prey is important during the breeding season and when preferred foods are scarce, particularly
for feeding specialists; whereas species with more ordinary beaks and generalized feeding behavior can forage more
opportunistically. To evaluate the composition of arthropod prey in bird diets, we examined 341 fecal samples collected in
the mid-1990s from 11 species, including specialists and generalists, in montane wet forest on Hawaiʻi Island. We found that
caterpillars were overwhelmingly the main prey of most native birds, regardless of foraging guild. We identified 19
caterpillar morpho-species in bird diets, but only three were consumed frequently. High (>80%) overlap in caterpillar
morpho-species consumption occurred between five pairs of native bird species, including two endangered species, and one
alien-native (endangered) species pair. During a rare, massive outbreak of an endemic moth species that defoliated large
stands of its endemic host tree in 2013, birds increased their consumption of caterpillars, suggesting that the availability of
such a premier food could limit populations of specialists under ordinary conditions. Restoring habitats and protecting food
webs from additional threats, including climate change, would help conserve Hawaiian forest birds.
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Demography of a palm tree is more affected by superabundance of its predator than by reduction of its habitat
Rita de Cassia Quitete Portela
UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The hypothesis that reducing the habitat and increasing the abundance of a predator could lead to a negative growth rate of
populations of a palm were tested in this study. The objective of this research is to compare long-term dynamics of
populations of Euterpe edulis in a fragmented landscape of Atlantic Forest in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Populations
were marked in 2005, re-sampled in 2006, 2007, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 in four forest fragments (19, 21, 57 and 2,600
ha). The predator (Capuchin monkey, Sapajus nigritus) occurs only in the largest fragment and its population is
superabundant. All palm individuals within the plots were marked and measured and re-measured and the new ones were
marked and measured. Lefkovitch matrixs were built for each transition year and for each fragment. ʎ and elasticity were
calculated. As a result of these nine years of study, we found variation in population size in small fragments and a linear
decrease in the largest fragment. This decrease is mainly due to mortality caused by the predator, which ranged from 10 to 49
adult individuals per year. According to the ʎ 2012-2013, it is estimated that the palm population will decrease 31% in the
next year. According to these data, the effect of the overabundance of a predator is most striking in the population dynamics
of a species than the reduction of habitat.
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Trade-off between light interception efficiency and light use efficiency: implications for coexistence of tree species in
one-sided light competition.
Yusuke Onoda1, Jema Salunga2, Kousuke Akutsu3, Shin-ichiro Aiba4, Tetsukazu Yahara5, Niels Anten6
1
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, 2Utrecht University, Utrecht, The Netherlands, 3Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan,
4
Kagoshima University, Kagoshima, Japan, 5Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan, 6Wageningen University, Wageningen, The
Netherlands
Taller plant species can pre-empt solar energy and suppress growth of subordinate species in vegetation stands, which is
described through one-sided competition. Yet, in much of the world’s vegetation species of different statures coexist. This
study aims to clarify the mechanisms underlying this apparent paradox. We quantified how co-occurring species and
individuals intercepted and used light for growth in a mature, subtropical evergreen forest. This was done by determining the
3D distribution of foliage and light with a ground-based LIDAR system in combination with non-destructive measurements
of plant growth. Taller trees intercepted light more efficiently per unit of above-ground biomass than shorter trees did
(=higher light interception efficiency, LIE). However, taller trees tended to have lower biomass production per unit light
interception (=lower light use efficiency, LUE). Reduced LUE in taller trees was associated with their higher biomass
allocation to non-photosynthetic organs and probably with over-saturated light intensity for photosynthesis at high canopy
positions. Due to the increased LIE and decreased LUE with tree heights, a trade-off between LIE and LUE was found, and
this trade-off resulted in trees of different statures having similar relative growth rates. Light competition drives trees to grow
taller, and the light interception efficiency is higher in taller trees, however this benefit comes at a cost of decreased
efficiency of light use for growth. This trade-off allows trees of different statures to grow at proportionally comparable rates
and may promote coexistence of tree species in one-sided light competition. [Reference: Onoda et al. 2014. Journal of
Ecology 102: 167-175]
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*Growth and Photosynthetic Responses of Four Australian Subtropical Rainforest Species: How Tolerant are Shade
Tolerant Species?
D. Puji Lestari, J. Doland Nichols
Forest Research Centre, Southern Cross University, Lismore, New South Wales, Australia
The presumed successional status of rainforest tree species has been based on their apparent preferred light environments.
Pioneer species are often predicted to have distinct photosynthetic responses in higher irradiance, whilst late-successional
species are thought to be less responsive. Some species, however, exhibit various levels of plasticity irrespective to their
successional status. This study examined the degree of tolerance of shade-tolerant species to high irradiance, in the context of
using these species in earlier phases of forest restoration. Seedlings of four Australian subtropical rainforest Sloanea australis
(Benth.) F. Muell. (Elaeocarpaceae), Cinnamomum oliveri F. M. Bailey (Lauraceae), Caldcluvia paniculosa (F. Muell.)
Hoogland (Cunoniaceae) and Geissois benthamiana F. Muell. (Cunoniaceae) were grown under artificial light treatments
(80%, 64%, 33% and 5% irradiance). All species tended to acclimate morphologically with lower irradiance, particularly by
increasing stem height for C. oliveri and allocating more biomass to leaves for the other species. Light saturated rate of
photosynthesis (Amax) ranged from 2.03 to 4.83 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, but none of these species demonstrated a significant

increase in photosynthetic capacity under higher irradiance. There was evidence of leaf damage in 80% irradiance, whilst all
species were able to utilize lower irradiance efficiently. Nonetheless, growth of C. oliveri, C. paniculosa and G. benthamiana
was significantly suppressed under 5% irradiance. This finding was supported by field observations that all species were
commonly found under 10%-30% open sky, indicating that a certain degree of disturbance may be necessary for their
presence. Canonical Analysis of Principal Coordinates revealed that C. oliveri was more plastic than the others, distinguished
by its greater plasticity of photosynthetic and growth response. Our results suggest that all four species can be planted and
grow well under 33% to 64% irradiance (433±50 to 803±123 µmol m-2 s-1). Lower or higher irradiance likely inhibits their
growth rates.
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*Comparative physiology of lianas and trees: Can hydraulic strategies explain increasing liana abundance in tropical
forest?
Mark De Guzman1, Louis Santiago1,4, Stefan Schnitzer2,4, Leonor Álvarez-Cansino3,4
1
University of California Riverside, Riverside, California, USA, 2University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
USA, 3University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany, 4Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama, Panama
Patterns of increasing liana abundance have been documented in tropical forests and have a large potential to alter tropical
forest biomass and carbon dynamics. Increasing evaporative demand, forest disturbance, land use change, forest
fragmentation, and elevated atmospheric CO2 are the putative mechanisms that explain these patterns. We investigated the
evapotranspiration mechanism by comparing the hydraulic physiology of trees and lianas. We addressed the question of how
do the hydraulic strategies used by trees and lianas differ by characterizing the hydraulic traits. The samples were taken from
sunlit canopy branches of six tree species and six liana species and were accessed via the Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute canopy crane. We characterized hydraulic strategies through measures of hydraulic conductivity, drought resistance
as the water potential at which 50% of hydraulic conductivity is lost (P50), leaf water status, stem water storage estimated by
capacitance, and wood density. Lianas show greater maximum hydraulic conductivity than trees (p = 0.05), but are more
prone to lose conductive capabilities by cavitation in face of water deficit compared to trees (P50; p = 0.0004). The difference
in conductive capabilities between the two growth forms presents a trade-off in safety and efficiency (r2 = 0.38; p = 0.034).
Lianas exhibit a greater change between pre-dawn and midday water potential than trees, and the magnitude of the diurnal
water potential change is negatively correlated with capacitance (p = 0.028). This means that lianas are highly reliant on its
conducting capability to maintain leaf water status whereas trees are able to maintain stable leaf water status by accessing
stored water in stems. Recent experimental evidence demonstrates that lianas alter carbon accumulation and cycling in
tropical forests. Our results provide evidence that the difference in hydraulic strategies between trees and lianas can also alter
tropical forest water cycling.
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Dendro-ecophysiological traits of Northern and Southern originating conifers in Vietnam
Brendan Buckley1, Kevin Griffin1, Hong Truong Luu2, Buu Thach Le2, Laia Andreu-Hayles1, Tran Quoc Trung Nguyen2,
Nisa Leksungnoen3, That Minh Ton4
1
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA, 2Vietnam Academy of Science and
Technology, Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam, 3Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand, 4Bidoup Nui Ba National Park, Dalat
City, Lam Dong Province, Viet Nam
Two important conifer families (Pinaceae and Podocarpaceae) have distinct biogeographic origins from the northern
(Laurasia) and southern (Gondwanda) supercontinents, respectively. Their distributions merge across the Indochina
Peninsula, and both families have long-lived species that we demonstrate are useful for dendrochronology, with at least one
(the Laurasian-originating Fokienia hodginsii) exhibiting a highly significant climate response that has enabled a nearmillennial reconstruction of regional hydroclimate. We present early results from detailed studies of the ecophysiology of
Fokienia and other species with an aim toward improved climate reconstruction. While the podocarps are more
geographically widespread across the tropics of both hemispheres, pines comprise one of the most successful groups of trees
across the temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere, but are limited in the tropics and have only one species found
naturally in the Southern Hemisphere. Previous work suggests pines are less competitive than podocarps in the tropics due to
physiological and morphological traits. Here, we study several dendro-ecophysiological traits including the photosynthetic
physiology of co-occurring pine and podocarp species in the central highland of Vietnam. As one example, seedlings of the
endemic Pinus krempfii grown under low light conditions exhibit a highly efficient adaptive capacity for shade tolerance,
more like podocarp than pine. However, full-sunlight canopy leaves of mature trees exhibit significantly higher maximum

photosynthetic electron transport rates, suggesting enhanced ability under the high light conditions of the emergent canopy.
We surmise that this species’ highly plastic physiology may assist in its success as a true tropical pine. General patterns of
leaf morphology, chemistry and physiology, and the timing of cambial activity, are compared among several species in
conjunction with dendrochronological investigations. Such evolutionary and ecophysiological insights can vastly improve
our understanding of the linkages between radial tree growth, climate and the environment in these unique and diverse
forests.
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Fate and Transformation of Emerging Contaminants in Wetland Mesocosms Planted with Scirpus Validus in a
Tropical Area
Dongqing Zhang1, Richard M Gersberg2, Yu Liu1, Wun Jern Ng1, Soon Keat Tan1
1
Nanyang Environment and Water Research Institute, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Nanyang
Technological Univeristy, Singapore, Singapore, 2Division of Environmental Health, Graduate School of Public Health, San
Diego State University, USA., San Diago, USA
Pharmaceuticals have been considered as emerging contaminants and become global concerns because of their widespread
uses and ubiquitous occurrence in the aquatic environment. The objective of this study was to determine the kinetics of
depletion of pharmaceuticals and plant uptake in wetland mesocosms planted with Scirpus validus growing hydroponically.
Five pharmaceuticals including carbamazepine, naproxen, diclofenac, clofibric acid and caffeine were selected on the basis of
their wide range of physicochemical properties (e.g., log Kow). Scirpus validus were grown hydroponically in both a control
and test group exposed to pharmaceuticals at concentration levels ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 mg L-1. To determine the selected
pharmaceutical concentration, solid phase extraction followed by chromatographic analysis was employed.
Nearly all of caffeine, naproxen and diclofenac were removed from the hydroponic solutions, whereas carbamazepine and
clofibric acid showed relatively low removal efficiencies at 64-74% and 65-78%, respectively. Carbamazepine and clofibric
acid were shown to be recalcitrant to both photodegradation and biodegradation, while naproxen was sensitive to both
photodegradation (30-42%) and biodegradation (>50%). More than 70% of diclofenac was removed by photodegradation.
Relatively high levels of clofibric acid (5.44-26.78 µg g-1 in the roots; 7.21-34.57 µg g-1 in the shoots) were detected, while
relatively low levels of diclofenac (0.17-1.43 µg g-1 in the roots; 0.13-0.49 µg g-1 in the shoots) were observed. High levels
of carbamazepine were measured in the roots (3.33-18.98 µg g-1) but low levels were observed in the shoots (0.31-0.70 µg g1). In contrast, low levels (0.11-6.11 µg g-1) of caffeine were found in the roots, while high levels (6.81-13.65 µg g-1) were
observed for the shoots. No significant correlations (p > 0.05) were found between the rate constants of depletion from
solution or plant tissue levels and either log Kow or log Dow.
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More efficient water and nutrient uses of lianas than coexisting trees in tropical rainforest
Jiao-Lin Zhang1, Ling-Zi Ding1, Ya-Jun Chen1, Shi-Dan Zhu2, Guang-You Hao3, Shi-Bao Zhang4
1
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Mengla/Yunnan, China, 2South China Botanical
Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Guangzhou/Guangdong, China, 3Institute of Applied Ecology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shenyang/Liaoning, China, 4Kunming Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Kunming/Yunnan, China
Lianas are integral components of tropical forests. With global climate change, the effects of increasing liana density and
biomass on the pace, direction and outcome of tropical forest regeneration yield accumulating attention of ecologists.
However, compared to coexisting trees, less attention has been paid to the functional traits related to liana fast expansion. The
major objective of this study is to examine the differentiation in ecological adaptation between lianas and coexisting trees.
Specifically, we ask two questions: (1) Are lianas different from co-existing trees in leaf anatomy, morphology and
physiology? (2) Do lianas employ more efficient resource acquisition strategies? To answer these questions, we measured 26
leaf traits related to leaf anatomy, stomatal geometry, vein density, nutrient concentrations, photosynthesis, and long-term
water use efficiency as indicated by carbon isotope composition for a total 44 lianas and 60 tree species in a common garden
experiment. Our results showed that compared to trees studied, lianas had significantly lower stomatal density and leaf
density, but higher specific leaf area, N and P concentrations, area- and mass-based photosynthetic capacity, photosynthetic
N- and P use efficiencies, and carbon isotope composition. Both leaf vein density and stomatal density were positively
correlated with stomatal conductance across lianas studied; however, these relationships did not hold for tree species,
suggesting that lianas have a strong stomatal control. Furthermore, the slopes of P concentration against specific leaf area,

and mass-based photosynthetic capacity against N were significantly higher in lianas than in trees. Taken together, our results
showed that lianas possess more efficient water and nutrient uses than coexisting trees in tropical rainforest, which can be
used to explain in part the increasing liana density and biomass with global change.
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*Population viability modelling to evaluate climate change impacts on the Australian endangered Swamp Orchid
Phaius australis
Laura Simmons1, Alison Shapcott1, Michael Mathieson2
1
University of the Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs, Queensland, Australia, 2Queensland Herbarium, Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia
The Swamp Orchid Phaius australis has a disjunct distribution following colonisation from the tropics southwards along the
Australian east coast to current climate niche limits. The orchid is endangered on the island continent due to illegal
collection, habitat loss and because it occurs in springs and coastal wetland ecotones vulnerable to climate change. We
hypothesise that differences in current climate across the species range may result in extinction risk differences between the
north and south populations. Future climatic changes may result in population growth in some parts of the species range but
loss at others. We have investigated the population dynamics of P. australis at 20 locations across a 2000km latitudinal range,
undertaking repeated demographic and fecundity surveys over several years. Relationships were established between
flowering output, seedling recruitment, growth rates and bioclimatic variables including precipitation and temperature.
Calculated stage-structured vital rates for survival, recruitment and fecundity were input to population viability analysis
(PVA) models and used to compare population growth or decline between 12 populations across the climatic range. Climate
change predictions were then generated for current P. australis population locations using SIMCLIM under two different
emission scenarios. Climate related vital rates for the PVA’s were altered at 10 year time-steps to reflect the biological effects
that predicted climate change may have on current population growth over a 70 year timeframe and PVA models re-run. We
compared the change in population size between the ‘current climate’ PVA’s and two emission scenario PVA’s at the same
population, between populations of similar initial population size and between populations in different climatic regions. The
persistence of populations in current locations under changed climatic conditions and the potential ability to progressively
track a climatic niche will be discussed in the context of population recovery, restoration and translocations.
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*The roles of bird traits in predicting bird shifts in response to climate change
Nega Tassie, Li Daiqin, Ryan A. Chisholm
National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore
Climate change is one of the most recent driving forces to affect ecological communities. Various climatically caused effects,
including geographic range shift, have been documented in a wide range of taxonomic groups, including birds. However,
previous studies did not contrive to tease the mechanisms out how the observed shifts are attributed to ecological,
morphological, life history and color related traits. To unveil the mechanisms, we examined the roles of these traits on birds
geographic range shift using published and primary data on their responses to climate change. We found that preferred
habitat, migratory status, conspicuousness, geographic zone and feeding guild are the best predictors of bird shifts.
Subtropical and temperate species showed a significant shift towards the cold zone. As predicted, inconspicuous birds with
melanin pigmented plumages showed a significant shift to the hot zone. Temperate species shifted towards both the hot and
cold zones with a more tendency of moving towards the cold zone. Qualitatively, the interaction effect of carnivorous and
resident birds with the interaction effect of body length and temperate zone predicted the response and are likely to shift to
hot zone. Although this is the first large scale attempt, comprehensive analyses incorporating data from all continents might
reveal a clear pattern of birds shift in response to global climate change.
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Predicting movements of endemic birds among conservation areas in the Albertine Rift under future climate change
Robert Bagchi1, David Hole2, Stuart Butchart3, Yvonne Collingham4, Lincoln Fishpool3, Stephen Willis4
1
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, USA, 2Conservation International, Arlington, Virginia, USA, 3BirdLife
International, Cambridge, UK, 4University of Durham, Durham, UK
Climate change is likely to alter the distributions of suitable habitats for many species. Conservation biologists have made
considerable progress towards forecasting the future distributions of suitable habitats, but predicting how species might move
to suitable areas located outside their current range remains a challenge. We sought to identify routes that could allow 13
forest bird species, endemic to the Albertine Rift of East Africa, to move among Important Bird Areas (IBAs) where they
currently occur to those that may become suitable for them in the future. We investigated bird dispersal across the Albertine
Rift through the 21st century using models that constrained movement by three important factors: 1) the future distributions
of suitable climate, 2) contemporary forest cover and 3) species' dispersal ability. The most important pathways identified by
the models ran along a north-south axis in the high elevation areas of the Albertine Rift and were crucial for the responses of
most species. The distributions of suitable climate and forest cover were often dissociated from each other, restricting bird
movement. The most extensive contemporary forest cover is in the west of the region while the most suitable future climates
were projected in the central, upland areas. A lack of climatically suitable areas in the future was a greater impediment to
movement among IBAs than insufficient contemporary forest cover. Although current forest cover did not greatly limit bird
movement in our models, this result depended on a small subset of forests, predominantly along the western flanks of the
Albertine Rift Valley. Some of these areas, especially the Greater Virunga Landscape and the Itombwe mountains, have been
previously identified as conservation priorities due to their high biodiversity. We suggest these areas are also crucial for
species' abilities to disperse in response to climate change, reinforcing their substantial conservation value.
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Extreme climatic conditions in a wet tropical alpine ecosystem (páramo) in Colombia
Adriana Sanchez1, Juan Posada1, William Smith2
1
Universidad del Rosario, Bogota, Colombia, 2Wake Forest University, Winsotn Salem, NC, USA
Tropical alpine ecosystems are known for their extreme daily weather variability. The most recent global climate models
suggest that there will be increases in temperature and changes in the precipitation and cloud patterns in the tropics that could
exacerbate such extreme variability. This could have an impact on the critical ecosystem services they provide. The objective
of this study is to describe the climate of one of the most important páramos in Colombia (Chingaza National Park), during
the wet and dry season, as well as obtaining daily and seasonal eco-physiological data of two representative species. Field
measurements of microclimate (light, air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and cloud dynamics) were recorded
for 18 months. The impact of the microclimate on leaf temperature, photosynthetic carbon gain, chlorophyll fluorescence,
and water stress were recorded for 10 months. Extreme air temperature and extreme solar radiation events were more
common during the dry than the wet season. The dry season averaged higher air temperatures, lower humidity, and higher
solar radiation during the day compared to the wet season; freezing temperatures were common at night in the dry season but
were nearly absent in the wet season. Contrary to our expectation, photosynthetic carbon gain was higher during the dry
season, even though water stress was evident and Fv/Fm ratios were lower. We conclude that higher solar radiation and
diurnal air temperatures in the dry season increased productivity in both species, while cloudier and more humid conditions
during the wet season reduced carbon assimilation and growth.
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*The role of seed chemistry in ant-mediated seed dispersal and predation in a Neotropical pioneer tree species,
Zanthoxylum ekmanii
Selina Ruzi, Andrew Suarez
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, USA
Recruitment of pioneer tree species is limited by the arrival of their seeds into light gaps that are unpredictable in time and
space. In order for their seeds to reach these locations for germination, pioneer species rely on a variety of abiotic or biotic

vectors. Ants may bury and incorporate seeds into the seed bank, caching them until conditions suitable for germination
occur. Myrmecochores, plants that rely on ant-mediated seed dispersal, provide ants with an elaiosome food reward to
promote dispersal. Elaiosomes contain chemicals that ants cue in on and elicit seed-carrying. However, many plant species
engage in ant-mediated seed dispersal without providing a food reward. This raises multiple questions: 1) what chemical cues
are responsible for eliciting the seed-carrying response? And 2) what is the seed fate of non-myrmecochorous plants removed
by ants? Zanthoxylum ekmanii is a Neotropical pioneer tree species whose seeds are consistently removed by the common
grown dwelling ant, Ectatomma ruidum, despite lacking an elaiosome. To examine the chemical cues that play a role in seed
dispersal, we field‐tested hexane and methanol extracts from Z. ekmanii seeds on Barro Colorado Island, Panama
determining that E. ruidum attempts to remove beads treated with hexane seed extracts and seeds a similar number of times.
To determine Z. ekmanii seed fate we made wax castings of E. ruidum nests. We were able to determine if seeds were eaten
or cached. We also conducted a seedling emergence study to determine if seeds were cached at a depth appropriate for
emergence.
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Highly skewed seed rain into gaps strongly influences gap succession
John Terborgh1, Nohemi Huanca Nuñez2, Patricia Alvarez Loayza1, Fernando Cornejo Valverde3
1
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA, 2University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA, 3Av. Razuri 190, San
Miguel, Lima, Peru
The degree to which gaps and gap-dependant recruitment influence the composition of tropical forests has been highly
controversial. Differential recruitment of saplings into gaps vs. closed canopy forest could result from altered seed rain into
gaps, differential seed survival, or both. We evaluate these possibilities using data from 8.5 years of monitoring the seed rain
into a mature floodplain forest at the Cocha Cashu Biological Station in Peru. We employed a grid of 289 x 0.5 m2 traps
covering an area of 1.44 ha. We recorded forest structure at each trap site in 3 height ranges (0-5 m, 5-20 m and >20 m) and
light availability using hemi-photos. We classified seeds into six dispersal guilds: large primates, small arboreal mammals,
birds, autochorous, explosive dehiscence and wind. The arrival of animal-dispersed seeds was strongly reduced in gaps,
whereas seeds of other dispersal guilds arrived in undiminished numbers. Concurrently, we monitored sapling recruitment
into the seed trapping area. The recruitment of saplings ≥1 m tall was reduced at gap sites relative to closed canopy forest. In
addition, the composition of sapling cohorts recruiting into gaps vs. closed forest was markedly distinct. Our results are best
explained as the product of both differential seed input into gaps and differential seed survival and affirm that gaps contribute
in an important way to the composition and diversity of tropical forests.
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Frugivore choice and escape from seed predators: the case of Dialium guianense (Aubl.) Sandw. and two sympatric
primates
Julieta Benítez-Malvido
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Morelia, Mexico
Seed predation and seed dispersal play key roles in the regeneration of tropical trees. Pre-dispersal predation may cause high
mortality in seed crops. After shedding, seeds are then exposed to soil-living pests. Seeds may escape predation when
dispersed away from the parent trees. Fruit selection by frugivores may influence dispersal quality differently even when
feeding on the same plant species. In southern Mexico, we investigated if seed traits (i.e., length, width and weight) and seed
damage by insects differed according to seed source. We obtained seeds of Dialium guianense trees from four sources: seeds
in howler (Alouatta pigra) and spider monkey (Ateles geoffroyi) feces; and seeds from the ground and tree crowns. We
counted the number of seeds with a round exit hole in their tegument. Ingested seeds were larger, heavier and wider than noningested seeds. Seeds ingested by howlers were, however, significantly larger than those ingested by spider monkeys.
Damaged seeds showed the lowest values for all seed traits. The proportion of damaged seeds declined from seeds on the
ground (37 %), to seeds ingested by spider monkeys (29 %), to seeds from tree crowns (11 %) to seeds in howler monkey
feces (7 %). Results indicate food selectivity by primates with howler monkeys dispersing mostly larger and non-infested
seeds. Howler monkeys may increase the reproductive success of D. guianense by selecting larger and predation-free
seeds/fruits affecting seed fate and establishment.
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The effects of mutualist partner identity on plant demography are context-dependent
Emilio Bruna1, Thiago Izzo2, Brian Inouye3, Heraldo Vasconcelos4
1
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA, 2Universidade Federal do Mato Grosso, Cuiaba, Brazil, 3Department of
Biological Science, Tallahassee, USA, 4Universidade Federal de Uberlandia, Uberlandia, Brazil
Mutualisms play a central role in the origin and maintenance of biodiversity. Because many mutualisms have strong
demographic effects, interspecific variation in partner quality could have important consequences for population dynamics.
Nevertheless, few studies have quantified how a mutualist partner influences population growth rates, the demographic
impacts of multiple partner species, and how context-dependent variation in the dynamics of mutualisms alters demographic
trends. Mutualisms between ants and specialized plants known as myrmecophytes are a defining feature of tropical forests,
with plants from over 100 genera having leaf pouches, swollen petioles, hollow stems, or other 'domatia' in which a suite of
obligately associated ant species establish colonies. Resident ants defend their host plants from herbivores or competitors,
and the loss of ant colonies can results in severe defoliation or plant death. We used integral projection models parameterized
with three years of census data to compare the demographic effects of two ant species – Crematogaster laevis and Pheidole
minutula – on populations of the Amazonian ant-plant Maieta guianensis. Ant identity has a strong effect on plant population
growth rate (i.e., lambda was always >1), but which species had the largest positive effect on lambda varied by habitat. In
plots near streams, lambda was 5-15% greater for when Maieta populations were colonized by Pheidole minutula,
irrespective of the levels of canopy disturbance. In contrast, Maieta populations in uplands colonized by Crematogaster had
population growth rates 30% greater than those colonized by Pheidole, with the effects of canopy disturbance again being
negligible. Our results suggest partner identity in obligate mutualisms has strong but context-dependent effects on plant
demography and population dynamics. These results underscore the importance of expanding the study of mutualisms
beyond the study of pair-wise interactions to consider the demographic costs and benefits of interacting with different
partners and ecological contexts.
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Seed-dispersal by native and non-native birds on the Island of Kauai, Hawaii.
Monica Kaushik1, Liba Pejchar2, Lisa H. Crampton3
1
Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India, 2Department of Fish, Wildlife and Conservation Biology,Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA, 3State of Hawaii, Department of Land and Natural Resources, Kaua`i Forest
Bird Recovery Project, Hanapepe,Hawaii, USA
Extinction of seed-dispersing birds could have cascading effects on native plant communities, particularly in species
depauperate island ecosystems. Kauai Island, Hawaii is facing the threat of losing its sole native frugivore, Puaiohi
(Myadestes palmeri), due to the synergistic effects of introduced predators, disease and climate change. Simultaneously,
several non-native birds have been introduced to Hawaii which could potentially act as a functional replacement for Pauiohi.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the diet of frugivorous birds and measured seed rain at two sites with and without
Puaiohi in the Na Pali-Kona forest reserve on the Island of Kauai. The study was conducted from January to May 2014
during the breeding season of Puaiohi and other native and exotic forest birds. We installed 40 seed traps at each site and
collected the seed rain monthly. We also analyzed fecal samples of Puaiohi and the most abundant non-native frugivore, the
Japanese White-eye (Zosterops japonicas). Of the total 322 seeds captured in seed traps throughout the study period, 97%
belonged to the site inhabited by the Puaiohi. Accounting for vegetation composition and cover, this site also experienced
2.03 times higher rate of seed dispersal than the site without Puaiohi. Despite a high degree of dietary overlap, the Japanese
white-eye dispersed a higher frequency of smaller-seeded species than the Puaiohi. Our results demonstrate substantial
differences in seed dispersal services provided by non-native birds and Puaiohi. It is therefore likely that in the absence of
Puaiohi, larger seeded plants may experience dispersal failure, resulting in a shift in plant community composition. To
maintain and restore the functional role of Puaiohi in Hawaii’s montane ecosystems, this species should be conserved
throughout its native range.
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‘Taking the rainforest's temperature': a study case in French Guiana
Pierre-Michel Forget
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle-UMR 7179 CNRS-MNHN, Brunoy, France

Ecological processes in tropical forests are being affected at unprecedented rates by human activities. Yet, the continuity of
ecological functions like seed dispersal is crucial for forest regeneration. Using a new method that we developed to rapidly
assess the health status of the rainforest (Boissier et al. 2014, Biotropica 46:633-641), we compared the level of fruit
consumption and seed removal of two animal-dispersed neotropical nutmegs trees (Virola spp, Myristicaceae) between 20092015. Assessment was carried out in three areas (Nouragues, Kaw Mountain, and Saint-Georges-de-l'Oyapock) with
contrasting protection status illustrating various levels of hunting pressure, therefore expected contrasting ecological status.
We counted fallen fruits, fruit valves, and seeds of each focal fruiting trees (V. kwatae : N = 38; V. michelii : N = 60) in single
1 m2 quadrats, and calculated two indices: the proportion of fruits opened and the proportion of seeds removed by arboreal
and terrestrial mammals. In addition to direct visual sightings during samplings, we used automatic remote camera to identify
the ground-dwelling wildlife during 4-10 days at one site lacking repeated animal censuses. The results showed that overall
seed removal rate (including post-dispersal predation by ground-dwelling vertebrates) is greater in V. kwatae than in V.
michelii at the three areas, and overall greater in forest with a greatest level of protection. Our indices also confirm that the
activity of birds (mainly toucans) that cannot open maturing dehiscent fruit is positively related to increased hunting
pressures. Small body-sized consumers in the less protected area are unlikely to efficiently compensate for the disappearance
of the large-body sized frugivores and seed dispersers (e.g. spider monkeys) contributing to high density of undispersed seeds
beneath parents. Nevertheless, in addition to low seed-removal, little post-dispersal seed predation by invertebrates and
terrestrial frugivores exacerbates the overall saturation effect beneath trees in V. michelii only.
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Using acoustic monitoring for rapid assessment of neotropical anuran assemblages in Costa Rica
William Culver III
Humboldt State University, Eureka, CA, USA
The sensitivity of amphibians' to abiotic and biotic factors may implicate them as strong indicator taxa, and in recent years
amphibians have suffered marked declines in the neotropics. The goals of the study were to determine if species composition
differed across habitats in the San Vito region of Coto Brus and if acoustic monitoring methods could identify a greater
number of species by subsequent analysis than human in situ observations. Timed transects were established at sites that
consisted of five habitat types. Environmental variables were noted at each transect. Anuran calls were recorded along
transects at a pace of 10m/minute and then analyzed using Raven-Lite software. Species' initial times of call were noted, and
calls per unit time (CPUT) were determined for each transect. Analysis showed a distinct species composition in lowland
primary forest habitat. While other habitats shared composition similarities, some species were still more likely to appear in
specific habitats, causing certain aspects of their respective habitat's composition to be unique. Comparison between species
richness and CPUT showed that mean CPUT is not indicative of species richness. Thirty-one percent of species accumulation
across transects was identified solely via software in post-collection analysis of acoustic data. The developed acoustic
monitoring technique appears to be an effective, low cost, and capable of rapid assessment. However, long term, multi-season
use of this method with an experienced herpetologist is needed to eliminate potential data-altering problems. Long term
anuran trends linked to environmental variables via GIS can help to determine suitable indicator species. Key words: anura,
acoustic monitoring, species composition, assemblage, indicator species
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Comparison of Ant Activity on Three Species of Piper Ant-Plants at Las Cruces
Julie Anne Duay1, Karin Gastreich2
1
Guam Department of Agriculture, Division of Aquatic & Wildlife Resources, Mangilao, Guam, 2Avila University, Kansas
City, Missouri, USA
Piper fimbriulatum, Piper obliquum, and Piper sagittifolium all have a coevolved mutualistic relationship with Pheidole
bicornis. This study compared the ant activity on three species of Piper ant-plants coexisting in primary premontante forest.
The presence of spiders and food bodies on the leaf may also affect this relationship. A non-significant trend was observed in
which P. obliquum had higher ant activity than P. fimbriulatum and P. sagittifolium. The removal of food bodies on P.
obliquum showed a significant decrease in the ant activity after the brush treatment. Upon the removal of D. schmidti, P.
obliquum and P. sagittifolium showed a non-significant trend toward a greater increase in ant activity than P. fimbriulatum.

In the comparison of herbivory on each Piper species, P. fimbriulatum showed greater herbivory than P. obliquum and P.
sagittifolium. Taken together, these results show that the presence of food bodies on a leaf influences the ant activity, which
also affects the hebivory rate on each plant.
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*Male Density Associated with Aggressive Interactions in the Emerald Glass Frog (Anura: Centrolenidae Espadarana
[Centrolene] prosoblepon)
Hayden Hedman1, Myra Hughey2
1
Univeristy of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA, 2Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA, USA
In July 2011 at Las Cruces Biological Station, we investigated the behavioral ecology of the emerald glass frog (Espadarana
[Centrolene] prosoblepon). Each evening, we evaluated how the density of calling males influenced the propensity for
intrasexual male aggression. Male abundance varied nightly, as did the frequency of recorded male aggression. Male body
size and the size of the humeral spine varied significantly between individuals; additional data are needed to understand the
relationship between these traits and fighting ability. We conducted a field experiment to test the territorial aggression. We
found a strong relationship between the frequency of artificially staged aggression and the overall observed number of calling
males. This result reveals that intrasexual aggression among E. prosoblepon is largely driven by the density of surrounding
males. The outcomes of the artificially staged encounters exhibited no relationship between snout-vent length (SVL) nor
humeral spine. Our finding is essential for furthering the understanding the mechanisms influencing aggression and overall
breeding behaviors in anurans.
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Agoutis on the Alert!
Sharonda Carson, Enzo Aliga-Rossel
University of Cebtral Oklahoma, Edmond, OK, USA
Agoutis (Dasyprocta punctata) are mammals that are a key component to the Neotropical forest as seed dispersers, seed
predators, and prey for several species. They spend the day defending their territory from invading agoutis, searching for
food, looking for potential mates, and watching for predators. The objective of the research was to study the alert behavior of
agoutis in two different habitats in Las Cruces, Costa Rica. A group of agoutis from the secondary forest and from the Wilson
Botanical Garden will be studied to see which are more alerted. One group has grown accustom to the presence of humans
and hearing disturbances while the other group lives in a less disturbed area where there is a less influence with humans. To
test how alert the agoutis can be in the presence of a predator a series of test calls from an ocelot and an invader will be
sounded. The calls will start at a distance far away and will advance the longer it takes the agoutis to respond. Observational
notes were taken after every test call to note the agoutis’ reaction. For the results, the agoutis in the secondary forest were
more alerted than the agoutis in the garden.
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Stressed Out Streams: The Effect of Agriculture on Stream Nutrient Cycling
Jennifer Wong-Ala1, Aaron Stoler2
1
University of Hawai`i, Kapi`olani Community College, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA
The conversion of forest into agricultural land is known to dramatically affect stream characteristics, including increased
water temperature and reductions in organic matter inputs (e.g., woody debris). This study sought to assess the effects of
reduced organic matter input on nutrient cycling in streams as mediated by microbial activity. We hypothesized that
reductions in woody debris inputs associated with agricultural activity would decrease the cycling of nutrients, such as
oxygen and nitrogen. Specifically, we predicted that decreases in organic matter inputs would decrease microbial activity. To
test this prediction, we conducted a controlled experiment using streamside flow-through mesocosms within the secondary
forest of the Las Cruces Biological Station in Coto Brus, Costa Rica. Treatments consisted of rock substrate or rock substrate
with organic material including leaf litter and woody debris, which simulated agricultural and forested stream substrates,
respectively. We estimated microbial activity by measuring the amounts of dissolved oxygen (DO) in each stream channel.
Our results show that decreases in organic matter decreased microbial activity, but only when microbial activity on both rock

and organic substrate is considered. Our findings may also indicate that microbial communities may acclimate to
disturbances in a short amount of time and this may be of interest to further work in agriculture and even urbanized streams.
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Ka pilina o hāʻukeʻuke: Studying the genetic connectivity of Colobocentrotus atratus in Hawaii, USA
Melanie Keliipuleole1, Mackenzie Manning2
1
University of Hawaii-Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Kapiolani Community College, Honolulu, HI, USA
Population genetics is the study of allele and genotype frequencies in a given population. The use of population genetics to
monitor target species in ecologically sensitive areas is an effective management tool for understanding the structure of those
populations. Understanding the genetic connectivity of separate populations will aid in the development of proper
management plans for that species. In the Hawaiian Islands, management practices specific to many of our culturally
important marine invertebrates are minimal or non-existent, and as a result, overharvesting can be a common and growing
problem for these species.
This study attempts to elucidate the population structure of the marine invertebrate speciesColobocentrotus atratus, also
known as the shingle or helmet sea urchin or Hā‘uke‘uke in Hawaiian. Hā‘uke‘uke inhabit wave-swept, rocky intertidal
shores throughout the Hawaiian Archipelago where it is recreationally harvested for consumption of its gonadal tissues, also
known as uni. Culturally, Hā‘uke‘uke are mentioned in the Kumulipo: (the Hawaiian chant of creation) as one of the first
organisms to be born. It is not only harvested for its delicious taste, but also as bait for fishermen, and for its medicinal
properties. Tissues from multiple individuals along four different shorelines (north, west, east, south) from four different
main Hawaiian Islands were collected to determine the level of genetic connectivity within and between populations using a
fragment of the Cytochrome Oxidase I (COI) mitochondrial gene. Previous research on taxonomically and ecologically
diverse species shows genetic barriers between islands. Therefore, due to a relatively short larval duration (typically one
month), we hypothesized that C. atratus would show low or absent gene flow between the different island populations. We
hope our investigation into Hā‘uke‘uke population structure throughout the Hawaiian Islands will lead to better management
practices for this important cultural resource.
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*Are Neotropical forests changing in species and trait composition?
Masha T. van der Sande1,2, Marielos Peña-Claros1, Eric J. M. M. Arets1, Lucas Mazzei4, Nataly Ascarrunz2,3, Marisol
Toledo2,3, Juan Carlos Licona2,3, Alfredo Alarcón2,3, Lourens Poorter1, Angela Luciana de Avila5, Anand Roopsind6, Ademir
Ruschel4, Bryan Finegan7, Yasmani Cáceres-Siani8
1
Wageningen University and Research centre, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 2Instituto Boliviano de Investigación Forestal,
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, 3Universidad Autónoma Gabriel René Moreno, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, 4Embrapa Amazônia Oriental,
Belém, Brazil, 5University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany, 6University of Florida, Gainesville, USA, 7Production and
Conservation in Forests Programme CATIE, Turrialba, Costa Rica, 8., Rurrenabaque, Bolivia
Tropical forests are not in steady state, but are changing in dynamics and species composition. These changes may be driven
by increased resource availability, increased drought-stress, or recovery from disturbances. Which of these drivers is most
important can be inferred from analysing changes in trait composition of the tree community. Here, we evaluate decadal
changes in species and trait composition across five mature Neotropical forests in Guyana, Brazil, Bolivia and Costa Rica,
using 29 permanent plots and 15 leaf, stem and architectural traits (e.g., specific leaf area, leaf nitrogen and phosphorous, leaf
toughness, wood density, and maximum diameter). We found that forests differ strongly in their community-average trait
values, probably resulting from differences in soil fertility and annual rainfall (seasonality). Furthermore, species
composition changed over time for three of the forests, and we found a consistent temporal decrease in community-average
specific leaf area and increase in wood density across the forests. Hence, the abundance of late-successional species has
increased. We did not see changes in traits that reflect increased drought stress (e.g., deciduousness) or resource availability
(e.g., leaf nitrogen concentration). Therefore, changes in species composition and trait composition in these forests may be
caused by recovery from past disturbances. This change towards a higher abundance of species with more conservative trait
values will have possible consequences for ecosystem processes such as productivity.
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On the rarity of cheap leaves and expensive trait measures in tropical forests
Christopher Baraloto1,2, Sabrina Coste3, Paul Fine4, Claire Fortunel5
1
International Center for Tropical Botany, FIU, MIAMI, FL, USA, 2INRA, UMR ECOFOG, KOUROU, French Guiana,
3
UAG, UMR ECOFOG, KOUROU, French Guiana, 4Department of Integrative Biology, University of California, Berkeley,
CA, USA, 5Department of Biology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA
Functional ecology is struggling to meet expectations of improved understanding of species distributions, performance and
ecosystem processes, despite an exploding literature and databases replete with measures of specific leaf area. Here we
explore how such cheap,´soft´ trait measures can be complemented to understand the economics of tropical tree strategies. In
particular, we ask (i) are cheap leaves always cheap, when defined by less cheap traits ; (ii) do cheap leaves make cheap
plants with coordinated growth and defense strategies ; and (iii) are more expensive, process-based trait measurement
campaigns a worthwhile investment ?
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CHAMBASA: variation in tree functional traits along a 3300 m elevation gradient in the Amazon and Andes
Yadvinder Malhi1, Lisa Bentley1, Norma Salinas1,6, Alexander Shenkin1, Greg Goldsmith1, Benjamin Blonder1, Roberta
Martin3, Brian Enquist2, Miles Silman4, Sandra Diaz5, Gregory Asner3, William Farfan4, Walter Huaraca Huasco7
1
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 2University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, USA, 3Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford,
California, USA, 4Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem. North Carolina, USA, 5University of Cordoba, Cordoba,
Argentina, 6PUCP, Lima, Peru, 7UNSAAC, Cusco, Peru
In 2013 we collected data on key plant traits (including leaf morphology, chemistry, branch architecture, tree and crown
dimensions, leaf venation and anatomy, leaf photosynthetic capacity and hyperspectral reflectance) along an elevation
gradient in Peru, at 10 sites with accompanying measurements of ecosystem NPP. Here we present preliminary results from
this campaign, exploring how traits spaces vary and co-vary along this gradient, and exploring how smooth or abrupt the
transition is along the lowland forest-submontane forest-cloud forest transitions. We explore how variation in key traits
reflects variation in plot level productivity.
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Changes in Forest Canopy Chemical Traits on a Global Matrix of Elevation Gradients
Gregory Asner, Roberta Martin
Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA
Canopy chemical traits contribute to a wide range of physiological and biogeochemical processes, yet trait distributions are
poorly known throughout the tropical forest biome. In our global field program, we have discovered enormous variation in
23 chemical traits throughout the tropics. These traits range from light capture and growth, to structure and defense, and they
define the foliar chemical trait space for tropical canopy species. Within this trait space, we have found systematic changes
in traits along numerous tropical elevation gradients worldwide. Here we present results indicating changes in growth,
defense and metabolism traits among thousands of canopy species, and relate the findings almost exclusively to elevationdependent temperature plus soil fertility variation. Global patterns with such strong environmental filtering by mean annual
temperature, could predict major changes in forest functional trait composition with global warming.
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*Light-induced plasticity in leaf hydraulics, venation, anatomy and gas exchange in ecologically diverse Hawaiian
lobeliads
Christine Scoffoni1, Justin Kunkle2, Jessica Pasquet-kok1, Christine Vuong1, Amish Patel1, Rebecca Montgomery3, Thomas
Givnish4, Lawren Sack4
1
University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA, 2Western Kentucky University, KY, USA, 3University of Minnesota, MN,
USA, 4University of Wisconsin, WI, USA

Leaf hydraulic conductance (Kleaf) quantifies the capacity of a leaf to transport liquid water and is a major constraint on lightsaturated stomatal conductance (gs) and photosynthetic rate (Amax). Few studies have tested the plasticity of Kleaf and
anatomy across growth light environments. These provided conflicting results. The Hawaiian lobeliads are an excellent
system to examine plasticity, given striking diversity in the light regimes they occupy, and their correspondingly wide range
of Amax allowing maximal carbon gain for success in given environments. We measured Kleaf, Amax, gs, leaf anatomical and
structural traits, focusing on six species of lobeliads grown in a common garden under two irradiances (300/800
µmol·photons·m-2·s-1). We tested hypotheses for light-induced plasticity in each trait based on expectations from optimality.
Kleaf, Amax and gs differed strongly among species. Sun-shade plasticity was observed in Kleaf, Amax and numerous traits
relating to lamina and xylem anatomy, venation and composition but gs was not plastic with growth irradiance. Species
native to higher irradiance showed greater hydraulic plasticity. Our results demonstrate that a wide set of leaf hydraulic,
stomatal, photosynthetic, anatomical and structural traits tend to shift together during plasticity and adaptation to diverse light
regimes, optimizing performance from low to high irradiance.
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Phenotypic and genetic variation in Metrosideros polymorpha across environmental gradients in Hawaii
Roberta Martin, Gregory Asner
Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA
Plants adjust the anatomy and chemistry of their leaves to maximize the capture and use sunlight for carbon gain under
differing environmental conditions and to compete with coexisting individuals and species. Understanding the degree to
which phenotypic plasticity or genetic differentiation in these characteristics allows a species to succeed across a wide range
of environmental conditions has important implications towards understanding how species may respond to future climate
change. Metrosideros polymorpha Gaud. (Myrtaceae), the dominant native tree species in Hawaii is found in most
environmental conditions, from warm and wet to cold and dry climates on young, nutrient-poor lava flows to older, nutrientrich volcanic substrate and exhibits a high degree of trait variation lending itself to studies of within-species variation across
environments. To date, numerous have documented large variation in physiological, biochemical and morphological leaf
traits of M. polymorpha and have found these traits vary in coordinated manner in response to environmental differences, but
individual traits may differ in their degree of heritability or plasticity. The simpler model offered by M. polymorpha in
Hawaii may serve to aid in understanding these variations in more complicated tropical ecosystems wordwide.
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How physiological and structural factors determine photosynthetic capacity of Metrosideros polymorpha across
altitudinal and soil age gradients in Hawaii
Ulo Niinemets
Estonian Univesrity of Life Sciences, Tartu, Estonia
Plasticity in key functional traits is a major determinant of species competitive potential across environmental gradients.
Variations in foliage photosynthetic capacity (Amax) are driven by foliage biochemical photosynthesis potentials (maximum
carboxylase activity of Rubisco, Vcmax, and capacity for photosynthetic electron transport, Jmax) and maximum stomatal (gs)
and mesophyll diffusion (gm) conductances. While controls of Amax by photosynthetic potentials and gs are well understood,
much less is known about controls by gm. This study investigated the role of different physiological and structural drivers in
photosynthetic differentiation of ohia (Metrosideros polymorpha) across altitudinal gradients in Big Island, Kauai and Oahu.
Both hairy and glabrous varieties of ohia were studied. A quantitative limitation analysis was used to separate among
different controls of photosynthesis. Leaf robustness as characterized by leaf dry mass per unit area (MA), its components
thickness and density, and mesophyll cell wall thickness increased with increasing altitude and this was more pronounced in
younger soils and in the hairy variety. Photosynthetic capacity per unit area also increased with altitude, but the increase was
less than in MA. In fact, the capacity decreased per unit leaf dry mass. This reduction was partly associated with reduced Vcmax
and Jmax per dry mass due to lower nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations, but was also strongly driven by enhanced CO2
drawdown from sub-stomatal cavities to chloroplasts, reflecting a stronger control of photosynthesis by mesophyll diffusion.
This study suggests that enhanced control of photosynthesis by gm constitutes an inherent trade-off driven by selection for
greater foliage mechanical robustness at higher altitudes and younger soils. Due to strong CO2 diffusion controls on
photosynthesis, future increases in atmospheric CO2 are expected to importantly enhance photosynthesis of ohia, especially at
higher altitudes and in young soils.
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Crafting relevant indicators with customary landholding communities in Solomon Islands
Eleanor Sterling1, Chris Filardi1, Georgina Cullman1, Erin Betley1, Stacy Jupiter2,1, Nadav Gazit1
1
Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, American Museum of Natural History, NY, NY, USA, 2Wildlife Conservation
Society, Melanesia Program, Suva, Fiji
Pacific island communities in the Western Pacific have weathered diverse disturbances through time and could constitute
models for how systems adapt to recurrent change. However, the combination of environmental changes, climate impacts,
population growth, and market pressures such as logging and mining produce and unprecedented threat to traditional
strategies to respond to disturbance. Subsistence agriculture and coastal fisheries may fail to support the food needs of many
Pacific countries by 2030.
We present results from a project designed to foster island community resilience - the capacity to absorb, resist, or recover
from stress, and adapt or change while maintaining valued functions and benefits. We take an explicit biocultural approach
that encompasses the interplay between human communiteis and landscapes in dynamic, continually evolving systems;
human practices, knowledge, and beliefs influence and are influenced by the land and seascapes of which human
communities are a part.
Based on a comprehensive global review of biocultural indicators, we are workign in the Western Province of Solomon
Islands with four communities to identify indicators of biocultural resilience that effectively synthesize western scientific and
local knowledge to contribute to future scenario planning. We integrate cultural, economic, and ecological considerations in a
spatially explicit, transparent, and dynamic manner and inform subsequent implementation of management plans and
monitoring.
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A new framework for monitoring social-ecological vulnerability of coral reef fisheries in Pacific Island coastal
communities
Stacy Jupiter1, Emily Darling2,3
1
Wildlife Conservation Society, Melanesia Program, Suva, Fiji, 2Wildlife Conservation Society, Global Marine Program,
Bronx, NY, USA, 3University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA
Increasing demands for cash income and material goods, coupled with growing populations and access to markets, have led
to substantial pressures on coastal and marine resources in the Pacific Islands over past decades. For example, many rural
Pacific Islanders must provide annual payments for school fees and government levies, as well as financially support
intermittent religious obligations and health care costs, largely without income from formal salaried employment. As a
consequence, coastal residents are increasing the frequency and intensity of harvesting coral reef fisheries resources for
income, which greatly endangers the ability of communities to meet their future food security needs from fisheries already
under pressure from subsistence fishing and climate change. Co-management systems can be highly effective at maintaining
sustainable fisheries and producing livelihoods outcomes under specific conditions, including secure community rights,
strong leadership and social cohesion, respect for management authority, broad awareness of management rules and human
agency, and participation in decision-making around marine resources. Here, we present a new monitoring framework
currently being implemented in Fiji and Solomon Islands to assess whether co-management systems can reduce socialecological vulnerability and providing tangible benefits to communities. The framework uses a pressure-state-responsebenefits approach to evaluate how pressures from fishing, land-based impacts, emerging markets and climate change can
affect social-ecological vulnerability (state) and how responses of targeted management actions can reduce vulnerability and
increase benefits to communities. We discuss the development of indicators and monitoring methodologies to support this
framework and present outcomes from baseline assessments. We also discuss the project in the context of a global
collaborative monitoring effort to support adaptive management at local sites, establish conservation targets through
participatory processes and provide data-driven actionable science.
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A biocultural approach to assessing resilienc to climate and environmental change across ridge-to-reef landscapes in
Fijian coastal communities
Tamara Ticktin1, Rachel Dacks1, Shimona Quazi1, Stacy Jupiter2
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, USA, 2Wildlife Conservation Society, Melanesia Program, Suva, Fiji
Understanding how social-ecological systems can be resilient to climate and environmental change poses one of the most
pressing challenges today. This is particularly true in the Pacific Islands, which are considered to be especially at risk to the
effects of climate change. We used a biocultural approach to assess the main drivers of resilience in Fijian coastal
communities across ridge-to-reef systems, encompassing agroforests and coral reefs. We asked: 1) What are the main drivers
of resilience and how are these drivers linked across land and sea, and social and ecological realms?; 2) How are these drivers
affected by external factors such as markets?; and 3) In what ways can local ecological knowledge (LEK) systems play a role
in enhancing resilience? We carried out surveys in 20 coastal communities in five provinces across four Fijian islands. We
conducted field surveys of indicators of resilience in 100 agroforests (including tree cover, species, crop and cultivar
diversity, spatial heterogeneity, invasive species cover). We documented indicators of ecological resilience (e.g., herbivore
biomass, coral to algae ratio) in the reefs adjoining the 20 villages and supported community catch logs in one village per
region to document fishing pressures. We also used household and key informant interviews, focus group discussions and
participatory mapping exercises to identify indicators of social resilience (including variables that relate to flexibility,
capacity to learn, capacity to organize, and material assets) and LEK. We present the results of our analyses with structural
equation models, and discuss their implications for both conservation and resilience in Fijian coastal communities.
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Modelling for managing: the social-ecological system of Moorea, French Polynesia
Joachim Claudet1,2, Pierre Leenhardt1
1
National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), CRIOBE, Perpignan, France, 2Laboratoire d'Excellence CORAIL,
Perpignan, France
Social-ecological systems approach is now considered as the most relevant conceptual lens to establish biodiversity
management strategies accounting for human-nature interactions. It reflects the dramatic paradigm-shift that environmental
sciences have undergone in recent years, with increased recognition of the role of people in the dynamics of all natural
ecosystems and of the feedbacks of ecological change on human uses and well-being. Social-ecological systems are complex
adaptive systems characterized by complex feedback interactions, emergent processes, non-linear dynamics and uncertainty.
While the science for modelling social-ecological systems is improving, transdisciplinary empirical studies aimed at
investigating their dynamic under different scenarios of stressors or management actions are scant. Here, we developed a
transdisciplinary approach to investigating the social-ecological system of Moorea island, French Polynesia. Conceptual
models using the Unified Modelling Language (UML) and the Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework
were built through participatory modelling workshops. Then, a Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) was built using a 10-year
long database and expert opinion to develop scenarios testing the effects of different stressors and management actions on the
system defined by stakeholder groups. Preliminary results suggest that (1) the management of the social-ecological system of
Moorea should be more targeted towards specific user groups, (2) , more coordination is needed between marine and
terrestrial agencies for a more integrated coastal zone management and (3) the lagoon and the outer slope could be considered
as two social-ecological subsystems.
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The Pacific Islands Regional Climate Assessment (PIRCA): A proposed framework for tracking physical and social
indicators of climate change across diverse Pacific Island environments
Victoria Keener
East-West Center, Honolulu, HI, USA
Of the eight regions that were defined for the 3rd U.S. National Climate Assessment (NCA) released in May 2014, Hawaiʻi
and the US-Affiliated Pacific Islands is the largest, with over 2,000 islands distributed across millions of square miles of
ocean. Scientific engagement across such enormous physical and human geographies presents both challenges and
opportunities. Air travel is limited and costly, while online communications may be unavailable. Information must be

translated into multiple languages and provided in a manner that conforms to local culture. On the other hand, the strong
connectedness Pacific Islanders have to land, air, and sea transcends national jurisdictions, and issues like sea-level rise,
access to freshwater, migration, and biodiversity loss have united the region.
The Pacific Islands Regional Climate Assessment, or PIRCA, released in December of 2012, was the regional technical input
to the NCA, and presents an integrated and comprehensive report that brings together diverse climate knowledge from over
100 collaborators across academia, government agencies, business, non-profits and NGO's. To expand on this process for the
next U.S. NCA, several regional climate research programs have proposed a framework that will pioneer novel methods to
determine and track a set of social and technical climate indicator variables across Hawaiʻi and the US-Affiliated Pacific
Islands. Research will determine and synthesize a set of appropriate indicators for each island that will provide a relevant,
trackable, and unique set of spatial and cultural variables.
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Addressing the Challenges of Diverse Knowledge Systems through Landscape Analysis: A Case Study in the MurrayDarling Basin, Australia
Amanda Lynch1, Lee Joachim2, Chris Heider3
1
Brown University, Providence RI, USA, 2Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal Corporation, Shepparton VIC, Australia,
3
Watershed Professionals Network, Philomath OR, USA
Geographic information systems are a means to develop a common framework for the integration of a range of perspectives
into natural resources management decisions. The incorporation of these perspectives presents more than technical challenges
– diverse knowledge systems make demands on the structure of geodatabases, the ways in which data is collected, held and
interrogated, and the choices around which types of knowledge can and should be incorporated. Here, we investigate these
questions in the context of Indigenous Yorta Yorta knowledge contributions to the management of a sensitive region of the
Murray-Darling Basin in Australia. Management of the Barmah-Millewa region and its natural resources is governed by a
wide array of sometimes inconsistent policies with differing regulatory frameworks and management foci. We find that (1)
appropriate collection, management and database design protocols require substantive intellectual property protections and
(2) once in place, geodatabase analysis can support management decisions without revealing sensitive information. Thus,
these protocol supports the effective and respectful participation of the Yorta Yorta community in management of this
ecologically, economically and culturally important region.
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Effects of a warming climate on tropical island soil biogeochemistry: Results from Hawai’i and Puerto Rico
Sasha Reed1, Molly Cavaleri2, Peter Vitousek3, Cory Cleveland4, Tana Wood5
1
U.S. Geological Survey, Moab, UT, USA, 2Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI, USA, 3Stanford University,
Stanford, CA, USA, 4University of Montana, Missoula, MT, Puerto Rico, 5Puerto Rico Conservation Foundation, San Juan,
Puerto Rico
Tropical forests growing on islands have important similarities and differences compared with their mainland counterparts,
and research focused on understanding island tropical forest response to climate change is of particular interest for land
managers and policy makers of Hawai’i and Puerto Rico. The Pacific and Caribbean islands are predicted to experience
significant changes in temperature, and here we used samples from sites that span natural temperature variability along
elevation gradients on both islands in conjunction with multi-temperature incubation experiments to explore relationships
among climate, soil type, and the responses of soil CO2 efflux, soil enzyme activity, and enzyme stoichiometry to altered
temperature. We evaluated the controls of long-term differences in climate (i.e., using the elevation gradient) on responses to
short-term differences in temperature (i.e., the incubation experiment), as well as the role of soil type and island identity. We
show how climate and soil type determine the sensitivity of soil respiration and enzyme activities to more rapid changes in
temperature, and how these controls vary with microbial biomass, soil nutrient availability, pH, and island. Our results show
that both climate and soil type play strong roles in dictating the responses of soil biogeochemical cycling to additional
changes in temperature, and we compare the island patterns we observed to those seen in mainland tropical forests in order to
offer cross-system insight into how tropical soils respond to a warming world.
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Flux, partitioning and storage of carbon across a mean annual temperature gradient in Hawaiian tropical montane
wet forest
Creighton Litton1, Christian Giardina2, Paul Selmants1
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 2USDA Forest Service, Hilo, Hawaii, USA
The storage of carbon (C) in terrestrial ecosystems is the result of a dynamic balance between C input, allocation, and
loss. This balance is being altered by climate change, but the response of terrestrial C cycling to warming remains poorly
quantified, particularly in tropical forests which play a disproportionately large role in the global C cycle. We quantified
above- and belowground C pools and fluxes in nine permanent plots spanning a 5.2°C mean annual temperature (MAT)
gradient (13-18.2°C) in Hawaiian tropical montane wet forest. This elevation gradient is unique in that substrate type and
age, soil type, soil water balance, canopy vegetation, and disturbance history are constant, allowing us to isolate the impact of
long-term, whole ecosystem warming on C cycling. Across this MAT gradient, soil respiration, litterfall, litter
decomposition, total belowground C flux, aboveground net primary productivity, and gross primary production (GPP) all
increase linearly and positively with MAT. Carbon partitioning is dynamic, shifting from below- to aboveground with
warming, potentially in response to a warming-induced increase in the cycling and availability of soil nutrients. In contrast to
observed patterns in C flux, live biomass C, soil C, and total ecosystem C pools are remarkably constant with MAT. We also
found no difference in soil bacterial taxon richness, phylogenetic diversity, or community composition with MAT. Taken
together these results indicate that in tropical montane wet forests, long-term increases in temperatures - in the absence of
water limitation and changes in disturbance regimes - will accelerate C cycling and shift the products of photosynthesis from
below- to aboveground but will not alter ecosystem C storage. These results agree with a small but increasing number of
studies, collectively providing insight into anticipated warming-induced changes in tropical montane forest C cycling and
storage.
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Potential climate change impacts in Puerto Rico from 1960 to 2099: Projecting statistically downscaled GCM
predictions
Azad Henareh Khalyani1, William Gould1, Maya Quinones1, Jaime Collazo2,3
1
International Institute of Tropical Forestry, USDA Forest Service, San Juan, Puerto Rico, USA, 2U.S. Geological Survey,
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA, 3North Carolina Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, Department of Applied
Ecology, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
We studied the potential ecological and economic impacts of climate change in Puerto Rico using General Climate Model
(GCM) predictions. We took two model selection strategies: the average of all available GCMs and the average of the “good”
models that are able to reproduce the observed large scale dynamics that control precipitation over the Caribbean. We
calculated the annual averages of precipitation, and minimum and maximum temperature in five thirty-year time intervals
from 1960 to 2099. Then we interpolated the averages for each variable and calculated mean temperature and Potential
Evapotranspiration (PET) ratios. We calculated annual cooling degree-days (CDD) as a proxy index for air-conditioning
energy demand, and two measures of annual no-rainfall days as drought indices. The good models predicted a minimum 2000
mm decline in precipitation in the Luquillo mountains from 1960 to 2099 under A2 emission scenario while half of this was
predicted by the average of all models. The island was predicted to warm faster than the global average. The warming from
1960 to 2099 was 4.6 ˚C to 9 ˚C depending on emission scenarios and geographic locations. Luquillo and central mountains
showed faster drying and warming compared to other areas of the island. The CDD index showed more than 100% increase
highlighting boosting electrical energy demand which was predicted to be higher for the San Juan metropolitan area after
2040. The expected impacts on local water and energy supplies calls for development of solar and wind energy sources and
application of water harvesting approaches.
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Long-term Patterns of Climate, Tree Growth, and Tree Mortality in Permanent Forest Plots of Hawaii Island
Susan Cordell1, Rebecca Ostertag2, Thomas Giambelluca3, Christian Giardina1, Creighton Litton3, Faith Inman-Narahari3,
Yoshiyuki Miyazawa3, Lawren Sack4, Adam Sibley2,1, Michael Nullet3
1
USDA Forest Service, Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, Hilo, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA,
3
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 4UCLA, Los Angelos, USA

Recent research shows that Hawaii is already experiencing rapid climate shifts in temperature, and in the coming century,
warming will likely accelerate, with additional changes in rainfall. To better understand and predict these changes we have
developed the Hawaii Ecosystems-Climate Observatory data to examine relationships between climate and vegetation. The
observatory consists of a series of climate stations and Center for Tropical Forest Science (CTFS) forest dynamics plots
representing different forest types: lowland dry forest (LDF), lowland dry woodland (LDW), montane mesic forest (MMF),
and montane wet forest (MWF). Specifically we ask how inter-annual climate variation impacts species-specific growth and
mortality. Climate variables being assessed are temperature, rainfall, shortwave radiation, an index of cloudiness, soil
moisture, and windspeed. Growth measurements were made for 2-4 years, depending on the site. Species growth rates
differed up to 15-fold, especially in the most species-rich MWF site. Inter-annual growth rates were lowest in the LDF,
averaging only 0.05 cm/yr, and greatest in the MWF, averaging 0.17 cm/yr. The MWF had the least inter-annual variation in
growth rates (coefficient of variation, CV = 7.9), while the other sites were more variable (CV = 76.6 for LDF, 89.5 for
MMF, and 160.4 for LDW). Mortality rates were most variable in the LDF and the MWF. At the LDF site, growth rate is
strongly correlated with rainfall (r = 0.95, p = 0.046), but at the MWF there is a weaker correlation with minimum
temperature at the MWF (r = 0.87, p = 0.114). A longer time record is required to confirm patterns and make predictions
about the effect of climate change on Hawaii's forests.
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Sensitivity of forest carbon stocks and fluxes to altered rainfall in the Hawaiian Islands.
Paul Selmants1, Christian Giardina2, Creighton Litton1, Gregory Asner3
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA, 3Carnegie Institution for Science,
Stanford, CA, USA
Substantial evidence indicates that anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have and will continue to alter the global
climate. In the tropics, climate model inter-comparisons point toward an overall decrease in mean annual rainfall due to
climate change. Alterations in the amount and timing of rainfall events over the coming decades will affect the carbon
sequestration potential of tropical forests, yet the magnitude and direction of this response remains unclear. Here we present
results from two rainfall gradients in the Hawaiian Islands, one on the Island of Maui and the other on the Island of Hawaii,
to examine the impact of changes in mean annual rainfall on carbon stocks and fluxes in native-dominated montane wet
forests. The two gradients range from ~2,500 to >6,500 mm of rainfall per year with several potentially confounding factors
remaining constant, including elevation, temperature, dominant plant species, and geologic substrate. We collected regional
scale data using a combination of remote sensing and data synthesis from existing sources. Aboveground forest biomass
declined with increasing rainfall along both gradients, but there was no consistent trend in gross primary productivity
averaged over a 10-year period along either rainfall gradient. We suggest that saturated soils at the wet end of each gradient
drive both an increased allocation of GPP to respiration and an increase in tree mortality and turnover, which results in
reduced forest biomass but no change in GPP. These findings provide needed detail on how tropical montane forest carbon
stocks and fluxes and will respond to changes in rainfall, which will better inform predictions of how tropical forest carbon
balance will respond to future climate change.
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Ecological and Social Aspects of Tropical Forest Responses to Climate Change in the Luquillo Experimental Forest,
Puerto Rico
Grizelle Gonzalez1, Azad Henareh Khalyani1, Kathleen McGinley1, Deborah J. Lodge0
1
International Institute of Tropical Forestry, USDA Forest Service, San Juan, PR, Puerto Rico, 2Center for Forest Mycology
Research, Forest Products Laboratory, USDA Forest Service, Luquillo, PR, Puerto Rico
The Luquillo Experimental Forest (LEF) is located in the Luquillo Mountains in northeastern Puerto Rico. The spatial and
temporal variability in the climate of the Luquillo Mountains is influenced by large-scale movements of air masses, extreme
events, and regional and global climate change. Understanding the way in which biota and ecosystems respond to gradients
of climate and land use intensity is vital to the sustainability of the system. In the Luquillo Mountains these dynamics are
expressed in the context of rich biodiversity and the complex interplay of natural and anthropogenic disturbance. Climatic
variability at LEF manifests as gradients that are correlated with elevation, slope, aspect, or land use history. Efforts to
understand the spatial variability in the forest ecosystems at LEF often recognize the existence of these gradients. The biota
responds to abiotic gradients and interacts with them to produce observable ecological patterns. As the landscape
surrounding LEF is increasingly urbanized, there is disruption of hydrological systems, introduction of nonnative species, and
interruption of nutrient cycles, which collectively result in changes in the services that forests provide. Downscaled climate

projections for the coming decades predict increasing warming and decreasing precipitation, and intensive land development,
high coastal population density, and large tourism-based industry effects intensify the vulnerability of Puerto Rico to climatic
variability, given its limited human and capital infrastructure to address such problems. This presentation will focus on how
long term data and experiments conducted at LEF provide deeper mechanistic understanding of the controls on the structure
and functioning of these tropical forests in the context of climate change. Driven by the need for a better understanding of
the connections and interactions between humans and the environment for sound policy and sustainable resource use, this
presentation also examines the socioeconomic dynamics in the region surrounding the Luquillo Mountains.
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An observatory approach to enable ecological forecasting: The role of tropical systems in the National Ecological
Observatory Network (NEON).
Henry Loescher5
1
InstAAR, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA, 2University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, USA, 3Alabama
A+M University, Normal, Alabama, USA, 4Instituto Potosino de Investigación Científica y Tecnológica, San Luis Potosi,
Mexico, 5National Ecological Observatory Network, Boulder, Colorado, USA
We are entering the era of ‘big data’ and ‘observatory’ science that bring new tools to bear for ecological research. Many
high-level federal planning documents have also been advocating for ecologists to provide guidance for decision-making and
for societal benefit. Taken in concert, this has implications of how ecologists may execute their studies, develop new
frontiers in science, and new roles in observatory science.
We will present the observatory approach for NEON and other organizational models for ‘big data’ ecological networks that
are underway, examples of Australia’s Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network (TERN), Europe’s Integrated Carbon
Observation System (ICOS) and efforts to federate international Long-Term Ecological Research (iLTER) sites together in
Europe. New roles of ecologists that design ecological observatories will be discussed, as well as, the challenges they
represent. The NEON design will also be presented with particular focus on the role of tropical systems in a continental scale
ecological understanding. And lastly, how Observatory designs can foster ecological forecasting and challenge current
theory will be discussed.
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Regeneration drivers in an anthropogenic landscape at Atlantic forest
Melina Melito1, Gabriela Marin1, Ricardo César2, Vinícius Zorzi2, Jean Paul Metzger1, Leandro Tambosi1
1
Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil, 2Universidade de São Paulo - ESALQ, Piracicaba, São Paulo,
Brazil
Deforestation is caused by the conversion of primary forests to human land use. Although anthropogenic landscapes are
spread and increasing worldwide, forest regeneration can also be observed due to the influence of socioeconomic and
environmental factors. Regeneration probability can be increased, for example, by the seed rain from nearby forest patches
and close to rivers due to its whole as ecological corridor, and as a consequence, high presence of seed dispersers. The
isolation between habitat forest patches and matrix characteristics can mediate seed disperser flux through the landscape and
influence the natural regeneration process. Therefore, landscape configuration and composition can affect forest regeneration
in anthropogenic landscapes. Thereby, we investigated the drivers influencing forest regeneration in a fragmented landscape
at the Atlantic forest, a biodiversity hotspot highly threatened by habitat loss and fragmentation. Specifically, we conducted
land cover change analyses to test the influence of river distance, forest patch distance, habitat amount, matrix conductance
and previous land cover class on the occurrence of forest regeneration. The two best models showed that forest regeneration
probability increased by river and forest patch proximity and by habitat amount in the surrounding 100 m. Previous land
cover class was also important, with higher regeneration probability on exotic forest plantations and pasture areas.
Regeneration in pasture areas possibly occurred due to the conversion of pasture to sugarcane areas and agricultural
production adjustment. As a consequence regeneration was higher close to rivers due to cattle removal and land abandonment
of these low productivity areas. Thus, efforts to ecological restoration must take into consideration the landscape
characteristics in order to focus in areas where regeneration should need little human intervention, decreasing restoration
costs and maximizing the probability of success.
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*Avian species loss and persistence in Amazonian slash-and-burn mosaics
Jacob Socolar
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA
Although slash-and-burn agriculture is a major driver of deforestation in western Amazonia, we know very little about the
biological communities of the resulting forest mosaics. This knowledge gap is particularly troublesome because slash-andburn agriculture is legal and commonplace inside protected areas. I address the issue with a study of bird distribution and
human impacts in Loreto department, Peru. I quantify biodiversity loss across a range of natural forest types using a dataset
of nearly 1000 avian point counts, conducted in primary forest and slash-and-burn mosaics across three habitats: seasonallyflooded varzea forest, mesic upland terra firme, and dystrophic upland white-sands. These data afford an opportunity to
understand the responses of whole bird communities, including rare species and habitat specialists, to slash-and-burn
agriculture.
I report three findings. First, slash-and-burn mosaics support extraordinary species diversity that is nevertheless lower than
primary forest. The difference between pristine and disturbed habitats results largely from biotic homogenization and
becomes apparent only after survey effort across multiple forest habitats. Second, the relatively small changes in avian
diversity belie larger changes in species composition; numerous primary forest denizens are rare or absent in secondary
habitats. Third, species losses differ by habitat. Although the nutrient poor white-sands support much lower bird diversity
than other habitats, they harbor a diverse community of endemic specialist birds that completely vanishes following slashand-burn. These results paint a mixed picture for the fate of biodiversity in slash-and-burn mosaics, but suggest that
disincentivizing agriculture on unproductive soils may represent a win-win for farming and conservation.
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*Forest area and connectivity influence root-associated fungal communities in a fragmented landscape on Hawaii
Island
Devin Leopold, Rachel Vannette, Tadashi Fukami
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA
Habitat fragmentation has been identified as a major threat to tropical forests globally, and is well known to affect plant and
animal diversity, but its effects on microorganisms are poorly understood. Given the important roles that microbes play in
ecosystems, a greater understanding of how habitat fragmentation affects microbial communities promises to improve efforts
to predict anthropogenic changes to ecosystem structure and function. Using a lava-fragmented landscape on the Island of
Hawaii as a model system, we studied the community of fungi associated with the roots of the dominant tree, Metrosideros
polymorpha. This landscape allowed us to link changes in the community structure of root-associated fungi to the underlying
components of habitat fragmentation, namely reduced habitat area and connectivity, while minimizing many of the
confounding factors associated with anthropogenically fragmented landscapes. Through Illumina metabarcoding using two
regions of the rDNA genes we found that local fungal diversity increased with forest area, but did not vary predictably with
forest connectivity. In contrast, fungal species composition was correlated only weakly with area, but strongly with
connectivity in a taxon-specific manner. Taken together, our results show that habitat fragmentation can alter microbial
diversity and composition via differential response of taxonomic groups to habitat connectivity.
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Area and surrounding forest cover can drive the frog diversity at pasture matrix in Atlantic Forest fragmented areas
Mauricio Almeida-Gomes1, Carlos Rocha2, Marcus Vieira1
1
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil
Amphibians are the terrestrial vertebrates most threatened by environmental changes and there are several reports of
amphibian declines worldwide, mostly in Latin America and Australia. The loss of natural habitats plays a major role for
amphibian declines, either because several species are intolerant to disturbed habitats (such as forest edges and matrix areas)
or because they need specific habitats which may be unavailable in altered landscapes. Therefore, in a scenario of climate

changes and high anthropic pressure on natural environments, it is crucial to understand which factors can contribute to
maintain frog diversity, especially in biodiversity hotspots like the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. In our study, we focused on
pasture matrix surrounded mostly by secondary Atlantic Forest, and the main hypothesis of our study is that the combined
effect of matrix area and the amount of forest cover in its surroundings can positively affect the diversity of frog
communities. We sampled 21 matrix areas in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, which ranged in their sizes and the
proportion of forest cover within two buffer zones of 500 and 2000 meters (COV500 and COV2000). The sampling of frogs
was made through Visual Encounter Surveys method, during the nocturnal period, between July 2007 and March 2014. We
recorded a total of 2906 individuals of 32 anuran species. Our results showed that the interaction between matrix area and
COV 2000 had a strong positive effect on frog richness, whereas community composition was mostly affected by the
interaction between matrix area and COV500. Our study was the first to address the importance of the combined effect of
matrix area and native forest cover to frog communities at pasture matrices in Atlantic Forest fragmented landscapes, and
highlights the need for more studies to improve understanding of the impacts of landscape changes on anuran communities.
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*How does habitat fragmentation affect disease susceptibility? Examining the relationships between geography,
population genetics, and disease
Anat Belasen1, Timothy James1, Felipe Toledo2
1
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA, 2Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Campinas, SP, Brazil
Human impacts on natural systems often promote disease emergence, but the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms by
which this occurs are poorly understood. When humans divide and reduce natural areas (e.g., by building roads or creating
agricultural land), a process known as habitat fragmentation, the disjunct patches of forest that remain contain small, isolated
wildlife populations. These populations can become inbred very rapidly. Inbreeding may increase disease susceptibility, but
empirical tests of this phenomenon are lacking. Land-bridge islands offer an interesting model system for habitat
fragmentation, as they were naturally fragmented by rising sea levels due to glacial melting in the last 20,000 years.
Populations remaining on these islands represent relicts of once contiguous populations, and thus provide insights into the
long-term effects of fragmentation. In this study, I will examine whether disease susceptibility is affected by fragmentation
history in amphibians, which are particularly vulnerable to both stressors. The study will be performed in an area that is
extensively fragmented, contains hundreds of land-bridge islands, and is heavily invaded by disease agents: the Brazilian
Atlantic Forest. I use genomics techniques to compare two ecologically different amphibian species across three
macrohabitats: contiguous forest, human-created habitat fragments, and land-bridge islands, which respectively represent
areas with no fragmentation, recent fragmentation, and historical (natural) fragmentation. Disease prevalence and infection
load of amphibian hosts are also quantified using molecular techniques. The results of this study not only provide information
about the frog populations surviving in the endangered Brazilian Atlantic Forest and on the understudied islands of the
region, but also will provide insights for managing fragmented populations.
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Nitrogen Fertilization Effects on Litter Decomposition and Enzyme Activities in Two Humid Tropical Forests
Daniela Cusack1, Whendee Silver2, William H McDowell3
1
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Nitrogen (N) deposition is known to impact decomposition in temperate ecosystems, but less is known about the effects of
added N in tropical forests, where background soil N availability is relatively high. We examined changes in patterns and
drivers of long-term litter decomposition with N fertilization in a lower elevation rainforest and an upper elevation cloud
forest in the Luquillo Mountains, Puerto Rico. We hypothesized that increased N would accelerate initial decomposition
rates, while slowing later stages of decomposition. We predicted that litterfall chemistry would not change with N
fertilization in these forests, but rather that N addition to the forest floor would directly affect the enzyme activities of
microbial decomposers. We measured decomposition rates over three years for mixed native litter and a common substrate.
We used 13C-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to assess effects of N addition on initial litter chemical
characteristics. Carbon and N concentrations of initial litter and decomposing litter were measured at multiple time points
over the three years.
Decomposition rates for the common substrate were significantly higher in fertilized versus control plots in the lower
elevation forest (p < 0.05), with similar trends for native litter and decomposition in the upper elevation forest. In the lower

forest, decomposition rate constants (k values) for the common substrate were 1.6 ± 0.2 in fertilized plots versus 0.7 ± 0.2 in
control plots (per year, mean ± one s.e., n = 3). Litter N concentrations were significant predictors of decomposition rates,
and N fertilization did significantly alter C:N ratios of litter over the course of decomposition. Extracellular enzyme activities
responded to N additions for some time points. These results indicate that litter turnover in tropical forests is likely to be
sensitive to N deposition, related to changes in microbial activity.
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Habitat amount affects mixed species bird flocks of fragmented Atlantic Forest
Danilo Boscolo1, Marina Isidoro Silva2,1, Erica Hassui3
1
FFCLRP-USP, Ribeirão Preto, São Paulo, Brazil, 2UNIFESP, Diadema, São Paulo, Brazil, 3UINFAL, Alfenas, Minas
Gerais, Brazil
Reductions of landscape habitat amount affects biodiversity and is a key aspect for species survival. However, there are very
few studies relating the effects of habitat loss for mixed species bird flocks. This social system is not yet well studied,
especially in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. Our aim was to assess how variations on landscape context and patch size can
influence different aspects of mixed flocks, such as frequency, size and composition. Our hypothesis was that landscapes
with higher forest cover and patch sizes harbor more diverse and abundant mixed flocks. To test these effects we selected
seven 2km radius circular landscapes with varying forest proportion. We related forest proportion, size of focal patch and
landscape diversity with mixed flocks parameters, such as frequency, mean individual abundance and mean flock species
richness in each landscape. We used Generalized Linear Models (GLM) to find the most explanatory variable. We found that
forest proportion is the best landscape variable to explain size (p= 0.0157; r2= 0.72) and richness of the flocks (p= 0.0345;
r2= 0.62), while frequency was not significantly explained by any variable (p= 0.111, r2= 0.43). Size of focal patch and
landscape diversity also did not explain any of the flocks parameters (p> 0.05). Flocks in highly forested contexts were larger
and more diverse compared to those present in landscapes with less forest. These results agree with Fahrig (2013) habitat
amount hypothesis, since size and richness of flocks increased with forest amount regardless of patch size, which is one of
the most used variables in many studies. This shows that the landscape context, represented by forest proportion, is the most
important landscape factor to explain fragmentation effects on mixed bird flocks in tropical forests and should be considered
for bird conservation planning.
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Can frogs thrive in oil palm? A study of the effects of habitat management on frog diversity
David Kurz1, Edgar Turner1, Oliver Konopik2, Hannah Barkley3, Agung Aryawan4, Ade Netral4, Sudharto Ps.4, Jean-Pierre
Caliman4, Sophus Zu Ermgassen1, Christine Corlet1, Jamie Cranston1, William Foster1
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Every 25-30 years, oil palm plantations undergo a severe disturbance event in which large swaths of mature palm trees are
clear-cut and re-planted with young palms. This process presumably leads to major ecological changes in the oil palm
ecosystem, including changes to species assemblages that had developed over the previous three decades. We compared frog
assemblages between mature (21-27 year old) and young, recently re-planted (1-2 year old) oil palm. After sampling 719
anurans from 14 species across 18 oil palm plots, we found that richness, abundance, and diversity of assemblages were all
higher in mature oil palm. In addition, frog assemblage composition differed significantly between the two ages of oil palm.
Some “forest-associated” frog species persisted and even thrived in mature oil palm: we encountered five forest-associated
frog species within mature oil palm plantations that were at least 50 km from any substantial tracts of forest. We therefore
recommend that oil palm re-planting schemes preserve vegetative heterogeneity in the oil palm matrix so that important
amphibian species are not lost from entire agricultural landscapes.
We also studied the effect of understory vegetation removal on anuran assemblages in mature oil palm. We sampled frogs
before and after six oil palm plots were treated with herbicide, and compared the change in assemblage structure to results
from control plots. After recording 752 anurans from 13 species and 6 families, we found a significant difference in
assemblage composition by plot type over time. Our results indicate that the presence of understory vegetation may play a
significant role in shaping the frog assemblages that inhabit oil palm. Allowing understory vegetation to grow between palm
trees and paths in plantations could be a simple management strategy that promotes more robust anuran assemblages within
the oil palm landscape.
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The Intermediate Disturbance Hypothesis and tropical tree diversity: effects of scale
Frans Bongers1, Stefan J Kupers1, William D Hawthorne2, Douglas Sheil3, Lourens Poorter1
1
Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands, 2Oxford University, Oxford, UK, 3University of Life Sciences, As,
Norway
The intermediate disturbance hypothesis (IDH) states that species diversity is highest at an intermediate level of disturbance.
Scale is crucial in understanding the IDH. In tropical forests this can be translated to the small scale of within-patch effects of
disturbance on diversity, and the large scale of across-patch disturbance impacts. This difference attracts much debate and
therefor the IDH is contentious. We used a large dataset of tropical forest inventory plots in Ghana, encompassing 2500 oneha plots in 123 forest reserves across the country, to test the IDH both at the scale of individual plots and at the level of whole
forest reserves. The IDH was confirmed for both plot level and reserve level, but explanation at plot level was weak, while at
forest reserve level a much larger part of the variation in diversity was explained by disturbance. This indicates the
importance of the across-patch scale levels in the IDH. At reserve level we also evaluated the impact of disturbance
compared to environmental factors such as climate, elevation and soil. Disturbance was the second most important factor
driving species richness in the reserves, after average precipitation. Other factors such as precipitation seasonality,
disturbance range, altitude and forest degradation also influenced species richness, but these factors had only minor
additional impact. The consequences of these results will be discussed in the light of the current contentious debate on IDH
theory.
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*Converting wildfires into prescribed burnings in Protected Areas: guidelines for fire management in Neotropical
savannas
Livia Moura1, Maria Inez Pagani2, Isabel Schmidt1
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Fire in savanna physiognomies is a natural and recurrent disturbance, performing important ecological roles in ecosystems. It
is also used as a management tool by rural populations. Understanding the different fire practices by local dwellers and fire
effects on various vegetation physiognomies are key processes to assess the risk of wildfires in Protected Areas (PA), and to
propose fire management systems that are applicable. High intensity wildfires that reach thousands of hectares in few hours
are frequent during late dry season in all PAs within the Brazilian savanna (Cerrado). In this study, we evaluated and
integrated socioeconomic, ecological and fire management aspects regarding the Serra da Canastra National Park (SCNP)
region, in Minas Gerais state. Based on management documentation, interviews with 100 stakeholders and field observations,
we propose integrated fire management (IFM) guidelines in order to reduce late dry season wildfires. Consisting in: (i) land
tenure regularization; (ii) hiring of the fire brigade for the whole year, to work not only on fire fighting in the dry season but
also on prevention during the wet season; (iii) periodic and participatory fire management planning involving local
stakeholders; (iv) performing early dry season prescribed burnings in fire resistant vegetation types to reduce and fragment
fuel load; and (v) develop and apply monitoring protocols to support adaptive fire and PA management actions and decision
making. These guidelines can be applied in several other PAs within the Cerrado and other fire-prone ecosystems in the
world.
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The savannization of an archipelago: people, landscape change, and Hawai‘i’s novel fire regime
Clay Trauernicht
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Hawai‘i has provided a model system for understanding the interactions between nonnative grasses and fire and brought
widespread attention to the impacts of novel wildfire regimes on ecosystems worldwide. However, the extent to which fire
has become a pervasive feature of Hawai‘i has not been well quantified. Here I present results from a synthesis of multiple
fire occurrence datasets to examine how human activity has contributed to Hawai‘i’s contemporary fire issues through

landscape change. Across the main Hawaiian Islands, there has been nearly a 4-fold increase in the maximum area burned
per year between early 20th Century reports and the late 1990s till present. Between 2005-2011, an average of >1,000
ignitions burned >8,000 hectares each year statewide, with the proportion of total land area burned in Hawai‘i comparable to
and often exceeding rates found in the western US. These fires pose a significant threat to Hawai‘i’s dwindling native forests
which contain >40% of the endangered plant species in the United States. The spatial distribution of fire occurrence indicates
that fire is closely coupled to humans with ignition density tightly correlated with population density and the majority of
burned area occurring in novel (i.e., human-converted) ecosystems. Nearly one-quarter of Hawai‘i’s land area has been
converted to fire-prone, nonnative ecosystems dominated by invasive grass species due to habitat invasion and large-scale
agricultural abandonment within the past several decades. These factors and Hawai‘i’s limited land area expose multiple
sectors to wildfire risk and impacts, including residential areas, watersheds, and nearshore resources. But Hawai‘i’s fire
issues also provide an opportunity to examine how tropical island landscapes may be better managed as coupled human and
natural systems by integrating social perspectives into fire mitigation, considering fire risk across landscape scales, and
increasing collaboration among stakeholders.
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Long-term interactive effects of elephants, fire and rainfall determine woody plant biomass in African savanna
Adam Pellegrini1, Rob Pringle1, Lars Hedin1, Navashni Govender2
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Disturbance and resource availability are hypothesized to be key determinants of the distribution and functioning of tropical
savannas, but their interactive effects are both complex and poorly known. In African savannas, fire and herbivory, especially
by elephants, are key disturbance agents, where frequent fires and intense browsing reduce tree biomass and potentially
carbon storage. However, the effect of these disturbances likely depends upon resource availability and the ability of
vegetation to recover following disturbance.
We examined the effects of fire and elephants on woody biomass in Kruger National Park, South Africa, where experimental
plots have been maintained under different fire regimes for ~60 years and span a broad rainfall gradient. A key feature of our
study design is that this period encompassed a large increase in elephant abundance caused by the mid-1990s suspension of
elephant culling.
Before the cessation of culling, woody biomass diverged across fire treatments, with biomass being inversely related to fire
frequency. Following the increase in the elephant population, however, the effects of fire were muted to the extent that plots
experiencing fire vs. protected from fire converged on similar levels of woody biomass. Furthermore, the effect of fire alone
changed across the rainfall gradient, with tree biomass being more sensitive to fire in dry sites but accumulating in the wettest
sites even at annual or triennial burn intervals. Contrastingly, increased elephant populations resulted in decreased woody
biomass, regardless of rainfall across sites.
These results suggest that while elephants and fire can affect tree biomass in savannas, variation in environmental conditions
may fundamentally alter both their individual and interactive effects. Moreover, the substantial and rapid changes in woody
biomass carbon stocks following the rise in elephant populations suggest that elephants are likely to play a dominant role in
the carbon cycle of African savannas.
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The ecological role of lightning in tropical forests
Steve Yanoviak1, Phillip Bitzer2, Jeffrey Burchfield2, Matteo Detto3
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Accurate quantification of tree mortality is essential for understanding and modeling tropical forest dynamics. Lightning
presumably damages millions of tropical trees annually, but unambiguous evidence of lightning-caused tree mortality is
relatively rare and usually anecdotal. We established a lightning monitoring network in Panama to test three hypotheses: 1)
lightning damage to tropical trees is common but inconspicuous; 2) lightning damage is non-randomly distributed among
canopy trees, and 3) lianas provide passive lightning protection for trees. Preliminary results suggest that lianas are killed by
lightning and that extensive crown damage from lightning is easily overlooked in ground-based surveys. This research is
advancing our broader understanding of the ecology of tropical forest canopies, and provides a framework for predicting the
consequences of increased liana abundance and lightning frequency as a result of climatic change. In combination with data

from forest dynamics plots, long-term monitoring of the direct and indirect effects of lightning on trees will improve forest
turnover models and refine predictions regarding the changing structure of tropical ecosystems.
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Small-scale extractive disturbances and its effects on vegetation and birds in tropical forest: A case study from
Himalayan foothills.
Monica Kaushik1, Dhananjai Mohan2
1
Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India, 2Uttarakhand Forest Department, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India
More the 60% of the rural population in India depends on forest biomass to meet their demands of livelihood and sustenance.
They extract biomass in form of firewood, fodder, timber and non-timber forest products. Owing to their high frequency and
interactive effects, consequences of these disturbances prove detrimental for the habitat. Yet, these disturbances largely go
unnoticed and thus understudied due to slow and gradual modification in the forest characteristics. We studied the effect of
disturbance on structure and composition of the vegetation and bird communities in three dominant forest types of Shiwalik
range in Himalayan foothills. We selected thirty, 1-km2 grids (10 grids/forest type), each containing nine circular sampling
plots (n=269), were sampled for disturbance, vegetation and birds. Data was collected form 2010-2011, covering two
breeding and two non-breeding seasons of birds. Mixed effect models, which accounted for the nested sampling design, were
used to examine the response of vegetation and bird communities to disturbance agents. Disturbance substantially altered the
vegetation structure at tree and shrub layers in all forest types. Among vegetation structure, canopy cover and shrub height,
exhibited high sensitivity and declined drastically with increasing extractive disturbance. Disturbances did not influence tree
species diversity in any forest type but resulted in reduced shrub diversity. Moreover, these disturbances facilitated the spread
of an exotic invasive species, Lantana camara in the dry forests. Invasive species cover, Lantana camara, elevated bird
species richness and density across all forest types. However, bird composition became increasingly homogenous across the
disturbed areas due to disturbance and invasive species. Our findings indicates that long-term small-scale extractive pressures
in tropical forest are unsustainable and are significantly altering the vegetation structure, facilitating invasive species and
homogenizing the bird community.
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*Responses of two tropical seagrasses to shading and smothering by fine sand: implications for port management and
Environmental Impact Assessment
Claudia Benham1, Emma Jackson2
1
The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, 2Central Queensland University, Gladstone, Australia
Seagrass meadows form a crucial part of tropical marine habitats, providing refugia and nursery areas for fish, as well as
foraging habitat for endangered species such as turtles and dugong. They are also sensitive to sedimentation and water quality
changes, making them ideal for monitoring the health of coastal environments. Seagrasses in harbours along the northern
Australian coast face pressure from a range of anthropogenic and natural sources, including flooding and dredging, which
promote the transport of fine sediments and can lead to shading or smothering of seagrass meadows. This research examines
the effects of smothering and shading by fine sediment on the growth of two seagrass species, Zostera muelleri and Halophila
ovalis. These species naturally occur in Gladstone Harbour, a major industrial hub which has recently undergone dredging.
The research also assesses the extent to which current impact assessment approaches centred on light-based methodologies
are adequate to protect seagrasses from the effects of dredging. The research finds that these two species respond differently
to sedimentation and recommends that these differences be taken into account in future management and decision making.
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Ant responses to cattle grazing in the Australian arid and semi-arid tropics
Gabriela Arcoverde1,2, Alan Andersen2, Samantha Setterfield1
1
Research Institute for the Environment and Livelihoods, Charles Darwin University, Darwin, NT, Australia, 2CSIRO
Tropical Ecosystems Research Centre, Darwin, NT, Australia
Globally, grazing is one of the most widespread forms of disturbance, and it is especially important in tropical savannas,
which hold much of the world's livestock. High levels of grazing can markedly change vegetation structure, biotic

composition, and ecosystem structure and function. Ants have been widely used as bioindicators of the ecological impacts of
grazing, and in a recent review four general ant response patterns were identified: (1) soil and vegetation type have a far
bigger impact on ant community composition than does grazing; (2) grazing modifies species composition but often not total
ant richness and abundance; (3) a species' response often varies between habitats; and (4) between 25-50% of the species that
can be statistically analysed are significantly affected by grazing. Here we test the extent to which these patterns hold at two
stations in different rainfall zones in Australia, Lakefield (1000 mm mean annual rainfall) and Henbury Station (280 mm
mean annual rainfall). We used cross-fence comparisons of areas of different grazing intensities in the higher rainfall zone,
and distance from water source as a surrogate for grazing pressure in the lower rainfall zone. In each station we covered two
land systems. Ant community composition differed markedly between land systems, but ant communities were highly
resilient in relation to grazing in both rainfall zones, with <17% of species that could be statistically analysed being
significantly affected. Such high resilience may be explained by the evolutionary history of the Australian savanna ant fauna,
which, unlike other savanna ant faunas, is dominated by arid-adapted taxa.
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Using a large Andean elevation gradient to understand ecosystem processes in soil and canopy
Patrick Meir1,2, Andrew Nottingham1, Sam Jones1, Nur Bahar2, Pippa Stone1, Eric Cosio3, Norma Salinas3,5, Miles Silman4,
Yadvinder Malhi5, Kenneth Feeley6, Owen Atkin2, Marjan van de Weg8, Jeanette Whittaker7
1
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 2Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, 3Pontifical Catholic
University of Peru, Lima, Peru, 4Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, USA, 5University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 6Florida
International University, Miami, USA, 7Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Lancaster, UK, 8University of Abertay, Dundee,
UK
Elevation gradients covering a sufficient range in altitude provide a good testbed for many ecological questions, ranging from
community assembly to functional properties of species and ecosystem. They also offer the opportunity to test the ecological
effects of warming, both through translocation in a ‘realistic' field environment, and through studying long-term
(‘equilibrium') temperature acclimation of natural biota. Here we present a range of such studies performed over the past 12
years on a forest transect covering a 3.5 km transition in elevation from Andes to Amazon. We focus on: (i) the temperature
and moisture sensitivity of trace gas emissions from soil; (ii) the gas exchange physiology of trees and whole canopies and
(iii) initial findings of field-observed seedling responses to simulated migration and temperature change. We demonstrate and
examine high temperature vulnerability of soil carbon stocks; variance in photosynthetic capacity, its drvers and the
consequences for understanding long-observed differences in productivity by elevation; and the potential for successful tree
species migration in the face of climate change.
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Insights into ecosystem function from a 3300 m elevation gradient in the Peruvian Andes
Yadvinder Malhi1, Miles Silman2, Patrick Meir3,4, Kenneth Feeley8,9, Norma Salinas1,5, Eric Cosio5, Javier Silva Espejo5,
Walter Huaraca Huasco5, Chris Doughty1, Greg Goldsmith7, Imma Oliveras1, William Farfan Rios2, Cécile Girardin1, Daniel
Metcalfe10, Kathryn Clark11, Kate Halladay6, Mark New12,1
1
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 2Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, USA, 3University of Edinborough,
Edinborough, UK, 4Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, 5Universidad Nacional San Antonio Abad del
Cusco, Cusco, Peru, 6Met Office, Exeter, UK, 7Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Sweden, 8Florida International University,
Miami, USA, 9Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, Miami, USA, 10Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Umeå,
Sweden, 11University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania, USA, 12University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa
We report on results from ten years of studies in the Andes Biodiversity and Ecosystems Research Group, which have
focussed on understanding how ecosystem structure, functioning and tree community composition vary with elevation in the
Kosñipata Valley, near Cusco, Peru. We describe how climate, hydrology, biomass and productivity vary with elevation, and
their effects on the diversity of trees, epiphytes, birds and termites. The primary environmental gradient along the transect is
temperature, but this is mediated by a substantial influence from cloud immersion at higher elevations. Decomposition and
nutrient cycling processes decline more rapidly with elevation than productivity and growth processes. The decline in
productivity with elevation seems not to be driven by temperature but rather by increase in cloud immersion. Despite overall
declines in productivity, there is no trend in the allocation of productivity between canopy, wood and fine roots. We close the
overall water budget of the catchment, showing that 90% of the precipitation input comes from rainfall and 10% from cloud

water interception. There is evidence that mean tree species distributions are increasing in elevation over time. However, the
treeline seems to have shown no movement in recent decades despite a warming trend, suggesting that invasion of trees into
high elevation grasslands is not simple.
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Explaining the low growth rates and biomass of tropical montane forests: A whole carbon budget perspective
Yadvinder Malhi1, Cécile Girardin1, Chris Doughty1, Daniel Metcalfe2, Greg Goldsmith3, Miles Silman4, Patrick Meir5,6,
Norma Salinas1,7, Javier Silva-Espejo7, Walter Huaraca Huasco7, William Farfan Rios4, Kate Halladay8, Fililo Farfàn
Amézquita7, Luiz E.O.C. Aragão9, Toby R. Marthews1, Oliver L. Phillips10, Joshua B. Fisher11, Darcy F. Galiano-Cabrera7
1
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK, 2Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Umeå, Sweden, 3Paul Scherrer Institute,
Villigen, Switzerland, 4Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, USA, 5University of Edinborough, Edinborough, UK,
6
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia, 7Universidad Nacional San Antonio Abad del Cusco, Cusco, Peru,
8
Met Office, Exeter, UK, 9National Institute for Space Research, São Paolo, Brazil, 10University of Leeds, Leeds, UK,
11
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, USA
Why do tropical montane forests grow more slowly, and have lower biomass, than tropical lowland forests? To address this
question, research to date has generally focused on correlative approaches describing changes in growth and biomass as a
function of changes in elevation-related variables such as temperature. We present a novel, mechanistic approach to this
question by attempting to quantify each component of the whole autotrophic carbon budget in tropical forests along a 2800 m
elevation transect in the Peruvian Andes. We find that low growth rates at high elevations in our site are primarily driven by
low rates of gross primary productivity (GPP), with little shift in ecosystem carbon use efficiency (CUE) or allocation of net
primary productivity (NPP). Rather than a gradual linear decline in GPP or NPP, there is some evidence of a sharp transition
at the ecotone between submontane and montane cloud forests, suggesting that cloud immersion, not temperature, may the
primary abiotic driver of the decline in GPP. Photosynthetic capacity does not strongly decline with elevation on this transect,
providing evidence that neither temperature nor nutrient limitation restrict maximum rates of photosynthesis at high
elevations. The results suggest that the decline in GPP is driven by reduction in actual (not potential) rates of photosynthesis
due to increased cloud immersion. Biomass residence times show a slight increase with elevation, but the low biomass of
higher elevation forests predominantly reflects low growth rates, which in turn reflects cloud-inhibited rates of
photosynthesis. Tropical mountains are projected to experience unprecedented rates of warming that may alter patterns of
cloud immersion, raising the possibility for shifts in growth, biomass and ecosystem functioning as a whole.
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Productivity of tropical rain forests along two parallel altitudinal transects differing in P availability on Mount
Kinabalu, Borneo
Kanehiro Kitayama1, Kei-ichi Okada1, Shin-ichiro Aiba2
1
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, 2Kagoshima University, Kagoshima, Japan
Coworkers and I established 2 parallel altitudinal transects on the south slope of Mount Kinabalu (4095 m), Borneo, in 1995.
One transect consists of 4 forests at 700, 1700, 2700 and 3100 m on soils derived from sedimentary rocks (partly granitic
rocks) and the other consists of 4 forests at the same altitudes on soils derived from ultrabasic rocks. All forests are pristine
and composed of diverse tree species. Ultrabasic soils are much impoverished in soil P availability compared with
sedimentary soils. Therefore, the 2 transects are laid out to test the interactive influences of altitude (surrogate of
temperature) and geology (P availability) on ecosystem processes of tropical rain forests. Since then, we are monitoring
litterfall, stem growth and fine-root productivity along the transects. It is expected that the temperature dependency of the net
primary productivity of a forest is low if the forest is strongly limited by nutrients. However, how/if such interactions of
nutrients and temperature occur in natural forest ecosystems has not been elucidated well. Our primary purpose of the
monitoring is to investigate such a research question. Using results of the long-term monitoring, we developed a linear mixed
model to explain above-ground net primary productivity (ANPP) with altitude, geology and their interactions as independent
variables. However, the interaction of altitude and geology was not selected in the model indicating that there are no
significant interactions of temperature and P availability on ANPP. We will discuss in our talk why there are no significant
interactions, based on the adaptation of trees to oligotrophic conditions.
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*The soil microbial community and its functional diversity along an Andes-to-Amazon elevation gradient
Andrew Nottingham2,1, Jeanette Whitaker3, Benjamin Turner1, Richard Bardgett4, Nick Ostle7, Niall McNamara3, Norma
Salinas5, Noah Fierer6, Patrick Meir2
1
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama, Panama, 2University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 3Centre for Ecology
& Hydrology, Lancaster, UK, 4The University of Manchester, Manchester, UK, 5Pontificia Universidad Católica del Peru,
Lima, Peru, 6University of Colorado, Boulder, USA, 7Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK
Although soil microorganisms in tropical forests cycle more carbon than in any other ecosystem, we do not understand how
the decomposition and respiration of organic matter is linked to the functional diversity of soil microorganisms or how that
diversity is determined by biotic, climatic and edaphic factors. This limits our understanding of how tropical forests will
respond to future climatic change. To address this, we have studied the soil microbial community along a 3500 m elevation
gradient extending from Amazonian lowlands to high Andean grasslands. We investigated how the microbial community and
its activity responded to the difference of 20oC in ambient temperature along this gradient and to variation in soil properties.
We found large effects of temperature, organic nutrients and soil enzymatic activities on the community composition of soil
bacteria and fungi, with a transition in the dominance of taxa associated with different functional traits, from copiotrophic to
oligotrophic, as elevation increased. Our results suggest the distribution and activity of soil bacteria and fungi are strongly
controlled by temperature and soil properties in tropical forests. Together, these findings suggest that the soil microbial
community will influence ecosystem level responses to future change in temperature and must be accounted for in Earth
system models.
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Nutrient limitation determined from a multi-year N and P fertilization experiment along a 3000 m elevation gradient
in the Peruvian Andes and Amazonia
Joshua Fisher1, Yadvinder Malhi2, Israel Cuba Torres3, Daniel Metcalfe4, Martine van de Weg5, Patrick Meir6, Javier SilvaEspejo3, Walter Huaraca Huasco3
1
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, USA, 2Environmental Change Institute,
School of Geography and the Environment, Oxford, UK, 3Department of Biology, Universidad San Antonia Abad del Cusco,
Cusco, Peru, 4Department of Forest Ecology and Management, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences,
Skogmarksgränd, Sweden, 5Amsterdam Global Change Institute, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 6School of
Geosciences, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
We conducted a large-scale nutrient fertilization (N, P, N+P) experiment along a ‘‘megadiverse'' (154 unique species of 637
trees) 3,000-m elevation transect in the Peruvian Andes and Amazonia. Our objectives were to test if N and P limitation shift
along this elevation gradient, and to determine how an alleviation of nutrient limitation would manifest in ecosystem
changes.
Leaf N:P decreased with increasing elevation, suggesting increased N limitation and decreased P limitation with increasing
elevation. After 4 years of fertilization, plots at 200 m fertilized with N+P showed greater relative growth rates in DBH; no
significant differences were evident at 1,000 m, and plots fertilized with N at 1,500 m and 3,000 m showed greater DBH,
again suggesting increased N constraint with elevation. Overall, N fertilization led to an increase in microbial respiration,
while P and N+P addition led to an increase in root respiration and decrease in fungal respiration (hyphae).
There was no significant canopy response (LAI, leaf nutrients) to fertilization, suggesting that photosynthetic capacity was
not N or P limited in these ecosystems. In sum, we demonstrate N limitation in high elevation tropical montane forests, N and
P co-limitation in lowland Amazonia, and a nutrient limitation response manifested not in canopy changes, but rather in stem
and belowground changes.
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*Experimental seedling transplants show that factors other than mean temperature may determine tropical treeline
shifts
Evan Rehm1,2, Kenneth Feeley1,3
1
Florida International University, Miami, FL, USA, 2Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA, 3Fairchild Tropical
Botanic Gardens, Miami, FL, USA
The elevations at which tropical treelines occur are believed to represent the point where low mean temperatures limit growth
in upright woody trees. Therefore, this upper distributional edge of cloud forest species (i.e. the treeline) should shift to
higher elevations with increasing global mean temperatures. However, treelines throughout the tropics have remained
stationary over the last several decades despite increasing global temperatures. The limited evidence from the tropics suggests
that factors besides just mean temperatures such as extreme freezing events and shading may also play an important role in
tropical treeline dynamics. Our goal was to conduct a large-scale seedling transplant study using four dominant canopyforming treeline species to build a more comprehensive understanding of the effects of mean temperature, low temperature
extremes, shading, and their interactions on seedling survival at a tropical treeline in the Peruvian Andes. We found speciesspecific and often contradictory responses of seedling survival to changes in mean temperature. Two of the studied species
(Weinmannia fagaroides and Symplocos baehnii) showed a negative relationship between the survival of transplanted
seedlings and mean temperature, the opposite of a priori predictions. Conversely, Clethra cuneata showed increased survival
at higher mean temperatures but higher seedling survival also depended on concomitant increases in low temperatures and the
presence of shade. Finally, the survival of Gynoxys nitida seedlings was insensitive to temperature but increased under shade,
supporting previous claims that exposure may be important in determining tropical treeline elevations. These findings show
that various factors can determine the upper distributional limit of different tropical treeline forming species. Therefore, we
may need to re-evaluate predictions of future local and regional tropical treeline shifts as current predictions are largely based
only on correlations between treeline location and mean temperature.
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*Does Rapoport's rule apply to the ultramafic flora of Sabah, Borneo?
Melissa Whitman, Sabrina Russo
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, USA
The island of Borneo is home to habitats with some of the highest plant species richness on Earth. Elevation gradients, at
sites such as Mount Kinabalu, offer scientists the opportunity to research the ecological mechanisms that shape species
richness and distribution. We tested the applicability of Rapoport's rule (the observation that species' range-size increases
with latitude, or elevation) for flora of Borneo, Sabah. To gain insights on the relationship between species' tolerance for
edaphic stress and average elevation range-size (as a proxy for climate envelope), we contrasted assemblages of species
specific to ultramafic soils, tolerant of ultramafic soil, or occurring on dominant soil types. Species of interest included all
vascular plants (~100 plant families), with elevation range-size and edaphic preferences inferred from information from
botanical monographs, herbarium records, and historic surveys. First, we examined range-size trends across the entire
elevation gradient, and then by distinct vegetation zones (lowland tropical rainforests, montane cloud forests, and sub-alpine
shrublands) using piece-wise regression, with model selection for the optimum number of breakpoints based on AIC. In
addition, we used a series of null models to distinguish ecologically important trends as compared to random artifacts of the
data. We found support for Rapoport's rule when looking at general trends (positive slope) across the entire elevation
gradient, however range-size trends differed within each vegetation zone, especially for species assemblages that were not
specific to ultramafic soil. Our results indicate that elevation range-size patterns vary depending on ecological strategy, such
as tolerance for edaphic stress, and by vegetation zone.
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Local adaptation of the landscape-dominant tropical tree, Metrosideros polymorpha, along a steep elevation gradient
Tomoko Sakishima, Abby Cuttriss, Donald Price, Elizabeth Stacy
University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, Hawaii, USA
Elevation gradients are important drivers of divergence in trees, yet little is known about which abiotic factors along these
gradients are responsible for divergence. The endemic Hawaiian tree, `ōhi`a lehua (Metrosideros polymorpha) spans a

striking elevation gradient on Hawai`i Island, from near sea level to 2,470 m, and comprises two pubescent varieties; M.
polymorpha var. incana tends to be found at lower elevations, M. polymorpha var. polymorpha is limited to higher
elevations, and purported hybrids occur at middle elevations. To better understand the abiotic factors that drive divergence in
tree populations along elevation gradients, we are conducting field, greenhouse, and growth-chamber experiments on openpollinated seedlings from six populations of pubescent M. polymorpha spanning the full elevation range of this species on
Hawai`i Island. The field experiment involves reciprocal transplants of seedlings from each sampled population into plots at
each of the six elevations with survivorship recorded monthly. Preliminary results indicate universally low survivorship at the
extreme ends of the elevation gradient, suggesting these environments are the most challenging. The greenhouse experiment
exposed seedlings from the six elevations to three UV light levels for one year. Results reveal relatively lower survivorship
under high-UV light of seedlings from the three highest-elevation populations, in contrast with expectations. Lastly, shortterm stress response tests are being done under extreme environmental conditions in a growth chamber (i.e., high UV
radiation, low temperature, and high temperature). No seedlings from the highest elevation died after exposure to -5°C for
four nights, while lower elevation seedlings had lower survivorship. Preliminary results of the UV stress test suggest rapid
death of seedlings from middle elevations, possibly reflecting adaptation to the high cloud cover at these elevations. The
complete results will be discussed in the context of tree population divergence along elevation gradients.
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Quantifying long-term changes in diversity and floristic composition over 48 years in a subtropical rainforest,
Australia
Lina Maria Garcia Florez, J. Doland Nichols, Kevin Glencross
Southern Cross University School of Environment, Science & Engineering, East Lismore, NSW, Australia
The Border Ranges rainforests, located in north-eastern New South Wales is a World Heritage listed area due to the complex
and rich forest cover. During 1965, prior to becoming a National Park, a 24-ha area of the forest was subject to silvicultural
treatments with a range of disturbance levels (logging). We evaluated long-term changes in species diversity and floristic
composition in the period 1965-2014 in sites subject to logging, and compared their composition to undisturbed control
stands. Analyses were carried out using data from nine re-measurements of trees ≥ 10 cm dbh taken over 48 years. Shannon
(H) and Berger-Parker (IDBP) indices were used to assess species diversity based on abundance and dominance respectively.
Jaccard Index (ISj) was indicator of floristic similarity between sites. The results demonstrate a consistent historical pattern in
species diversity and floristic composition in the control stands. Abundance analysis (H) indicated the number of species,
dominance and tree densities changed only slightly over the 48 year measurement period. However, disturbed areas presented
different patterns with higher numbers of species and tree densities, occasioned by tree removal, damage and post-logging
mortality. Dominance (IDBP) and floristic similarity (IS) analyses indicated disturbed areas are more diverse in 2014 in
terms of number of species (number), although the pattern of floristic composition and dominance from 1965 was not
maintained. In disturbed areas, shade-tolerant species were gradually reduced whilst shade-intolerant species started to
dominate. Therefore, logging disturbances provided a change in microclimate and conditions favouring shade intolerant
species to colonise and compete with the shade tolerant species that once dominated the areas area prior to disturbance. In
conclusion, only a partial recovery been reached in disturbed areas, that can be explained in terms of high number of species
currently present and the dominance of shade intolerant species compared with undisturbed areas.
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Pl@ntNet platform, a citizen science initiative dedicated to plant identification and biodiversity monitoring.
Pierre Bonnet1, Alexis Joly3, Hervé Goëau3,6, Julien Champ3,8, Samuel Dufour-Kowalski2, Antoine Affouard2, Jennifer
Carré5, Jean-françois Molino4, Nozha Boujemaa6, Daniel Barthélémy7
1
Cirad-Amap, Montpellier, France, 2Inra-Amap, Montpellier, France, 3Inria, ZENITH team, LIRMM, Montpellier, France,
4
IRD-Amap, Montpellier, France, 5Tela Botanica, Montpellier, France, 6Inria, Saclay, France, 7Cirad, Dir BIOS, Montpellier,
France, 8Inra-AGAP, Montpellier, France
Pl@ntNet is a human network based on an IT infrastructure enabling identification, aggregation and sharing of botanical
records at a massive scale. This initiative that mobilizes various research institutions (in computer science, agronomy and
ecology) and a wide network of naturalists, (Tela Botanica NGO) has collected during the past 24 months, tens of thousands
plants observations on the European territory. These illustrated observations are collected through web and mobile
applications (https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/plantnet/id600547573?mt=8 &

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.plantnet) based on image identification system, in which participants can
share their observations with different levels of information. These botanical records are then collaboratively revised through
two web applications, (i) one dedicated to identification validation, (ii) the other one is dedicated to estimate the image
quality. Revised and / or validated observations are then mobilized to enrich every nights, database used for plant
identification. This recent software infrastructure (launch of mobile apps in February 2013) has been operating over the past
2 years by nearly 350,000 people worldwide. We propose to present (i) this infrastructure, (ii) its potential for plant
conservation, (iii) the first steps of its adaptation on tropical floras on Reunion island and French Guyana.
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*Islands of light: Lichen community composition and fluorescence in different UV intensities
Klara Scharnagl
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI, USA
Lichens are a symbiotic association between fungus and algae or cyanobacteria. Lichens are ubiquitous, found from the
tropics to the poles, from coastlines to mountaintops. Many microclimatic factors, such as substrate type, patterns of
precipitation, and light availability, influence community composition of lichens. Lichens employ many mechanisms to cope
with desiccation and intense UV radiation, among which are organic acids such as depsidones that fluoresce some of the
incoming UV radiation back out. Equipped with a UV lamp or black light at night in the tropics, lichens can become quite the
light and color show. In the Wilson Botanic Garden and Las Cruces biological station in Costa Rica, during an Organization
for Tropical Studies graduate field ecology course, I conducted a study comparing lichen communities on trees in open
canopy versus closed, primary forest canopy. In addition to percent cover of lichens, a number of microclimatic variables,
including amount of light, ambient and surface temperature, were measured during the day. Percent lichen fluorescence was
measured at night using a black light. Both the amount of light and the amount of light fluorescence were significantly
different between the open and closed canopy sites. Amount of light was the most significant driver of lichen fluorescence
both between sites as well as on the different faces (north, south, east, west) of the trees. Lichens that have adaptations to deal
with intense UV radiation, which are currently restricted to open light areas such as forest gaps, successional forests, and
forest canopies, may have a competitive advantage in the face of ozone depletion, deforestation and increased forest gaps due
to extreme weather events, leading to turnover in tropical lichen communities and potential species loss.
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Assessment of riparian vegetation along selected streams in the University of the Philippines Diliman Campus,
Quezon City, Philippines
Rafael Angelo Cruz, Ma. Dolores Tongco
Institute of Biology, University of the Philippines Diliman Campus, Quezon City, National Capital Region, The Philippines
The diversity and composition of riparian vegetation are indicators of water table levels, extent of nutrient runoff, and bank
stability of streams. Reduced biodiversity and dominance of introduced species may signify stream degradation, most of
which may be urban-induced. The University of the Philippines Diliman Campus is one of the last green spaces in the most
urbanized region in the Philippines. It has natural features composed of manmade forests, grasslands, and streams that serve
as habitat corridors amidst academic buildings and residential communities. This study sought to evaluate the environmental
condition of two streams in the campus (streamA and streamB) and relate the conditions to the richness, diversity, and
composition of plant communities along their riparian zones. The first 500 m of each stream was divided into 8 reaches
where visual assessment of in-stream habitats, channel morphologies, and riparian vegetation was performed per reach to
characterize conditions. Plant communities were sampled in three 1 m x 1 m quadrats for herbs nested within a 20 m x 5 m
plot for trees at each bank per reach. Visual assessment scores characterized stream conditions as sub-optimal to marginal.
Seventy-two taxa from 34 plant families were encountered. The Shannon diversity indices were higher in streamB for both
trees (2.332) and herbs (2.607) compared to streamA (trees-1.994, herbs-2.027). Introduced species comprised a greater
proportion of species richness (53%); most dominant were Swietenia macrophylla and Axonopus compressus. However, 81%
of native species were endemic. Linear regression analyses showed that species richness and diversity varied with
environmental conditions in streamA, but not in streamB. Occurrences of manipulation and propagation of endemic plant
seedlings close to streamB may contribute to its lack of trends. The greater distance of streamA from buildings makes it less
subject to maintenance and more susceptible to natural plant dispersal.
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Comparison of Ground-dwelling Ant Diversity in a Forested Area and a Coconut Plantation in Bacon-Manito
Geothermal Production Field, Bicol, Philippines
Felipe Del Castillo1, Ma. Dolores Tongco1, David General2
1
University of the Philippines Diliman, Quezon City, National Capital Region, The Philippines, 2University of the Philippines
Los Banos, Los Banos, Laguna, Region IV-A, The Philippines
The difference between a forested area and a coconut plantation (converted from a forested area) in Bacon-Manito, Bicol,
Philippines was assessed using ant diversity as an indicator of ecosystem health. Three transect lines with four pitfall traps
each were laid out across each site for a total of 12 traps per site. Pitfall trap samples were collected every 24 hours for 3
days. A total of 40 species in 1,194 individuals were obtained from both sites. Twenty-two species were collected from the
coconut plantation, while 27 species were collected from the forested area, with 9 species shared by both sites. Jaccard’s
classic similarity index, Sorensen’s classic qualitative similarity coefficient, and Bray-Curtis (Sorensen’s quantitative) index
yielded similarities of 22.5%, 36.7%, and 14.0%, respectively, for the ant species composition of the two sites. For the
coconut plantation, the Shannon’s diversity index and Simpson’s diversity index were 2.114 and 0.8145, respectively, while
it was 2.482 and 0.8678, respectively, for the forested site. Shannon’s diversity t-test showed a significant difference between
the two sites, with the forested area having a higher ant diversity when compared to the coconut plantation. These results
implied a change in composition of ant species in the coconut plantation, resulting in lower diversity, which suggested a less
robust ecosystem.
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The bird community composition and the factors that influence the distribution of bird species in Oahu forests
Jason Gleditsch1, J. Patrick Kelley2, Donald Drake3, Amy Hruska3, Jinelle Sperry4,1, Corey Tarwater5
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Much of Hawaii's native bird community has been extirpated or has gone extinct. In addition, in many places invasive alien
birds are all that are present to fulfill the important ecosystem services of the missing natives. These facts advocate the need
for the conservation of the avian community currently present on the islands of Hawaii. A first step in this endeavor is to
understand the factors that influence the distribution of species across the Hawaiian island of Oahu. We examined how
variation in abiotic characteristics and plant communities influence variation in bird community structure by using capture
data of over 1200 birds and repeated point counts from seven forested locations across Oahu that differed in abiotic and biotic
characteristics. These data were used in hierarchical abundance models to show how seasonal alpha diversity is related to
abiotic factors and plant community structure. The invasive red-billed leiothrix (Leiothrix lutea) and Japanese white-eye
(Zosterops japonicus) were the most common and wide spread bird species and their distributions were similar to that of
some of the most common and wide spread plants like the invasive Clidemia hirta and Schinus terebinthifolius. Additionally,
we discuss how the diversity patterns of the forest bird communities on Oahu may influence important ecosystem services
such as seed dispersal given that these bird species are important frugivores. The understanding of large-scale communitywide patterns is of utmost importance to the conservation of Oahu's forest bird community and ecosystem functioning.
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Changes in liana abundance and long-term impacts on forest dynamics: insight from a 26-year record at La Selva
Biological Station
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Lianas (woody vines) make up a small percentage of the woody biomass in tropical forests, but they have a disproportionate
impact on forest dynamics. Plot-based data from many tropical forests suggests that lianas may be increasing in abundance.
We assessed changes in liana abundance and impacts of lianas on nine tree species over 26 years at La Selva Biological
Station, Costa Rica, by comparing data from an initial survey of 914 trees conducted in 1987-88 and a follow-up survey of

surviving trees using the same methods in 2013-14. In the second survey we also sampled a set of 429 trees that were
matched with the original 1987-88 cohort for species and diameter within 5 mm, to assess changes in liana abundance over
time. Each survey recorded liana crown cover on a five-point scale and the number and basal area of lianas stems associated
with each focal tree. Trees from the initial census have been measured annually, allowing us to assess the long-term impacts
of liana abundance on host trees. Liana impacts on tree growth and mortality in these species tend to be slight and speciesspecific. Liana crown cover in the initial survey was a strong predictor of crown cover in the second survey, suggesting that
crowns colonized by lianas remain occupied. We found significantly higher liana crown cover in 2013-14, but no significant
difference in liana stem abundance or basal area associated with the trees we measured. The differences between our findings
and other studies with respect to increasing liana abundance may stem from the differences between plot-based and
individual-tree based sampling of lianas.
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Bamboo Species Inventory in K’laja Karst Area With Notes On Its Local Utilization
Queenlie Marie Magan, Maria Luisa Cabrera
Mindanao State University, General Santos City, The Philippines
Bamboo species composition, abundance, and diversity along two riparian habitats of K’laja Karst Area, General Santos
City, the Amsicong River and Sansapan River, were assessed by means of systematic based adaptive cluster sampling.
Description of the riparian habitat through qualitative analyses of soil physico-chemical parameters including notes on
bamboo local utilization of the community were as well described. A total of five species were documented belonging to
four genera which includes Schizostachyum lumampao, Dendrocalamus giganteus, Dendrocalamus asper, Bambusa
blumeana and the rare species of sympodial bamboo, Cyrtochloa spp from a newly assigned genus. Simpson’s diversity
index revealed an average diversity level in Amsicong area (D=0.62) and high diversity level in Sansapan area (D= 0.23).
Higher abundance of bamboo species was observed in a sandy and slightly acidic (6.8-7.6 pH) environment with high
contents of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium (NPK). Shizostachyum lumampao found to be the most abundant species in
the area with a standing-culm density of 3.24 culm/m2 in Sansapan area and 2.2 culm/m2 in Amsicong area. Bamboo species
are generally utilized for furniture making and as building material for local use and for backyard bamboo-based industry
with others particularly utilized for specific purposes such as for traditional cooking. Key words: adaptive cluster sampling,
Klaja Karst Area, Bambuseae, bamboo resource utilization
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The Diversity of Epiphytic and Lithophytic Lichen Species and the Distribution at Merapi Volcano National Park
Rusdi Setiawan, Erni Widiyawati, Putri Mercurli, Ayu Ar Rachid
Universitas Gadjah Mada, D.I. Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Indonesia has a very high biodiversity, this is a challenge for scientists to explore this potential. One of the living creatures
that has less attention both on its diversity and potential is lichen. Lichens are symbiotic associations between mycobion and
photobion. Lichen can tolerate fairly wide habitat distribution, ranging from the coast to the mountains. The aim of this study
were to determine the diversity of epiphytic and lithophytic lichen species and its distribution at Merapi Volcano National
Park. Allegedly, various species of lichens are encountered in this area, include: Dirinaria sp., Usnea sp., Lepraria sp.,
Ramalina sp., Cladonia sp., and Parmotrema sp., which can be distributed by the distribution pattern form of random,
clumped or uniform. Lichen data were collected by plot method in 10x10 m2. The trees in the plot were chosen as sampling
points. Lichen data collection was done by counting the individual number in 0.1x0.1 m2 with 3 replications appropriated to
wind direction as the sampling side on each tree. Lichen thallus for every species was taken for further identification by
observing the characteristics of morphological, anatomical, and color test. The results obtained were 31 species of lichens
that had been identified. Lichens were distributed by randomly about 16.12%, 32.25% clumped, and 51.63% uniformly.
Important species were encountered by the highest Importance Value Index whereas Bacidia sp. and Lepraria sp. as the
epiphytic lichen and Cladonia squamosa and Pyrenula sp. as the lithophytic lichen.
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Implications of forest concepts and definitions for assessing the degradation and recovery of terrestrial ecosystems
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Forests are viewed, defined, assessed, and valued through many different lenses. Different concepts of forest systems form
the basis for definitions and policies that directly affect the quality and extent of terrestrial ecosystems and landscapes.
Different forest definitions produce vastly different estimates of national and global forest cover, which directly affect
observed rates of forest gain and loss. High rates of natural forest conversion are masked by increasing areas of monoculture
plantation in tropical countries where forest definitions do not distinguish between these states. Forest definitions used to
monitor national- or global-scale changes in tree canopy cover tend to ignore small forest fragments, early stages of natural
regeneration, or young restoration plantings. Forest definitions used widely by international organizations and coventions
prioritize assessment of forest quantity over forest quality. These definitions fail to deliver the context needed to move
forward with national- and global-scale initiatives to reduce carbon emissions from deforestation and forest degradation, or to
increase carbon storage and protect biodiversity through conservation, natural regeneration, and forest restoration.
Forest assessments, if they are to be useful for understanding the drivers and rates of land-use change, need to incorporate a
more nuanced approach to identifying forests in terms of their dynamic properties and their changing context within the
broader landscape or region. Forest trajectories could be moving toward increasing or decreasing structural complexity, with
major impacts on future states of forest cover and quality. Emerging technologies such as hyperspectral imagery, lidar, and
radar provide more robust indicators of the quality of tree cover than landsat imagery. These developments create a unique
opportunity to develop and apply forest definitions that reflect our changing relationship with vegetation and our
understanding of the dynamics of land-use change within landscapes.
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Challenges of tradeoffs and synergies in different reforestation scenarios
Elena Lazos1, Patricia Balvanera3, Aoife Bennett-Curry6, Gillian Bloomfield2, Matthew Fagan8, Catherine Lindell7, Christine
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In this talk, we would like to contribute to the socio-ecological understanding of the challenges of different reforestation
processes by:
• Describing the synergies and tradeoffs among types of reforestation and human well-being, as perceived by different
stakeholders in and over time, and discussing why they are important, the factors that need to be considered.
• Proposing a ‘blueprint’ for navigating reforestation tradeoffs that offers a stepwise approach including key questions and
tactics.
Based on a workshop with local and federal stakeholders at the south coast of Jalisco, Mexico, we were focusing on tradeoffs
but emphasizing the dynamism of the stakeholders and their socioeconomic and cultural context to better understand them.
Social ecological systems change constantly and stakeholders play multiple roles that change over time. Tradeoffs and
synergies change over time. This dynamism can threaten ‘static’ reforestation strategies, but can be an asset where
reforestation is seen as a potential trajectory which will become more likely as more stakeholders experience net benefits
(social, cultural, economic).

In the blueprint, we propose a framework for addressing previously overlooked dynamic trade-offs and synergies in
stakeholder engagement to select, implement, and sustain reforestation actions. The framework involves recurring phases
with emphases on 1) stakeholder engagement, 2) strong multi-centred, coordinated and transparent governance, and 3)
regular evaluation, with willingness to adjust reforestation strategies if necessary. We believe the resources dedicated to
engagement, governance, and evaluation will enhance the likelihood of success of restoration efforts from socioeconomic and
biophysical perspectives.
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Biodiversity recovery in replanted rainforest is constrained by species' attributes and landscape patchiness: a regional
case study.
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Reforestation is often advocated to mitigate species' declines resulting from past or future deforestation and climate change.
Implicit in this approach is a "field of dreams" hypothesis, which assumes that actions to reinstate a vegetation framework
will catalyse the subsequent unassisted occupancy of reforested sites by diverse species of fauna and flora. Available
evidence has been largely inadequate to either support or reject this assumption. We assessed the capacity of intensive diverse
rainforest restoration plantings to recover biodiversity in an area of high global significance and endemism, the Australian
Wet Tropics.
Across a landscape of about 800 km2, we measured bird and plant assemblages in 25 "best-practice" replanted sites aged 124 years, located on former pasture land, together with 8 reference sites in intact rainforest and 5 in pasture. We also
quantitatively assessed the landscape context and spatial characteristics of the replanted sites. Community similarity to forest
increased rapidly in the first decade for both birds and plants, but slowed greatly in the second decade. Species whose
attributes are associated with relatively low colonisation potential were the slowest to build over time towards a forest-like
richness, and the rate of recovery of bird communities was faster in sites which had larger amounts of nearby remnant
rainforest (<200 m). Development was particularly slow for regionally endemic rainforest bird species and plants from nearbasal evolutionary lineages (both of conservation significance). Thus, although replanted sites can rapidly develop a
rainforest-like structure and an associated high diversity of regionally-indigenous flora and fauna, the financial investment in
intensive restoration actions has had least benefit for the species which are arguably most in need of it. These findings show
that restoration strategies need to set realistic goals which consider spatial context, and also highlight the imperative to
protect old growth rainforest from further clearing.
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Tropical reforestation in a changing climate: opportunities and challenges for mitigation and adaptation
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Secondary forests growing on formerly cleared lands are a dominant forest cover type across the tropics. The potential for
carbon sequestration in secondary forests has received recent attention as one way to help mitigate anthropogenic carbon
emissions. The UN REDD+ program calls for sustainable use of forests and for the enhancement of carbon stocks, which can
be achieved in part through promoting reforestation and managing secondary forests to protect them from further losses.
Tropical reforestation can play other significant but frequently overlooked roles in helping society and ecosystems adapt to
changes in climate and climatic variability. For example, reforestation can help protect coastal areas from increased storms,
mitigate drought-induced alterations to hydrological cycles, and provide habitat to reduce the probability of species’
extinctions under a changing climate. Here we report on work by the international PARTNERS Network Climate Change
working group to evaluate opportunities for reforestation to reduce climate change impacts. To maximize the benefits of
tropical reforestation for climate change adaptation and mitigation, we advocate that secondary forests should be managed to
reduce trade-offs among the multiple services forests can fulfill.

Policies and practices to manage secondary forests must also incorporate measures for reducing the direct and indirect
impacts of changing climate on reforestation itself. Our ability to predict the vulnerability of tropical landscapes to climate
change is severely limited by large gaps in our knowledge on climate impacts on reforestation. Here we review the literature
on the effects of changes in the direction and variability of climate and in the magnitude and frequency of associated
disturbance events, such as fire and cyclonic storms, on tropical secondary forests, with a focus on processes that influence
regeneration.
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Ecological Dimensions of Forest Transitions
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Emerging global evidence of forest transitions, defined as shifts from shrinking to expanding forests on a national level,
raises important questions about the ecological and environmental service benefits provided by recovering forests. Forest
transitions have been historically evident in Europe and the United States, and more recently are being seen in tropical
countries. Recovering forests tend to follow specific pathways, including spontaneous regeneration, plantations, and
agroforests, driven by complex suites of geographic, ecological, economic, policy, and cultural factors. While the drivers of
forest transitions have received considerable attention, recovering forests have generally been described simply as "forests"
with little attention to the likely ecological variation and corresponding ecosystem service transitions among forest transitions
types. Interest in recovering forests reflects underlying concerns for issues such as biodiversity, climate change and carbon
sequestration, water quality and quantity, and human well-being. Therefore greater attention to the ecological dimension of
forest transitions is critical to our understanding of the benefits of forest regrowth. We have: (1) devised a typology of forest
transition types--spontaneous, plantation, agroforestry, (2) estimated roughly the respective areas of new forest cover by
forest transition type for the 50 countries showing the greatest increases in gross forest gain, and (3) sketched ecosystem
service curves for each forest transition type based on a review of the literature. Attention to the ecological dimensions of
forest transition types will increase our understanding of the environmental services that are likely to be provided by the
emergence of new forest on former agricultural lands.
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*Reforestation novelty in Latin America: spatial patterns and implications for conservation and land-use change
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Tropical forest regeneration is increasingly prominent as settlement and land-usage adopt new patterns in a globalised world.
Regeneration is characterised as concentrating on marginal lands and extending forests into largely unforested landscapes,
boosting biodiversity conservation in the process. The implication is that the new forests are 'novel' in the landscape, and that
new dynamics are emergent. Recent research on the spatial patterns of tropical forest regeneration questions these
characterisations, however, as by noting strong affinities between regeneration and extant forest cover, tenuous relationships
with agro-ecological marginality, and the infrequency with which regeneration extends to unforested landscapes. Using
satellite observations of regeneration as well as species-range data for all Latin America, we examine the fidelity of these
characterisations, giving particular attention to the spatial pattern and distribution of regeneration relative to existing forest
and threatened species. The novelty of regeneration over space is discussed, as are implications for biodiversity conservation.
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Hotspots of reforestation in Latin America and Caribbean: drivers and biodiversity implications.
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Deforestation continues to be the major land change dynamic in Latin America and Caribbean (LAC); between 2001 and
2013 approximately 584,009 km2 of forest were converted to other land uses (e.g. pastures, croplands). In contrast,
secondary forest regeneration was responsible for an increase of approximately 168,777 km2 of new forest. Here we address
three main questions: 1) Where are the hotspots of reforestation?; 2) What abiotic and socioeconomic factors characterize
these hotspots?; and 3) What are the potential biodiversity implications of these new forests? Using the MODIS MOD13Q1
Vegetation Indices 250 m product we produced annual land cover maps for LAC from 2001 to 2013. The LAC region was
divided into >20,000 ~1,200 km2 hexagons, and in each hexagon we calculated the 13-year trend of forest extent. Hexagons
with a significant positive trend were then used to define clusters of reforestation hotspots (i.e., a group of 10 or more
contiguous hexagons with reforestation rates greater than 500 ha/yr). In total, we identified 20 reforestation hotspots across
LAC. In general, these hotspots occurred in the dry forest biome or mountainous areas, and they were associated with
declining rural populations and declining grazing and agricultural activity. The hotspots that occurred in mountainous areas
(e.g., the Andes) overlapped with the distributions of many endemic bird and amphibian species. In addition to expanding the
potential habitat for many range restricted species, these reforestation hotspots will contribute to carbon sequestration and
watershed protection. While we must continue to focus conservation activities on reducing the negative impacts of tropical
forest deforestation, we should also broaden conservation activities to include determining the biodiversity and ecosystem
service values of these secondary forests.
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Creating space for large-scale habitat restoration in tropical agricultural landscapes
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Large-scale restoration targets have recently been agreed both at national and global levels. Yet, as another land-use in the
context of land scarcity, poorly planned large-scale habitat restoration may displace agricultural activities, disrupting
livelihoods and potentially leading to the clearance of native vegetation elsewhere, with associated impacts on biodiversity
and ecosystem services. Few studies have considered these risks and the ways in which restoration can increase competition
for land. Here we address this issue by examining whether large-scale restoration in Brazil could displace agricultural
production following increased land scarcity. We found that while the risks of displacement are indeed high when
reforestation is planned in areas with high cattle productivity, they can be minimized through a combination of increases in
productivity, a regional restoration planning framework and the prioritization of restoration on marginal agricultural land
(Latawiec et al., in press). The same can be true for the rest of Brazil, as the productivity of pasturelands throughout the
country is relatively low (Strassburg et al., 2014). Income generation from regenerating forests through the exploitation of
timber and non-timber products, and possible certification and payment for ecosystem service schemes should also form part
of any large-scale restoration plan. A transition towards better farming is possible but will require overcoming important
obstacles, such as insufficient funding, lack of technical extension and qualified labour (Latawiec et al, 2014). [References:
Latawiec et al., 2014. Opportunities for and constraints to adopt Good Agricultural Practices in cattle ranching – the
producers´ perspective. Latawiec et al, in press. Creating space for large-scale restoration in tropical agricultural landscapes.
Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment. Strassburg et al, 2014. When enough should be enough. Creating space for largescale restoration in tropical agricultural landscapes. Global Environmental Change 28, pp. 84-97.]
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Andean forests were cleared at a rate of 1% per year in the past decade, mainly for farming. But forests also returned in some
locales, producing ‘forest transitions’ – net increases in forest cover. Seen as a silver-bullet solution to conserve biodiversity
and provide residents with the ecosystem services that sustain small-scale farming, the drivers of local transitions are still
little studied. I examine forest cover change in Intag, an Andean ‘biodiversity hotspot’ where people are planting trees to
restore cloud forest. I ask: do communities reforest and deforest simultaneously? Which households reforest, why, and how
do they benefit? Remote sensing shows that prior to reforestation projects (1991-2001), deforestation rates in Intag were
extremely high (>3%/year). During reforestation (2001-2010), forest cover increased by 3% – a local forest transition.
However, although deforestation rates slowed precipitously (<2%/year), people continued clearing biodiverse primary forests
in the highlands even as they reforested farms and communities. Household interviews and oral histories point to a new
‘path’ by which forest transitions occur – the ecosystem scarcity path – in which local demand for forest ecosystem services

drive forest recovery. Because people continued to clear biodiverse primary forests, species continued to be lost. However,
replanted areas also contained far more tree species than unplanted, abandoned pastures. Communities experiencing
environmental crisis may be most in need of, and thus willing to participate in, local tree-planting efforts. Ecologically, these
degraded environments are also most in need of restoring – a win-win for forests and people in heavily cleared regions
throughout the tropics.
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Double threats: seedling tolerance of simultaneous herbivory and drought in native Hawaiian dryland plants
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Island floras are among the most unique and the most threatened in the world. Two global threats which are particularly
common in island communities are herbivory by invasive animals and increasingly severe and frequent droughts. Because
these threats have the greatest effects on seedlings, they may limit seedling recruitment, thereby causing native plant
population declines. In the Hawaii Islands, invasive herbivory and drought are leading causes of seedling mortality, but
because they have not been examined simultaneously, it is feasible that their joint effect has been underestimated due to
unappreciated interactions between them. We conducted a greenhouse experiment to examine the separate and combined
effects of simulated herbivory and drought on seedling survival and growth in 11 species native to Hawaiian dry forests and
coastal communities, where climate projections indicate particularly severe droughts under future climate change, including
Acacia koa, Sophora chrysophylla, Metrosideros polymorpha, Dodonaea viscosa, Nestegis sandwicensis, Myrsine
lessertiana, Bidens torta, Argemone glauca, Jacquemontia sandwicense, and Capparis sandwichiana. Drought was simulated
either as a persistent decrease in water (70% field capacity) or as a pulse of no water for 28 days, and was compared to
control plants watered to 100% field capacity daily. Herbivory was simulated by removing the top half of the shoot and
applying jasmonic acid to activate the induced defense response. Considerable variation was detected among species in
seedling responses to drought and herbivory, ranging from those demonstrating very high tolerance (e.g. Acacia koa) to those
demonstrating very low tolerance (e.g. Myrsine lessertiana). Plasticity in growth allocation above- vs. below-ground emerged
as a key trait mediating tolerance to herbivory and drought. This research can improve predictions about future population
stability in the face of invasive herbivory and drought and can be used to improve management of native seedling
recruitment.
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Why Hawaiian plants are not defenseless: Caterpillar-hostplant interactions in endemic Hawaiian Lepidoptera
William Haines
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Because the fauna of isolated island ecosystems are often very disharmonic, lacking large mammals and other grazing
herbivores, it is often assumed that plants endemic to these islands are under reduced selection pressure to maintain chemical
and physical defenses against herbivory. For example, the Hawaiian "nettle-less nettles" and "mint-less mints" are famously
cited as having lost their ancestral defenses due to evolutionary tradeoffs, and they are consequently presumed to suffer
increased vulnerability to non-native herbivores. However, the common perception that Hawaiian plants have reduced or
absent defensive traits compared to continental flora has rarely been tested, and may not be strongly supported. Many
endemic Hawaiian plant lineages retain obvious chemical or physical traits associated with defense against herbivory, such as
prickles, aromatic compounds, or latex. Despite the fact that Hawaii lacks native mammals, it boasts a high diversity of
endemic insects (over 5000 species), and many of these are specialist or generalist herbivores. The Lepidoptera alone (moths
and butterflies) amount to over 1000 endemic Hawaiian species in 52 lineages, whose caterpillars employ a wide range of
feeding strategies, including leaf chewers, leaf miners, stem borers, fruit borers, and seed predators. Caterpillars can be
extremely abundant, and have significant impacts on plant fitness. Here I give an overview of the taxonomic and ecological
diversity of Hawaiian Lepidoptera, illustrating that Hawaiian plants are likely under significant pressure to not only retain
pre-existing defenses, but also evolve novel defensive strategies against herbivory. However, there may be support for the
idea that Hawaiian plants have lost some traits that specifically defend against mammalian herbivores. There is much

opportunity for research on the evolution of plant-herbivore interactions in Hawaii, since very few of these interactions have
been studied.
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How do hurricanes affect herbivory on Bahamian islands?
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Hurricanes and other large storms can have major impacts on island ecosystems. On small Bahamian islands hurricanes can
influence plant-herbivore interactions by damaging plants, removing predators, and depositing large amounts of marine
detritus, especially seaweed. Resprouted foliage on damaged plants has fewer physical antiherbivore defenses and higher
nitrogen content, and these traits have been associated with dramatic increases in herbivory on islands devastated by
hurricanes. Hurricanes can remove predators, such as the common insectivorous lizard Anolis sagrei, from small islands.
Islands without A. sagrei tend to have higher herbivory, an effect that can be magnified following hurricanes. Seaweed
deposition increases herbivory via both above-ground/predator-mediated and below-ground/plant-mediated pathways. We are
conducting experiments aimed at probing the interactive effects of plant damage, predator removal, and seaweed deposition
on herbivory. One such study used whole-island manipulations of seaweed and lizards to show that the above-ground effect
of seaweed on herbivory is mediated by synergy between lizards and ant mutualists. In an ongoing experiment, whole-island
seaweed and lizard manipulations were initiated directly after Hurricane Sandy caused extensive damage at our study site.
Preliminary results indicate that during the post-Sandy recovery period herbivory was markedly higher when large amounts
of seaweed were repeatedly added, but only on islands without lizards, not those with lizards. Taken together, these studies
begin to outline a comprehensive picture of how hurricanes influence island plant-herbivore interactions.
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Herbivory by introduced Iguana iguana in the San Juan Bay Estuary: landscape patterns, preferences, and cascading
effects.
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We conducted a study to examine the distribution, abundance patterns, and ecological impacts of introduced invasive green
iguanas (Iguana Iguana) in the San Juan Bay Estuary (SJBE) in Puerto Rico. Spatially explicit landscape-level censuses were
conducted across the estuary to document iguana distribution and abundance while mapping defoliation intensity of trees
were iguanas feed on. We found that iguanas are aggregated at two spatial scales. At the local scale (tens of meters), iguanas
clump on preferred feeding and perching trees, and at the landscape scale (Km’s) they aggregate in disturbed areas of the
SJBE, especially at the edges of mangroves and urban areas. Iguanas disproportionately defoliated black mangrove trees
(Avicennia germinans) as compared to white (Languncularia racemosa) and red (Rhizophora mangle) mangroves. Herbivory
intensity was inversely related to the salt concentration in the leaves of mangrove species. Chronic iguana herbivory on black
mangroves changed the leaf and branch architecture of mangroves, and significantly affected the abundance and diversity of
herbivorous arthropods. Negative indirect iguana effects on foliar arthropod populations could negatively impact populations
of insectivorous vertebrates such as Anole lizards and birds. On the other hand, increases in the abundance of dead snags in
areas of high iguana density due to sever defoliation appear to benefit some endemic species such as woodpeckers and
cavity-nesters. Our study illustrates how spatial patterns of an introduced large arboreal herbivore differentially impact tree
populations and other consumers in an island food web.
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Invasive social insects shifting the trophic ecology of native species
Phil Lester
Victoria University of Wellington, Wellington, New Zealand

Perhaps the most common effects of invasive species are associated with changes in the distribution, abundance and ecology
of native species. Here I present two examples of how invasive social insects compete with and have modified of ecology and
biology of dominant native species.
Firstly, we examined the influence of yellow crazy ants on the trophic ecology of hermit crabs on the atoll nation of Tokelau.
We found a change in the distribution of hermit crabs. These invasive ants dominated preferred food items like carrion. Using
isotopes we observed a change of the crabs to more herbivorous and less preferred diet.
Secondly, we have examined the effects of invasive social wasps on the diet and morphology of native ants in New Zealand.
The invasive wasps efficiently harvest food resources and compete with the native ants. However, the changes in ant biology
were small. We found significant but small shifts in ant morphology, though no changes in diet were revealed by isotope
analysis.
I’ll end the talk by discussing why some invaders have major sub-lethal effects, while others do not. Predicting the effects of
invaders may be achievable by an analysis of foraging behaviour and the presence of temporal or spatial refuges for native
species.
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*Does the island-wide loss of insectivorous birds initiate a trophic cascade?
Haldre Rogers
Rice University, Houston, TX, USA
Insectivorous birds are common top predators around the world, yet studies of their trophic impact have produced equivocal
results, leaving open the debate about whether birds drive terrestrial trophic cascades. However, this may be because nearly
all studies of bird-driven trophic cascades come from small-scale exclosures, and we lack a landscape-level example to
demonstrate the impact of insectivorous birds. Here, we take advantage of a unique situation, the loss of all forest birds from
the island of Guam after the introduction of the invasive brown tree snake, to determine whether insectivorous birds exert
top-down control on a forest food web. Three nearby islands (Rota, Tinian and Saipan) have bird communities similar to
those on Guam prior to the snake invasion, and thus serve as suitable controls. To supplement the inter-island comparison
and isolate the role of birds, we set up bird exclosures with adjacent paired control areas on all islands. In each area, we
planted seedlings from six common forest species and measured height and herbivory after 5-10 months. In addition, we
sampled insect communities in each exclosure and control area. On islands with birds, we found no difference between the
exclosure and control areas in seedling growth or survival for five out of six species. In addition, seedlings of the same five
species survived as well or better on Guam than on islands with birds. Although our results do not support the presence of a
strong bird-driven trophic cascade affecting plants, we showed in a separate study that there are significantly more spiders on
Guam relative to islands with birds, indicating top-down control by birds. We propose that birds exert strong control on large
arthropods, including carnivores such as spiders, which can compensate for the loss of birds and buffer the effects on lower
trophic levels.
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Resistance and tolerance to herbivory at early growth stages: determining the key to invasion success in woody species
in Hawaii
Matthew Lurie
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
Understanding the mechanisms by which non-native plants become successful invaders can reduce or stop entry into novel
communities. Plants that have evolved defensive traits to resist and/or tolerate herbivory may be more successful as invaders
since herbivory can potentially regulate existing populations or prevent species from establishing. Previous research in
Hawaii has shown that resistance does not explain woody plant invasions as evidenced by plant palatability and common
garden experiments, however studies of tolerance are lacking. Tolerance might be important because it allows plants to
mitigate the negative consequences of herbivory they cannot avoid. The goals of this study were to test whether tolerance is
an important driver of plant invasion success, and to identify plant traits that are associated with tolerance. A greenhouse
experiment was conducted to measure seedling tolerance to simulated herbivory of 16 non-native woody plant species from
six families, differing in invasion status (invasive vs. non-invasive). Pre-damage biomass allocation traits were measured

including root:shoot ratio, relative growth rate, cotyledon mass fraction, root mass fraction, and seed mass. Seedlings were
grown for two weeks following damage, and biomass was analyzed to determine whether damaged plants regrew to
comparable levels as undamaged controls.
Tolerance did not differ between invasive and noninvasive species, but there was significant variation detected among
species. While a few species fully tolerated damage with respect to survival and regrowth, most damaged seedlings remained
significantly smaller than control seedlings two weeks after damage. Tolerance was positively related to pre-damage
root:shoot ratio and cotyledon mass fraction, but was not related to other pre-damage traits. Future studies in plant ontogeny
and defense are needed because there are important changes in allocation pattern tradeoffs and herbivore pressure that dictate
how woody plants defend themselves as they develop from seeds to mature plants.
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Effects of Dam-Induced Landscape Fragmentation on Amazonian Ant-Plant Mutualistic Networks
Carlos Roberto Fonseca1, Carine Emer2,3, Eduardo Martins Venticinque1
1
Departamento de Ecologia, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, RN, Brazil, 2Departamento de Ecologia,
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas do Amazônas, Manaus, Amazônas, Brazil, 3School of Biological Sciences, University of
Bristol, Bristol, UK
Mutualistic networks are critical to biological diversity maintenance; however, their structures and functionality may be
threatened by a swiftly changing world. In the Amazon, the increasing number of dams poses a large threat to biological
diversity because they greatly alter and fragment the surrounding landscape. Tight coevolutionary interactions typical of
tropical forests, such as the ant-myrmecophyte mutualism, where the myrmecophyte plants provide domatia nesting space to
their symbiotic ants, may be jeopardized by the landscape changes caused by dams. We analyzed 31 ant-myrmecophyte
mutualistic networks in undisturbed and disturbed sites surrounding Balbina, the largest Central Amazonian dam. We tested
how ant-myrmecophyte networks differ among dam-induced islands, lake edges, and undisturbed forests in terms of species
richness, composition, structure, and robustness (number of species remaining in the network after partner extinctions). We
also tested how landscape configuration in terms of area, isolation, shape, and neighborhood alters the structure of the antmyrmecophyte networks on islands. Ant-myrmecophytic networks were highly compartmentalized in undisturbed forests,
and the compartments had few strongly connected mutualistic partners. In contrast, networks at lake edges and on islands
were not compartmentalized and were negatively affected by island area and isolation in terms of species richness, density,
and composition. Habitat loss and fragmentation led to coextinction cascades that contributed to the elimination of entire antplant compartments. Furthermore, many myrmecophytic plants in disturbed sites lost their mutualistic ant partners or were
colonized by opportunistic, nonspecialized ants. Robustness of ant-myrmecophyte networks on islands was lower than
robustness near lake edges and in undisturbed forest and was particularly susceptible to the extinction of plants. Beyond the
immediate habitat loss caused by the building of large dams in Amazonia, persistent edge effects and habitat fragmentation
associated with dams had large negative effects on animal-plant mutualistic networks.
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Changes in herbivore communities and predator abundance across forest succession in Chamela, Jalisco Mexico
Karina Boege, Ek del Val
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Mexico, Distrito Federal, Mexico
Forest succession can influence herbivore communities through changes in host availability, plant quality, microclimate,
structure complexity, niche availability and predator abundance. Whereas most studies have assessed such influence in
temperate and tropical wet forests, tropical dry forests, with quite different successional dynamics, have been practically
unexplored. Because plant species have less clear successional boundaries and overall greater quality as food in tropical dry
than in wet forests, we predicted that herbivore communities in tropical dry forests should be able to persist across different
successional stages, where they are likely to find their hosts or other plant species suitable as food for herbivores. We
assessed the influence of forest succession on herbivore communities in a replicated chronosequence of tropical dry forest.
Herbivore and plant communities were surveyed during eight consecutive years in four replicated successional stages,
ranging from recently abandoned pastures to mature tropical forests. We found changes in plant community across
succession, but mostly when comparing recently abandoned pastures to mature forest. Plant communities in both
intermediate successional stages were indistinguishable. Greater herbivore abundance, and species density were found in the
later successional stages. Herbivore species composition was different across the chronosequence, although greater similarity

was found between the two earlier and the two later successional stages. Our findings suggest that herbivore communities
cannot persist across forest succession. Overall, our results show that forest succession has an influence in herbivore
communities in tropical dry forest and reflect the importance of both primary and secondary forest for the conservation of
biodiversity at a landscape level.
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*Can phylogenetic structure reveal niche and neutral processes in community assembly?
Sara Mortara1, Mateus Luis B. Paciencia2, Brian McGill3, Paulo Inacio K. L. Prado1
1
Universidade de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil, 2Universidade Paulista, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil, 3University of Maine,
Orono, ME, USA
The community phylogenetic structure approach aims to separate the effects of different niche processes shaping local
communities by using phylogenies. This approach is based on the assumptions that (i) traits should have phylogenetic signal;
(ii) phylogenetic structure reflects local interactions and (iii) competition or environmental filtering dominates assembly
processes. Accepting these assumptions, one should be able to infer processes underlying community assembly based on
patterns of species relatedness. One aspect not yet accounted for is how the detection of a non-random phylogenetic structure
is influenced by neutral processes or by neutral and niche processes operating together. Our goal is to understand if
phylogenetic patterns of co-occurring species in local communities can reveal the niche and neutral processes underlying it
using a mechanistic modeling approach. Based on observed data, we simulated fern communities along an environmental
gradient generated by environmental filtering, drift, a hierarchical combination of both filter and drift, and quantified the
probability of finding a non-random phylogenetic structure.
First, for fern traits involved in the filtering process we found a phylogenetic signal for the life form trait but not for laminar
thickness. Observed phylogenetic structure at all sampling sites was different from patterns generated from the null model,
but does not differ from expectations from the drift model that accounts for limited dispersal among localities and sampling
sites. Only looking at the phylogenetic structure we could not differentiate communities structured by drift, niche or the
hierarchical niche-drift model. Based on our model-based approach we were able to identify that niche and drift processes
can result in similar phylogenetic structures. Thus only using the traditional null model approach in community phylogenetics
one would not detect the link between pattern and processes on community assembly. Mechanistic-model approach that
accounts for phylogenetic patterns consists in a more promising avenue for revealing processes.
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Drivers of incipient sympatric speciation in a long-lived tree (Metrosideros polymorpha) in a riparian zone
Jill Ekar, Elizabeth Stacy
University of Hawaii Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA
Riparian trees, subjected to harsh environmental extremes, have evolved various strategies to withstand the stresses of
submergence, hydrodynamics, anaerobic conditions and drought. The endemic Hawaiian tree Metrosideros polymorpha
(Hawaiian name: 'ōhi'a), has diverged phenotypically and ecologically in many directions to occupy a large and diverse range
of niches. Its diversity includes a poorly understood riparian form, variety newellii, whose few known populations are found
along rivers on the windward coast of Hawai`i Island, sympatric with the wet-forest variety glaberrima. These varieties,
which are distinguished through vegetative traits-var. newellii has a stouter, sometimes prostrate, growth form and
stenophyllous leaves, while var. glaberrima reaches heights of up to 30 meters-show surprisingly high neutral genetic
divergence despite occurring in sympatry. The contrasting morphologies of these varieties appear to reflect adaptive
responses to disparate resources and stresses in their respective environments. Here we report the results of greenhouse and
field experiments designed to illuminate potentially adaptive differences between seedlings of these varieties. Results reveal
the riparian environment to be particularly harsh with var. newellii seedlings significantly more resistant to the mechanical
stress of strong water currents, retaining significantly more branch length and leaves than var. glaberrima after exposure.
Furthermore, var. newellii had significantly higher survivorship immediately following exposure and for five weeks
afterward. Var. newellii also showed higher survivorship in high light and lower shade tolerance relative to var. glaberrima.
Results of leaf vein network analysis and a drought tolerance test will also be presented. These findings support our
prediction that strong selection in a marginal habitat is responsible for the emergence of the island-endemic riparian var.
newellii on young Hawai'i Island, and indicate that strong selection can drive striking population divergence within trees in
sympatry within ~500,000 years.
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Hyperdiverse insect radiations of the Hawaiian Islands - Why do they exist and why do they matter?
Karl Magnacca1,2
1
Oahu Army Natural Resources Program, Schofield Barracks, HI, USA, 2Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, RCUH, Honolulu,
HI, USA
Hawaii is noted for its many diverse lineages of endemic insects. However, approximately a quarter of all native species
belong to only three taxa - Drosophila (Diptera), Hyposmocoma (Lepidoptera), and Sierola (Hymenoptera). With over 400
species each, these radiations are significantly larger than any others in the islands and may be regarded as "hyperdiverse".
Each belongs to a different ecological guild, and is one of their few respective members to reach Hawaii. Although the
families they belong to are insignificant worldwide, they have speciated to such an extent that the Hawaiian taxa make up a
significant proportion of the global fauna in each case. The drivers of this extreme speciation are complex, but are primarily
the result of three factors - absence of taxa dominant on continents, presence of a diverse plant and fungal fauna that allows
for host specialization, and strong geographic and climatic variation within a small land area. Conservation of these species is
important for their global evolutionary significance, but is hampered by the large number of species that are known only from
decades-old historic specimens and by the many that continue to be discovered. I review the scientific history and biology of
the three groups, including their similarities and differences, with an emphasis on Sierola, which has been little-studied until
now.
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Evolutionary drivers of species delimitation in African polyploid complex trees genus Afzelia: insights from molecular
phylogeny
Armel S. L. Donkpegan1,2, Jérôme Duminil2,3, Kasso Dainou1, Olivier Hardy2, Jean-Louis Doucet1
1
Tropical Forestry - BIOSE/GxABT/ULG, Gembloux, Belgium, 2Evolutionary Biology and Ecology (EBE/ULB), Bussels,
Belgium, 3Bioversity International, Yaoundé, Cameroon
The fate of African tropical forests is a major concern for conservation, while their biodiversity is still poorly known.
Molecular markers can improve our knowledge of their biodiversity, especially to decipher species evolution and delimitation
within genera. Here we report new knowledge on the genus Afzelia (currently including 7 species), a polyploid complex of
sister tree species exploited for their wood in tropical Africa. These species trees are morphologically very similar and
display continuous characters variation. Despite the established identification keys, species recognition in the field remains
problematic. To be able to revise its taxonomy molecular phylogenetic analysis of cpDNA and nDNA sequences were
performed on harvested samples over their whole area repartition. A total of 28 cpDNA concatened (trnL-intron, psbA-trnH
and nDHF) sequences, 28 PEPC-E7 (nuclear gene) sequences and 17 ITS sequences of collected samples were aligned with
those of Intsia bijuga (Malagasy species) and Afzelia sister xylocarpa (Cambodian species). A phylogenetic tree was inferred
using two analyses: (1) Maximum Parsimony implemented in NETWORK software and (2) Bayesian analyses implemented
in MRBAYSES software. The results of phylogenetics analyses support that A. africana is a monophyletic group. All the
other sampled Afzelia species emerged as a monophyletic group: relationships within this clade were not resolved except
clade of A. quanzensis that appears monophyletic. Due to the similar ecological conditions and geographical overlap of
populations, rapid/recent speciation, incomplete lineage sorting, and cytoplasmic capture events may be potential causes of
insufficient resolution of phylogenetic trees obtained in this study.
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Plastid genomes in Bignonia L. (Bignoniaceae)
Alexandre Zuntini, Lucia Lohmann
Universidade de Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo / SP, Brazil
Phylogenies provide the basis for evolutionary studies and research in most biological fields. In the past, molecular
phylogenetics studies based on a few loci has allowed the reconstruction of major relationships among organisms. However,
emerging sequencing technologies (NGS) are now allowing the incorporation of data from entire genomes and are
substantially improving phylogenetic resolution. In this study we examined the plastomes of several species of Bignonia, and
used this information to elucidate relationship among its main clades. We sequence non-enriched libraries for six species of
Bignonia and two outgroups (Anemopaegma and Pyrostegia) using illumina plataforms. The plastomes were reconstructed

using reference mapping (in Geneious) coupled with de novo assembly (in Velvet), and annotated with DOGMA. The plastid
genomes were aligned via Progressive MAUVE and the alignment was used in a likelihood analysis in RAXml. Full cpDNA
assemblies ranged from 166 up to 181kb long. These cpDNA assemblies are significantly longer than average Angiosperms
plastomes, which is due to five rearrangements, ranging from 1.8 to 15kb; each duplication seems to have happened a single
time. No gene loss was observed, only duplications, mostly in the expansion of the repeat regions. Our data corroborate the
usefulness of genomic data to reconstruct phylogenies and emphasizes the importance of adequate sampling given that
different topologies can result from biased sampling. Our data also provided interesting insights into plastome evolution, and
suggested that a comprehensive sampling scheme might help us understand the molecular mechanisms that drive the
plastome evolution in Angiosperms.
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Testing biogeographical scenarios to understand the evolution of the red mangrove (Rhizophora) species in the
neotropics
Ivania Cerón-Souza1, Fernando Alda2, Gonzalo N. Feliner3
1
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR, USA, 2Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA, 3Real Jardín Botánico, Madrid,
Spain
Rhizophora is one of the most conspicuous mangrove species in the neotropics. Previous genetic studies support ancient and
current introgressive hybridization between Rhizophora mangle and R. racemosa at both sides of the Central American
Isthmus (CAI). Moreover, there is eco-physiological evidence that suggests that R. mangle is more tolerant to salinity than R.
racemosa and that this difference may contribute to the maintenance of species identity in the face of gene flow. In this study,
we are asking what is the best biogeographical scenario that explains the evolution of Rhizophora in the tropics. To answer
this question we compared four biogeographic scenarios to explain the evolution of Rhizophora using ABC (Approximate
Bayesian Computation) by combining microsatellite, nuclear and chloroplast genetic diversity data of R. mangle and R.
racemosa populations at both sides of the CAI. We found that best biogeographic scenario supports a recent diversification of
R. mangle and R. racemosa around 3,000 years, when the CAI was completely closed. We conclude that best supported
biogeographical scenario contradicts current taxonomy and suggests that Rhizophora evolved adaptive phenotypes associated
with salinity tolerance independently but in parallel at each side of the CAI.
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Predictors of the activity range in tropical mammals
Bruno Cid1, Luiz Gustavo Oliveira-Santos2, Timothy O'Brien3, Fernando Fernandez1
1
Rio de Janeiro Federal University, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil, 2Mato Grosso do Sul Federal University, Mato Grosso do Sul
- MS, Brazil, 3Wildlife Conservation Society, Mpala Research Center, Nanyuki, Kenya
The activity range is the amount of time animals spend active during the 24-h cycle. This metric is related to the specie's
metabolic needs, as it represents the time it uses to perform its activities and obtain energy. The species' basal metabolic rate
is related to body mass and trophic category, and both, by their turn, are constrained by phylogeny. Our objective was to
understand the activity range variation among species. Using the energetic framework, we hypothesize that activity range will
be longer for heavier species and also for the ones occupying high trophic levels. To test this hypothesis, we used 18 mammal
camera-trap databases distributed in tropical forested areas worldwide. Each database had a minimum of five species and
each species a minimum of 30 independent photographical records. We used a circular kernel function to estimate the activity
range of each species. We compared phylogenetically controlled mixed models to understand the roles of body mass and diet
to explain activity range variation, with random intercepts estimated for each site. The full model was the best ranked and all
variables were important to explain activity range variation. The estimated slope was 0.03 (CI 95% interval, 0.017-0.044) for
the relation between log(body mass) and activity range. The intercept estimates for diet categories were 1.96 (1.875-2.045)
for carnivores, 1.853 (1.765-1.94) for herbivores, 1.767 (1.677-1.857) for omnivores and 1.689 (1.59-1.787) for insectivores.
Larger animals need more energy gain and have more patchily distributed resources, thus they expend more time active to
maximize food intake and cover larger distances. Energy loss among trophic levels explains longer activity ranges for
carnivores when compared to other trophic categories of the same size. As body mass and trophic categories are
phylogenetically constrained, the distribution of these characteristics through species will be reflected in their phylogenies.
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Speciation mechanisms in Hawaiian Drosophila: Assessing the relationships amongst hybrid male sterility, mating
behavior, and differential gene expression in D. planitibia and D. silvestris.
Eva Brill1, Donald Price1, Pawel Michalak2
1
University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA, 2Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Blacksburg, VA, USA
One of the grand challenges in evolutionary biology is determining the phenotypic and genetic mechanisms that create and
maintain species. Island systems such as the Hawaiian archipelago offer an excellent opportunity to examine species at
different stages of the speciation process. Divergences in courtship behavior and hybrid male infertility are recognized as
important reproductive isolating mechanisms that can limit hybridization between species that are currently undergoing
divergence or have recently speciated. We report on the courtship behavior and hybrid male sterility of D. silvestris and D.
planitibia, two closely related and recently diverged species of Hawaiian picture-winged Drosophila in the planitibia
subgroup. D. silvestris is endemic to Hawai`i Island and D. planitibia is found only on Maui. Previous studies have shown
that D. planitibia can hybridize with D. silvestris, indicating little pre-zygotic reproductive and behavioral isolation barriers,
and produce viable F1 offspring but sterile hybrid males, a classic post-zygotic barrier. We also report on the potential for
pleiotropy between courtship behaviors and male fertility traits as well as the differential expression of testis-specific genes
involved in hybrid male sterility using backcross generations of male hybrid offspring between the two species. Using the
RNA-Seq platform and a de novo transcriptome assembly, we identify over 100 differentially expressed genes across three
BC sterility phenotypes, showing a clear down-expression of key functional genes in BC individuals who lack sperm (sterile)
compared with those individuals who are effectively fertile. Several candidate genes have identified testis tissue expression in
other Drosophila species. These results demonstrate a clear directional gene expression change regarding hybrid male
sterility, providing insight to the mechanisms of speciation. This research will advance our understanding of the genetic basis
of hybrid infertility and the evolution of reproductive isolating mechanisms.
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Eggshell Adaptation of Crested lark and Skylark in Kuwait Arid zones
Yahya Al-Shehabi1,2
1
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, Scotland, UK, 2Environment Public Authority, Shuwaikh, Kuwait
The avian egg shell provides an important interface between the developing embryo and the local environment, and its
structure is likely to vary in relation to environmental variables. I compared components of egg shell structure in Kuwait
birds with related samples from elsewhere. A comparison of components of egg shell morphology reveals the presence of
morphological and structural differences both between sibling species, and within the same species, collected at different
latitudes. Two sibling species, crested larks Galerida cristata (from Kuwait) and skylarks Alauda arvensis (from the United
Kingdom) have almost same body size, different egg volume, shell pigmentation and colour, thickness and water loss through
the shell. Skylarks have a larger egg volume than crested larks. While both species have brown eggshells, the eggshells of
skylarks have darker pigment colours (background and speckles) than crested larks. Skylarks have thicker eggshells than
crested larks, and water loss through crested lark eggshells was eight times higher than through skylark eggshells.
These results suggest some local adaptation in egg shell structure, which might be due to phenotypic plasticity or genetic
variation. Egg shell thickness increased at higher latitudes in both the sibling species, and in the within species,
comparisons. This suggests that latitude, presumably via the effects of environmental temperature, can influence eggshell
structure, since the pattern was similar across the lark species compared with the within species variation in the sparrows.
Since water loss is higher in thinner shells, and reducing water loss at low latitudes is expected to be important, this result
seems somewhat paradoxical. Further studies on the eggshell structure (such as pore active area, canal types and pore
density) within these species are needed to understand the adaptive significance of having thicker egg shells at higher
latitudes.
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Fruit morpho-anatomical and leaf epidermal parameters as taxonomic features in five varieties of Capsicum annuum
L. (Solanaceae)
Abdullahi Alanamu AbdulRahaman1, Daniel Zhigila Andrawus2, Tinuola Ambibola Aluko1, Felix Ayotunde Oladele1
1
University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Nigeria, 2Gombe State University, Gombe, Nigeria

Fruit morpho-anatomical and leaf epidermal features were studied in five varieties of Capsicum annuum to evaluate the
reliability of these characters in the taxonomic consideration of these varieties. These varieties in most cases are not easily
recognized especially using their dry samples. Varieties studied include var. abbreviatum, var. annuum, var. accuminatum,
var. grossum and var. glabriusculum. The fruit morphology revealed attenuate fruit shape with glabrous surfaces in varieties
grossum and glabriusculum while cordate fruit shape with flexous surface in varieties annuum, abbreviatum and
accuminatum. The fruit epidermal cell-wall patterns are polygonal in shape with straight and curve anticlinal walls in the five
varieties. Trichome is absent on both leaf surfaces of variety grossum; is present on both surfaces of variety accuminatum
while it is epitrichomatic and hypotrichomatic on varieties glabriusculum and annuum respectively. The shapes of the
epidermal cells of the upper and lower surfaces are irregular and undulate in all the taxa studied. Two types of stomata
(anisocytic and tetracytic) were identified in the five varieties and the leaves were amphistomatic. There is high frequency of
anisocytic stomata (66.67 - 95.24%) on both surfaces compared to tetracytic stomata (4.76 - 33.33%). These features are seen
to be good taxonomic characters for delimiting the five varieties.
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The role of climate and soil in controlling tree species distribution in the savannas of central Brazil
Renata Françoso1, Toby Pennington2, James Ratter2, Kyle Dexter3,2, Ricardo Machado1
1
Universidade de Brasília, Brasília, DF, Brazil, 2Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 3University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
The environmental factors of climate and soil are considered the most important in controlling the distribution of plants. In
the Cerrado biome, the savanna that covers central Brazil, great importance has been given on the role of soil in
differentiating plant communities, but its contribution has not been quantified. Moreover, only recently has the influence of
climate on plant distribution been studied in this biome. We compared the importance of edaphic and climatic variables in
determining the tree community composition in the Cerrado. We also tested for phylogenetic conservatism of the main
variables, which were selected using AIC criteria. We performed a variance partition analysis in three scales, using data of 87
tree communities and 22 climatic and edaphic variables. We built a phylogenetic super-tree representing 303 species found in
our survey sites based on pre-existent phylogenies. Using K and lambda statistics, we tested the phylogenetic conservatism
for the selected variables. The climate is most important determining the community composition at large scales, but at small
spatial scales, the soil contribution is greater. The climate acts as a primary filter, determining the species regional pool, and
the soil acts secondarily, increasing the local and regional diversity. The only edaphic variable that shows any phylogenetic
conservatism is sum of bases, a result found in several other ecosystems. The lineages adapted to fertile soils are threatened,
since these areas are subject to great agricultural pressures.
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Determinism vs. stochasticity in the coexistence of tree species in tropical rain forests: a study of 21 years
Miguel Martínez-Ramos
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico
One of the major challenges of tropical ecology is to understand the mechanisms that determine the coexistence of large
numbers of species in relatively small areas in old-growth tropical rainforests. A growing number of hypotheses have been
proposed mechanisms aimed at deterministic causal factors (e.g. biotic interactions) or stochastic and historical factors. This
study explores some of these hypothesis using a study system of 14 permanent plots (0.5 ha each), distributed across four
contrasting environmental units in topography and soil in the La Selva Lacandona region, southeast Mexico. In these plots,
between 1994 and 2015, it has been monitored annual survival, growth and recruitment rates form more than 200 species,
represented in a sample of more than 4,000 trees with DBH of 10 cm or more. The results show a notorious replacement of
trees and species, accounting for about 35% and 9% of the original number of trees and species, respectively. For more than
100 species it was possible to obtain mortality, recruitment and population growth rates. Demographic rates of low
abundance (rare) species were subject to stochastic, temporal, fluctuations while those of most abundant species were
regulated by density-dependent mechanisms, and the magnitude of such stochastic and deterministic effects varied across the
environmental units. The study system shows that the coexistence of many species depends on a combination of stochastic
and deterministic factors. However, it remains unclear how the combination of deterministic and stochastic forces determine
an apparent stability in the structure and composition of the three communities over time.
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Spatial and temporal variation in density-dependent seedling survival in a lowland Neotropical forest
Liza Comita1,2, Daniel Johnson1
1
Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Balboa, Panama
Tropical tree seedlings often exhibit lower growth and survival when surrounded by high densities of neighbors of their own
species, due to strong intraspecific competition for resources or shared natural enemies. This conspecific negative density
dependence (NDD) has been shown to play a key role in structuring diverse tropical tree communities. However, the relative
importance and strength of NDD may vary with environmental factors. For example, wetter conditions may favor the
survival and spread of insect herbivores and pathogens that mediate density dependence. Alternatively, drier periods may
intensify intraspecific competition for water or increase the susceptibility of plants to natural enemy attack. Here we examine
whether spatial and temporal variation in soil moisture affects the strength of NDD in a tropical tree community. We carried
out a long-term study of seedling dynamics within the Barro Colorado Island 50-ha Forest Dynamics Plot in Panama. All
free-standing woody seedlings ≥20 cm tall and <1 cm dbh have been tagged, mapped, measured and identified to species in
20,000 1-m2 quadrats every 1-2 years since 2001. At our study site, soil moisture varies spatially with topography and
temporally with seasonal and annual variation in precipitation. We use generalized linear mixed effects models to analyze
seedling survival as a function of topographic habitat type, precipitation, and density of conspecific neighbors, as well as
interactions between these variables. Our results highlight the importance of both abiotic and biotic factors, as well as their
interactions, in driving tropical tree recruitment and offer insights into the potential impacts of predicted changes in
precipitation patterns in the tropics due to climate change.
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Drivers of tree species richness in New Caledonian rainforests: beta- but not alpha-diversity makes them exceptional
Thomas Ibanez1, Elodie Blanchard1, Vanessa Hequet2, Robin Pouteau1, Hervé Vandrot1, Philippe Birnbaum1,3
1
IAC Institut Agronomique néo-Calédonien, Païta, New Caledonia, 2IRD Institut de Recherche pour le Développement,
Nouméa, New Caledonia, 3CIRAD Recherche Agronomique pour le Développement, Montpellier, France
New Caledonia has long been recognized as a global biodiversity hotspot. Rainforests of this tropical south-western Pacific
island host more than 2000 vascular plant species with an endemism rate of about 80%. Most of past studies focused on the
origin, evolution and diversification of this outstanding flora, but the distribution of its richness has been largely understudied
given its high level of threat. In order to better manage and conserve this richness, we need to improve our knowledge of its
spatial patterns and its environmental drivers. The New Caledonian Plant Inventory and Permanent Plot Network (NCPIPPN) offers new research perspectives. This network encompasses more than two hundred 20 m x 20 m plots as well as ten
100 m x 100 m fully mapped plots and gathers a total of more than 35 000 inventoried trees. Here, we investigate how tree
species richness is structured and distributed and ask which drivers make it so exceptional. We showed that despite an
unusual density of trees per hectare, species richness (alpha-diversity) was relatively low in comparison to other tropical
rainforests. In contrast, between-plot dissimilarity of species assemblage (beta-diversity) was very high despite a large
distributional range of tree species. Apart from a clear influence of edaphic constraints, we did not found a strong
environmental driver explaining variations in alpha or beta diversities. This result plaids for a stochastic (or neutral) rather
than deterministic (or niche-based) origin of the observed pattern of tree diversity.
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*A theoretical model for modular level sanctions in fig wasp and plant-microbial mutualisms
Brian Steidinger
Indiana University at Bloomington, Bloomington, IN, USA
All symbioses are exploited by cheaters that consume host resources without providing symbiotic services. Discriminating
hosts are thought to stabilize these mutualisms by preferentially allocating resources to mutualists and/or terminating
resource allocation to cheaters (sanctions). However, rather than discriminating at the scale of single symbionts, hosts
sanction or allocate resources into larger modules, with examples ranging from the entire inflorescences of figs, root nodules
of legumes, and the fine roots of mycorrhizal plants. Each of these modules are often colonized by multiple symbiotic
partners, such that cheaters that co-occur with mutualists within mixed modules can escape sanctions and share rewards
generated by their mutualist competitors. I developed a metapopulation model to answer how the population dynamics of

mutualists and cheaters change when they interact with hosts with different module occupancies (number of colonists per
module) and qualitatively different patterns of allocating resources into mixed modules. Using published data from the fig
wasp mutualism, I demonstrate how the model is parameterized and then derive predictions that approximate the proportion
of cheater, non-pollinating wasps observed in the field. Finally, I suggest ways of applying the model to other mutualisms
and describe ongoing work to develop a model system for modular level discrimination using plants from the tropical family
Podocarpacae.
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Active learning methods for efficient surveys of species distribution
Lucas Joppa1, Piero Visconti2, Cory Merow3
1
Microsoft Research, Redmond, Washington, UK, 2Microsoft Research, Cambridge, UK, 3Smithsonian Environmental
Research Center, Edgewater, Maryland, USA
Understanding where species occur (and why) is one of ecology's oldest questions - and of critical importance for
biodiversity conservation. This is particularly true for invasive and endangered species in the tropics, for which the
distribution is often changing rapidly and / or is relatively unknown, and the collection of samples requires extensive
resources.
Active machine learning makes use of statistical models to estimate the expected information content of potential additional
records, and identify the data points which would improve the accuracy of the models the most. This technique has been used
for training image recognition models, web-content classifiers, among other uses, but has not yet been applied to ecological
modelling.
We test the applicability of active learning methods in generating the most accurate species distribution model with the
fewest number of records. We use synthetic datasets of virtual species with known environmental responses and distribution,
as well as real datasets of invasive plant species, and compare the performance of active and passive learning, stratified
sampling and other methods commonly used to design field surveys. Performance is measured as the rate at which model
accuracy increase with number of data points collected and used for training species distribution models.
We show that active learning methods are superior to all other sampling methods tested and provide recommendations on
which active learning method to use depending on the distribution model structure and complexity.
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Environmental controls of floristic composition across a hotspot of biodiversity in southeastern Brazil: implications
for conservation
Marcelo T. Nascimento1, Danilo M. Neves2, Haroldo C. Lima3, Kyle Dexter4, Ary Oliveira-Filho5, R. Toby Pennington2
1
Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense, Campos dos Goytacazes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 2Royal Botanic Garden
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 3Instituto de Pesquisa Jardim Botânica do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil, 4University
of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 5Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
The Atlantic Forest can be classified into two main categories according to rainfall regime: rain forest (RF) or seasonally
deciduous forest (SDF). Evergreen rain forests are boosted by ocean winds and are mainly on seaside mountains on ancient
Pre-Cambrian rock formations. SDFs occur on more recent Tertiary or Quaternary deposits or on more ancient Pre-Cambrian
rock formations. To test the role of environmental factors and spatially autocorrelated processes in driving floristic variation
across the Atlantic Forest we compiled a database of 90 inventories of woody vegetation from across the Paraiba do Sul
Basin and combined this with data for 24 environmental variables. We assessed the relative contribution of spatial and
environmental factors to explaining floristic turnover in coastal, lowland and montane forests of the Paraiba do Sul Basin
using variation partitioning methods. In addition we used multivariate analyses to determine which environmental factors are
most important in explaining floristic turnover. We found that the measured environmental factors (temperature, precipitation
and edaphic conditions) explain 26% of the variation in species composition, with 13% of this independent of spatial
autocorrelation. A spatially structured fraction of 3% could not be account for by the measured environmental factors. The
main axis of species composition variation is correlated with an altitude-temperature gradient, segregating coastal, lowland
and montane forests, independent of leaf flush (semideciduous or evergreen). The second axis of species composition
variation is correlated with a water-energy gradient, segregating seasonally semideciduous forests (lowland and montane)

from evergreen rain forests (coastal, lowland and montane). Compositional and environmental heterogeneity needs to be
taken into account both to understand the distribution of Atlantic forest species and to manage and conserve this key tropical
biome effectively in the face of anthropogenic degradation and global climate change.
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Spatial distribution patterns of tree species in a subtropical rainforest, Australia
Lina Maria Garcia Florez, J. Doland Nichols, Kevin Glencross
Southern Cross University, School of Environment, Science & Engineering, East Lismore, NSW, Australia
Subtropical rainforests are among the most complex forests in Australia, consisting of closed forests with mixed tree species
composition, palms, large vines, epiphytes, and buttressed trunks. The Border Ranges rainforest located in north-eastern New
South Wales became national park in1982. The research evaluated the natural spatial distribution patterns of nine common
species in this subtropical rainforest. All trees ≥ 10 cm dbh were re-measured in 2013, in plots established in 1965. Locations
of trees were mapped using ESRI® ArcGISTM V 10.1.2 (2014). The trees distribution in four spatial extents such as "very
small", "small", "medium" and "large" (100 m2, 400 m2, 900 m2 and 3,600 m2 respectively) was assessed using Morisita
(Iδ) and Standardised Morisita (Ip) indexes to allow the identification of aggregation patterns on tree diversity. The results
indicated that the species Atractocarpus benthamianus had consistent uniform distribution at all spatial extents showing a
repulsive interaction between individuals which is not scale-affected. Caldcluvia paniculosa, Doryphora sassafras, Geissois
benthamiana, Argyrodendron trifoliolatum, Sloanea woollsii and Synoum glandulosum have consistent gregarious
distribution when assessed at all spatial extents indicating a positive association between individuals. Particularly, the
gregarious distribution was not scale-affected for the species C. paniculosa and D. sassafras. The distributions of the
remaining gregarious species were affected as the unit samples become larger (scale-dependent). The spatial distribution
patterns of C. paniculosa and A. trifoliolatum suggest a common response of these species to microhabitats or areas with
similar environmental conditions. In conclusion, the spatial patterns reflect gregarious distribution as an accurate
representation of the patterns for six species, indicating similar results than other studies where majority of tree species
present an aggregated pattern distribution in geographical space. No random distribution was recorded.
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Life History and the Spatial Structure of Native Bamboos in a Neotropical Forest
Maíra Padgurschi1, Valéria Martins2, Carlos Joly1
1
University of Campinas, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil, 2Federal University of São Carlos, Araras, São Paulo, Brazil
The neutral and the negative density dependence (NDD) theories,which attempt to explain patterns of diversity and
distribution of populations, are among the most studied ones. Even though native bamboos are important to tropical forest
structure and dynamics, their distribution patterns remain unexplored. Bamboo's life history may act in determining their own
spatial structure. The clumps give rise to hundreds of seeds that fall close to the parent and may result in spatial association
between adults and individuals at early sizes. Germination may be favored by light of the gaps, opened by parental death,
resulting in high density of conspecifics. Density-dependent processes are expected to reduce aggregation and result in spatial
dissociation between seeds and larger sizes. We used the Spatial Analysis by Distance Indices (SADIE) to determine spatial
pattern of bamboo populations and spatial relationship between different sizes of the same species. We tested the hypothesis
that neutral processes are responsible for spatial structure of bamboos. This study took place at the Atlantic Forest of
southeastern Brazil with native bamboo that have been classified by their size (0,1,2,3) considering the last flowering event.
Bamboos have non-overlapping generations and is difficult to compare subsequent sizes for the same species. We found
1965.3 seeds m-² spatially aggregated. Less than 0.1% of seeds were recruited to size 2, which showed a dissociated spatial
distribution from seeds. The aggregation of seeds plus the positive spatial association between sizes 3 and 1 may indicate that
limited dispersal determine initial recruitment. However, the reduction in aggregation of sizes 1,2,3 and spatial decoupling of
sizes 0 and 2 indicate that NDD is also important in determining the distribution of larger classes. The life history traits
contribute to the occurrence of processes (NDD and limited dispersal) which determine the spatial pattern of bamboos in the
Atlantic Forest.
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Assembly of Arthropod Communities On Remote Islands: Evolution of Resilience and Implications for Future
Dynamics
Rosemary Gillespie, Andrew Rominger
University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA
Understanding processes dictating community resilience and stability over time remains a grand challenge in evolutionary
ecology and conservation. Theoretical studies have demonstrated that species richness and food web structure, and associated
specialization, may alter the stability and resilience of communities to both invasion and climate change. Richness and
foodweb interactions are in part evolved properties of communities but on islands are also dictated by area, isolation, and
time. We have been applying ecological theory to the chronosequence provided by the geological arrangement of the
Hawaiian Islands to illuminate feedbacks between ecological and evolutionary processes in community assembly, and hence
infer evolutionary patterns of specialization and associated community properties of steady state and resilience. By coupling
theoretical constructs with data from arthropods across the Hawaiian island chronosequence, we show how patterns of
population genetic structure, decreasing network nestedness, increasing network modularity and increased specialization shift
from early assembly driven by immigration, to in situ diversification after approximately 1 Myr; moreover, herbivore-plant
communities only transiently achieve statistical steady state, suggesting that specialization may act to diminish resilience in
older communities. Using this information, we can infer patterns of invisibility, and how this differs between islands and
habitats. In general, high elevation habitats with specialized species show remarkable resilience and amenability to
restoration efforts being dominated by native species, while low elevation habitats show little resilience and are dominated by
non-native taxa. By contrast, on smaller islands without high elevation habitats, low elevation habitats are resilient to
anthropogenic impacts. We suggest that small islands have insufficient area for specialization, and species from anywhere on
the island can recolonize disturbed habitats. Understanding the eco-evolutionary feedbacks involved in specialization is
critical for determining how future communities will respond to climate change and other impacts.
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From seabirds to songbirds: the phylogeography of avian resilience in Hawaii and beyond
Scott Edwards1, Allison Shultz1, Geoff Hill2
1
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA, 2Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA
Adaptive radiations on islands are often too old to discern the population genetic consequences of initial colonization. Using
the Rad-seq approach, here we analyze the phylogeography of recent colonization and ongoing gene flow in Hawaiian birds,
using invasive House Finches (Haemorhous mexicanus) and highly pelagic Black-footed Albatrosses (Phoebastria nigripes)
as models. House Finches are native to the western US, and were introduced to the Hawaiian islands in the late 19th
century. Using ~24,000 SNPs across the House Finch genome, we document a ~12 % decline in genetic diversity in the
founding of Hawaii. In the second study, we used ~9,000 SNPs to measure genetic variation in Japanese and Hawaiian
colonies of Black-footed Albatrosses. Despite the relatively large census sizes of breeding colonies and a reputation for
philopatry, genetic diversity was low and rates of gene flow very high. In combination with morphological comparisons,
these results suggest treating the two colonies as separate management units. These two studies provide contrasting
perspectives on the dynamics of colonization and gene flow and their contribution to resilience in island systems.
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*The past, present and future of Island ecosystems
Alice Hughes
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanic Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Yunnan, China
Much debate exists as to whether island communities are more or less resilient than mainland communities. This debate is
interesting, though the outcomes depend on the form and severity of disturbance and the biogeographic history of the island.

Isolated islands have often had ecologically simple histories in some respects, yet this leaves isolated island communities
much more vulnerable to the introduction of species from islands with more complex biogeography as evidenced by the
number of invasive species and the effect of comparing communities in islands such as Hawaii or New Zealand to Papua
New Guinea or the Philippines. Thus by exploring the complexity of the history of these island communities we can garner
new insights into the resilience of their communities to this form of perturbation.
However with isolation comes the inability to adapt to changing climates by shifting range, as mainland communities have
been recorded as doing through former glaciations. A species range is determined not soley on the basis of where it can
viably survive, but where it can out-compete species with ecologically similar niches. In mainland communities both
suitability and fitness relative to competitors define range and range shift under climate change, but on island communities
with lower ecological redundancy species may suffer less competition and an inability to shift range. Present islands
communities have survived former climatic changes through glacial maxima, and thus their level of resilience to climatic
changes may be higher than initially expected. Here we compare island communities globally using a number of data-sets
and explore what legacies does former island biogeography confer for the future of island communities.
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Resilience in the Hawaiian flora: the role of bioclimatology and evolutionary origin.
Jonathan Price
Department of Biology, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA
The Hawaiian flora consists of nearly 1200 species with an extraordinary rate of endemicity and species that are highly
adapted in terms of climate and ecological interactions. Native dominated vegetation and the endemic species it supports are
threatened by several factors including invasive species, habitat conversion, and now climate change. Whereas numerous
analyses have assessed which species and habitats are most vulnerable, consideration of those that exhibit resilience may
elucidate aspects of island ecosystems that represent opportunities for conservation. For this analysis resilience in habitats is
quantified three ways: 1) spatial extent of native dominated habitat compared with baseline conditions, 2) degree of native
dominance at the local scale, and 3) concentration of endemic species at the local scale. First, with respect to climate, higher
elevation and higher rainfall both correspond to greater resilience according to all three measures. This may partly reflect
climate history, since lowland habitats experience temperature regimes that are geologically recent whereas upland habitats
have remained stable. Dry habitats, which historically experienced infrequent fire, have been disproportionately displaced by
fire-tolerant invasives under more frequent fire. Additional azonal habitats also promote resilience, including young lava
flows, cliffs, and bogs. Lava flows and bogs may represent stressed environments where native species have accumulated
specific adaptations that give them an advantage. However cliffs represent refuges from habitatmodifying ungulates. Reflecting previous studies, species belonging to large adaptive radiations exhibit lower resilience, and
species that are non-endemic exhibit high levels of resilience. Taken together, managers may strategically focus on
circumstances where resilience is maximized for a given habitat or taxon. In addition, landscape scale properties, for
example habitat connectivity across climatic gradients, may promote resilience in the face of anthropogenic climate change.
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Alien Plant Invasion in Southern Africa and Robben Island: The Role of Phylogeny, Functional Traits and Climate
Change
Bezeng S. Bezeng1, T. Jonathan Davies2, Kowiyou Yessoufou3, Olivier Maurin4, Michelle Van der Bank5
1
University of Johannesburg, Johannesburg, South Africa, 2McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 3University of South
Africa, Johannesburg, South Africa, 4University of Johannesburg, Johannesburg, South Africa, 5University of Johannesburg,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Alien invasive species are considered a major threat to ecosystem functioning and native biodiversity globally. As such, a
better understanding of the correlates of biological invasion is critical in informing control measures. Here, we tested for
differences in functional traits between plant categories in Southern Africa including Robben Island, using a combination of
phylogenetic independent contrasts, a simulation-based phylogenetic ANOVA and species distribution modeling (SDM). In
both terrestrial and Island ecosystems, invasive species have longer flowering duration than native species and are generally
hermaphroditic. However, the patterns of invasion in both ecosystem types differ in two ways. First, invasive differ from
native species in their dispersal mode only on terrestrial ecosystem while they differ from native in their pollination mode
only on the island. Second, on the island we found only weak support for Darwin's Naturalization Hypothesis as opposed to

the terrestrial ecosystem where the support was stronger. Finally, we modelled the current climatic niche of 178 alien plants
within South Africa, and used climate projections to evaluate their potential future distributions. Our results suggest that over
half of these plants will experience a decrease in their climatically suitable habitats in the future, although not uniformly, and
ranges are predicted to expand into some regions. Overall, our findings might simply mirror the ecological differences
between island and terrestrial ecosystems. More importantly, on terrestrial ecosystems, the differences in the evolutionary
distances separating the native species pool from invasive and non-invasive species might help resolve "Darwin's
Naturalization Conundrum". Our SDM results suggest that future climate may help in the control of biological invasion in
Southern Africa.
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Species number of vascular plants in the largest tropical islands in the Indo-Pacific and climate change
Sergey Venevsky
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
A simple approach is suggested to project potential changes in the species number of vascular plants in the largest tropical
islands the Indo-Pacific. We use the current (recent past) relationship between plant diversity and geographic variation in the
climate, as well as elevation range, to project changes in regional species richness (at 100 km x 100 km resolution),
concentrating on six climate scenarios for 2020, 2050 and 2080. Islands were sorted by their size and investigated at each
time slice. First, we calculated areas in the islands in the Indo-Pacific where more than 5% of vascular plant species were lost
and named this "area with negative changes". Areas where more than 5% were gained we named as "area with positive
changes". The areas where more than 20% of species were lost and more than 20% of species were gained were named this
"area with large negative changes" and "area with large positive changes" consequently.
The results show a general although moderate increase in vascular plant diversity in the islands of Indo-Pacific. So to the year
2080 due to climate change one island identified by Conservation International in the Pacific will be winner (New Zealand's
Northern Island) and another (Haynan Dao) will be large winner with more than 20% increase in the species number of
vascular plants.
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Complex relationships among substrate, vegetation and seabirds at Kaʻena Point, a recovering Hawaiian ecosystem
Donald Drake1, Alison Ainsworth1, Clifford Morden1, Lindsay Young2, Eric VanderWerff2, Kimberly Shay1, Caroline Dong1
1
University of Hawaii, Hawaii, USA, 2Pacific Rim Conservation, Hawaii, USA
Coastal ecosystems on tropical islands are prone to severe anthropogenic disturbance and invasion by alien species. Ka’ena
Point, a formerly-degraded 16-ha coastal ecosystem on Oʻahu, Hawaiʻi, has recovered dramatically since vehicles were
excluded in 1989, predator control and vegetation management began in 1992, and a mammal-proof fence was erected in
2011. Vegetation has regenerated and breeding populations of wedge-tailed shearwaters (Puffinus pacificus; ca. 5300 pairs)
and Laysan albatross (Phoebastria immutabilis; ca. 96 pairs) have recolonized. To examine relationships among the physical
environment, plants, and seabirds, we quantified substrate type, plant cover, and shearwater burrow density in 52 plots across
the site in 2009 and again in 2014. Along a gradient from sea to land, the substrate shifts from sand dunes to volcanic soil to
basalt boulders, and exposure to salt-laden sea spray decreases. The vegetation is a patchwork of shrubland and grassland
communities composed of 62 plant species ranging from endangered endemics to invasive aliens. Community composition
is strongly related to seaward-landward gradients in substrate and exposure, and dominance shifts from alien to native species
as distance from the windward (north) shore increases. Nonmetric multidimensional scaling identified four plant
communities. Seaward dunes are dominated by native species, including Scaevola taccada and the endangered Sesbania
tomentosa. The most landward sites are dominated by alien species, including several invasive grasses and Leucaena
leucocephala. In between, shearwater burrows are concentrated in sand and soil substrates, and are associated with the
remaining two community types: one indicated by the natives Jacquemontia sandwicensis and Sida fallax and one by the
invasive alien Atriplex semibaccata. Continued monitoring will be required to disentangle the roles of natural successional
change, direct management of invasive alien plants and animals, and the influence of growing seabird populations in this
exceptional conservation site.
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Sea level rise exposure and scenarios for black-footed albatross colony establishment on the main Hawaiian Islands

Michelle Reynolds1, Karen Courtot1, Jeffery Hatfield2
1
US Geological Survey, Pacific Islands Ecosystem Research Center, Kilauea Field Station, Hawaii National Park, HI, USA,
2
US Geological Survey, Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, Maryland, USA
Low-lying islands are especially vulnerable to the effects of global climate change. Approximately 98% of the global
population of black-footed albatross (Phoebastria nigripes) nests on the low-lying Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. To
understand the potential impacts of Sea level rise (SLR) on insular nesting seabirds, we modeled inundation and wave-driven
flooding for a range of SLR scenarios (+0.5, +1.0, +1.5, and +2.0 m) for globally important black-footed albatross colonies in
the subtropical Pacific. Habitat loss due to passive SLR inundation may decrease the carrying capacity of some islands to
support seabird colonies, while sudden high-water events directly reduce survival and reproduction. Wildlife managers are
faced with challenges in safeguarding this highly philopatric species that may not readily relocate to new nesting sites. To
examine the best management options for colony establishment at higher elevation nesting sites, we applied an eight-stage
stochastic model to quantify population growth with a range of immigration, translocation, and demographic scenarios. Given
demographic rates similar to those observed at established black-footed albatross colonies, we estimated that new colonies
established with translocated chicks (and no immigration), would take more than 4 decades to achieve a breeding population
size of more than 1,000 breeding-age pairs. However, the carrying capacity of the limited protected nesting sites currently
available at nearby high islands would likely to be reached more quickly with modest natural immigration and social
attraction. We highlight the need for colony establishment in areas more resilient to climate change such as protected sites on
higher elevation islands. Our models can be used as a tool in a decision making framework to evaluate exposure to SLR and
to explore the timescales and effectiveness of proposed management actions.
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*Diversification patterns of the ant genus Mystrium on Madagascar: Towards a more universal understanding of
mechanisms of biodiversity on islands
Natalie Graham1,2, Brian Fisher3, Derek Girman2
1
UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA, USA, 3California Academy of Sciences, San
Francisco, CA, USA
The island of Madagascar is a globally recognized biological hotspot. The bulk of models used on Madagascar for our
understanding of species diversification, as well as conservation and management applications, have been constructed using
vertebrate taxa. It is not clear how these models effect less vagile species that may interact at a variety of spatial scales.
Several studies on vertebrate species have divided Madagascar into east-west bioclimatic regions, suggesting that there is a
fundamental division between eastern wet-adapted and western dry-adapted taxa. Here we test whether the diversification in
a small arthropod with variable degrees of dispersal conform to this model of ecogeographic constraints proposed for
vertebrate taxa. We employed a molecular taxonomic dataset using ~ 2 kilobases nuDNA and 790 basepairs mtDNA , along
with geographic and habitat data, to examine the diversification patterns of the ant genus Mystrium Roger, 1862, (Subfamily
Amblyoponinae) from Madagascar. One advantage of studying the genus Mystrium is that species practice different
reproductive strategies (winged queens vs non-winged queens), and these differences in reproductive strategy among species
can provide an additional layer of examination of the impacts of vagility on divergence across the island. Mystrium species
distribution patterns provided support for a model of ecogeographic constraints and reproductive strategy appears to have had
an effect on how Mystrium species lineages are associated with large-scale habitat distinctions and various topographical
features. In some cases, microgeographic population structure was found which appears to have been impacted by localized
habitat differences on a scale much smaller than that found in vertebrates. This work provides insights on the value of
evaluating divergence mechanisms in species with a range of dispersal capabilities, alongside relevant species specific
biological mechanisms, to build a more universal understanding of mechanisms of biodiversity in tropical regions of highendemism such as the island of Madagascar.
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Anticipating effects of climate change in the Hawaiian Islands: characterizing plants as habitat generalists and
specialists
Alison Ainsworth1,2, Don Drake2
1
National Park Service Inventory & Monitoring, Hawaii National Park, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
HI, USA

Plant communities on high islands, such as the Hawaiian Islands, may be especially vulnerable to climate change, because
tropical high elevation ecosystems are expected to be among the first to experience "novel" climates. Because habitat
generalists are predicted to be better adapted than specialists to survive shifting climatic conditions, characterizing plant
species specialization will help prioritize species and communities for conservation in the face of climate change. We
quantified habitat specialization (niche width) for 170 species from > 1000 plots on three islands, using a novel method based
on species co-occurrence in plots (while controlling for abundance and species pool size) by assuming that habitat generalists
co-occur with more species than specialists do. Overall, generalists were typically present on multiple islands, across a range
of moisture regimes (e.g., dry, mesic, wet), capable of persisting at high temperatures (i.e., low or no minimum elevation
limits), and often woody. Although most generalists were non-native, some natives were strong generalists, including the
abundant tree, Metrosideros polymorpha, found in dry to wet forest (0-2000 m elevation). Specialists often had small
geographical ranges and occurred in climatically-challenging, high-elevation sites (e.g., native shrubs, Geranium cuneatum
and Dubautia spp., and native sedges). Ongoing analyses are testing whether co-occurrence rankings correlate with specific
functional traits and how specialization differs between native and non-native species. If generalists, including non-native
species, expand in range and displace specialists as climate changes, we can expect losses in diversity along steep
environmental gradients such as those found in the Hawaiian Islands.
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The new agrarian change? Exploring the dynamic interplay between forest conservation, food security and
commodity production in tropical forest landscapes
Liz Deakin1, Mrigesh Kshatriya Kshatriya1, Frederic Baudron2, Terry Sunderland1
1
Center for International Forestry Research, Bogor, Indonesia, 2CIMMYT, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Given the global importance of food and nutritional security, biodiversity conservation and the provision of forest-based
ecosystem services, there is a clear need for a more robust evidence-base to ensure that policy interventions have the greatest
chance of success in multi-functional landscapes. Globally conceived land-use strategies (e.g. land sharing and land sparing
trajectories) have been proposed to reconcile and integrate competing demands for food production and biodiversity
conservation. However, we also need to advance our understanding of agricultural landscapes as social-ecological systems,
and as such consider other system components such as local food and nutritional security, market access and relative poverty.
Focusing on the experiences of landscapes in six tropical countries exhibiting various combinations of agricultural
modification, productivity, changing forest cover and integration with global commodity markets, the research presented here
uses a landscape-level approach to explore the livelihood and food security implications of land-use change and agrarian
change processes. To enable a global comparative analysis, a common set of research methods were applied in all six
landscapes, where each landscape exhibited a gradient of agricultural modification and changes in forest cover. Qualitative,
participatory and quantitative methodologies included land-use change analysis using remote sensing techniques, livelihood
surveys, farm productivity surveys and biodiversity surveys. Here we present preliminary results and much needed insights
into how agrarian change processes manifest locally once embedded into local histories, culture, and political and market
dynamics.
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Conservation value of managed landscapes in South Asia: Drivers of diversity and structure in secondary forests,
plantations, and agroforests.
Shimona Quazi, Tamara Ticktin
University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Hawaii, USA
Managed forests in protected area landscapes may extend the conservation functions of nature reserves, but studies
comparing biodiversity between managed forest types have not examined the underlying factors that drive existing patterns.
We used mixed models to test the effects of a suite of biotic and abiotic factors on structure and diversity across both plants
and birds in complex agroforests, mixed plantations, and mature secondary forests of the same age in northeastern
Bangladesh. We measured woody species structure and composition in 18 0.01-ha plots in each forest type across three forest
ranges, and conducted bird surveys using 216 point count stations located among the vegetation plots. Tree species richness
and diversity, and avian richness in agroforests were higher than, or similar to secondary forests. However, saplings in

agroforests and plantations had lower densities and fewer species than secondary forest, and both managed forest types had
reduced regeneration. Our results indicate that traditional agroforests have higher potential to conserve late secondary forest
species than plantations, due to specific management practices that manipulate light. This work provides quantitative
evidence for the utility of traditional agroforests as a conservation tool, even under high levels of human disturbance.
Inadequate evidence has been a key limitation to conservation policy planning in landscapes with both high biodiversity and
high human density. We find that sustainably managed traditional agroforests are an underutilized option in the conservation
of human-dominated protected area landscapes in South Asia.
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Woodcutting activities in Tabuk region : assessment of conservation knowledge
Khalid ALMutairi1
1
University of Tabuk, Tabuk, Saudi Arabia, 2College of Science, Department of Biology, Saudi Arabia
The present study aims to investigate the effect of different social factors on the woodcutting frequency in Tabuk Region. A
total of 100 people participated in this study by answering the questionnaire questions. The conservation knowledge of the
participants was also assessed through 4 questions (Yes or No). The final score of the conservation knowledge assessment is
4.
The present study findings showed that most of people like to cut the wood for heating during winter and fall seasons. The
frequency of woodcutting in Tabuk Region was once a month. Among the social factors involved in this study, education
showed negative and significant relationship with the number of logging times. However, age had positive relationship with
the number of logging times. The most favourbale species to be cut and used for heating and cooking in Tabuk are; Acacia
tortilis, Acacia ehrenbergiana,Retama reaetam and Calligonumcomosum.
For the assessment of the public conservation knowledge, it was found that most of participants had moderate to good
conservation knowledge as most of them answered 3 questions correctly out of 4. The conservation knowledge showed to be
affected positively by education level and negatively by the number of family members.
In conclusion, it was found that there is remarkable woodcutting stress on wild plants in Tabuk Region and immediate and
effective actions should be performed.
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Investigating social drivers of ecological resilience in Fijian coral reef systems
Rachel Dacks1, Tamara Ticktin2, Stacy Jupiter3, Shimona Quazi2
1
Department of Biology, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Department of Botany, University of Hawai‘i
at Manoa, Honolulu,HI, USA, 3Wildlife Conservation Society Melanesia Program, Suva, Fiji
Efforts to build resilience in coral reef social-ecological systems have become of great focus in recent years as the world
experiences increasing environmental, social, and economic change. Human and natural systems, however, are linked in
complex ways that must be better understood in order to enhance resilience. This research aims to understand drivers of
resilience in coastal communities by addressing: 1) What is the state of coral reef ecological resilience in Fiji? 2) What are
the main drivers that link human communities to ecological indicators of coral reef resilience?; 2) How are drivers affected
by external factors, including markets? Data were gathered across 20 villages in five provinces of Fiji using 1) household and
key informant surveys, 2) fisher interviews and catch logs, 3) focus group discussions, and 4) coral reef ecological surveys.
Social network analysis was used to assess capacity to organize, one indicator of community resilience. Structural equation
models were used to identify social and economic drivers of reef resilience. Livelihood assemblages and diversity, fishing
practices, and local management varied across villages. Findings are useful across the Pacific for enhancing adaptive capacity
and conservation planning in the face of climate change and increasing exploitation of reef resources.
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*Tracking land-based N to Hawaiian coral reefs: Is submarine groundwater discharge a chronic threat to water
quality and reef health?
Daniel Amato, James Bishop, Craig Glenn, Henrieta Dulaiova, Celia Smith
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA

Anthropogenic nutrient pollution is a global threat to coral reef health. Previous studies indicate submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD) can transport land-based contaminants to shallow coastal ecosystems. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the effects of SGD on reef communities impacted by various levels of land-based anthropogenic nutrient loading.
Algal bioassays, benthic community analyses, and conventional geochemical methods were used to compare water quality
and measures of reef health on Maui and Oahu. Tissue nitrogen (N) parameters (δ15N, N %, and C:N) of deployed and shorecollected reef algae (Acanthophora spicifera, Hypnea musciformis, and Ulva spp.) were compared with nutrient and δ15N
values of coastal groundwater and marine surface waters. Nearshore benthic cover was estimated using digital photographs
and a point-intercept analysis. SGD flux was estimated using radon gas concentrations in surface water. In general, reefs
adjacent to sugarcane farms and / or wastewater injection wells had the greatest abundance of macroalgae, the least
community diversity, and the highest concentrations of N in algal tissues, coastal groundwater, and marine surface waters
compared to relatively unimpacted locations. SGD flux and quality was variable among locations with clear onshore-offshore
gradients at all locations. Tissue δ15N values were highest at sites adjacent to municipal wastewater facilities using sewage
injection wells. Spatial trends in deployed algal tissue N parameters were important in distinguishing between natural and
anthropogenic sources of N. A conceptual model, which uses Ulva tissue δ15N and N % values to indicate N source and
relative loading in Hawaii, is proposed. It is clear SGD represents a significant nexus linking land use, water quality and reef
health in Hawaii. Minimizing contaminant loads to coastal aquifers will reduce pollutant delivery to nearshore reefs in areas
with SGD flux.
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*Ethnic variation in the valuation of ecosystem services
Aida Cuni Sanchez1, Marion Pfeifer2, Rob Marchant3, Neil Burgess1
1
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2Imperial College London, London, UK, 3Univerity of York, York, UK
Forest islands in the desert provide key ecosystem services to surrounding communities, which completely depend on them
for their livelihoods. With increasing human pressure and droughts, conserving these fragile ecosystems is not easy. We
focused on three isolated forest mountains in northern Kenya. We aimed at determining if ethnicity affected local
populations’ perception and use, so that better management strategies can be suggested. We used focus-groups (FG), semistructured interviews, observations on plant population structure in/outside the forests and observations on medicinal plants
and fuelwood in local markets. Water was found to be the most important ecosystem service (ES) in all study sites and
amongst all ethnic groups. However, the second most important ES differed: while the Boran (farmers) mentioned fuelwood,
the Samburu (pastoralists) in Marsabit mentioned fodder and the Samburu in Kulal mentioned medicine. Differences in other
important ES and most important plant species were also observed, which were related to ethnic group and access to markets.
Information from the FG was in agreement with field and market observations. Results highlight that local perceptions and
use is affected by ethnic group (cultural aspects and livelihood strategy) and these should be considered not only when ES
rating but also when finding alternative livelihood strategies for forest edge communities. Top-down approaches have often
been justified in multi-cultural ecosystems providing a one size fits all solution to complex problems. However, our findings
highlight the need to understand and address cultural diversity if targeted conservation actions at the local scale are to be
successful.
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*How to measure and monitor the implementation of Integrated Fire Management in a Neotropical savanna?
Livia Moura1, Clara Baringo1, Paulo Dias3, Christian Berlinck2, Isabel Schmidt1
1
Department of Ecology, University of Brasília, Brasília, DF, Brazil, 2Chico Mendes Institute of Biodiversity Conservation,
Brasília, DF, Brazil, 3Chico Mendes Institute of Biodiversity Conservation, Carolina, MA, Brazil
The prevalent fire management policy in all Brazilian Protected Areas (PAs), including in the Neotropical savanna region
where fire is a natural disturbance, is ‘Zero Fire'. Frequently, complete fire exclusion leads to biomass accumulation and
large wildfires, especially during late dry season (August-September). Aiming to reduce wildfire costs and negative impacts
on biodiversity, Integrated Fire Management (IFM) was implemented for the first time, in 2014, in three savanna PAs:
Chapada das Mesas National Park (160,046ha.), Serra Geral do Tocantins Ecological Station (716,000 ha.) and Jalapão State
Park (158,885 ha.). The main goals of this IFM implementation were to reduce areas impacted by wildfires in late dry season
and protect fire sensitive vegetation within the savanna landscape. For that, low intensity prescribed fires were ignited in fire
resistant vegetation between May and July. The intensity of prescribed fires (n=14) varied from 114 to 4053 kW/m. This
process was carried out in collaboration between PA managers, local communities and researchers. Interviews with local
communities demonstrated that early dry season fires used to be commonly applied for agricultural and cattle raising

practices. However, part of the fire management practices has been abandoned by local communities due to the official Zero
Fire policy. This experience enabled the development of a research and monitoring protocol, which consists in (i) identifying
management zones and their respective goals; (ii) classifying the vegetation as fire resistant and fire sensitive; (iii) identifying
fire knowledge and fire practices and uses among local communities; (iv) measuring fire behavior and the effect of low
intensity fire in resistant vegetations; (v) establishing a participative burning calendar. When applied and adapted, this
protocol will support decision making and help implement fire management programs that reduce ecological impacts,
wildfire risks and improve local livelihood, reducing conflicts between local communities and PAs.
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Morpho-functional and demographic responses of Brahea aculeata (Palmae) to leaf area loss in northeastern Mexico
Leonel Lopez-Toledo1,3, Franceli Macedo-Santana1, Christa Horn3, Bryan Endress2, Tamara Ticktin4
1
Universidad Michocana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo, Morelia, Michocacan, Mexico, 2Oregon State University, La Grande,
Oregon, USA, 3San Diego Zoo Global, Escondido, California, USA, 4University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
In tropical regions, leaves of many palms are used for handicrafts and thatching roofs. In addition, livestock rising is a
common activity in these areas. The loss of leaf area caused by these two factors may affect the morpho-functional responses
of individuals and demographic and population dynamics. At Reserve Sierra de Alamos, northeastern Mexico these activities
are very common. In 2011, we established a experimental system in natural populations of Brahea aculeata (Palmae). This
experiment was aimed to evaluate the effects of leaf-harvesting and grazing on functional attributes (leaf production, leaf
size, specific leaf area, biomass) and demographic patterns (growth, and mortality) of B. aculeata. We applied different leafharvesting intensities and presence/absence of grazing by cattle and recorded morpho-functional and demographic attributes.
These were analyzed in four size categories along four years (2011-2014). For the morpho-functional attributes, we found
that grazing and leaf-harvesting of leaves affected depending on the size of individuals. For most categories (except 100-250
cm length individuals) and most of the attributes, we found an increase during the first two years (2011-12 and 2012-13) and
a decrease for the last year (2013-14). Grazing negatively affects growth of stem, while leaf-harvesting had a positive effect.
This trend was similar between years. Mortality was five times higher in first year than in second/third year. We concluded
that under these intensities of grazing and leaf-harvesting morpho-functional and demographic responses of B. aculeata are
minor affected and therefore could be considered as a sustainable management although it is necessary to evaluate the effects
on the reproductive success and population dynamics.
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Tropical forest plantations, deforestation and the future demand for wood products
Doug Boucher
Union of Concerned Scientists, Washington, DC, USA
Global demand for wood products is projected to increase substantially in the next half-century, with highest growth in pulp
and paper products, a lesser rate of ncrease in solid wood products, and a substantial decline in fuelwood use. Much of the
increase can be supplied from multi-species tropical forest plantations of native species, which have the potential for
wood volume growth rates that are an order of magnitude higher than sustainably harvested natural forests. Thus, large
amounts of wood products can be supplied using small areas of land -- less than 150 million hectares, by our model estimates
-- and without the need to clear natural forests.
However plantation alternatives compete economically with unsustainable and often illegal extraction from natural forests,
which takes advantage of their large accumulated stocks of biomass. Thus approaches that limit natural forest wood output,
such as efforts that combat illegality, restrict natural forest expoitation to alteady-cleared areas and require reduced impact
logging, are needed to make sustainable plantations more competitive. Higher yields alone will not allow plantations to
reduce deforestation as predicted by the land sparing hypothesis. But limiting natural forest extraction can shift the balance of
economic competition toward plantations and reduce the pressures on natural forests that drive deforestation and forest
degradation.
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Validating People New Environmental Paradigm in Conserving Water Resource Traditionally based on Gender
Equality: A Case in Manggarai, East Indonesia
I Made Putrawan, Ucu Cahyana
State University of Jakarta, Jakarta, Indonesia
In national development, it is not simplyfocusing on modernization aspects, but empowering a local wisdom is a must.
Environmental issues will determine development orientation based on sustainable development concept. How people
perceive their environment (Environmental Paradigm/NEP) while they are conserving water resource traditionally is an
example that people live harmoniously with nature. To what extent that two things (people paradigm and water resource
conservation) are related to each other based on gender equality is the research question of this study.
A survey method used by involving 120 people who live around water resource which conserved traditionally, in Manggarai,
Nusa Tenggara Timur, East Indonesia. Two instruments implemented on this study, New Environmental Paradigm (NEP)
with 60 items based on 5 dimensions dveloped by Dunlap.et.al. (1978 and 2000) and conservation behavior of water resource
with 17 items.
Research result reveal that 33 items of NEP were valid with reliability .671 and only 11 items of conservation were valid with
reliability .216. There were 9 factors (have below .30 factors loading) of NEP should be omitted after varimax rotation based
on its eigen values which produced 3 components (total sample). However, there was no difference of eigen values between
male and female which each produced 5 components. Moreover, it was found also that the correlation between people NEP
and conservation behavior .100 (p.< .27) and there was no significant difference correlation found between male and female
sample.
It could be concluded that people NEP instrument could be validated empirically which affected by gender equality due to
there was no difference reliability, eigen values and factors loading between male and female, then gender difference could
be not taken into consideration. People NEP was not good predictor on conservation. Theoretical and practical implication
will be discussed on this paper.
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Massive carbon source found in tree dynamics of lowland Amazonian forests
David C. Marvin, Gregory P. Asner
Department of Global Ecology, Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA
Tropical forests play a pivotal role in the global carbon cycle, but our knowledge of inter-annual variation in the carbon flux
of these forests is highly uncertain. In undisturbed forests, emissions of carbon to the atmosphere are directly expressed by
natural tree gap dynamics, which are assumed to be dominated by full (whole) tree mortality. Branch fall and partial crown
failures have not been considered a meaningful part of gap dynamics, are rarely quantified, and have never been measured at
the landscape-scale or included in estimates of carbon fluxes. If these “upper canopy gaps” represent a nontrivial amount of
annual carbon loss, this oversight will alter our understanding of tropical forest carbon flux and may call into question our
reliance on tropical forests as a net carbon sink. Using data from a repeat airborne LiDAR campaign across 100,000 ha of
lowland western Amazonian forest, we quantified full tree mortality (full canopy gaps), branch and partial crown fall (upper
canopy gaps), and calculated the carbon source to the atmosphere of each gap type. We find that upper canopy gaps are 7
times more frequent than full canopy gaps and consistently occur across 99.7% of each landscape, while full canopy gaps are
more heterogeneously distributed. This results in upper canopy gaps exerting an unexpectedly major influence on the carbon
dynamics of the western Amazon, representing 21% more carbon loss than full canopy gaps on a landscape basis. The large
flux of upper canopy gap carbon and its sub-regional variation exposes a major miscalculation in bottom-up estimates of
tropical forest carbon fluxes that have not accounted for upper canopy gaps. Even assuming large inter-annual variation in
either forest fluxes and/or upper canopy carbon losses, this newly uncovered carbon source would markedly dampen the
magnitude of the reported western Amazonian forest carbon sink.
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Lianas, trees and the implications for tropical forest diversity and carbon dynamics
Stefan Schnitzer1, Geertje van der Heijden1, Leonor Alvarez-Cansino1, Laura Martinez-Izquierdo1, Maria Muriel-Garcia1,
Maria Elizabeth Rondriguez-Ronderos1, Stephen Yanoviak2, Jennifer Powers3
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Tropical forests store more than one third of all terrestrial carbon and account for over one third of terrestrial net primary
productivity, and thus they are a critical component of the global carbon cycle. Nearly all of the aboveground carbon in
tropical forests is held in tree biomass, and long-term carbon fluxes are balanced largely by tree growth and tree
death. Therefore, the vast majority of research on tropical forest carbon dynamics has focused on the growth and mortality of
canopy trees. Competition among trees is thought to be a zero-sum-game in terms of carbon dynamics; however, across
growth forms the zero-sum-game assumption breaks down. For example, competition between lianas (woody vines) and
trees may result in forest-wide carbon loss if lianas fail to accumulate the carbon that they displace in trees. Lianas may also
stabilize or destabilize tree species diversity if lianas affect some tree species more than others. We tested these hypotheses
using a series of large-scale liana-removal studies in gaps and in intact forest in the Republic of Panama.
We found that lianas competed intensely with trees, limiting rates of tree growth, sap-flow, seedling regeneration, and
reproduction. Liana competition had a similarly negative effect on all tree species examined. Lianas significantly reduced
carbon accumulation in trees, but lianas themselves could not compensate for the carbon that they displaced in trees.
Therefore, lianas have a multi-pronged effect on many aspects of tropical forest diversity and dynamics, and the recently
observed increases in liana density, biomass, and productivity in neotropical forests will likely result in lianas assuming a
greater role in future tropical forest dynamics and the global carbon cycle.
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Characterizing Tropical Forest Representativeness for Optimizing Sampling Network Coverage
Forrest Hoffman1,2, Jitendra Kumar2, Damian Maddalena3, William Hargrove4, James Randerson1
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Carolina, Wilmington, NC, USA, 4USDA Forest Service, Asheville, NC, USA
Tropical forests exchange more carbon and water with the atmosphere than any other biome on Earth, and they play
important roles in the planetary energy balance. Intact tropical forests are believed to be a major sink for atmospheric CO2,
accounting for up to 50% of terrestrial carbon uptake. Yet, in the coming decades the tropics are predicted to experience
exceptional changes in temperature, atmospheric CO2 levels, and in the timing and amount of precipitation. New research
efforts focused on quantifying ecosystem responses to such changes require a systematic approach for maximizing sampling
coverage while objectively representing environmental variability at appropriate spatial and temporal scales. We have
developed a quantitative methodology for stratifying sampling domains, informing site selection, and determining the
representativeness of measurements and sampling sites and networks. This analytical approach employs multivariate
spatiotemporal clustering (MSTC) and representativeness analysis with 4 km2 global bioclimate data to produce global maps
of ecoregions at various levels of division and to identify representative locations for sampling the environmental conditions
contained within them. We developed a representativeness metric and used it to generate maps quantifying the global and
tropical representativeness of the Fluxnet, RAINFOR, and CTFS-ForestGEO sampling networks. These maps indicate how
well each network represents tropical and global forests, and identify optimal locations for constructing additional sampling
sites. By combining representativeness maps from multiple networks, we have produced a map that can be used to understand
which combination of sites and networks best represent any given map location. This analysis provides useful insights into
optimal sampling strategies, offers a framework for up-scaling measurements using remote sensing and other gridded data,
and provides an approach for integration of models and measurements. These techniques can be applied at different spatial
and temporal scales to meet the needs of individual measurement campaigns.
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Predicting biomass of hyperdiverse and structurally complex Central Amazon forests - a virtual forest approach
using extensive field data
Daniel Magnabosco Marra1,2, Niro Higuchi3, Susan E. Trumbore2, Joaquim dos Santos3, Gabriel H.P.M. Ribeiro3, Adriano
J.N. Lima3, Vilany M.C. Carneiro3, Jeffrey Q. Chambers4, Robinson Negrón-Juárez4, Frederic Holzwarth1, Björn Reu1,

Christian Wirth1,5
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Processes Department, Max-Planck-Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany, 3Laboratório de Manejo Florestal,
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazônia, Manaus, Brazil, 4Climate Sciences Department, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, Berkeley, USA, 5German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research, Halle-Jena-Leipzig, Germany
Old-growth forests are subject to substantial changes in structure and species composition due to the intensification of human
activities, gradual climate change and extreme weather events. Trees store c. 90% of the total above-ground biomass (AGB)
in tropical forests and precise biomass estimation models are crucial for management and conservation. In the Central
Amazon, predicting tree biomass at large spatial-scales is a challenging task due to the heterogeneity of successional stages,
high species diversity and inherent variations in allometry and architecture. We developed generic AGB estimation models
applicable across species and a wide range of structural and compositional variation induced by species sorting into height
layers as well as frequent natural disturbances. We used 727 trees (DBH ≥ 5 cm) from 135 species harvested in forests near
Manaus, Brazil. Sampling from this dataset we assembled six scenarios designed to span a gradient in floristic composition
and of size distribution. This allowed the evaluation of the model that best predicts AGB at the landscape-level across
successional gradients. We found that good individual tree model fits do not necessarily translate into good predictions of
AGB. When predicting AGB over scenarios through our different models, we observed systematic biases ranging from -14%
to +39%, with differences between predicted and observed AGB values of up to 126 Mg ha-1 (dry mass). Both structural and
floristic variations led to biases in landscape-level biomass estimates. Models where the variance was modeled as a function
of DBH, including species-specific attributes (e.g. successional group and wood density), produced more reliable estimates
for all scenarios. Improving the quality of biomass predictions for the Amazon basin still depend on the collection of
destructive allometry data and forest inventories, which may allow the parameterization of biomass estimation models that
capture variations in species-specific attributes and are valid across successional stages.
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Toward a better mechanistic understanding of soil carbon sequestration in tropical and temperate forests
Laëtitia Bréchet1,2, Emma Sayer1,2, Catherine Baxendale1, Luis Sangil-Lopez1, John Crawford1, Eduardo Medina Bárcenas1
1
The Lancaster University, Department of Lancaster Environment Centre, Lancaster, UK, 2The Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute, Panama, Panama
Tropical forest ecosystems play a significant role in the stability of the global carbon (C) balance because of the considerable
amount of C contained in the forest soils. Worldwide, forest soils store more C than the atmosphere and at least twice as
much C as the aboveground vegetation. Since CO2 efflux from the soil (i.e. soil respiration, SR) is the principal contributor to
total ecosystem respiration, even small changes in SR can have a large impact on ecosystem C balance.
Recent studies highlighted a significant increase in tropical forest primary productivity due to atmospheric CO2 fertilization.
Greater biomass in forest ecosystems can represent a substantial sink for C in the future by leading to greater input of fresh
organic matter to the soil, increasing soil C stocks, improving soil fertility and increasing primary production and C
sequestration in plant biomass. Worryingly, inputs of easily-mobilized organic substrate into the soil can temporary activate
diverse microbial populations and increase soil organic C turnover by boosting decomposition processes. Evaluating the
impact of enhanced litterfall on soil C storage is of the utmost importance because of possible negative feedback to the global
climate.
Recent work on plant-soil interactions highlights the particular importance of identifying the mechanisms underlying soil C
storage and release. To achieve this, we need to combine tools from multiple disciplines and resolve scaling issues. We
present first results from a project, which tests a new experimental framework using experiments in temperate and tropical
forests and comparisons across multiple scales. We show how studies in tropical forests in particular can help us gain a more
detailed mechanistic understanding of soil C dynamics in forests under global change.
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Biomass and Carbon shifts in the Atlantic Forest based on forest type and fragmentation
Dora Villela1, Luiz Eduardo Aragão2, Marcelo Nascimento1, Reinaldo Barbosa4, Patrick Meir3, John Grace3
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Espaciais (INPE), São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil, 3The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 4Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisas da Amazônia (INPA), Boa Vista, RR, Brazil
The Brazilian Atlantic forest has been reduced to remnants constituting only 12% of its original extent. Because of the
extensive fragmentation, any climatic change can affect its stability. Using a database of structure and floristics of trees, we
estimated above ground biomass (AGB) at a regional spatial scale for the Atlantic Forest biome for both seasonal dry forest
(18 fragments) and also rainforest (10 fragments). We aimed to assess whether there is a spatial variation in AGB and carbon
stock in Atlantic forest fragments dependent on factors related to forest type (climate) and fragmentation (fragment size). It is
expected that: (1) rainforest present higher biomass than dry forest; (2) smaller fragments has less biomass than larger
fragments.
The AGB of the rainforest was 100 tons higher than the dry forest values. Rainfall and seasonality are the main determinant
of the type of forest in the Atlantic region, in addition it is known that the dry tropical forests are ecologically and floristic
distinct to rainforest. Therefore, a specific dynamics of carbon storage in trees was expected. Our results are in agreement
with previous reports of a diminishing in biomass in smaller fragments of Atlantic forests, as a direct effect of fragment size.
However, this relationship was not verified considering dry forests fragments alone, which have a more intense degradation,
that can be a change factor of trees biomass, hiding the edge effect of the fragment. In the context of this research, one
question was addressed: In which sense fragmentation intensifies climate action? The resilience of tropical forest fragments
to climate change is unclear, but this research will enable to make more accurate predictions of carbon balance at a large
spatial scale for the Atlantic Forest biome in the future.
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*Divergent estimates of biomass carbon in south-east Asian rainforests: a Philippines study
Sharif Ahmed Mukul1, John Herbohn1,2
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Biomass carbon in tropical forest ecosystems is an issue of global concern due to their increasing importance in global
climate change mitigation strategies including REDD+. Measuring carbon stock in forest biomass, however, quite
challenging, and uncertainties still exists in different methods and approaches. Using inventory data from upland secondary
forests of the Philippines we studied the effect of allometric models and wood density on species level and landscape level
allocation of biomass carbon in Philippines forests. We used the generic allometric models developed by Brown (1997) and
Chave et al. (2005), and a localized model developed after Ketterings et al. (2001). Species wood density information was
collected from the World Agroforestry Center, World Wood Density Database, and from our own study. Our comparison
revealed different estimates of biomass carbon using different models and wood density. Model developed by Brown (1997)
and wood density from World Agroforestry Wood Density Database overestimates the measures of biomass carbon both at
species and landscape level whereas localized equation developed after Ketterings et al. (2001) and own density data
provides more realistic estimate of biomass carbon. Our study concludes for the use of locally calibrated allometric model
and wood density for reliable estimates of biomass carbon in tropical forest ecosystem.
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Carbon storage in the Amazonian rainforest: estimates with an individual-based forest gap model
Edna Roedig, Matthias Cuntz, Andreas Huth
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ, Leipzig, Germany
Uncertain estimations of carbon storage in the Amazonian rainforest might take a great share in the uncertainties of the global
carbon cycle. It is a major issue in carbon cycle research and is addressed, for example, with remote sensing and global
vegetation models. However, tropical forests are characterized by their high biodiversity and successional dynamics caused
by natural disturbances. These cannot be captured satisfyingly on large spatial scales. We therefore emphasize the need of
simulating forest dynamics on a small spatial scale (e.g. with individual-based forest models) before upscaling to the whole
Amazonian rainforest.
We applied the individual-based forest gap model FORMIND to several observational, 9 ha tropical forest sites in the
Amazonian rainforest in order to simulate biomass of different successional stages. FORMIND is a well-established tool to

reproduce dynamics and structures of highly diverse forest ecosystems and to investigate its' changes caused by disturbances
(e.g. logging or fire). Species diversity was categorized into plant functional types. The parameters of the forest model were
calibrated against data from field studies: from forest inventories of different successional stages and estimates of canopy
heights derived from light detection and ranging (lidar) data. The forest model was then validated at independent sites.
The forest model could reproduce observed biomass and forest structures in the steady-state and captured well the
successional stages of nearby disturbed forest sites (16 and 100 year-old stands). At the far-distanced (500-1500 km distance
from calibration sites) validation sites, the forest model could reproduce observed biomass only by assuming a spatial
gradient of mortality rates across the Amazonian. The forest simulations also reproduced canopy heights of old-growth
forests as derived from lidar data. In a next step, we link forest simulations and lidar data to estimate carbon storage of the
whole Amazonian rainforest with a high spatial resolution.
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*The Relationship between Aboveground Wood Productivity and patterns of tree turnover in Venezuelan tropical
forests.
Emilio Vilanova1,2, Gregory Ettl1, Hirma Ramírez-Angulo2, Armando Torres-Lezama2
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Islands, 2Instituto de Investigaciones para el Desarrollo Forestal (INDEFOR) - Universidad de Los Andes, Mérida, Mérida,
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We use data from 51 permanent plots ranging from 0.25 – 1 ha in area, and with 11 to 50 years of information in contrasting
ecological conditions of tropical forests of Venezuela, South America to: 1) investigate the main processes of tree dynamics
(mortality and recruitment); and 2) analyze the patterns of aboveground wood productivity across several forest types. We
test the hypothesis that the patterns of tree turnover are good predictors of wood productivity among all sites. A consistent
positive trend in both mortality (+2.40 % year-1 ± 0.01 95% CI) and recruitment (+2.34 % year-1 ± 0.84 95% CI) rates was
found across all sites. Forests limited by soil fertility (e.g. Guiana Shield) or by temperature and altitude (e.g. Andean cloud
forests) on average have 37% more aboveground biomass than more productive sites. On average, wood biomass
productivity (WP) was 1.68 ± 0.94 Mg ha-1 year-1 across all sites. WP in high productive sites (Andean-Mid Elevation,
Eastern and Western Plains) was, on average, 70% higher than the rate estimated for forests with low turnover (Andes High
Elevation, Guiana Shield and Eastern Amazon). By means of multivariate analysis we found a significant relationships
between aboveground biomass and a specific combination of variables that could be explained mostly by the inverse
correlations of turnover rates and wood density, and the negative association between temperature and elevation. These
results could serve as inputs for other studies with regards of analyzing carbon cycle in tropical forests and to strength the
process of modelling the effects of climate change in these ecosystems.
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*Above and below-ground carbon storage in the largest peatland complex in Amazonia
Frederick Draper1, Katherine Roucoux2, Ian Lawson2, Edward Mitchard3, Euridice Honorio Coronado4, Outi Lähteenoja5,
Luis Torres Montenegro6, Elvis Valderrama Sandoval6, Ricardo Zaráte4, Timothy Baker1
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Nacional de la Amazonía Peruana, Iquitos, Peru
Peatlands in Amazonian Peru have recently been found to store large quantities of below-ground carbon, but there is
considerable uncertainty as to the spatial extent and total carbon stocks of these ecosystems. In this study we use a multisensor (Landsat, ALOS PALSAR and SRTM) remote sensing approach together with field data, to map the distribution of
different peatland ecosystems (palm swamps, pole forests and open peatlands) in the Pastaza-Marañon foreland basin, Peru.
Using this spatial data alongside extensive field measurements of above- and below-ground carbon, we are able to provide
the first estimates of the total ecosystem carbon stock. The peatlands were found to cover 35 600 ± 2133 km2 and contain
3.14 (0.44-8.15) Pg C, therefore making a substantial contribution to national carbon stocks. Variation in peat thickness and
bulk density are the most important sources of uncertainty in these values. One particular ecosystem type, peatland pole
forest, is found to be the most carbon-dense ecosystem yet identified in Amazonia (1391 ± 710 Mg C ha-1). Additionally, we
provide an initial assessment of how the poorly described peatlands contribute to regional tree diversity in this heterogeneous

landscape. Finally, we recommend that Amazonian peatlands should be a priority for research and conservation before
developing regional infrastructure leads to degradation of these ecosystems.

Symposium 17: Insular Tropical Streams: Case Studies to Biotic Responses to Hurricanes,
Droughts, and Landuse Changes in Hawaii and Puerto Rico
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Synthesis of research from the Luquillo Experimental Forest: resilience of riparian and stream communities in
headwater streams
Tamara Heartsill Scalley1, Alan P. Covich2
1
USDA Forest Service, International Institute of Tropical Forestry, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, 2University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia, USA
The Long Term Ecological Research Program and related research on the Luquillo Experimental Forest (LEF) have
documented organic matter inputs into streams and responses by stream fauna to changing conditions. Stream ecosystems of
the LEF receive relatively high rainfall but have little water storage capacity. In recent years, both high rainfall and drought
events have influenced how these ecosystems function. Studies of the LEF streams have observed a link between rainfall,
stream discharge, and short-term shrimp abundances. Organic matter inputs into these headwater streams seem to vary due to
seasonality of rainfall and, to a lesser extent, phenology. Shifting rainfall seasonality could alter the input of organic matter
into these systems. Changes in organic matter inputs to streams could thus affect the abundance of aquatic fauna such as
detritivorous shrimp. Studies have documented that hurricanes and high rainfall events had limited effects on shrimp
abundance and were associated with low C/N ratios of organic matter. This resilience is contrasted to drought periods, where
decreased shrimp abundance in the headwater streams occurs in the context of decreased habitat quality, increased predation
and organic matter inputs with high C/N ratios. These shrimp species have acquired life history strategies that sustain their
populations through hurricane and flood events however; their capacity to withstand droughts and changes in organic matter
inputs requires further study, in light of ongoing climatic variability.
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Feeding microhabitat use and movements of juvenile Mugil cephalus in a lowland Hawaiian stream
Kauaoa Fraiola, Stephanie Carlson
University of California, Berkeley, California, USA
Understanding the habitat use of an organism is an important first step to understanding its ecology and also provides critical
information for guiding management and conservation of riverine fishes. Most habitat use studies focused on freshwater
fishes have focused on temperate systems, with far less research on fish habitat use in tropical streams. Here, we conducted
preliminary studies on the microhabitat use and selectivity patterns of juvenile Mugil cephalus within a Hawaiian stream as
well as patterns of movement between the nursery stream and downstream estuary. To characterize microhabitat use and
selectivity, we compared the microhabitat attributes of feeding locations to those available to the fish. We also assessed the
effectiveness of PIT tags for studying the ecology of mullet via a lab study that quantified tag retention. Mullet fed in areas
characterized by moderate velocities (0.21 - 0.60 m/s), shallow to moderate depths (0.31 - 0.80 m), gravel as dominant
substrates, and low canopy cover, suggesting that juvenile M. cephalus are selecting for erosional type habitats and avoiding
depositional habitats. Results revealed that PIT-tags were not expelled and that survival and growth were high during the 48
day laboratory study. In the field, we PIT-tagged 19 juvenile mullet (size range: 14.6 - 18.7 cm) in the stream, of which 1/4
(n=5) were documented moving between the stream and estuary, typically moving downstream during the night. During our
study, we had one possible missed detection at our antenna out of 189 detections (inferred from last known location).
Knowing how M. cephalus in streams/rivers use the habitats available and move between them is important for understanding
how to manage nursery freshwater habitat for juvenile M. cephalus in the face of increasing anthropogenic impacts and a
changing climate.
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Potential Ecological and Evolutionary Impacts of Climate Change on Neotropical Decapods
Todd Crowl1, Alan Covich2, Omar Perez-Reyes1
1
Florida International University, Florida, USA, 2University of Georgia, Georgia, USA
Neotropical streams are frequently dominated by a diverse and very specialized group of decapods that have important roles
in recycling nutrients and in processing organic matter in both headwater, forested ecosystems and in coastal urban streams.
Long-term research on streams in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico has resulted in surprising results. Hurricanes
appear to enhance decapod growth and reproductive rates through the increase detrital inputs associated with high winds
causing prolonged increases in density. In contrast, droughts cause increased mortality through habitat loss, increased
predation rates and even potential oxygen decreases. Predicted changes in the timing and rainfall suggest that we will
experience prolonged periods of low rainfall and more importantly, a shift in the timing of rainfall. Currently, Puerto Rico
receives high, but relatively constant rain for all months except February and March, when periods of low rainfall are often
observed. New predictions suggest that the period of decreased rainfall may switch to June and July; this is noteworthy
because all decapod species currently show high reproductive activity during those months, when high discharge is required
to transport larvae to the estuarine environment where they undergo metamorphosis.
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Long-term effects of multiple hurricanes and droughts on stream detritivores and ecosystem services in Puerto Rican
streams.
Alan Covich1, Todd Crowl2, Omar Perez-Reyes3,2
1
Odum School of Ecology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA., USA, 2Southeastern Environmental Research Center, Florida
International University, Miami, FL., USA, 3Ecology Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT., USA
Caribbean climate variability is expected to result in more frequent and prolonged droughts as well as more frequent and
intense hurricanes over the next 30 years. Based on 24 years of observations on patterns of leaf-litter processing and
population dynamics of detritivores, as part of the Long Term Ecological Research Program in the Luquillo Mountains of
Puerto Rico, it appears likely that the combination of high and low flows will alter headwater ecosystems. A conceptual
model provides a basis for understanding those species-specific relationships affected by highly variable flow regimes that
can alter the migratory behavior of the dominant benthic consumers, freshwater shrimps (Macrobrahcium spp., Atya lanipes,
and Xiphocaris elongata). The timing as well as the distances shrimp move upstream from estuaries, where post-larvae
develop, are expected to change during periods of extremely low flows. Both the distance and direction of movement by
some larger shrimp such as Macrobrachium carcinus appear to respond to density-dependent changes among alternatively
accessible pools. These shifts alter their access to different food resources and to spatial refugia from fish predators. Because
these shrimp are generally positively rheotactic, they usually move into the flow. However, some species tend to remain in
the same pools for years. Sustaining these populations is essential to provide the ecosystem functions of detrital processing
and biofiltration that provide “pre-treatment” of water quality in headwater tropical streams on Caribbean islands.
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Post larvae recruitment were sampled from ‘Iao Stream on the island of Maui, Hawai’i from 2000 to 2014.
Skippy Hau
Division of Aquatic Resources, Hawaii Department of Land & Natural Resources, Wailuku, Hawaii, USA
‘Iao Stream on Maui had been modified with diversions to water sugar plantations and channelization for flood control since
Territorial times. Diversions and modification to streams often result in barriers to movement and dispersal of freshwater
species. This study documents the postlarval migration of native amphidromous stream animals returning from their marine
phase of their life history into diverted and channelized ‘Iao Stream. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that post
larvae will recruit to highly modified streams during periods when stream flow reaches the ocean. Post larvae were collected
in a concrete run using a fine-mesh aquarium net, identified, counted and returned to the stream. The opae kuahiwi (Atyoida
bisulcata) was the most abundant and averaged 32.3+ 22.2 (mean+S.D.) post larvae per flow day. ‘O’opu alamo’o (Lentipes
concolor) was 1.5+1.9 post larvae per flow day. The introduced species collected were Tahitian prawn (Macrobrachium lar)
1.1+1.3 post larvae per flow day and guppies (Poecilia reticulata) and swordtails (Xyphophorus helleri) combined 0.1+0.1
juvenile or adult per flow day. Three important native species were also detected: ‘O’opu nopili (Sicyopterus stimpsoni)

0.6+0.6 post larvae per flow day, ‘O’opu nakea (Awaous stamineus) 0.2+0.4 post larvae per flow day, and aholehole (Kuhlia
xenura) 0.1+0.2 juvenile per flow day. From 2007 to 2013, rainfall was below average. Interestingly, heavy rainstorms
during March and April 2014 resulted in the return of all five ‘o’opu (Gobiidae and Eleotridae) and both opae ‘oe ha’a
(Macrobrachium grandimanus) and the Tahitian prawn (M. lar) in lower ‘Iao Stream during the summer. During October
2014, diverted water was released to sustain a continuous flow to the ocean.
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Impacts of declining rainfall on the hydrological and ecological function of Hawaiian streams
Richard MacKenzie1, Ayron Strauch2, Ralph Tingley3, Therese Frauendorf5, Michael Riney4, Patra Foulk1, Christian
Giardina1, Dana Infante3, Rebecca Ostertag4, Gregory Bruland6
1
USDA Forest Service, Hilo, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Manoa, Manoa, HI, USA, 3Michigan State University, East
Lansing, MI, USA, 4University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA, 5University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada,
6
Principia College, Elsah, IL, USA
Ensuring the continued capacity of tropical landscapes to provide clean, fresh water to sustain life is among the greatest
natural resource challenges facing tropical regions. Climate change is one growing threat already impacting Pacific Island
watersheds and their associated ecosystem services. Mid-elevation warming in Hawaii over the last 30 years has exceeded the
global average, while stream flow has been reduced by 10%. Climate projections for the region forecast continued warming
and drying with fewer but more intense rain events. It is unclear how these changes in rainfall will impact the hydrological
and ecological function of tropical island streams.
The North Hilo coast of Hawaii Island provides us with an ideal ecosystem to examine how changes in rainfall will impact
various hydrological and ecological functions of Hawaiian streams. Study sites are located across a naturally occurring
rainfall gradient (<3500-7000 mm/yr), while other factors (e.g., air temperature, vegetation, substrate age) are held relatively
constant. For the past four years, we have been continuously monitoring stream height and thus discharge in twelve streams.
Ecological parameters have also been monitored in these same streams or in a subset of them and include shrimp diet,
fecundity, recruitment, and fitness; algal growth; benthic invertebrate community structure and production; and organic
matter dynamics. Results over the past four years will be summarized and presented.
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Methodological norms in terrestrial bird surveys--current approaches are incomplete, inconsistent and unreliable.
David Watson
Charles Sturt University, Albury, New South Wales, Australia
Conventional techniques for sampling terrestrial birds rely on fixed-effort methods originally devised to estimate abundances
in relatively species-poor assemblages in homogenous habitats. These approaches are the primary means of estimating
species richness to address many pure and applied questions in a wide range of contexts, and assume species detectability
(between species across sites and within species between sites) is invariant. Several approaches have been developed that
account for variable detectability either using alternative sampling methods or by adjusting counts derived using conventional
approaches. It is unclear, however, whether these new techniques have been adopted by researchers, and how suitable they
are for application to high diversity tropical ecosystems. Here, I review the methods in current use to determine how
variation in detectability is dealt with, how much effort is devoted to sampling each site and how sampling effort is
determined. Of 182 empirical studies published in the last decade, 139 provided no justification for the sufficiency of
sampling effort used. Of those 153 studies that provided sampling effort in minutes, 140 studies used samples of 30 min. or
less, with 112 studies devoting 180 min or less to each data point. Forty-seven studies used proportional sampling designs,
compared with 126 studies relying on fixed effort methods and 9 studies which used variable effort; 138 studies did not
account for detectability. These norms are compared with an exhaustive study of the bird assemblage inhabiting Barro
Colorado Island, Panama, illustrating how results-based stopping rules can yield comparable richness estimates of known
completeness unaffected by species, site or observer-based variation in detectability. I conclude with five recommendations
for best-practice sampling of terrestrial bird assemblages, demonstrating that improved design yields more comparable data
without necessitating greater total effort.
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The role of behavior in species response to landscape change: the case of King Vulture in the Southern Yucatan
Sophie Calme1,2, Yol Reyes2, Marie-Eve Andre1, Louis-Philippe Chretien1
1
Universite de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, 2El Colegio de la Frontera Sur, Chetumal, Quintana Roo, Mexico
The nonlinear relationship between forest cover and the abundance of certain forest-dwelling species underscore the
existence of significant indirect effects of habitat loss and fragmentation. While some of these indirect effects are related to
landscape composition and configuration, and are therefore relatively easy to uncover, others require examining closely the
behavior of the species. We illustrate some of these indirect effects for the King Vulture (Sarcoramphus papa), an avian
scavenger of Neotropical forests. We studied King Vulture's behavior at roosting and feeding sites in the Southern Yucatan
Peninsula to understand its relationships with landscape change to explain the species high sensitivity to forest decline. To
achieve this goal, we used automated cameras at permanent roosts (in the canopy and at the floor level), and at carcasses
located semi-randomly in the landscape, according to a paired design. The pictures and videos obtained were subsequently
analyzed to test for the 1) use of water (for bathing and drinking) at roost; 2) effect of the abundance of competitor species
(Turkey Vulture, Cathartes aura, and Black Vulture, Coragyps atratus) at foraging sites. We found that King Vulture uses
permanent roosts increasingly for drinking and bathing when air temperature rises, emphasizing the dependence of King
Vulture on water and the importance of these sites in a region of notorious water scarcity during the dry, hot season. We also
showed that King Vulture's abundance at carcasses exhibits a quadratic relationship with the abundance of Black Vulture.
Fair numbers (8-17 individuals) of Black Vulture at carcasses attract King Vulture by local enhancement, whereas higher
numbers appear to repel them, probably due to competition. High abundance of Black Vulture occurs only in the less forested
parts of the landscape. Our results stress the importance of better understanding species behavior to interpret the effects of
landscape change on species.
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Iridescence in Colombian birds: Patterns, processes and associated mechanisms
Gabriel Jaime Colorado Zuluaga1, Hugo Alejandro Suarez Rodriguez1, Herbert Vinck2
1
Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Leticia, Amazonas, Colombia, 2Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Bogotá, Colombia
Coloration in birds is produced mainly in two different ways, either by the synthesis of complex organic pigments or by
physical structures that give rise to color through interference of light, namely iridescence. In particular for birds, iridescence
appears primarily on the feathers, and they can be defined as a structural coloration produced by matrices of melanin granules
combined with vacuoles suspended in keratin. Although the patterns and mechanisms of iridescent color production in birds
show variability in the nanostructures, it has been suggested similarity in both the patterns and mechanisms that explain it.
The functionality of this phenomenon in birds has been mainly associated with communicative (e.g. sexual selection,
antagonistic behavior and honest communication signals) and non-communicative functions (e.g. thermoregulation,
protection of the individual). This research has two purposes. Initially, we aim to analyze information on nanostructure
patterns for which the iridescent color is produced in the feathers of birds and the functions that can be associated with this
phenomenon. Second, we assessed the phenomenon of iridescence on the birds of Colombia, the country with the highest
diversity of species of this group in the world. 81 genera distributed among 18 families and 10 orders were recorded. Most
diverse families with iridescence were hummingbirds (Trochilidae), followed by Tanagers (Thraupidae). Based on this
analysis, a number of issues and areas of research that can be addressed in this area are suggested. In particular, we highlight
the importance of this research in the context of a megadiverse country where the study of the nanophotonics allows, on one
side, recognizing and characterizing biological systems and, on the other side, contribute in different aspects of applied
physics as well as potential application (e.g. colorimetric sensors).
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Birds of Two Oceans? Trans-Andes and trans-continental migration of Black Skimmers (Rynchops niger cinerascens)
from the Peruvian Amazon
Lisa Davenport1, Katharine Goodenough2, Torbjorn Haugaasen3
1
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA, 2San Diego Waterbird Research Group, San Diego, CA, USA, 3Norwegian University
of Life Sciences, Ås, Norway

In the Amazon Basin, seasonal flooding compels many breeding birds to undertake annual migrations. The possibility of
trans-Andes migration has largely been discounted given the high geographic barrier posed by the Andean Cordillera and the
desert habitat along most of the Pacific Coast. We demonstrate a trans-Andes route for Black Skimmers (Rynchops niger
cinerascens) breeding in the Amazonian lowlands of Manu National Park, Perú. Of eight skimmers tracked with satellite
telemetry, three provided outbound migration routes, with two crossing the high Andes to the Pacific. A third migrant
undertook an unexpected southeastern migration, traveling over 1800 km before transmissions ended in eastern Paraguay,
possibly en route to the Atlantic Ocean. In addition, several birds commuted regularly to distant watersheds during the
breeding season, and one trans-Andes migrant traveled down the Pacific Coast to spend the austral summer near Concepcion,
Chile, well outside the tropics. This is the first documentation of trans-Andes migration observed for a waterbird breeding in
lowland Amazonia. The only other trans-Andes passage known is for Arctic Terns (Sterna paradisaea), which migrate to
southern oceans from the Arctic through a region of the Southern Andes characterized by considerably lower mountain
passes. Our results from Black Skimmers in Manu appear to suggest an inter-habitat migration in which birds shift from
riverine to marine habitats. The results are particularly unique in that birds from one locale diverge across the South
American continent towards both oceans and in a direction countercurrent to the movements of South America’s terrestrial
austral migrants.
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Crowding, termite nest use, and body condition in the specialist gecko Gymnodactylus amarali on artificial islands in
central Brazil
Reuber Brandão, Guilherme Santoro, Anna Carolina Ramalho
Laboratório de Fauna e Unidades de Conservação, Departamento de Engenharia Florestal, Universidade de Brasília,
Brasília, Distrito Federal, Brazil
The number of individuals of specialist species could be mainly determinate by the raw abundance of resources, whereas
ecological interactions (as predation and competition) may be less important. The Cerrado endemic gecko Gymnodactylus
amarali is the unique lizard on Cerrado that is specialized on living inside termite nests. We tested whether crowding effects
related to islands formation in a large hydroelectric reservoir affects gecko body condition on a 16 year study. Between 1996
to 1999 lizards were sampled using pitfall traps, but in 2001 and 2011 we recorded gecko abundance, habitat structure, and
termitaria availability in ten 50x50m quadrats (five in islands and five in margins). Islands and margins did not differ in
termite nest availability and lizard abundance was not different on reservoir margins in different years. The lizard abundance
was higher on islands on 2001, when its body condition was smaller. Its abundance decrease on islands on 2011, and was not
different for margins, but its body condition was higher than for 2001 and similar to 1996 (before flooding). The proportion
of termite nests occupied was not different between islands and margins for 2001, but the number of lizards using individual
nests was larger on islands. Body size condition was different between years, with geckos presenting similar body condition
for 1996 and 2011, but smaller for 2001. Our results suggest that termite nest availability is very important for this gecko and
crowding have a negative effects on its fitness, probably reflecting intraspecific agonistic interactions.
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*The interplay between environmental temperatures and locomotor performance of lizards and their preferred body
temperatures during reproduction period
Buddhi Dayananda
School of the Environment, University of Technology Sydney, Broadway NSW 2007, Australia
Reptiles are highly sensitive to the altered temperatures that may result from climate change. To predict reptiles’ responses to
changing climates we need to understand how their life stages are affected by altered temperatures. I investigated how
temperature affects the locomotor performance of gravid and non-gravid females of the rock-dwelling gecko, Oedura
lesueurii. I measured the preferred body temperatures of females during and after pregnancy in a cost-free thermal gradient.
During pregnancy, females selected a narrower range of body temperatures (27.7–30.5°C) than when they were not pregnant
(23.7–28.7°C). I measured the locomotor performance of adult females during late pregnancy, and one week after they laid
eggs at four temperatures (20°, 25°, 30° and 35°C). Females ran more slowly when they were pregnant compared to when
they were not pregnant. Sprint speed of female lizards was also affected by body temperature. Gravid females ran fastest at
25°C and slowest at 35°C, while non-gravid females ran fastest at 30°C and slowest at 35°C. Potentially, decreased sprint
performance at high temperatures could increase predation risk for gravid females. My results show that during pregnancy,
females sprinted 20% more slowly at their preferred body temperatures. This suggests that pregnant females prioritise
thermoregulation over the potential fitness consequences of reduced locomotor performance. Hence, pregnant lizards could

be in “double trouble” under a climate warming scenario, due to the mismatch between environmental temperatures, sprinting
ability, and preferred body temperatures.
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Adaptive shifts in female mating preferences within in a fiddler crab population
Huon Clark, Patricia Backwell
The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
Females of several species can temporally alter their mating preferences depending on the benefits of mating with specific
males. Females of the banana fiddler crab (Uca mjoebergi) adjust their mating preferences for male size depending on the
time in the mating period. Those that mate early, select larger males with cooler burrows, slowing embryonic development;
those mating later, select smaller males with warmer burrows, accelerating development. Consequently, all females release
larvae at the optimal highest spring tide. This pattern, however, is based on crabs living in the highest intertidal zone. In this
study we examine the pattern of female preferences throughout the intertidal zone. We show that females living in the lower
intertidal zones are less restricted by both temperature and tidal inundation and are able to release their larvae over a much
longer window of time. Here we show that females timed their mating and altered their mate choices depending on their
position in the intertidal zone. Females higher on the mudflat preferentially mated with larger males early in the mating cycle
and smaller males later in the mating cycle. This effect became less evident in the crabs living further down the mudflat and,
at the lowest site, female preferences for male size did not change over the duration of the mating period.
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*The population ecology of the lizard Anolis cristatellus in two contiguous but thermally distinct habitats
Luisa Otero, Alberto Sabat
Department of Biology, University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico
Reproductive cycles in Puerto Rican Anolis lizards are cyclical and are highly influenced by seasonal environmental
temperatures: female reproduction peaks in summer but drops in winter. Recent studies have shown that the reproductive
intensity and phenology of Anolis cristatellus differ strikingly between two types of habitats at a micro-landscape scale:
females in open habitats are more likely to be reproductive throughout the year -- especially in winter -- than are females in
adjacent forests. Is unknown if the demography of these lizards changes at this micro-landscape scale, but is likely
considering the fecundity differences that female lizards show in these two habitats. We have conducted a one year mark and
recapture study to asses if changes in the reproductive cycles are translating into a growing, declining or balanced population
at the two habitats. We marked at least 50 individuals (juveniles, females and males) of Anolis cristatellus in each habitat,
and conducted recaptures every month since September 2013 until September 2014. We used visible implant elastomers
(VIE-Northwest Marine Technology Inc) to mark the lizards individually. The mark and recapture of these lizards allowed us
to see if there are changes in abundances along the year, if there is an exchange of animals between the two types of habitats,
and if there are differences in other autoecology aspects such as survival rates, sex ratios, sizes structure, and population size
estimates. Preliminary results show that survival rates are higher in the open habitat, there is less than 3% of the lizards
moving between habitats, and the sex ratios differ between habitats. Differences in the demographic profiles found in these
two habitats show the importance of land use changes and habitat heterogeneity for the ecology of this tropical lizard.
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Evaluation of relative condition factor variation in the invasive spectacled caiman (Caiman crocodilus) in Puerto Rico
Damien Bontemps1, Rafael Joglar1, Eileen Ortiz2
1
University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 2Department of Natural and Environmental Resources, San
Juan, Puerto Rico
The spectacled caiman (Caiman crocodilus) was introduced to Puerto Rico over 50 years ago with the Tortuguero Lagoon
Natural Reserve (TLNR) as the epicenter of its proliferation. It is now considered an invasive species counting among the
exotic apex predators of this Neotropical insular ecosystem. Concerns are raised in regards with potential detrimental effects
its introduction may have in its novel environment. Previous attempts to control its dispersion have failed in part due to the
scarcity, nearly non-existent information available on its population dynamics. In the past, studies on crocodilian

populations’ health or well-being have been assessed using body condition factors. For this particular research project,
measurement data were obtained from 130 caimans across all life stages from October 2014 to March 2015 within the
TLNR. The empirical data were used to establish the relationship between the length and mass of the population assessed for
in order to derive its relative body condition factor. The caimans’ body condition values were further employed to evaluate
potential variations in relation with life stage, gender, temperature, and precipitation during this time frame. A significant
relationship was found between temperature and the body condition of all life stages whereas no relationship was found
between life stages, genders, or precipitation levels. Temperature fluctuation explained 15% of the existing condition factor
variation. Alike other ectothermic species, the spectacled caiman relies on environmental temperature in order to sustain
adequate metabolic rates allowing for foraging or breeding activities. A better understanding of this exotic crocodilian’s
population well-being along with continuous population dynamics monitoring could become beneficial to future development
of population management strategies.
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Blind toads in paradise: the cascading effect of vision loss on a Tropical archipelago
Julia Tolledo, Luis Felipe Toledo
Unicamp, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil
On the archipelago of Fernando de Noronha, nearly half of the individuals in the invasive population of Cururu Toads have
mouthpart, limb or eye deformities. Among these, a subset of adult toads is completely blind or has just one functional eye.
In this study we examined the consequences of this vision loss in relation to feeding and reproductive biology. Blind toads
were handicapped in relation to normal toads, whereas the half-blind individuals were intermediate. In contrast to the
expected active hunting mode used by normal toads, blind toads searched for prey using a sit-and-wait foraging strategy.
Blind toads had no stomach contents, whereas half-blind had fewer contents than normal toads. Besides that, prey guilds
differed between normal toads and half-blind toads. Body condition as well as reproductive effort was increased accordingly
to the number of functional eyes. Therefore, we suggest that shifts in feeding and hunting, as a consequence of vision loss,
influenced diet, with subsequent impact on overall body condition and reproductive effort. A cascade effect of this kind has
not been previously reported and provides insightful data to be explored aiming the understanding of behavioral plasticity
and reproductive fitness.

Open Session 13: Relating Functional Trait Attributes to Environmental Variables
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Relationships between biodiversity, plant functional traits and above ground biomass in secondary tropical montane
forests in the Northern Andes
Juan Posada1, Luis Gabriel López2, Natalia Norden3,4
1
University of el Rosario, Bogotá (D.C.), Colombia, 2District University, Bogotá (D.C.), Colombia, 3Cedrela Foundation,
Bogotá (D.C.), Colombia, 4Javeriana University, Bogotá (D.C.), Colombia
Andean forests are among the most diverse ecosystems in the world, and provide important ecosystem services, yet they are
also highly impacted by human activities. Young, short-stature, secondary forests are widely distributed in the Northern
Andes, but remain largely understudied. Our objective was to determine how biodiversity, above-ground biomass and plant
functional traits changed across the landscape and depending upon the successional status. Given that the area has been
heavily intervened for centuries, we anticipated that biodiversity would be relatively low and we would find a high frequency
of traits related to high resource acquisition, which are common in early successional species. We established 14, 400 m2
permanent plots in four different sites near the city of Bogota, Colombia, at elevations that varied between 2500 and 2950 m.
Within each plot, we tagged, identified and measured the basal diameter (BD) of all individual trees and shrubs with a BD>5
cm (N = 2001). We measured specific leaf area (SLA), leaf maximum net photosynthetic rate (Amax), leaf dry matter content
(LDMC), wood density (WD) and maximum potential height (Hmax). Above-ground biomass was estimated using existing
site-specific allometric relationships. Contrary to our expectations, species diversity was high (85 species) and only one
species was exotic. The community-weighted means of SLA, Hmax, and Amax increased with forest above-ground biomass,
while CWM-LDMC was negatively related to biomass. These results indicate that, unexpectedly, low biomass forest sites,
were favorable to species with ‘conservative’ traits while older secondary forests offer conditions favorable the presence of
‘acquisitive’ traits. In conclusion, despite its long history of heavy human intervention, these forests serve as key refuges for
biodiversity. Also, the ‘unusual’ functional composition of forests suggests that the drivers of succession in these montane
forests are different to that of lowland ecosystems.
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*Functional traits variation across different growth forms in high mountain Paramo's plants
Marisol Cruz1, Eloisa Lasso1,2
1
Universidad de los Andes, Bogota, Colombia, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama, Panama
Paramo is one of the most threatened ecosystems in the world. Mining and global warming, due to the increase of greenhouse
gases, are considered the principal causes of this threat. About 60% of the paramo vegetation is endemic and present specific
adaptations to deal with low temperatures, low atmospheric pressure, intense UV radiation, and the drying effects of strong
winds typically found in this ecosystem. However, this vegetation now faces a huge challenge given the speed and intensity
of the recent anthropogenic changes. Measurement of the functional traits of paramo’s plants is a critical first step to
elucidate the physiological mechanisms of speciation and adaptation in this isolated biome, to identify the most vulnerable
species and to predict the future of these under-studied plants in a global warming scenario. We measured 22 functional traits
on 14 species belonging to three different growth forms, shrubs, rosettes and herbs to evaluate how effective functional traits
are for determining ecological outcomes and the ecological roles of species. We did not find any variation between growth
forms for any of the 22 measured functional traits. When we performed discriminant analysis of related traits we found there
is always a group with almost all species grouped together and just few species apart. This previous results show us that we
have to take functional classification in consideration instead structural or phylogenetic classification for future modeling and
oncoming predictions
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The relationship of leaf venation architecture to life history in tropical dry forest trees: correlations with leaf type and
influence on growth rates
Lawren Sack1, Michael Rawls1, Lars Markesteijn2, Lourens Poorter3
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The leaf venation architecture is fundamental to physiological function, and thus venation traits have recently gained a great
deal of attention. Leaf vein traits are correlates or determinants of hydraulic and stomatal conductances and maximum
photosynthetic rates, and may thus contribute to niche differentiation, and potentially to plant performance. However, the
potential role of vein traits in influencing growth rates or life history, demographics and niche partitioning, and their
coordination with other functional traits have yet to be well-described within a community. We measured leaf venation traits
in detail for 31 tree species from Bolivian dry forest to analyze their correlations with other morphological, anatomical and
physiological traits, and with seedling demographic rates, and tested hypotheses based on theoretical expectations. We found
a large diversity of venation architecture within the community. We found novel relationships between vein traits and plant
height growth, after correcting for light habitat, implying that leaf venation can be a stronger predictor and determinant of
growth than other commonly measured functional traits. We found a higher vein length per area in compound-leafed than
simple-leafed species, providing a novel explanation for the functional significance of leaf type. Additionally, we confirmed
relationships previously described across large global datasets within this diverse community, including tight scaling of major
vein length and diameters with leaf size, and correlations of vein length per area with light habitat. We explore hypotheses for
the mechanisms and implications of these relationships. Overall, our findings support the important role of vein traits in
influencing species adaptation and demographics and thus contributing to life history variation across diverse species.
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*Drought tolerance as a driver of tropical forest assembly: separating spatial signatures for competition from habitat
associations
Megan K Bartlett1,2, Ya Zhang2, Jie Yang2, Nissa Kreidler1, Shanwen Sun2, Yue-Hua Hu2, Kunfang Cao2, Lawren Sack1
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Spatial patterns in trait variation reflect underlying community assembly processes, allowing us to test hypotheses about their
trait and environmental drivers by identifying the strongest correlates of characteristic spatial patterns. For 43 evergreen tree
species (> 1cm dbh) in a seasonally dry tropical forest 50 ha plot, we compared the ability of drought tolerance traits, other
physiological traits and commonly measured functional traits to predict the spatial patterns expected from the assembly

processes of habitat associations, niche overlap-based competition, and hierarchical competition. Species’ drought tolerance
and habitat variables related to soil water supply were strong drivers of habitat associations, and drought tolerance showed a
significant spatial signal for influencing competition. Overall, the strongest traits associated with habitat across the plot, as
quantified using multivariate habitat models, were leaf density, leaf turgor loss point (πtlp; also known as the leaf wilting
point), and stem hydraulic conductivity traits KS and KL (r2 range for the best fit models= 0.27-0.36). At neighborhood (020m) scales, species spatial aggregation was positively correlated with similarity in πtlp, consistent with predictions based on
hierarchical competition. Although the correlation between πtlp and interspecific spatial associations association was weak (r2
< 0.01), this indicated a persistent signature of the influence of drought tolerance on neighborhood interactions and
community assembly. Quantifying the full impact of traits on competitive interactions in forest communities may require
incorporating plasticity among individuals within species, and thus focusing on specific life stages, and moving beyond
individual traits to approaches for estimating the influence of multiple traits on whole-plant performance and resource
demand.
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Habitat partitioning among functional groups of tree species in response to topographic variations in a subtropical
forest in Brazil
Pedro Higuchi, Karine Souza, Ana Carolina Silva, Marcos Benedito Schimalski, Alaercio Denega, Jhenifer Ferrari, Juliana
Pizutti Dallabrida, Vanessa Fatima Soboleski, Aline Pereira Cruz
Santa Catarina State University, Lages, SC, Brazil
The understanding of mechanisms that promote the coexistence of tree species in forest ecosystem is essential for definition
of conservation strategies. Thus, we tested the hypothesis that topographic variations, by promoting ecological niche
differentiation in short spatial scale, represent an important source of environmental heterogeneity. For this, in a subtropical
forest in Southern Brazil, 50 10 x 20m plots were systematically allocated along three topographic sectors: lower,
intermediate and upper. Within each plot, all individuals of tree species with diameter at breast height (dbh) greater than or
equal to 5 cm were measured (dbh and height) and identified. Functional traits (wood basic density, leaf size, specific leaf
area, maximum potential height, dispersal guild, light requirement and deciduousness) were determined from each of the 20
most abundant species. The relationships between functional traits were verified by correlations tests. Community-weighted
means of trait values (CWM) and functional diversity (FD) were determined for each plot. After checking for normality, the
comparisons of functional traits and functional diversity among topographic sectors were performed using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey's HSD test, or Kruskal-Wallis with pairwise post hoc comparisons. Significant
correlations were observed between specific leaf area x leaf size, specific leaf area x maximum potential height and
maximum potential height x light requirement. The results demonstrate the existence of two distinctive functional groups,
occupying different topographic position. Greater size species with soft wood were observed in the lower sector. Smaller
size species with hard wood were observed occupying the intermediate and upper sectors. We conclude that the topography
represents an important source of forest heterogeneity, promoting spatial segregation of tree species and functional groups.
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Vulnerability of Scleronema micranthum (Ducke) Ducke, a resistant tree species to wind disturbance in Central
Amazon
Gabriel Ribeiro1, Jeffrey Chambers2, Chris Peterson3, Jeffery Cannon3, Daniel Marra4, Robinson Négron-Juárez2, Adriano
Lima1, Estevão de Paula1, Joaquim Santos1, Niro Higuchi1
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Recent studies have described the Central Amazon region as an alley of storm squall line activity. Such events can generate
natural exogenous disturbance that vary in size from small clusters to many hundreds of downed hectares, frequently cited as
"blowdowns". Highly localized downburst velocities potentially exceeding 30m/s that are of short duration (e.g. ~ 10 min or
less) drive these disturbances. These events highlight the vulnerability of Amazon trees to wind-driven mortality. In Central
Amazon forests ~50km north of Manaus stem density (> 10 cm DBH) averages 550-600 trees.ha-1 with a dominant height
averaging ~28.6m. Mortality created by blowdowns, primarily by snapping and uprooting, was highest on plateaus and
slopes, and appeared much less frequently in valley forests that occur on soils with a shallow water table. In this study, we
conducted tree-pulling experiments on two topographic positions in a Central Amazon Forest ~50km north of Manaus. The
selected specie Scleronema micranthum (Ducke) Ducke has been described as an unaffected or resistant specie in a forest
disturbed by a large blowdown nearby. There were no significant differences in Critical Turning Moments (CTM) among

"plateau" and valley in trees ranging from 20-40 cm in DBH, although trees in valley forests were more prone to snapping
and plateau trees were more prone to partial ruptures at the tree base. The DBH was the most correlated variable with CTM
that can be used to better understand relative vulnerability of Amazonia tree species by wind disturbances for the same DBH
class.
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Traits associated with nutrient impoverishment and shade-tolerance in tree juveniles of three Bornean rain forests
with contrasting nutrient availability
Ryota Aoyagi, Kanehiro Kitayama
Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto University, Kyoto city, Japan
Shade-tolerance, here defined as a capacity to survive under shaded conditions, has been considered as the important lifehistory trait that influences forest dynamics and structure. Many previous studies emphasized the significance of the
interspecific variation of shade-tolerance as the key driver of forest succession. On the other hand, the effects of factors other
than successional status on shade-tolerance have not been studied well, and it remains unclear how/if shade-tolerance of tree
juveniles differs among species adapted to different levels of nutrient availability. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that
functional traits associated with nutrient impoverishment contribute to enhancing shade-tolerance for the juveniles of canopy
tree species in Bornean rain forests. To test the hypothesis, survival and functional traits (biomass allocation, leaf dynamics
and foliar nutrient concentration) were investigated as a function of light conditions for saplings of 13 species in three forests
with different levels of nutrient availability. As predicted by the hypothesis, the species in the severely nutrient-poor site (a
tropical heath forest on nutrient-poor soils) showed greater shade-tolerance (>91% survival for 8 months at 5% global site
factor) than in the other two sites (mixed dipterocarp forests) (54%–87% survival). Across the species, greater shadetolerance was associated with a higher biomass allocation to roots, a slower leaf production and a higher foliar C
concentration, which are considered as C-conservation traits under nutrient impoverishment. These results suggest that the
juveniles of the canopy species occurring on nutrient-poor soils can enhance shade-tolerance by the same mechanisms as the
adaptation to nutrient impoverishments. Tree species in nutrient-poor environments may be selected for surviving also in
shaded conditions. Based on these results, we conclude that the variation of nutrient availability in the Bornean tropical
landscape can affect tree dynamics via influences on shade-tolerance of canopy tree species.
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Analysis of the past 50 years' tree growth by using 14C dating in an aseasonal tropical rain forest
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Growth analysis from tree-ring chronology has been difficult in trees of aseasonal tropical rain forests, because they do not
form clear year rings due to no climate seasonality. Tree growth history, however, provides important information for us to
know tree and forest response to past environmental changes including global warming. This study was designed to establish
a new technique and check its accuracy to determine tree growth rates from radiocarbon (14C) concentration in xylem tissue
by using a drastic decrease in 14C content in atmospheric CO2 after the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963. We selected 18
individuals in 12 species of 6 families, of which stem diameters at breast height (DBH) have been continuously recorded
since 1969, in Pasoh Forest Reserve in Malaysia. Wood core samples were collected from each individual and 14C
concentration were measured at 2 to 5 points where xylem was probably formed from 1970 - 2000 based on the past DBH
records. We then estimated the growth rate from the xylem formation years determined by 14C dating and the actual distance
between the points analyzed. As a result, we found a significant positive relation between the two growth rates determined
from 14C dating and calculated from DBH data respectively. This result has demonstrated that we can identify past growth
rates even in trees in aseasonal tropical rain forests with high accuracy by using 14C analyses of xylem.
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Dendrochronological reconstruction of establishment history in two tree species in tropical montane moist forests
Eduardo Sáenz-Ceja, Diego R. Pérez-Salicrup
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico
Tropical montane moist forests (sensu Holdrige), with biotemperatures c. 12 oC, and annual precipitation c. 1000 mm are
dominated by coniferous species in the Mexican central volcanic axis, growing between 2400 - 3500 m of elevation. Unlike
their temperate counterparts of latitudes beyond the tropics, these forests seldomly experience snowfall, and mean annual
temperatures during winter exceed 0 oC. The Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserves, where millions of Danaus plexippus
butterflies overwinter every year, are dominated by Abies religiosa and Pinus pseudostrobus. These two tree species have
been reported to differ in their establishment strategies following disturbances, such as fires. In this study we reconstructed
the establishment history of both species along an elevation gradient, and evaluated whether A. religiosa had an
establishment history which suggested pulses after high severity disturbances, whereas P. pseudostrobus had a continuous
establishment, suggesting response to low severity disturbances. We established six elevation transects from 2250 to 3500 in
different portions of the reserve, and selected sampling points every 150 m of elevation. At each point we measured diameter
at 1.3 m (DBH) and took cores with an increment borer to the closest 25 trees to the sampling point < 25 cm DBH. We cross
dated every tree and documented year of establishment. Then we evaluated whether establishment histories for both species
suggested pulses or continuous establishment. We found that P. pseudostrobus is almost monodominant from 2250 to 2700
m. A. religiosa is monodominant from 3300 m and higher. Between 2700 - 3300 both trees co-dominate. At all elevations,
both species showed continuous establishment. This suggests that disturbance regimes are highly modified in these forests,
which nonetheless has not hindered the capacity of both species to regenerate.
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Influence of slope aspect and topographic position on functional composition of a tropical dry forest
Moisés Méndez-Toribio, Horacio Paz, Guillermo Ibarra-Manríquez
Centro de Investigaciones en Ecosistemas, Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico
Slope aspect and topographic position are relevant factors affecting water availability and solar radiation which drive niche
differentiation among species. Therefore, tree species are arranged in a continuum of two resource exploitation strategies.
The first one is an "acquisitive strategy" distinctive of drought-avoiders species; while the second is a "conservative strategy"
characteristic of drought-tolerant species. We tested whether woody community at dry soils (high parts of the hill slopes or
those S-facing slopes) exhibited a drought-tolerance strategy compared with that woody community in moist-habitat (low
sections of the hill slopes or those slopes facing to the N). The study took place at the Río Balsas watershed, Mexico. Twelve
functional traits (related to foliar cooling, foliar modulus of elasticity and ability to avoid or tolerate water stress) from 62
woody species (≥ 2.5 cm DBH) registered at 36 sampling plots 100 m2 (10 × 10 m) established at different topography
positions (low, middle and top) and contrasting slope aspect (N vs. S) were assessed. We used community- weighted means
of trait values to assess the influences of topographic factors on functional composition. Six functional traits were affected by
either slope aspect or topographic position and a significant interaction term was found just for leaf dry matter content. Our
results are in accordance with previous studies showing a strong relationship between stem and foliar traits. Accordingly with
a PCA, the functional strategies were only affected by topographic position. Contrary to our expectations, the lower parts of
the hill slopes were dominated by species with a conservative strategy, while at the upper parts of the slopes, the community
was mainly dominated by species with a resource exploitative strategy. These results highlight the importance of topography
as a central feature acting as a key force determining functional composition of tropical dry forest tree communities.
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Towards a framework of payment for ecosystem services in São Paulo's sugarcane belt (Brazil)
Moara A. Canova Teixeira1, David Montenegro Lapola1, Gleiciani B. Patrício Roberto1, Rafaela Silva1, Patrícia Pinho2, Joerg
A. Priess3
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The Brazilian Forest Code demands the protection of native vegetation in private farmland, aiming at the sustainability of
agroecosystems and their ecosystem services (ESS). The Code’s 2012 version predicts incentives to establish Payments for
Ecosystem Services (PES) schemes, but does not specify how to operationalize them. In this project we explore the potential
for PES implementation in areas of high agricultural suitability in the sugarcane belt of São Paulo State through participatory
methods. First, we visited sugarcane and food-producing farms in the Rio Claro and Limeira municipalities, in order to
interview farmers and identify ESS on agricultural land and remnants. Second, we conducted a workshop, with stakeholders,
and a representative public opinion survey in Rio Claro. We participate from several meetings with decision makers to access
the possibilities of a PES implementation. We observed that most ESS were provided by forests, but most farms exhibit
deficits of native vegetation, according to the Forest Code. Farmers are conscious about this situation and the importance of
the ESS maintenance. They are interested in forest restoration, and feel enthusiastic about receiving monetary compensation
for it (e.g. based on opportunity cost). During the workshop we observed that the majority of farmers do welcome a PES
scheme. Even though decision makers expressed a concern about raising funding for such a scheme from the official
municipality budget, the public survey revealed that the city population is willing to pay an average of R$1,00/month as a
compensation for local forest restoration and maintenance on private farms. Thus, in Rio Claro region both stakeholders
recognize the importance of forest restoration/conservation and as decision makers are interested in establishing a PES
scheme, but the identification of viable funding options and technical execution of such a scheme remain as the most
challenging issues.
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Spatial distribution of Podocnemis expansa nests in the Brazilian Amazon and their level of vulnerability to climate
change
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In the Brazilian Amazon protected areas, where harvest is controlled, the major challenge for the survivorship of Podocnemis
hatchlings is the premature rise of the river water levels. A change in the rain and flood patterns due to climate change can
negatively impact the production of hatchlings. The aim of this study was to map and compare P. expansa nesting beaches
and nesting areas within the beaches in the REBIO Trombetas in relation to their height above the river level and test the
effect of different inundation scenarios on nest mortality in 2014. According to a Two-Way Anova, there was an effect of the
nesting beaches, F(1, 1705) = 117.97, p < 0.001, indicating that the sampled points in the Jacaré beach (highest incidence of
nests) were significantly higher than those from the Farias beach (lower incidence of nests). There was also an effect of
nesting sites, F(1, 1705) = 146.24, p < 0.001, showing that nesting areas within beaches are significantly higher than nonnesting areas. We did not find a significant interaction between nesting beaches and nesting areas, F(1, 1705) = 0.22, p =
0.64. Since the beginning of the 80's, the Jacaré beach has been the main nesting site for P. expansa. In 2014, this beach
presented the largest total area (0.774 km2) and the highest sampled points and nesting areas in relation to the water level.
According to the inundation scenarios tested in this study, nests located in the highest points of Jacaré beach would be the
only ones capable to survive a water level rise of more than two meters. Therefore, this beach is probably the most suitable
habitat for P. expansa nesting in the REBIO Trombetas. The results found in this study have the potential to help future turtle
management programs in the Amazon.
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Trajectory, habitat use and selection of the Brazilian snake-necked turtle Hydromedusa maximiliani in southeastern
Brazil
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Georges4, Bernd Gruber4, Jaime Bertoluci2
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Mobility, direction and trajectory from a point to another contains intrinsic information on the habitat use and selection by
individuals. Thus, knowledge of these aspects is of utmost importance to describe distribution, abundance, gene flow, and
behavioral interactions between individuals in a population. In order to analyze the trajectory, habitat use and selection of the
vulnerable Snake-necked Turtle Hydromedusa maximiliani, 19 adult turtles (10 males and nine females) were fitted with
radio-transmitters and another 18 animals (11 females and seven males) were monitored with thread-bobbins over 3-days
periods monthly in October 2007, September 2008 to February 2009, and March to December 2010. We noticed an intense
use of refuges along the trajectories, with strong fidelity to the river course, which coupled with their relatively sedentary
behavior suggests that their needs for feeding and refuge are adequately provided within a small area of aquatic habitat.
However, more studies are needed in order to understand their terrestrial excursions. These habitats are strongly associated
with the most vulnerable life stages of these animals, such as nesting females, hatchlings and newly hatched young in search
of aquatic habitats. The simultaneous use of telemetry and bobbins are highly recommended when animals show low
mobility, as a detailed trail can bring important insights to the research and future monitoring and management programs.
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*Large variations in leaf trichome and their adaptive significance in Metrosideros polymorpha
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Metrosideros polymorpha, a dominant tree species on the island of Hawaii, shows extreme phenotypic variations. In
particular, the variation of leaf trichome is remarkable. Glabrous leaves tend to be common at wet environments while
pubescent leaves are common at drier environments. There are also large variations in the amount of trichome among
coexisting individuals. To understand adaptive significance of leaf trichome of M. polymorpha is thus important to
understand diversification of this species on the island of Hawaii. In this study, we explored adaptive significance of leaf
trichome (1) among coexisting individuals at 1280m elevation and (2) among populations at three elevations (100m, 1280m,
2400m) on the foot of Mt. Mauna Loa. In particular, we examined to what extent trichome reduced transpirational water loss
and increased water use efficiency, and whether the variations of the amount of trichomes were accompanied by variations of
other leaf and shoot traits. Within population, the amounts of trichome varied from 0 to 76 g m-2. Reduction of the
transpiration rate due to these trichomes was small, 3% at most. Consequently water use efficiency did not significantly differ
between the pubescent and glabrous individuals. However, the pubescent individuals had more nitrogen per area, higher
light-saturated photosynthetic rate and smaller leaf area per shoot than the glabrous individuals. Among populations, the
average amounts of trichome were 132, 31 and 19 g m-2 for 2400, 1280 and 100 m population respectively. Even in most
pubescent leaves at 2400m, trichome accounted for only 8% of total resistance for transpiration. The 2400m individuals had
more nitrogen per area, higher light-saturated photosynthetic rate and smaller leaf area per shoot. In short, the direct
contribution of trichome to saving water may be small. But associated changes in other leaf and shoot traits together
contribute to dry tolerance of M. polymorpha.
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Mapping canopy tree species across Barro Colorado Island, Panama, with airborne imaging spectroscopy
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Remote identification and mapping of canopy tree species can contribute valuable information towards our understanding of
ecosystem biodiversity and function over large spatial scales, but major challenges posed by highly diverse, closed-canopy
tropical forests have prevented automated remote species mapping of non-flowering tree crowns in these ecosystems.
However, new developments in airborne hyperspectral remote sensing (imaging spectroscopy) combined with advances in
machine learning classification methods have made it possible to remotely identify crowns of individual tree species, even
within closed-canopy tropical forests. We demonstrate these advances by using high-fidelity airborne imaging spectroscopy
and biased support vector machines (SVM) to identify crowns of 23 canopy tree species across the diverse tropical forest of
Barro Colorado Island (BCI), Panama. Cross-validation analysis revealed that our remote species classification model was

able to detect the 23 focal species with pixel-level producer's accuracies of 68-97%. The mapped crowns also allowed us to
identify the main axes of community turnover across the island and the primary environmental drivers of this turnover,
revealing a primary community compositional gradient corresponding to variation in slope and geological substrate. Our
results show the ability of airborne remote sensing technology to identify large numbers of tree species within a diverse
tropical forest canopy, opening these ecosystems to examination at broad spatial scales not previously possible.
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Influences of aggressive ants and seasonality on bird foraging in a coffee agroecosystem
Peter Bichier, Stacy Philpott
University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA, USA
Insectivorous birds commonly co-occur with aggressive canopy ants, but it is unclear how ant presence may alter bird
foraging activity or predatory activities. Ant activity and bird communities differ in dry (migrants and residents present) and
wet seasons (only residents present), but it is unknown whether ant effects on resident and migrant birds differ. We surveyed
bird foraging behavior on shade trees (Alchornea latifolia) in a coffee agroecosystem in Chiapas, Mexico to understand
whether presence of the aggressive canopy ant, Azteca sericeasur, is associated with changes in the number and duration of
visits to trees. We surveyed trees without Azteca and trees with a range of Azteca activity during repeated 30 min.
observations during the dry season (February) and the wet season (June-July). Insectivorous birds made fewer visits to trees
with Azteca and the duration of visits to Azteca trees was shorter for all, migratory, resident, and insectivorous birds. Visit
duration of omnivores and nectarivores did not differ with Azteca presence. The duration of insectivore visits during the wet
season negatively correlated with the specific activity level of Azteca ants on a tree. Thus Azteca may affect birds by direct
aggression, but more likely by reducing the food supply available to insectivores. There were no significant interactions
between Azteca presence and season, indicating Azteca effects were constant across seasons. Generally, bird visits were more
frequent and longer during the dry season, likely due to higher bird populations with the influx of migratory birds and higher
floral and insect resources.
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Does microbial-mediated plant-soil feedback regulate congeneric recruitment in the genus Cecropia?
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The accumulation of species-specific pathogens limits the recruitment of seedlings under conspecific adults, creating a
negative feedback loop between adult trees and the surrounding soil environment. While negative plant-soil feedback limits
conspecific recruitment, it is unknown whether species experience recruitment limitation due to the soil environment of their
congeneric relatives as well. Phylogenetic signal is commonly found in plant traits and it seems likely that this signal would
extend to pathogen susceptibility, especially since species that are closely related are more likely to share the same
pathogens. We used four- and five-month reciprocal seed burial experiments under conspecific and congeneric adult
Cecropia trees to investigate how seed mortality is influenced by congeneric soil biota on Barro Colorado Island, Panama. To
test the role of host-specific soil microbes, we are currently analyzing fungal and bacterial infection on both viable and
inviable seeds. Preliminary data show that negative feedback effects are strongest for the two most common Cecropia species
on the study site, regardless of whether they are exposed to congeneric or conspecific soil environments. For these two
species, there also does not appear to be a difference in negative feedback strength whether exposed to conspecific or
congeneric soil environments. Future identification of microbial isolates will indicate whether these species share similar
pathogens, which may be present in high densities due to the species' high abundance in the study area. The results of this
study elucidate the role of plant-soil feedback on species recruitment on a local scale using field data and how shared
pathogens may drive these effects.
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Saving the Critically Endangered Spoon-billed Sandpiper in Bangladesh
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The Spoon-billed Sandpiper Eurynorhynchus pygmeus is a migrant shorebird that breeds in the Russian Arctic and winters
primarily in Bangladesh and Myanmar. To determine the current status of Spoon-billed Sandpiper in Bangladesh all
previously sighted locations along the coast were surveyed during last three winters. GIS analysis was conducted using
Google earth to identify potential sites. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with local people to determine the degree
of hunting pressure on SBS. After thorough surveys we identified Sondia Island and Domar Char to be the most significant
intertidal mudflats for the Spoon-billed Sandpiper. The study findings added value to the current distribution, wintering
population and ecology of this highly threatened wader. The identified sites are under extreme anthropogenic pressure,
especially shorebird hunting. A total of 25 active bird-trappers were identified at Sonadia Island and 8 of them claimed to
have captured c.22 SBS in last two seasons. All 25 hunters have signed agreements to stop shorebird hunting and protect
them instead by taking alternative livelihood support. Village Conservation Groups (VCG) of these villages will be in charge
of monitoring and hunters will repay a small percentage of the income generated by the alternative livelihood to their VCG
over the next 24 months. The respective VCGs will then use this money for further hunting mitigation.
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Paramo is one of the most threatened ecosystems in the world. Mining and global warming are considered the principal
causes of this threat. About 60% of the paramo vegetation is endemic and present specific adaptations to deal with low
temperatures, low atmospheric pressure, intense UV radiation, and the drying effects of strong winds typically found in this
ecosystem. However, this vegetation now faces a huge challenge given the speed and intensity of the recent anthropogenic
changes. Measurement the functional traits of paramo’s plants is a critical first step to elucidate the physiological
mechanisms of speciation and adaptation in this isolated biome, to identify which are the more vulnerable species and to try
to predict the future of these poor-studied plants in a global warming scenario. We measured 22 functional traits on 14
species belonging to three different growth forms; shrubs, rosettes and herbs. We performed a Principal Component Analysis
to identify how many ecological /physiological equivalent groups we could find and which functional traits were important
for distinguishing functional groups. Of the 22 traits analyzed stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, leaf toughness and
thickness, water use efficiency (WUE), and Phosphorous, Nitrogen and Carbon content were critical on separating the
species in 5 distinct ecological clusters. Growth form was not correlated with any of the functional traits analyzed suggesting
that we should not handle species only by their shared morphological forms. Our future plan is to evaluate whether those
functional traits are linked to the response of plants to climate by working with species on each of these ecological clusters to
evaluate which traits may be related to plant’s susceptibility to drought and to temperature rise, two expected outcomes in a
global warming scenario.
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How discrepant is the rankings of phylogenetic diversity values between anuran range maps and survey data from
Brazilian Atlantic Forest
Fernando Rodrigues da Silva, André Zuffo Boaratti
Universidade Federal de São Carlos, Sorocaba, São Paulo, Brazil
With the increasing availability of high-resolution data, more and more studies using range-map data are being carried out at
fine resolutions. Although, it is recognized that discrepancies may exist between richness patterns inferred from range maps
and those inferred from survey data, no study has compared the discrepancy of phylogenetic diversity values (PD) inferred
from these data. Here, I assessed if PD from anuran range maps based on three spatial resolutions (1x1, 5x5 and 10x10 km
grids) will give the same rankings of PD when comparing with survey data from 14 reserves along the southern range of the
Brazilian Atlantic Forest. For that, I used anuran range maps from IUCN Red List of Threatened Species to obtain a
presence/absence data and I used checklists of local anuran communities that were well sampled along the last decades. I
calculated two PD indexes, mean pair-wise phylogenetic distance (MPD) and mean nearest phylogenetic neighbor distance
(MNND) for all taxa in the assemblage. I used Spearman’s rank correlation to answer if PD from range maps shows the same
rankings of PD from survey data. While MPD showed significant correlation for the three resolutions, 1x1 km (r = 0.70, p <
0.001), 5x5 km (r = 0.68, p < 0.001) and 10x10 km (r = 0.64, p < 0.01) grids, MNND showed no correlation independent of
the resolutions, 1x1 km (r = -0.05, p= 0.57), 5x5 km (r = 0.09, p = 0.37) and 10x10 km (r = 0.06, p = 0.41) grids. Thus, future
studies using anuran range maps at fine resolutions should use basal metrics dealing with overall diversity (e.g. MPD) and
should avoid terminal metrics (e.g. MNND) due to high discrepancy in the rankings obtained for range maps and survey data.
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Private reserves in Brazil: Distribution patterns, logistical challenges, and conservation contributions
Fernanda de Vasconcellos Pegas, Guy Castley
Griffith University, Southport, Queensland, Australia
Traditional strategies to stem declines in biodiversity include the establishment of global public protected area networks.
However, private lands are an increasingly important component of contemporary reserve networks. Despite the increasing
recognition of the value of private lands for conservation little is known about these areas. Consequently, this study aimed to
re-evaluate the changes in the Brazilian private reserve over the past decade. Data is based on information from two data
sources published in Portuguese: SIMRPPN and CNRPPN. Brazil's private reserve system is represented by 1,182 reserves,
recognized under federal law and created in perpetuity. They protect 7,502 km2 of land and are distributed across all seven
terrestrial biomes; an overall increase of 753 reserves (35%) and 3,265 km² of protected land since 2005. Forty-eight percent
of reserves (572) are each smaller than 50 ha. While 67% (749) are in the Atlantic Forest biome, 38% of protected area is in
the Pantanal biome which has only 2% of all reserves. For landowners the establishment of these reserves is a costly and
bureaucratic process. Few economic incentives to establish reserves are available and comprise mostly tax breaks and
funding from NGOs to assist with the establishment and development of reserve management plans. The private reserve
network provides valuable contributions to watershed and species conservation (e.g. golden lion tamarin) in Brazil, despite
the limited size and challenges to create and manage these areas. Greater funding opportunities to landowners can be a
catalyst for the establishment of reserves beyond the Atlantic Forest biome.
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Variation in the population structure of strawberry guava, an invasive tree in Hawaiian rain forests.
Julie S Denslow1,3, Carol Horvitz2, Tracy Johnson3, Orou Gaoue4
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Control of strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum, Myrtaceae) is a major challenge for managers of forest reserves in Hawaii
and the Pacific Islands. This Brazilian tree regenerates through both seeds and sprouts and is common in wet forests from sea
level to around 1300m elevation in which it forms dense thickets. We parameterized a demographic model prior to the release
of a biological control agent to inform strategies for biocontrol and eventually to assess the impact of a biocontrol agent on
population growth at 4 sites over 6 census years in premontane rainforest on leeward Hawaii Island. Stems larger than 0.5 cm
dbh were measured annually on plots from 1500-2500 m2 in size. Seedlings and sprouts in three size classes from 10cm tall
to 0.5 cm dbh were measured in 40 0.25m2 subplots at each site. We used an integral projection model, combining one
continuous domain for larger individuals with six discrete stages for small, seedling-sized individuals originating from
sprouts or seeds. Here we report on among-site variation in population structure and key transition rates. Density in 2009 of
stems >0.5cm dbh varied between 4,532 to 16,152 stems/ha and asymptotic population growth rate (λ) based on 5 years of
census data from 1.008 to 1.345. We used proportional sensitivity analysis (elasticity) to ask whether variation in persistence
of large stems, the source of most seeds, was likely to have the most impact on population growth, as in many long lived
species, or whether small stems, the source of most sprouts, exerted a greater influence on population growth. The answer
differed among sites.
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The Plant Extinction Prevention Program: Preserving Hawaii's Rarest Plant Species in the Face of Climate Change
Joan Yoshioka, Susan Ching Harbin
Plant Extinction Prevention Program, Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, USA
With the environmental alterations expected as a result of climate change, the Plant Extinction Prevention (PEP) Program,
whose mission it is to prevent the extinction of 236 of Hawaii’s rarest plant species, has needed to rethink its rare plant
conservation strategies. Climate change models prepared by the Pacific Island Climate Change Cooperative (PICCC) and
others have provided preliminary models that suggest “wink out” species are the most vulnerable. As Hawaii’s climate is
anticipated to become increasingly warmer and drier, plants’ optimal habitat is anticipated to shrink or extend upward in
elevation or be eliminated altogether on low and older Hawaiian Islands. This could spell disaster for Hawaii’s rarest species.
In response, the PEP Program is using these preliminary models to amend its conservation practices in the areas of 1)

propagule collections, 2) population monitoring, 3) plant surveys, 4) threat management and abatement, and 5) outplanting. A
thoughtful balance between aggressively mitigating the immediate threats that exist today against the long-term, but
inevitable, threat of climate change is vital to prevent the premature demise of Hawaii’s rarest plant species. The PEP
Program will continue to work with PICCC to improve its model as new variables are incorporated and our understanding of
the impacts of climate change improves. Facing present and future climate change challenges, the PEP Program and Hawaii’s
conservation partners need to take a much more aggressive role in species conservation efforts or risk being the lead in
climate-induced extinctions.
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Understanding Spatial Patterns of Diversity in the Abyss: Bigeographical Analysis of over 150 years of sampling from
the Deep-Sea
Brandon Genco
University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Benthic habitats between 3500m and 6500m depth, known as Abyssal Plain (AP) habitats, account for approximately 60% of
the global seafloor and are characterized by soft sediments and limited topographic variance. Abyssal Plains are ideal
locations to study questions related to fundamentals of landscape ecology and biogeography, because they are a mosaic of
habitats at a variety of scales, which are relatively undisturbed by anthropogenic pressures. The seafloor is also a place of
abundant natural resources. These resources are currently logistically accessible, and increasingly in demand, as access to
these materials on land is constrained by a variety of socio, economic, and political factors.
Understanding patterns of biogeography in these habits increases our basic knowledge of the fundamentals of biological
structuring, and is currently needed in order to define conservation areas and mitigate anthropogenic disturbances in the near
future.
The aim of this study was to: (1) Determine whether a proposed abiotic framework, which divides AP habitats into
biogeographic provinces based on POC flux and benthic environmental parameters, reflects actual patterns of biology; (2)
Characterize basic diversity area relationships in AP habits and use appropriate community composition metrics at smaller
biogeographic scales; and (3) Evaluate how specific features (e.g. mid-ocean ridges) act as delineations of provinces and
biogeographic patterns.
These questions are addressed through inter province scale comparison with patterns analyzed adhering to hypotheses of
taxon histories, basin connectivity and oceanic parameters.
Analysis was be done for depths of 3500 – 6500 meters using the CeDAMar global database of abyssal biological sampling,
a database compiled as part the census of marine life. This data gives geo-referenced data of biological specimens collected
from the 1850 to 2005. Additional geographic analysis was supplemented with the most recent global 30 arc-second
bathymetric data.
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Impacts of N enrichment on N dynamics in mangroves
Carla Roberta Gonçalves Reis, Gabriela Bielefeld Nardoto
Universidade de Brasília, Brasília, Distrito Federal, Brazil
Mangroves are recognized to provide many ecosystem goods and services to society. However, more than 30% of mangrove
forests around the world were already lost because of land conversion, overharvesting, and pollution. Beyond these regional
pressures, mangroves are also threatened by global environmental changes such as the increased reactive nitrogen (N)
creation. Aiming to provide useful information to predict impacts of N enrichment on mangroves, we collected and evaluated
data on N transformation rates in sediment (biological N fixation and ammonification) of N fluxes across the sediment-water
interface in preserved and subjected to anthropogenic N enrichment mangrove areas from literature. Data were obtained from
38 studies totalizing 81 mangrove sites comprising areas in the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, Gulf of Mexico, and IndoPacific coasts. Biological N fixation (BNF) was found in several compartments in preserved mangroves with mean rates
ranging from 2 to 10 mgN.m-2.d-1 associated to mangrove roots and from 0 to 69 mgN.m-2.d-1 in sediment. Net tidal flux of N
was primarily into the sediment, mainly of dissolved inorganic N (DIN) forms at a median rate of 1 mgN.m-2.d-1. Median

gross and net ammonification rates were 304 (92 - 575) and 2 (0 - 19) mgN.m-2.d-1, respectively. Mangrove stands subjected
to N enrichment exhibited mean BNF rates in sediment of 1 (0 - 3) mgN.m-2.d-1, median DIN flux rate into sediment of 27
mgN.m-2.d-1, and median net ammonification rates of 32 (4 - 86) mgN.m-2.d-1. Except for BNF, which seems to be
constrained by an increased availability of a lower cost N source, other N transformation and flux rates seems to be
intensified by increasing N availability, which may impose alterations in mangroves structure and functioning.
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*Leaf gas exchange dynamics along forest-savannah transition zones in Brazil and Ghana
Agne Gvozdevaite1, Imma Oliveras1, Yadvinder Malhi1, Tomas Domingues2
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Research into the ‘tipping points' for forest-savannah transition zones related to ecosystem shifts require more attention as
these ecotones are considered to be particularly sensitive to climate change. The present study aims to contribute towards a
better understanding of the stability of the border between savannas and forests and to examine of the key parameters in
productivity of these ecotones - leaf gas exchange dynamics. We investigate the distribution and variation of photosynthetic
traits in individual species and communities along savannah-forest transition zones in both Brazil and Ghana, over 300 trees
accounting for 90 tree species were sampled in seven 1-ha plots which represented three distinctive vegetation types across a
drought gradient: dry semi-deciduous forest, savannah woodland and open savannah. Leaf CO2 assimilation, A:Ci curves and
water use efficiency parameters were measured using a Licor 6400 at the end of wet season in April 2014 in Brazil and
between October and November 2014 in Ghana, thus corresponding to the same rainfall season. Overall average leaf gas
exchange performance was very similar between the countries. Nevertheless, greatest differences were observed when
examining variation in photosynthetic traits within the ecosystems in each country. The dry semi-deciduous forest in Ghana
demonstrated the highest photosynthetic values and was the least limited by environmental conditions, while similar type of
forest in Brazil had the lowest photosynthetic performance as well as ranges. Greater variation in values of photosynthetic
traits in plots in Brazil when compared to plots in Ghana could be explained by greater biodiversity in Brazil. These results
indicated that species present in these savannah-forest transition zones are very specialised and adapted to cope with different
environmental conditions, typical feature of these gradients. While these variations may be small in amplitude, changes in
temperature and precipitation could significantly alter the physiological behaviour of these communities.
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Expected effects of an insect bio-control on the short term dynamics of an invasive pest plant in Hawaii
Carol Horvitz1, Julie Denslow2, Orou Gaoue3, Tracy Johnson4
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The goal of bio-control is to reduce populations of targeted pests over a large region. A good criterion of success is whether
or not the growth rate of targeted pest population is reduced by the agent in the short term and long term. It is important, as a
first step, to obtain and analyze pre-release demographic data on the pest at more than one site. Here, we focus on short term
dynamics, which will be operating at the time a biocontrol agent is released. Transients differ from asymptotic dynamics
most when (1) the stage structure is far from the asymptotic stage structure (this distance weighted by reproductive value is
measured by α0) and (2) the non-dominant dynamics are strong relative to the dominant (measured by the damping ratio, ρ).
To be able to determine site differences in the expected effects of an insect bio-control agent (Tectococcus ovatus) on
populations of the invasive pest plant Psidium cattleianum (Strawberry guava) in Hawaii, we use detailed, demographic data
collected over multiple pre-release years, to parameterize an integral projection model of population dynamics at four
sites. We found pre-release transient dynamics varied across the sites in both α0 and ρ. The initial stage distributions differed
from their site-specific asymptotic distributions in different ways. Two sites started with excess individuals in high RV
stages, α0 >0; while two sites start with excess individuals in low RV stages, α0 <0. The importance of non-dominant
dynamics, ρ, ranged from 0.79 to 0.99; the site with the largest value is the one where transients will remain most dissimilar
from asymptotics for a longer period of time. The changing stage distribution of a population during the transient phase
coupled with analytical transient elasticities drive these changes, resulting in differences among sites in the effects of
biocontrol.
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*Tree size-dependent insect seed predation drives intraspecific variation in viable seed production in a rainforest tree
Christopher Jeffs, Owen Lewis, Sofia Gripenberg
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
Seed addition experiments reveal that most plant species are seed-limited. Mortality imposed by seed predators will thus
directly influence the quantity of viable seeds produced, with potential consequences for species' recruitment and community
diversity.
However, few studies focus explicitly on pre-dispersal seed predation by insects in tropical forests. In particular, the factors
that may drive intraspecific variation in viable seed production such as density or tree-size dependent seed predation are
rarely assessed. Furthermore, pre-dispersal seed predators are known to cause abscission of immature fruits, but the
consequences of these effects for inputs of viable seeds have not previously been quantified.
We collected abscised fruits of a common canopy tree Quararibea asterolepis (Malvaceae) on Barro Colorado Island,
Panama, to assess intraspecific variation in premature fruit abscission rates and pre-dispersal seed predation by insects in
relation to characteristics of focal trees and their neighbourhood.
For mature seeds, trees with large diameters at breast height (d.b.h.; a proxy for fecundity) experienced significantly greater
predation. No significant effects on premature fruit abscission rates were found for conspecific density, d.b.h., fruit densities
or seed predation rates.
Estimated predation rates were considerably and significantly higher when dissected one month rather than three months after
collection for mature fruits (proportion 0.238 ±SD0.133 vs. 0.067 ±SD0.060), indicating that methodological choices can
affect conclusions drawn from studies of pre-dispersal insect seed predators.
Our results suggest that insect pre-dispersal seed predators can drive intraspecific variation in viable seed inputs, processes
with potential consequences for recruitment, population dynamics and community diversity.
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Changes in leaf morphological and physiological traits with tree height in diverse tropical rain forest trees in Malaysia
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Understanding of changes in morphological and physiological leaf traits with forest height is essential for quantifying carbon
and water fluxes from forest ecosystems. We examined changes in leaf traits with forest height in diverse tree species and
their role in environmental acclimation in a tropical rain forest in Borneo that does not experience dry spells. Height-related
changes in the leaf traits [e.g., maximum photosynthetic rate (Amax), stomatal conductance (gs), dark respiration rate (Rd),
carbon isotope ratio (δ13C), nitrogen (N) content, and leaf mass per area (LMA)] from understory to emergent trees were
investigated in 104 species in 29 families. We found that many leaf area-based physiological traits (e.g., Amax-area, Rd, gs), N,
δ13C, and LMA increased linearly with tree height, while leaf mass-based physiological traits (e.g., Amax-mass) only increased
slightly. These patterns differed from other biomes such as temperate and tropical dry forests, where trees usually show
decreased photosynthetic capacity (e.g., Amax-area, Amax-mass) with height. Increases in photosynthetic capacity, LMA, and δ13C
are favored under bright and dry upper canopy conditions with higher photosynthetic productivity and drought tolerance,
whereas lower Rd and LMA may improve shade tolerance in lower canopy trees. Rapid recovery of leaf midday water
potential to theoretical gravity potential during the night supports the idea that the majority of trees do not suffer from strong
drought stress. Overall, leaf area-based photosynthetic traits were associated with tree height and the degree of leaf drought
stress, even in diverse tropical rain forest trees.
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Brown Treesnake Rapid Response Team Year in Review: Training, Deployment, & Lessons Learned
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The USGS Brown Treesnake Rapid Response Team (BTS RRT) is a network of trained BTS searchers from islands
throughout the Pacific Region. When a BTS sighting occurs, qualified and geographically available RRT members deploy to
the location of the report and commence an effort to investigate and detect the alien snake(s).In 2014 and 2015 the RRT
added 35 new members as a result of our training courses on Guam. Training entailed elements of response management, use
of standard tools, and operational planning. Most importantly it provided hands-on experience with live snakes to further
develop a search image for BTS. In response to the first live capture of a BTS on Rota on 03 Sept 2014, the RRT was part of
an intensive interagency deployment to the island of Rota. In both intensity and duration, this rapid response was the largest
in the history of the USGS BTS RRT Program, with a focus on determining if an incipient population exists on the island.
The multi-agency effort consisted of 987 hours of visual searching, covering 640 km of transects, as well as 9661 trap-nights.
No additional snakes were found during the 11-week effort. The events before, during, and after the snake capture provided a
fresh look into how agencies can better prepare for, respond to, and analyze rapid response efforts in the future. The incident
also provided an opportunity to apply research about BTS biology, detection probability, and control strategy towards
achieving confidence in the efficacy of operational efforts during a response.
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Tree seedling community composition and dynamics in two lowland forest types on a Polynesian island
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Most Polynesian forests have been impacted by human activity through cultivation. In the Samoan archipelago, the canopy of
early- to mid-stage successional post-agriculture forest is dominated by Rhus taitensis, whereas late-successional or mature
secondary forest tends to be dominated by a greater diversity of canopy species such as Canarium vitiense, Buchanania
merrillii and Syzygium inophylloides. Indications of long-term canopy tree composition trends may be inferred through
seedling community composition and dynamics. We present the composition and 3-year dynamics of the tree seedling
community in successional forest of American Samoa. Our results suggest that seedling communities in Rhus-dominated
secondary forest remain distinct from mature forest, even decades after abandonment or major disturbance. Whereas other
research in American Samoa suggests a high resilience to intense, short-term disturbance (cyclones), the results here suggest
that cultivation has a significant, and long-term, effect on forest composition and dynamics.
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Light environment and photosynthetic response associated with vertical stratification and growth forms in the
Colombian Andean Paramos
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In the high mountain tropical paramo ecosystem low temperatures and high light intensities determine two principal strata in
the vegetation. The first one dominated by shrubs and large rosettes and the second one occupied by herbs, cushions, forbs
and acaulescent rosette at floor level. This narrow range of stratification suggests a homogeneous flux of sunlight in the
ecosystem. We investigated whether the light environment is homogenous along the paramo canopy and the relationship
between net photosynthesis and light in plant species of contrasting life forms belonging to different vegetation strata. We
measured five photosynthetic parameters for eight species in paramo El Verjón in the Colombian Andes. Maximum net
photosynthetic rate (PN), light compensation point (LCP), light saturation point (LSP), quantum yield (ɸ), and dark
respiration (RD) for three species of shrubs: Oreopanax mutisianus, Macleania rupestris and Bucquetia glutinosa; three
species of herbs: Valeriana pilosa, Geranium multiceps, Pentacalia vaccinioides; one caulescent rosette Espeletia

grandiflora, and one acaulescent rosette Paepalanthus columbiensis. Additionally, we measured the photon flux densities
above several individuals of each species to determinate if there was a vertical stratification in light levels. We didn’t found
light stratification nor found significant differences in any of the light response curves parameters when growth forms and
strata were compared. The mean value foe each parameter and growth form is as follow: PN for shrubs was 7.27±3.55, for
rosettes 8.55±2.38, and for herbs 8.75±3.4; LCP for shrubs was 39.055±23.28, for rosettes 33.9±17.09, and for herbs
35.78±22.6; LSP for shrubs was 583±371.68, for rosettes 595.4±196.55, and for herbs 697.61±393.71; RD for shrubs was
2.41±0.91, for rosettes 1.75±1.08 and for herbs 2.10±0.68; and ɸ for shrubs was 0.08±0.02, for rosettes 0.06±0.04 and for
herbs 0.08±0.02. Our results suggest that paramo plants are not light limited, regardless of the position along the canopy.
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Reproductive success of Pinus pseudostrobus along an elevation gradient in Central Mexico: Possible impacts of
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The reproductive success of plants, estimated as the quantity and quality of seeds depends on their health condition, which in
turn may be affected by environmental factors. For Central Mexico, predicted changes in future climate include increases in
temperature and reductions in rainfall, which may affect population patterns of species including reduction in the
reproductive success. Environmental variation across an altitude gradient is well known. Therefore the studies along these
altitudinal gradients can be used to explore the potential effects of climate change on species and the capability to survive to
new climatic habitats. As an approach to explore the effects of possible climate changes on reproductive success of species,
we studied seed production, seed weight, germination and seedling survival of Pinus pseudostrobus in a nursery experiment.
We used seeds from elevations of 2300, 2400, 2700 and 2900 masl from Michoacán. We found there is a significant variation
in seed production among populations: the population from lowest elevation (2300 masl) had the lowest seed production
(mean ± SE: 74.1 ± 5.9 seeds) and the highest production was recorded at the highest elevation (2900 masl) with 1.2 times
greater seed production. Also seed weight was lowest for 2300 population (mean ± SE: 77.6 ± 5.1 g), while the 2700population was 1.7 times higher. Germination was higher rate in midaltitudes (2700) with up to 83%, while the other
populations had 0.3 and 0.6 times lower germination rates. This study indicates a difference in reproductive success among
populations mainly due to the effects of climate variables. The low reproductive success of populations of lower altitude may
reflect long-term decrease in recruitment and on demography and population dynamics. Predicted climate changes could have
a strong impact on these populations and potentially generate local extinction of P. pseudostrobus and other species
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Intraspecific variation of drought responses in tropical trees: consequences for species distributions under climate
change.
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Pronounced shifts in tropical dry season length and intensity are predicted as a result of climate change. Predicting how
populations and communities will respond is a fundamental challenge for ecologists. In Central Panama, a steep gradient in
rainfall and seasonality exists; spanning from the wet, nearly aseasonal Atlantic side of the Isthmus, to the dry and strongly
seasonal Pacific side. This rainfall gradient directly affects the distribution of species through species-specific differences in
drought resistance. Although this pattern of interspecific variation has been well documented, there are species that are
distributed across this rainfall gradient, raising the overlooked question of how populations of the same species located across
the gradient differ in their responses to drought. Here we present a collaborative research effort aiming to assess intraspecific
variation in tropical tree species’ drought responses. Specifically we are (1) quantifying the extent of intraspecific variation in
tropical tree species’ responses to water availability, (2) assessing the relative contributions of genetic variation and
phenotypic plasticity, (3) evaluating whether intraspecific variation is adaptive under current rainfall patterns, (4) determining
the physiological and morphological traits underlying intraspecific variation in drought responses, and (5) quantifying genetic
structure and rates of gene flow among populations across a rainfall gradient. The knowledge generated in the study will be
useful to biologists who seek to understand the role of intraspecific variation in driving ecological as well as evolutionary
dynamics. In addition, the study will improve predictions of how tropical forests will respond to global climate change
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Rats, mice, seeds, and forest restoration: post-restoration shifts in invasive rodent communities with conservation
implications, Maui, Hawai'i
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One unintended ecological consequence accompanying forest restoration efforts in Hawai'i and other oceanic islands are
shifts in the community structure of non-native invasive rodents from mice (Mus musculus) with primarily insectivorous
diets to rats (Rattus spp.) with potentially adverse consequences on seed availability, often of the very plant species that are
the original conservation focus. Thirteen years after initial restoration (ungulate exclusion, invasive plant control, and
outplanting native species) at a 4 ha site on Maui, Hawai'i, we compared rodent communities in restored dry forest and
adjacent pasture-woodland. Quarterly for one year, we trapped rodents on three replicate transects (107 rodent traps) in each
habitat type for three consecutive trap nights. Rodent diets were analyzed to determine short term (quantification of stomach
contents) and long-term (stable isotope analysis of bone collagen) trends. In restored forest, black rat (Rattus rattus) captures
overwhelmingly outnumbered mouse captures, while, in adjacent pasture-woodlands, an identical effort trapped nearly
exclusively mice (Mus musculus), often at high densities (average of 39 indiv./night). We discuss restoration-precipitated
changes in rodent community structure and diet with conservation implications for forest restoration efforts applicable here in
Hawai'i as well as perhaps on other oceanic islands.
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Mycorrhizal variability associated to moorland vegetation as a biological indicator in an altitudinal gradient in the
eastern Colombian Andes - South America
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The research was carried out in preserved areas of Páramo de Guerrero, located in the eastern Andes of Colombia. The
average annual rainfall varies between 1100 and 1300 mm, the average temperature between 6 and 12 ° C. The altitude varies
between 3000 and 3750 m. The study area covers 11500 ha with natural vegetation preserved. The altitudinal gradient was
defined by three evaluation points, these correspond to low moorland (LM 3250 m), medium moorland (MM 3500 m) and
high moorland (HM 3750 m). In each point, 30 samples of fine roots of moorland vegetation individuals were collected in
order to evaluate fungal infection and 30 samples of 1 kg of soil to evaluate the diversity of spores. Three meteorological
stations were established to monitor precipitation, temperature, wind and barometric pressure. mycorrhizal colonization
percentage (MC%) of the roots was determined in laboratory. Extraction and spore count of the soil was conducted and
respective morphotypes and Shannon diversity index (H´) were determined. The result for the MC% was LM=22, MM=56,
HM=50. 4 spore morphotypes were identified, and H´ was LM=0.53504, MM=0.954879, HM=0.851337. The sectors with
the greatest MC% were found in the MM and HM gradients, due to its high degree of conservation. The most common
structures were vesicles and hyphae, the latter being the highest colonization. The results obtained in this research
demonstrate an increase in temperature that affects the diversity of mycorrhizal fungi, which can become a biological
indicator for defining natural disturbances of moorland areas.
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A dynamic online approach to extinction risk assessment of flora in megadiverse countries
Lucas Moraes1, Rafael Loyola2, Eline Martins1, Raquel Negrão1, Eduardo Fernandez1, Gustavo Martinelli1
1
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Biogeography Lab/Federal University of Goias, Goiânia, Goias, Brazil
Red List authorities from the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) undertake species’ risk assessment
by means of expensive and time-consuming workshops worldwide. Online assessments of extinction risk can be more
advantageous, time-saving, and contributive with great potential gaining scale towards more comprehensive evaluations.
Further, online assessments are more dynamic as they allow for a faster expert-based update on species’ evaluation through
the input of new data and information. Our work aimed to strengthen the foundations of online methods to assess extinction

risks of flora in megadiverse regions of the world, using extinction risk assessment of the Brazilian flora as our case-study. A
team of seven people working at National Centre for Flora Conservation (CNCFlora) in collaboration with a network of 542
botanical specialists assessed the extinction risk of 5194 species of the Brazilian flora during four years. The CNCFlora build
an online platform for species’ evaluation, which allows to registering 49 fields related to the biology of species, threats to
populations and conservation actions needed for these species. Data acquired during the assessment were stored in a databank
that provides the basis for the elaboration of four National Recovery Plans encompassing 597 threatened species, Data
Deficient and Near Threatened IUCN categories. Data gathered in the online assessment also subsidized the elaboration of
the first systematic plan pinpointing priority areas for the conservation and sustainable use of threatened flora in Brazil.
Recently, the extinction risk assessment carried out by this method was officially recognized by the Brazilian Ministry of
Environment and supported the publication of official list of threatened flora in Brazil. These results highlight the potential of
online assessments, which allows for an adaptive management of data integrated to a network of specialists. Moreover, the
database complied during assessment can be shared at several of geopolitical levels.
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Assessing the Eastern Chimpanzee's Habitat fragmentation in Nyungwe National Park (NNP) in Rwanda
Dominique Mvunabandi1,2, Iris Van Duren1, Tiejun Wang1
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2
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Habitat fragmentation, arising from anthropogenic activities, is one of the main threat to biological diversity and primates in
particular. However, primate species differ from each other in responding to fragmentation vulnerability. The chimpanzees
considered as endangered and rare species, with low fecundity have been identified to be much more affected by
fragmentation and habitat degradation. This study aimed to assess the chimpanzee habitat fragmentation within landscape
between Cyamudongo and Nyungwe forest perspective of identifying where future potentially chimpanzee habitat can be
restored to connect isolated forest patches with the contiguous forest of Nyungwe in Rwanda. This study used remote sensing
data to map and detect land cover change in the landscape through 1989, 2005 to 2013 and then quantify spatial patterns
changes in forest cover in 1989, 2005 and 2013 with FRAGSTATS™. This research defined areas suitable for chimpanzee
habitat as well as the areas biophysically suitable for the establishment of ecological corridor. The results showed the total
forest area in 1989, 2005 and 2013. Forest degradation increased during the period of 1989-2005, but decreased as from 2005
to 2013. The number of forest patches increased in 1989-2005 indicating more fragmented landscape and decreased during
the period of 2005-2013. This research pointed out areas that are most suitable for reforestation efforts based biophysical
variables, namely land cover, forest patches, protected areas, slope, distance to settlements, distance to roads, distance to
rivers. The application of least cost path analysis with corridor design and ArcGIS software produced three corridors path, the
corridor path 4 has potential to connect several fragmented forest patches between Cyamudongo and Nyungwe National
Park.
This research generated baseline data against which long term impact of fragmentation on chimpanzee in Rwanda can be
assessed for better conservation and protection of chimpanzee population in their natural habitat in Rwanda.
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A Community-based Project to Restore a Hawaiian Mesic Forest in Wailupe Valley, O'ahu
Shaun Wriston1, Miles Thomas1, Michael Ross1, Wendy Kuntz1, Jason Misaki2
1
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Tropical forest restoration is a big challenge, especially in Hawai'i where invasive species have largely replaced entire tracts
of native dry and mesic forests. In traditional Hawaiian culture, there is a strong emphasis on Malama 'Aina (taking care of
the land and natural resources), however, in contemporary Hawai'i this concept is not as prevalent as it may have been in the
past. Community partnerships can be one effective way to focus attention and resources towards restoration efforts and
revitalizing Malama 'Aina. On the island of O'ahu, Hawai'i, Kapi'olani Community College (KCC) has partnered with the
Hawai'i Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW) and the local community to establish a mesic forest restoration project.
In 2013, DOFAW fenced a small exclosure in Wailupe Valley to remove herbivore ingress, primarily feral pigs. Restoration
goals include providing habitat for native plants and an endemic endangered bird (Chasiempis ibidis). In Spring 2014, KCC
students set up a transect grid for the exclosure and began monitoring current vegetation composition. In 2015, working with
local community members, KCC students continued monitoring and began removing invasive vegetation in select 10 x 10 m

plots. These plots will be monitored to determine if native plants can regenerate, as a proxy for ecosystem resiliency. Early
monitoring has shown that Strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum) is the main invasive species within the exclosure and the
primary target for removal. The regeneration of native plants following removal will be reported here. Invasive species have
taken a dramatic toll on both the biological and cultural heritage of Hawai'i. Thus, these types of community-based projects
can help initiate broader restoration efforts across the state and potentially world-wide.
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Coexistence of two aphid species: thermoregulation
Mitzy Porras1, Carlos Navas2, Juan Carvajalino2, Ed Rajotte1
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Species coexistence primarily relies on the interaction of environmental fluctuation and the species' biological traits, which
enable them to respond to the environment. The most important environmental factor that governs organismal response is
temperature. A suite of physiological and behavioral mechanisms drives population patterns and buffers coexistence of
species with similar needs under limiting resources. The aphids Rhopalosiphum padi and R.maidis, vectors of Barley Yellow
Dwarf Virus, co-occur on the same wheat plant and have characteristic spatial distribution patterns. Resource allocation is
crucial for niche partitioning among species with similar spatial and nutritional needs, however factors such as
thermoregulation are unexplored in studying coexistence mechanisms. Two hypothesis were tested: 1.There are speciesspecific thermal requirements for R. padi and R. maidis that drive their coexistence. 2. Tropical aphid populations have
higher thermal tolerance than temperate populations. A demography approach was used to analyze the thermal range for cooccurrence of both species, and the environmental temperature range at which R. maidis and R. padi coexist was identified.
Aphid populations of Brazil and United States were studied and Operational Temperature (OP-temperature range at which a
organisms remains active) for each species, specifically Critical temperature maxima (CTmax- the upper temperature at
which locomotor activity stops)-was measured to observe the thermal limits of individual aphids. The results support the role
of environmental disturbance on patterns of variation in this novel system. The results show that the viruses carried by the
aphids affect plant temperature. The second hypothesis was rejected, the results indicated that aphid populations from the
temperate zone had a higher CTmax than tropical populations. Studying the thermal response provides significant
information for understanding coexistence mechanisms and their dynamics.
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The degree of disturbance matters for movement behavior of seed disperser birds
Danielle C T L Ramos, Marco A Pizo
São Paulo State University, Rio Claro, SP, Brazil
Humans needs have deeply modified tropical landscapes, changing availability and spatial distribution of resources for
animals and plants. We need to know how species respond to those changes in order to improve management practices to
recover and maintain biodiversity, interactions, and ecological processes and services. In an ongoing study, we aim to
understand how movement behavior and use of different types of perches of four abundant seed dispersers birds change in a
gradient of forest loss. We have completed 162 hours of direct observation of birds movements in six 600 x 600 m landscapes
with different percentages of forest cover and cattle grazing pastures in the surroundings of a large Atlantic Forest Corridor
of Southeastern Brazil. Patagioenas picazuro and Dacnis cayana perch for longer periods and fly larger distances than
Turdus sp. and Tangara sayaca, and may perform distinct functions. Birds perch longer and fly larger distances in low forest
cover landscapes. The probability of perching in structurally simpler landscape features, like remnant trees and live fences,
tended to increase with declining forest cover. Based on our results, as a consequence of changes in birds behavior, low forest
cover landscapes may have farther seed dispersal and their functional connectivity may have an increased dependence on the
distribution of stepping-stones.
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Correlations of phenological data with historical and current climatic series as indirect evidence of regional climate
change
Rute Maria Ribeiro, Dulcinéia de Carvalho
Universidade Federal de Lavras, Lavras, Minas Gerais, Brazil

Forest fragmentation has consequences for the conservation of several arboreal species. In this situation the species Ocotea
odorifera Vell. Rohwer is under extinction threat. The component individuals' phenological accompaniment of the remaining
areas to the fragmentation is one of the means for which alterations can be appraised. Here we present the comparing of
phenological pattern of two natural populations, occurring in the region of Lavras, Brazil, of O. odorífera, that are correlated
to two different climatological series, the historic (1961-1990) and the current (02/2010- 03/2012). A population was formed
by isolated individuals by the fragmentation process (isolated condition) and another formed by individuals in a continuous
of seasonal semidecidual forest (continuous condition). Considering that the vegetative events exhibit little annual variation
in species, it is expected that more correlations occurs for the vegetative events with the continuous population, which keep
the buffering property, as well as with the historical series as regards period of lower habitat loss and fragmentation. While
the isolated population is exposed, and shall present more pronounced reproductive events, receiving more readily the
triggering stimulus, and should not present major differences between the current and historical series. The phenological
evaluations were correlated to the Climatological data by Spearman analysis and, ANOVA was employed to compare
conditions and series. The number of correlations for vegetative phenology, for the current and historical series were,
respectively: Eleven for isolated and eight for continuous condition and, three for isolated and four for continuous condition.
The number of correlations for reproductive phenology, for the current and historical series were, respectively: Fifty three for
isolated and 37 for continuous condition and, 15 for isolated and 13 for continuous condition. These results support the
validation of the hypothesis proposed although, there was not statistic differences among the conditions and/or period of
climatological series.
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Climate change and carbon storage by moorland vegetation in an altitudinal gradient in the eastern Colombian Andes
- South America
Nathaly Rodriguez1, Omar Melo1, Maria Elena Baez2
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The research was carried out in preserved areas of Páramo de Guerrero, located in the eastern Andes of Colombia. The
average annual rainfall varies between 1100 and 1300 mm, the average temperature between 6 and 12 ° C. The altitude varies
between 3000 and 3750 m. The study area covers 11500 ha with natural vegetation preserved. A network of permanent
monitoring plots distributed every 250 m in the altitudinal gradient was established. The altitudinal gradient was defined by
four evaluation points, these correspond to moorland border (MB 3000 m), low moorland (LM 3250 m), medium moorland
(MM 3500 m) and high moorland (HM 3750 m). In each, 40 circular plots of 100 m2 were established. Every one of woody
and non-woody plants with more than 20 cm of height was recorded and the total height (TH), crown diameter (CD) and
diameter at the base of the stem (DBS) was evaluated. The floristic inventory was realized and 30 individuals were harvested
and it was distributed in five size categories. Four meteorological stations were established to monitor precipitation,
temperature, wind and barometric pressure. In the plots the Leaf Area Index (LAI) and Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(PAR) were measured. The result for the density of species per hectare was: MB=15, LM=21, MM=53, HM=32. The best
model for total biomass was T-DW = (-89,7384 + 26,893*ln(TH))2. The total biomass (T-DW) expressed in Mg.ha-1 was
MB=0,124; LM=2,205; MM=3,387; HM=2,896. The estimation of CO2-e captured in the gradient expressed in Mg.ha-1 was
MB=0,227; LM=4,035; MM=6,217; HM=5,311. The climate modeling produced a climate change scenario with an increase
of 0.25 ° C every 10 years. These results will generate strategies for adapting to climate change for this strategic ecosystem of
American Andes.
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Ecology of bird communities along an elevational tropical gradient in Papua New Guinea
Katerina Sam1,2, Bonny Koane3, Vojtech Novotny1,2
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Elevational gradients continue to provide an attractive setting for biodiversity studies and serve as a heuristic tool and natural
experiment in the study of community ecology. Here we present robust quantitative data on bird communities along a
complete undisturbed rainforest elevational gradient. Our aim was to describe bird communities in detail and inspect various
aspect of their ecology and patterns along elevational gradient.

Our gradient is located on the slopes of Mt Wilhelm, Papua New Guinea, spanning from the lowland floodplains of the Ramu
river (200m) to the tree line (3700m). We collected bird community data at eight sites (500m elevational increment) during
three independent surveys - in dry and wet seasons. We used point counts, mist-netting and random walks throughout the
area to survey birds. We divided all recorded birds (33,641 individuals comprising 241 species) into five feeding guilds
(frugivores, frugivore-insectivore, insectivores, insectivore-nectarivores, and nectarivore). We examined patterns of species
richness, density, range size and distribution of birds. Finally, we barcoded all mist-netted birds, surveyed their feeding
preferences and infestation by malaria.
Data indicate that species richness and abundance of birds is highest at the lowest elevations for all birds together, and for
frugivores and frugivo-insectivore. However, the diversity and abundances of insectivores and insectivore-nectarivore
remains constant until 1700 m a.s.l. and then decreases with increasing elevation. The similarity index for all bird
communities is a logarithmic function of their difference in elevation, decreasing more steeply for insectivores and
insectivore-nectarivores than for the other guilds. We observe overall highest species turn-over at mid-elevations (between
1200-1700m), and highest abundances of insectivorous birds at 700-1700m. The highest prevalence of malaria parasites is
also observed in birds from mid-elevations. Finally, our barcoding of bird individuals reveals divergent lineages in some bird
species mist-netted at different elevational sites.
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*Leaf Traits, Plasticity, and Functional Tradeoffs in Nutrient-Limited Tropical Rainforest Ecosystems
Zoe C. Sims, Cleo B. Chou, Lars O. Hedin, Steve W. Pacala
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA
Tropical rainforests are a major carbon sink today, but their growth may be limited by nutrients, and it is uncertain how they
will affect and be affected by climate change. To better understand and model these ecosystems, we require a more
comprehensive understanding of tree responses to the limitations of nutrients and light. In this study, we focus on variation in
leaf mass per area (LMA), and examine both plastic responses to light and nutrients, and differences between species. We
examined LMA variation in a field fertilization experiment of 9 tree species from three functional types (shade tolerant,
shade intolerant, and nitrogen-fixing) across a gradient of light availability. The experimental results document a significant
response to both nutrients and light, as measured in stem growth. LMA represents tree investment in leaves. All else equal,
per-unit-leaf-area respiration and carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus construction costs increase with LMA. Also, across
species, leaf lifespan is approximately proportional to LMA, but N and P concentrations per unit leaf area increase with LMA
much more slowly than does leaf lifespan. Together, these patterns imply that the annual nutrient cost required to maintain a
unit of leaf area decreases with LMA, whereas the corresponding carbon cost increases with LMA. Rainforest trees thus face
two alternative strategies: carbon-conservative (low LMA) and nutrient-conservative (high LMA).
We observed a strong positive LMA response to light level. However, we found no significant LMA response to N and P
fertilization. Species identity and light conditions, but not nutrients, determined LMA variation. Preliminary leaf production
data from this experiment show that trees used additional nutrients to increase the number of leaves they produced. Finally,
we found that within-species LMA plasticity was lowest in the most nutrient-limited species (measured by stem growth).
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Spatio-Temporal Patterns of Hawksbill Nesting and Migration in American Samoa
Alden Tagarino1,2, Katerine Schletz Saili2, Anthony Sagapolutele2, Benjamin McDonough2
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Critically endangered status of the hawksbill turtle (IUCN Redlist 2013) elucidates the importance of making recent data
available for conservation managers. We studied the patterns of nesting occurrence and migratory behavior of hawksbill
turtle populations on Tutuila, Ofu and Olosega Islands in the South Pacific Archipelago of American Samoa. Nesting beaches
monitored from December 2009 – June 2013 suggest a year round nesting season and peaking in January to February. Only
36 nests were documented, this is a significant decline in number of nesters based from the rough estimates of Tuato’oBartley et.al. in 1993. One adult male, three juveniles and one post nesting turtle exhibited short distance migrations,
however one juvenile (CCL: 51.5cm), travelled over 1000 km to the Cook Islands area. Three post nesting turtles showed

three distinct movements, a limited east-west movement within the Territory and Samoa, and southwest to Tonga. A post
nesting turtle satellite tagged on Ofu Island travelled a total distance of 5964 km (straight line distance: 3582 km) with the
last transmission located near the Gambier Islands. Point density analysis suggest French Polynesia, specifically the Gambier
or Mangareva Islands as a feeding ground of hawksbill from American Samoa. This information reinforces the findings that
hawksbills are indeed migratory and capable of traveling long distances it also highlights the need for regional cooperation in
management and conservation.
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Are unthreatened species at risk? Insights from Cordia millenii (Boragiaceae) regeneration in an Afromontane forest
Josh Thia1, Hazel Chapman1,2, Daniel Stouffer1, Marie Hale1
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The forests of the Mambilla Plateau, Nigeria, have experienced increasing anthropogenic disturbance. Loss of large-bodied
vertebrates in these forests is predicted to have severe negative impact on large-seeded tree species that depend on these
frugivores to disseminate their seeds. Reduced regeneration as a consequence of reduced dispersal thus creates a potential
extinction debt for such trees. Cordia millenii is considered to be an unthreatened tree species, yet at our focal forest, it
exhibits incredibly poor recruitment. Using a series of seedling transplant experiments we sought to understand how dispersal
may benefit seedling survival by either (a) parent escape, or (b) colonization of sunny microsites. Exclusion treatments were
also used to determine if herbivores impact seedling survival. Over 225 days, we determined that herbivores had a nonsignificant effect on seedling survival, whilst habitat did. In the forest, not only did seedlings exhibit shorter median survival,
but none survived to the end of the experiment. We conclude that C. millenii may thus be sensitive to disperser decline as
lack of dispersal into well lit microsites may result in depressed recruitment. Our work supports the need to consider
unthreatened trees as targets for conservation (especially if they are of ecological importance).
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Mapping habitat suitability for restoration and at-risk plant reintroduction in dryland landscapes of Hawai'i
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Finding suitable habitats in fragmented and degraded landscapes is a major challenge to restoration and reintroduction
programs for plant species at-risk of extinction. Desiccation and water stress are significant barriers to survival for over 40%
of at-risk plant species that occur in dry or rocky habitats. We examined how microtopographic features that reduce water
stress and increase resource availability can be modeled for landscape planning that can increase the success of restoration
efforts in dryland environments. We developed a topographic habitat suitability model (HSM) from airborne Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDAR) data as a tool to enhance landscape planning for at-risk plant species reintroduction for a dryland
landscape in Hawai'i. The HSM identifies topographic depressions that are protected from prevailing winds (high suitability
sites, HS) and contrasts them with ridges and other exposed areas (low suitability sites, LS). In our field tests of the HSM
microclimatic conditions and plant-response traits indicated better growing conditions in HS compared to LS. Mean wind
speed was over 5 times lower in HS than LS, and soil moisture and leaf wetness were greater during times of reduced
precipitation, indicating less stress and greater resource availability in HS areas. Plant height and leaf nutrient content were
greater in HS and the survival of outplanted Dodonaea viscosa was 16% higher and less variable in HS than in LS. Currently,
we are developing HSM for other conservation areas and experimentally testing how 5000 outplants of 12 at-risk species
respond to conditions modeled by the HSM at 2 sites: Pohakuloa Training Area and Pu'u Wa'awa'a. Current measurements
include outplant survival, growth, physiology/stress, reproduction, and recruitment. Our work suggests that the HSM can
improve plant establishment and survival, reduce the cost of restoration and reintroduction programs through targeted
management activities in HS areas, and expand landscape-scale restoration planning capabilities.
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Spatial Distribution and Dominance of Spiked Pepper In K’laja Karst Park, Philippines: Environmental Correlates
and Relationships with Indigenous Floral Species Diversity

Carl Buscato, Maria Luisa Cabrera
Mindanao State University, General Santos City, The Philippines
Invasive alien species are threats to the floral community that can exclude indigenous species altering the natural system of
an area. Spiked pepper (Piper aduncum L.), a floral species promoted for reforestation program despite being an invasive
alien plant is flourishing at K’laja Karst Park, Conel, General Santos City. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was
utilized to map the extent of distribution of spiked pepper while biodiversity field experiment was utilized to determine the
impact of its presence to the native flora in the area. Analysis was done using 10 ecological parameters composed of diversity
indices and selected physico-chemical parameters through Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Simple regression analysis
was employed to determine the relationship between the importance of spiked pepper and floral diversity. GIS maps showed
that old stand spiked pepper are distributed nearby the forest while young stand spiked pepper are distributed towards the
locality. PCA revealed species diversity, evenness and richness is limited by % of spiked pepper, and the proliferation of
spiked pepper toward areas that are disturbed. Regression analysis revealed that % P. aduncum L. and Shannon’s Diversity
Index exhibited curvilinear relationship significant at 77.2% indicating that presence of P. aduncum L. promotes floral
diversity however may negatively affect vegetation composition once % P. aduncum L. exceeds 38%. Keywords: Piper
aduncum L., spiked pepper, invasive alien species, K’laja Karst Park
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Dioecism and Monoecism in two Psychotria species (Rubiaceae) in the Ryukyu Islands, Japan
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Distyly is a genetic polymorphism composed of short- and long-styled morphs within a population. Evolutionary
modification of distyly has attracted many evolutionary biologists. Tropical woody genus Psychotria (Rubiaceae) contains
the largest number of distylyous species. Three Psychotria species occur in the Ryukyu Islands in the west Pacific. Although
Psychotria serpens is typically distylous, other two species P. rubra and P. manillensis represent anomalies deviated from
distyly in field. Since the common breeding system in the genus is distyly, the breeding systems of these two species may be
evolved from distyly.
To reveal the functional breeding systems of P. rubra and P. manillensis, we examined floral morphology, compatibility and
reproductive systems in several populations of them in the Ryukyu Islands. P. rubra was morphologically distylous with
short- and long-styled morphs, but its short-styled morph did not set any fruits and its long-styled morph did not have any
pollen grains. Thus P. rubra was revealed to be dioecious. On the other hand, P. manillensis usually had male, female and
hermaphrodite flowers together within an individual in all natural populations examined, although some individuals had only
female flowers. Therefore, P. manillensis was found to be basically polygamomonoecious. These two species were mainly
pollinated by short-tongued wasps and flies, and their F1 hybrids were found in a few sites where the two species grow
together.
There are several examples of dioecy derived from distyly as we found in P. rubra. Meanwhile, monoecism in P. manillensis
is the first example among distylous species in the world. Currently, we are studying how these breeding systems have
evolved from distyly by analyzing molecular phylogeny, plant-pollinator interactions and chromosomes numbers.
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Plant resource diversity promotes foraging and colony fitness in a tropical social bee
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Increasing human land use for farming and housing led to the loss of natural habitat and to widespread declines in wild bees,
which in turn puts pollination services at risk. The quantity and quality of plant resources available in a landscape drive bee
foraging dynamics and hence fitness of bee colonies. Yet how bee foraging patterns and colony performance are influenced
by resource availability and diversity remains unclear.

In a long term experiment, we placed hives of an Australian eusocial stingless bee, Tetragonula carbonaria, in their natural
habitat (subtropical forests) and two landscapes differently altered by humans (suburban gardens and macadamia
plantations), and monitored foraging patterns and colony growth across seasons over three years.
We found foraging patterns to vary between landscapes and season, with highest pollen diversity, pollen and sugar intake
rates in gardens. Colonies in gardens also showed highest growth and reproduction rates. Fitness of individual workers was
highly conserved across colonies and landscapes, but overall colony fitness declined with landscape resource availability and
diversity. Pollen quality was surprisingly high in plantations, but did not compensate for reduced food availability outside
mass flowering times.
While we confirmed a detrimental effect of agricultural monocultures on the fitness of bees, we showed that even small
patches of highly diverse plant assemblages, as found in gardens, may sustain bee colonies and hence populations. Due to a
continuous availability of diverse flower resources gardens may thus have a high conservational value for bees in
(sub)tropical regions.
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Incorporating cultural utilisation in restoration
Priscilla Wehi1,2, Janice Lord2
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Ecological restoration aims to initiate or accelerate ecosystem recovery, and reverse environmental degradation and loss
caused by human activities. However, human values also shape decisions about the trajectory and use of restored landscapes.
It is not always clear whether restoration trajectories aim to incorporate human-nature interactions, or return ecosystems to
"natural" historical states that exclude human activity. In many parts of the world there is a long history of traditional harvest
and management by indigenous cultures. We investigated support for biocultural practices at restoration sites in Australasia,
by examining the aims, restoration activity, and permitted use of the restoration area for 30 top ranked restoration projects.
Our findings indicate that community consultation and volunteer involvement commonly occur in restoration projects. All
projects supported aesthetic and some recreational use, for example through the provision of walkways. In contrast, very few
restoration projects supported any form of traditional resource harvesting. We conducted a parallel case study of New
Zealand native birds that further revealed a mismatch between legal conservation status of species and availability for
harvest, thus also undermining indigenous cultural practices. We urge restoration practitioners to consider bio-cultural
diversity and the potential for resource use in restoration goals. Reinstating utilitarian practices such as harvesting can be a
powerful way of recovering human connections with nature, supporting cultural identity, and increasing community
motivation to protect wild areas.
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The Importance of Traditional Agricultural Lands for Food Security and Resilience in the Face of Climate Change
Natalie Kurashima
University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Pacific Island communities rely on reef fisheries as a main food source, but these systems are estimated to decline 20% by
2050. Simultaneously, terrestrial ecosystems are threatened by habitat loss, invasive species, and climate change. Therefore,
there is a need to conserve native ecosystems, while re-opening arable land for food production in the Pacific Islands.
Restoration of agroforestry systems in the vast alien-invaded areas of Hawaiʻi can provide a strategy to increase ecosystem
services, restore native habitat, increase biodiversity/resilience, and increase local food production. Yet, these systems have
been overlooked in academia as well as agricultural policy, and an understanding of their past spatial extent and future
potential is not fully understood. In this study, I develop geospatial information systems (GIS) models to address the
following questions: 1) Where did traditional agricultural systems, both intensive and extensive, occur in Hawaiʻi? 2) Do the
models align with ethnohistoric and archaeological evidence? 3) What was the productive capacity of these lands? 4) How
are these traditional agricultural areas constrained by development today? 5) How might the extent and distribution of these
lands shift under future climate change scenarios? Model results correspond well with areas found in the ethnohistoric and
archaeological record and show that Hawaiʻi could have sustained 260,280 acres of traditional agricultural systems,
potentially producing 1,062,509 metric tons of food per year. Interesetingly, this production is comparable to the
consumption of food in the state of Hawaiʻi today. Some restoration sites because of urbanization and development. This

study indicates that traditional agricultural systems in Hawaiʻi were once highly productive and have potential to contribute
to Hawaiʻi's future food security, especially in the context of climate change. Protection and utilization of these lands are
critical and must be considered more fully in current land use and agricultural policies.
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Wading Past Assumptions: Gender Dimensions of Climate Change Adaptation in Coastal Communities of the
Philippines
Kathryn Graziano1, Richard Pollnac2, Patrick Christie1
1
School of Marine and Environmental Affairs, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA, 2Dept. of Marine Affairs and
Coastal Resources Center, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, USA
Climate change is expected to have a broad range of impacts on social and ecological systems. In developing countries,
climate change will affect men and women differently. However, the type, extent and implications of these differences for the
most part lack contextual, empirical support. This study examines the gender dimensions of climate change adaptation (CCA)
and marine resource dependency in fishing villages of the Philippines. It seeks to 1) Identify and challenge assumptions about
women and climate change 2) Examine beliefs, values, perceptions of risks, resource dependency, and awareness associated
with climate change, and 3) Evaluate the implications of gendered relationships with fisheries and the environment. Social
surveys were administered randomly to marine resource users in 30 coastal villages within three Philippine provinces
(Palawan, Occidental Mindoro, and Batangas). Findings indicate that women felt less connected to nature, were more risk
tolerant, and were equally inclined to conservation attitudes as men. Women and men were also equally aware of climate
change. Women were more aware of CCA plans, but less likely to attend outreach activities. The results offer insights that
dispel certain generalizations and present opportunities for improved integration of both men and women in effective CCA.
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Factors influencing seedling drought tolerance and potential response to climate change in the Haleakalā silversword.
Paul Krushelnycky1, Jesse Felts2
1
University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Haleakala National Park, Kula, HI, USA
Climate change is predicted to place island species at risk of extinction, particularly those restricted to mountain-tops. Over
the past few decades, the Haleakalā silversword (Argyroxiphium sandwicense macrocephalum) has undergone substantial
population declines that are associated with drier conditions on the mountain. Mortality has been most severe among smaller
plants and at the lower end of its elevation range, pointing to potential spatial variation in seedling drought tolerance. Using
replicate greenhouses located at the upper and lower bounds of the silversword range, we tested the roles of local adaptation
and phenotypic plasticity in influencing seedling drought tolerance. We found that source location, watering level, and
growth elevation influenced seedling growth rates as well as various morphological traits characterizing root and leaf
architecture. Furthermore, elevation and watering level during the growth period affected seedling longevity during a
simulated drought. Plants with the most favorable combination of factors survived 48% longer than the shortest living group.
This effect, however, resulted mainly from differences in seedling size among groups. Analyses that adjusted for size
suggested that variation in environmental conditions during drought may have the strongest impact on longevity, providing
insight into the elevational pattern of mortality observed in the field. These results also suggest directions for future
management of this ecologically important and charismatic species.
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Contemporary and future distribution of epiphytes orchids: the case of Laelia speciosa in Mexico
Leonel Lopez-Toledo, Mayra Flores-Tolentino, Cuauhtémoc Saenz-Romero, Irene Ávila-Díaz
Universidad Michocana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo, Morelia, Michoacán, Mexico
Species distribution models are widely used in biogeography, conservation and climate change studies. These models
consider the presence of species and climatic factors, and rarely include biotic interactions. However, the distribution of some
species may be influenced by these interactions. For epiphytes, the host trees are a major factor in defining the limits of their

distribution. In this study we investigated the distribution of Laelia speciosa, an endangered orchid endemic to Mexico.
Particularly, we modeled the distribution of the species using climatic variables (climatic model) and climate variables plus
information on the distribution of host trees as an approach to a biotic interaction of our target species (biotic model). We
identified host trees in 11 sites along the range of its distribution. We also explored the changes of species distribution in
different future climate change scenarios (optimistic and pessimistic). L. speciosa showed preference for Quercus deserticola
(96%), although it was present at four other tree species. The contemporary distribution of L. speciosa was better validated by
the biotic model and predicted a distribution of 79,815 km2 in Mexico, which represents only 4% of the continental territory.
The species maybe in risk as it is highly extracted from wild populations and only 0.6% of its total distribution is protected.
Future scenarios assuming climate change predict considerable reduction in the distribution area of L. speciosa by 1950.
Climatic models predicted reductions in 9-12% of the distribution. However, biotic models predict reductions in 35-100%.
Future climate habitat of the species maybe found at 200-400 m above than contemporary elevations and most of this
distribution would not be protected. In conservation terms, biotic interactions are necessary to include when modeling
distribution of specialist species, especially when modeling future distributions. Therefore, it is necessary to promote
protection programs and sustainable use of the species.
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Community assembly in coffee agroecosystems: twig-nesting ant colonization under environmental filters and
competition from twig-nesting and dominant ants
Stacy Philpott
U. of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, USA
Ant community assembly is influenced by environmental filters, competition, dispersal, and predators and parasites. Yet, we
know relatively little about processes at the recruitment stage, effects of environmental differences on competition, and the
influence of dominant ants. I used a nest colonization experiment to examine influences of factors influencing arboreal twignesting ants in coffee agroecosystems: a) regional environmental variability (coffee management), b) local environmental
variability (nest density), c) presence of twig-nesting ants, and d) presence of a dominant ant. I added 5, 10 or 15 nests to
coffee plants in high-, medium-, and low-shade farms on plants with or without twig-nesting or Azteca ants. Of 5328 nests
recovered, 36.2% were occupied by one of 37 ant species. Colonization varied with coffee management (highest in low-shade
farms) and was reduced in Azteca, but not twig-nesting ant, presence. Colonization did not vary with number of available
nests on a plant. Thus ants may respond to environmental filters at larger scales and competition along different temporal
scales. First, increased hollow twig availability correlates with increased twig-nesting ant abundance and richness, but our
results indicate that this environmental filter acts regional scale (variation in colonization with habitat type, but not number of
nests on a plant). Second, competition from different ants may influence assembly at different times across a colony lifetime.
Twig-nesting ants do compete for nest sites, but such competition likely happens in established nests, rather than at the
colonization stage. Meanwhile, Azteca hinders colonization processes, influencing the establishing species.
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*The importance of incorporating plant and herbivore effects into studies of methane flux from neotropical wetlands
Scott Winton, Curtis Richardson
Duke University Wetland Center, Durham, NC, USA
Wetland habitats for migratory waterfowl provide a myriad of ecosystem services, but potentially represent a significant
source of the greenhouse gas, methane (CH4). Remote sensing studies implicate freshwater wetlands of the neotropics as
major contributors to global CH4, but field data remains insufficient to corroborate. Furthermore there is little understanding
of how neotropical wetland plant species nor herbivores may influence CH4 emission. Hydrophytes may oxidize CH4 through
radial oxygen loss (ROL) or facilitate emissions by conducting CH4 through aerenchyma. Waterfowl behaviors, such as
herbivory, nutrient transport, and bioturbation, have the potential to influence the emissions of CH4 on wintering habitats in
the neotropics. We investigated the effects of waterfowl on vegetation cover and CH4 emissions using exclosures at the
largest natural lake in North Carolina (USA) for two years and suggest application of our approach in the tropics. In order to
disentangle potentially important bird behaviors, we separately tested the effects of simulated herbivory, bioturbation and
nutrient addition on CH4 flux in wetland mesocosms. Our field data reaffirmed that abiotic factors-hydrology and
temperature-control CH4 emissions, with rates spiking to 78 ± 20 mg CH4 m-2 hr-1 during warm/wet periods and crashing
during cold/dry conditions. But exclusion of waterfowl significantly reduced mean cumulative CH4 flux by an estimated 29

to 83 percent compared to controls. Mesocosm data support the explanation that waterfowl herbivory reduces ROL from
emergent plant roots, thus inhibiting CH4 oxidation and enhancing flux. These results suggest that in much-needed future
studies of CH4 emission from neotropical wetlands, both seasonal hydrologic cycles as well as life and migration cycles of
aquatic herbivores and their interactions with aquatic vegetation ought to be considered.
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Short- and long-term consequences of defaunation on western Amazonian floodplain forests
Varun Swamy1,2
1
San Diego Zoo Global, San Diego, CA, USA, 2Duke University, Durham, NC, USA
We examine the short- and long-term impact of defaunation on forest composition and regeneration dynamics across the ca.
80,000 km2 Madre de Dios river basin in the southeastern Peruvian Amazon. The dataset includes 6+ years of year-round
seed fall records, multiple annual recensuses of seedling communities, and a 5th year recensus of sapling communities. We
compared seed distribution, seedling composition and sapling recruitment patterns among sites that differed drastically in
vertebrate community composition, particularly in the density of large arboreal frugivores and large terrestrial seed predators.
In defaunated sites, seed dispersal of most primate-dispersed tree species appeared non-existent both numerically and
spatially, although a few large-seeded species showed some evidence of compensatory dispersal. Overall, the drastic
reduction in apparent seed dispersal of large-seeded fleshy-fruited species at defaunated sites was reflected in the spatial
structure and composition of seedling and sapling communities via increased dominance and aggregation of a few species at
the expense of others. Analyses of demographic trajectories showed increasing trends for certain combinations of biological
traits and regeneration strategies such as understorey palms and small-seeded shrubs.
We conclude that community-level effects of defaunation on high-diversity Amazonian plant communities are somewhat
idiosyncratic and may take decades or longer to become obvious and/or permanent. While extinctions of individual species
and reduced diversity of the plant community may not be an immediate or automatic consequence, defaunation may exert a
greater influence on the future carbon stocks of tropical forests by altering abundances of individual tree species and
community composition over large spatial scales.
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The role of frequency-dependent factors in regulating clonal expansion in Piper cordulatum
Eloisa Lasso1,2, Marta Vargas-Timchenko2
1
Universidad de los Andes, Bogota, Colombia, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama, Panama
One of the most widely accepted explanations for the advantage of sex lies in the creation of genetic variation. However the
observation that clonal populations are as genetically diverse as non-clonal ones has challenged this view. In the shrub genus
Piper, clonal reproduction can account for up to 42 % of individuals in a population and yet, their populations contain high
genetic diversity in comparison to other clonal plants. It have been repeatedly suggested that somatic mutation and
frequency-dependent mortality driven by natural enemies are process that can maintain genetic diversity in clonal populations
even though no experimental evidence for this assertion has been presented. In our study we tested the frequency-dependent
hypothesis by comparing mortality, herbivore and pathogenic infection in two types of artificially created clonal
aggregations; a series of aggregations with no clones (0% clone) and others where all individuals were clone (100% clones).
The expectation in support of this hypothesis will be that common genotypes would be more likely to be attacked by
herbivores and pathogen than rare genotypes at low frequency. We created 30 clones of 14 different genotypes from cuttings
and established those clonal aggregations in the field arranged in 28 plots in a randomized block design. Fourteen of the plots
had 20 genetically identical plants (100% clone) and the other 14 plots had 20 genetically unique plants (0% clone). Plots
were established in Buena Vista on the Barro Colorado Island Monument in Panama. Here we present three years of data on
mortality, herbivore and pathogenic infection on those plots. So far we found no evidence that rare genotypes are doing better
than common genotypes and that density-dependent factors are key in maintaining genetic diversity on clonal populations.
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*Understanding Coral's Ability to Adapt to Changing Environment
Kaho Tisthammer, Robert Richmond
Kewalo Marine Laboratory, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
Corals in Maunalua Bay, Hawaiʻi are under chronic pressures from sedimentation and terrestrial runoffs containing multiple
pollutants, due to large scale urbanization started about a century ago. However, some individuals thrive despite the
prolonged exposure to these environmental stressors, which suggests that these individuals may have adapted to withstand
such stressors. The lobe coral Porites lobata in Maunalua Bay showed increasing levels of stress response along the
environmental gradient that exists from nearshore toward offshore. Therefore, the lineage-scale population genetic structure
of P. lobata was investigated to understand the genetic basis for observed differential stress responses. The population genetic
structure was analyzed using exisiting DNA markers, as well as newly developed markers. A clear genetic differentiation in
P. lobata was found between the offshore and inshore individuals, which suggests that the individuals nearshore may have
been selected for higher tolerance to these stressors. Understanding the little-known, small-scale genetic variation will
provide critical information for saving corals by revealing their short-term adaptive ability to upcoming environmental and
climate change. It will also be a valuable tool for resource managers to make effective decisions on coral reef conservation,
such as designing marine protected areas that incorporate and maintain genetic diversity, and establishing acceptable
pollution run-off levels.
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*Insights into two colonisation events: Australian fig psylloids on Lord Howe Island and New Zealand
Caroline Fromont, Markus Riegler, James Cook
University of Western Sydney, Richmond, NSW, Australia
Human activities are playing an increasing role in biological invasions. The homogenization of the environment through
agriculture and the choice of alien species planted in urban areas are increasing the ranges of many plant species. This may in
turn provide new opportunities for their associated insects, and even insects with limited dispersal abilities may reach new
habitats. Mycopsylla fici is a small sap-feeding insect found specifically on the Moreton Bay fig (Ficus macrophylla).
Outbreak of these psylloids can cause complete defoliation of their host trees and have negative impacts on animals relying
on this tree for food and shelter. There are two forms of Moreton Bay fig, one on the mainland of Australia and another on
Lord Howe Island (LHI), a volcanic island located 600 km offshore. Due to human activities, F. macrophylla is now also
present outside its natural range in various other parts of Australia, as well as in New Zealand (NZ), Europe and America
(including Hawaii). Psylloids are now found throughout Australia where Moreton Bay figs occur, and in New Zealand. LHI
and NZ populations are interesting as they represent two different times of colonisation; LHI could have been colonised by
the psylloids a very long time ago (up to millennia) while New Zealand has clearly only been colonised very recently (since
1995). Using microsatellites specifically developed for the psylloids, I am addressing questions regarding gene flow between
populations, colonisation events and the genetic diversity of the psylloids on each island. Preliminary data indicate quite
strong geographic population structure on the mainland and strong divergence between the mainland and LHI populations. In
addition, it seems that the New Zealand population is closely related to the Sydney population, its most likely source of
origin.
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Genome-wide detection of genetic variation reveals insights into population demographics of endemic Hawaiian avian
species
M. Renee Bellinger1, Patrick Hart1, Eben H. Paxton2, Anne Viellet3, Don Price1
1
Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental Science Graduate Program, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA,
2
U.S. Geological Survey Pacific Island Ecosystems Research Center, Hawaii National Park, HI, USA, 3Core Genomics
Facility, University of Hawaii at Hil, Hilo, HI, USA
Our understanding of population structure, demographic patterns, and adaptive divergence is being revolutionized through
advances in genomics. In this pilot study, Genotyping By Sequencing (GBS) techniques were utilized to characterize
population demographics of two avian species with dissimilar life histories. The endemic Hawai‘i Amakihi (Hemignathus
virens) is a small forest dwelling generalist bird that, unlike many other Hawaiian avian species, has demonstrated some

tolerance to mosquito borne avian malaria infection and over some regions of their range has maintained mostly stable
populations. We are using the GBS techniques to determine the degree to which the genetic structure of Amakihi populations
across Hawaii Island are consistent with the population structure of song dialects. The Nene goose (Branta sandvicensis), a
close relative of the Canada goose (B. canadensis), is a ground dwelling bird that went through a severe (n = 30 individuals)
population bottleneck in the 1950’s. In this case we are documenting the relationship between breeding success and genetic
variation among individuals within a population. The GBS techniques offer cost-effective genome-wide detection of genetic
variation at single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) especially for those with limited genome information.
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Managing the unmanageable: evaluating ecological processes that make invasive plant control a challenge
Geetha Ramaswami1,3, Monika Kaushik4, Soumya Prasad1,2
1
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, Karnataka, India, 2Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, India, 3Nature Conservation
Foundation, Bangalore, Karnataka, India, 4Wildlife institute of India, Dehradun, Uttarakhand, India
Despite an increased understanding of the process of plant invasion, its consequences and multiple effective management
methods, a large number of invasive plants remain a management challenge. Often the invasive plants targeted for
‘eradication' are well-established, have multiple successful modes of reproduction and propagule storage, and are associated
with native mutualists that ensure long-term propagation and dispersal. We take the example of a pantropical weed, Lantana
camara (Lantana), to illustrate how the extent and intensity of management may never be enough to eradicate the weed,
irrespective of the effectiveness of removal methods. We conducted a field study in a subtropical seasonal forest of northern
India to quantify the recolonization of managed areas by Lantana. The possible causes of recolonization, such as - the
ubiquity of Lantana, its dispersal potential and the proximity between managed areas and source populations - were assessed
using a combination of transect-based sampling methods, individual plant observations and radio telemetry of common
dispersers. We found that Lantana was indeed regenerating in managed areas, was widely dispersed and that managed areas
were almost always well within the median dispersal distance from source plants, thus facilitating rapid recolonization. The
same mechanism may be true for other widespread woody species with similar agencies of dispersal. We emphasise that
‘eradication' or large scale control of this long-established invasive plant is likely to be impossible, and propose an alternative
method of identifying ecologically valuable areas for intensive monitoring and isolation from source populations.
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*Experimental removal of an exotic canopy-forming tree has mixed effects on native and non-native flora in the
Galapagos Islands
Gonzalo Rivas-Torres, S. Luke Flory, Chris Wilson, Damian C. Adams, Bette Loiselle
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA
Non-native invasive plants can form novel plant assemblages with unique abiotic characteristics, but despite the ecological
and conservation implications few studies have evaluated how native and non-native plant species perform under these new
environmental conditions. Here, we present the results of an experiment to investigate how germination, establishment, and
growth of native and non-native plant species are affected by the invasive canopy tree Cedrela odorata in the Galapagos. C.
odorata was introduced for timber more than 50 years ago and now covers ~800 hectares that present unique abiotic and
biotic conditions in one inhabited island of the archipelago. Although the species is economically important as a primary
timber source, invasions are thought to have significant ecological consequences. To evaluate the effects of C. odorata on the
performance of native and invasive plants we established replicated plots across C. odorata dominated forest sites and
removed C. odorata canopy trees from half of all plots. We found that the establishment and growth of native tree species,
including an endemic canopy-forming and threatened tree, were positively affected by removal of the invasive C. odorata.
Although removing C. odorata benefited some important native species, this treatment also promoted increased growth and
establishment of other problematic invasive plants. Here we provide useful information regarding the performance of plants
with different origins under novel conditions, which will also help to perform suitable management actions that may assist
forest restoration efforts in highly invaded areas in Galapagos and elsewhere.
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Recovery of Hawai‘i's Native Terrestrial Ecosystems from Ungulate-Induced Novel Grazing Systems
Christina Leopold1, Steve Hess2
1
Hawai‘i Cooperative Studies Unit, University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, Hawai‘i National Park, USA, 2U.S. Geological Survey
Pacific Island Ecosystems Research Center, Hawai‘i National Park, USA
The remote oceanic islands of Hawai‘i exemplify the transformative effects that introduced herbivorous mammals can bring
to isolated terrestrial ecosystems. We reviewed published literature containing systematically collected, analyzed, and peerreviewed original data specifically addressing direct effects of non-native hoofed mammals (ungulates) on terrestrial
ecosystems, and indirect effects and interactions on ecosystem processes in Hawai‘i. Processes affected by ungulates
included herbivory, bark-stripping, disturbance by hoof action, soil erosion, enhanced nutrient cycling from the interaction of
herbivory and grasses, and increased pyrogenicity and competition for water by pasture grasses. These processes have created
novel hybrid grazing systems, which have been devastating to Hawai‘i‘s terrestrial ecology. The damage to native
ecosystems by ungulates has also resulted in a loss of cultural heritage (e.g. feather-collecting, plant material for lei-making),
and recovery efforts seek both to restore native habitat and associated cultural uses and practices. Findings from 55 original
published works mostly showed strong short-term regeneration of dominant native forest species such as māmane, koa, and
tree ferns and understory ferns after ungulate removal. However, displacement by alien grasses commonly inhibited native
species regeneration in ecosystems with extensive degradation; raising concern that ecosystem change may cross thresholds
that cannot be reversed. All invasive plants which became problematic after release from herbivory were associated with
ungulate presence and had already been established prior to ungulate removal. Unassisted recovery after ungulate removal is
dependent on previous degradation; invasive plant control and outplanting of rarer native species may be necessary for
recovery where degradation has been extensive. Considering that ungulates have inhabited areas of Hawai‘i for more than
two centuries, recovery to near-natural conditions may require a comparable period of time, thus the long-term effects of
ungulate removal have yet to be manifest.
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Non-native coqui frogs do not affect native birds in Hawaii
Robyn Smith1, Karen Beard1, Aaron Shiels2
1
Department of Wildland Resources and Ecology Center, Utah State University, Logan, UT, USA, 2Hawaii Field Station,
USDA, APHIS National Wildlife Research Center, Hilo, HI, USA
Non-native species can influence community and ecosystem dynamics. The effects of non-natives are of particular concern
on islands where many natives are endemic and threatened. The introduction of the Puerto Rican coqui frog to Hawaii has the
potential to change native communities, especially at higher elevations where it is predicted to spread. Previous studies in
Hawaii have shown that the highly abundant coqui can change arthropod communities, and it has been hypothesized that they
may affect bird communities through competition. We measured bird and coqui abundance in three replicate plots on either
side of 15 coqui invasion fronts across the island of Hawaii to determine whether coqui frogs change both native and nonnative bird abundances and richness. To account for species and habitat-specific detection probabilities, we used N-mixture
models to determine whether coqui presence and abundance were top predictors of bird abundance compared to other
environmental variables measured. We observed 5707 individuals of 21 bird species, of which 16 were non-native and five
were native. While coqui abundance and presence were not important explanatory variables for native abundance or richness,
our top model for total non-native bird abundance suggests that they increase with coqui abundance. Top models for two nonnatives, the Common Myna and Chinese Hwamei, suggest their abundances increase with coqui presence. While our results
suggest that coquis are associated with increased abundances of non-native birds in general, and we controlled for habitat
differences in our study design, we cannot reject the possibility that non-native birds and coquis respond to similar habitat
characteristics. Alternatively, coquis could act as an additional food source or change community composition in a way that
favors non-natives. Nonetheless, our results suggest that, at this time, native bird communities have not changed as a result of
coqui frog invasions.
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Remote sensing of forest productivity and aboveground carbon along spatial gradients of plant invasion and
environmental conditions
Jomar Barbosa1, Gregory Asner1, Flint Hughes2, Tracy Johnson2
1
Department of Global Ecology, Carnegie Institution, Stanford, CA, USA, 2Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, USDA Forest
Service, Hilo, HI, USA
Although it is known that Hawaiian forest ecosystems heavily invaded by exotic plants may show higher gross primary
production (GPP) than non-invaded forests, little attention has been paid to changes in native forest GPP under different
infestation levels. Interactions among invasive and native plants occur under intricate combinations of abiotic and biotic
processes. Consequently, complex tradeoffs between species competition and facilitation may emerge based on infestation
level and environmental conditions. Here, we evaluated (1) how environmental conditions drive canopy GPP and invasion
gradients of Psidium cattleianum (strawberry guava or SGuava) and (2) how P. cattleianum invasion affects forest aboveground carbon density (ACD). We mapped SGuava invasion, canopy GPP, and ACD using high-resolution airborne imaging
spectroscopy and LiDAR from the Carnegie Airborne Observatory. SGuava mapping (accuracy of 86%) was done using
spectral unmixing approaches. We mapped forest GPP using remote sensing estimates of light-use efficiency and fraction of
photosynthetically active radiation absorbed by vegetation. Elevation and substrate traits were equally important to determine
forest GPP. However, the rate of GPP decrease as elevation increased was twice as high for SGuava than for native canopies
and this invasive species over-performed GPP of native canopies mainly on low elevation and substrates with high nutrient
availability (intermediary volcanic substrate age). We found high SGuava infestation where environmental conditions were
favorable to the invader GPP, indicating these locations may be more susceptible to SGuava invasion. Forest ACD was
similar among gradient of SGuava infestation, however, we found a strong decline in ACD heterogeneity in landscapes
where guava cover was higher than 20%. Our results highlight environmental conditions affecting differences on GPP
between SGuava and native canopies, and consequently driving invasion patterns and carbon stock as landscapes are
gradually invaded.
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Biological control of weeds in Pacific island forests
M. Tracy Johnson, Kenneth P. Puliafico, Nancy L. Chaney
USDA Forest Service, Volcano, Hawaii, USA
Our Forest Service team focuses on development of natural enemies for long term suppression of invasive plants in forests of
the Hawaiian Islands and elsewhere across the Pacific. Here we summarize the current status of biological control projects
targeting some of the most disruptive weeds in Pacific ecosystems: Psidium cattleianum (strawberry guava), Miconia
calvescens, and Falcataria moluccana (albizia). We are collaborating with forest managers in Hawaii to monitor efficacy of
Tectococcus ovatus, a leaf-galling insect from the Brazilian native range of strawberry guava, initially established in 2012
and now increasing gradually at sites on four islands. Our goals are to slow the spread of strawberry guava in native forests
and develop strategies for combining the biocontrol with other approaches for restoration of degraded areas. From
explorations in Costa Rica and Brazil, several potential agents for biocontrol of miconia have been identified and are being
evaluated for host specificity. Our strategy for miconia is to develop a suite of biocontrol agents attacking stems, leaves and
fruits, selecting the most damaging among available host-specific herbivores. We have just begun exploring for natural
enemies of albizia, which as a fast growing N-fixer has a long history of commercial use, but also threatens ecosystems and
infrastructure in Hawaii and other Pacific islands. In addition to conventional foreign exploration, we plan to identify
potential biocontrol agents using the knowledge of commercial timber producers and agroforestry specialists within and
adjacent to the native range (eastern Indonesia, New Guinea and surrounding islands). Our hope is to find a highly
specialized herbivore, such as a gall-former, that can severely suppress reproduction of albizia without causing rapid
mortality of immense, hazardous mature trees.
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The multiple effects of dung beetle activity on seed and seedling fate
Ellen Andresen
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico
Dung beetles (Scarabaeinae: Coleoptera) constitute a highly diverse and abundant group of insects in tropical biomes. Due to
their behavior of relocating and burying the dung of vertebrates, they have been shown to play important ecological
functions, such as soil conditioning, nutrient cycling, parasite suppression, seed dispersal, etc. Thirteen years ago, in the 2002
ATBC Annual Meeting, I co-presented a review of the available information on the role that dung beetles play as secondary
seed dispersers of seeds defecated by fruit-eating mammals. Now, I will present and up-dated review of this ecological
function of dung beetles including information accumulated in the last decade. I will also present results showing that dung
beetle activity may affect tropical seed fate in more ways than just secondary seed dispersal. In particular, once seeds are
incorporated into the underground seed bank (by any biotic or abiotic factor), dung beetle activity will move them again
upwards, thus promoting seed germination and seedling establishment. Further, dung beetle activity not only affects seed
fate, but independently it also affects the fate of established seedlings. Seedlings growing in areas where beetles bury dung
differ in foliar nutrient contents and performance compared to seedlings growing in areas with dung but no beetle activity. As
with seed fate, the effects of dung beetle activity on the fate of established seedlings can be positive or negative, and are
likely to be highly species-specific and context dependent.
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The joint effects of birds and ants increase the effectiveness of seed dispersal of a tropical shrub
Paulo H.S.A. Camargo1, Milene M. Martins2, Alexander V. Christianini3
1
Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos Campus Sorocaba, Sorocaba, SP, Brazil, 2Universidade de Santo Amaro, Sao Paulo,
SP, Brazil, 3Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos Campus Sorocaba, Sorocaba, SP, Brazil
Plants often have complex seed dispersal patterns that may include different dispersers such as birds and ants in successive
phases (i.e. diplochory). Yet, the contribution of each vector to seed dispersal effectiveness (SDE) is poorly understood. We
investigated the contribution of birds and ants to SDE of Erythroxylum ambiguum in a well-preserved Atlantic rainforest site
in Southeast Brazil from August 2012 to April 2014. We estimated transition probabilities (TP) from seed to one-year
seedlings for seeds dispersed by birds (from plant crown, Phase 1) and by ants (after the seeds reached the ground, Phase 2)
with the aid of selective exclosure seed removal experiments and observations of places of seed deposition and seedling
survival. We used the cumulative TP to estimate the SDE for each dispersal phase. We recorded 12 species of birds feeding
on fruits and dispersing away 26% of the fruit crop. The rest of the crop (74%) fell beneath the parental plant, 67% as viable
seed. Twenty species of ants fastly removed fallen diaspores (whole or embeeded in bird feces) up to 3 m away, thus
redistributing the seed shadow generated by Phase 1. In total, ants had a quantitative contribution to SDE similar to that of
birds. Rodents preyed on a third of seeds fallen to the ground. Birds and ants equally increased germination percentage and
speed compared to controls. Birds deposited seeds in viable conditions farther, where seedling survival was enhanced, but
seedlings growing in ant nests showed higher one-year survival than controls. When the combined contribution of birds and
ants in successive phases of dispersal was considered, SDE significantly increased compared to a single dispersal Phase
carried by birds. The inclusion of several vectors in successive phases of dispersal clearly increases SDE.
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Seed fate as a function of forest disturbance in Madagascar's rainforest
Onja Razafindratsima, Jacob Krauss
Rice University, Houston, TX, USA
Anthropogenic disturbance such as habitat degradation and fragmentation may have profound consequences for seed fate,
and subsequently affect seedling recruitment and plant demography. Thus, the development of appropriate strategies for
forest restoration requires an understanding how habitat disturbance may influence post-dispersal processes. We examined

how secondary and pristine forest habitats differ in patterns of seed fate in southeastern rainforests in Madagascar. We
quantified post-dispersal seed removal and seed predation of two native, vertebrate-dispersed, large-seeded plant species by
conducting seed fate experiments in the two habitat types. Results show that seed removal rates were higher in disturbed
habitat compared to that in undisturbed, while seed predation rates were lower. Although we were unable to recover a
majority of removed seeds, these findings suggest that secondary seed dispersal may play a critical role on plant recruitment
in disturbed habitats.
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Seed fate beyond the seed stage: Do seedlings act as cues, alerting mammals to underground seeds?
Erin Kuprewicz
Instituto de Ecología, Xalapa, Mexico
Large-bodied generalist seed predators can positively and negatively affect plant demography via seed dispersal and
predation respectively. In parts of Costa Rica, peccaries and agoutis have profound effects upon local plant communities,
which can scale up to influence forest-level processes. One significant, yet understudied component of peccary and agouti
behavior is seed detection—surprisingly little is known about how mammals locate underground seeds, which may have been
stored by scatter-hoarding rodents or incidentally buried by natural soil turnover. Ignorant seed predators, in this case animals
that do not possess previous knowledge of a buried seed’s location, may use visual and olfactory cues to detect hidden food
items. Past research at La Selva Biological Station has shown that terrestrial mammals exhibit significant predation pressure
on large seeds, resulting in very few seeds escaping to germinate and become seedlings. Scatter hoarding by agoutis may
disproportionally contribute to seed survival, however we do not know if or how ignorant seed predators may be able to
discover underground seed caches. In this study, I am investigating how ignorant mammal seed predators detect underground
seeds. Are buried seeds detected via (1) visual cues, (2) olfactory cues, or (3) a combination of both? Using natural and
artificial seedlings along with experimentally buried seeds and sham controls, I have found preliminary evidence that
seedlings do serve as aboveground indicators of underground seeds. Mammals cue into seedlings and unbury attached seeds,
removing them, and incidentally killing the seedling. Peccaries and agoutis are effective seed predators even at the seedling
stage, using a combination of visual and olfactory cues to uncover and remove buried seeds. The implications of this signalfollowing behavior likely scale up past the seed and seedling stage to affect the population growth of large-seeded plants.
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Factors influencing the dispersal/predation balance in a montane population of the African pouched rat, Cricetomys
sp.
Biplang Yadock1,2, Hazel Chapman1,2, Pierre-Michel Forget3
1
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, 2Nigerian Montane Forest project, Taraba State, Nigeria, 3Museum
National d'Histoire Naturelle-UMR 7179, CNRS-MNHN, France
The African pouched rat, Cricetomys sp. is a major predator of large seeds in Nigerian montane forests. We have evidence
that the species is also responsible for dispersing some seeds through scatterhoarding, but only a single study has so far
investigated this. As Nigerian montane forests are rapidly losing their large bodied frugivores from over hunting and forest
fragmentation, we were interested in understanding more about the role of Cricetomys sp. in the dispersal of large seeds in
both core forest, forest edge and grassland habitat. Grassland was of interest because we have preliminary evidence for the
successful dispersal by Cricetomys sp. of Carapa oreophyla (Meliaceae) into grassland, important in terms of forest
restoration. Here we describe a series of experiments designed to determine the range of seed species scatterhoarded
by Cricetomys sp., the patterns of scatterhoarding associated with each species and the effectiveness of scatterhoarding for
the germination of these seeds. We also assess the scatterhoarding / predation ratio across species, habitats and seasons. We
chose seed species of different sizes and different phenologies. We used threads to mark and follow seeds through a full year,
in three different habitats; core forest, forest edge and grassland. The design included three sites in each habitat with 20 plots
(seed stations) within each site. Our results demonstrated that seed size was a significant determinant of Cricetomys sp.
behaviour; larger seed species were moved farther, were buried individually and frequently recovered to be predated or
moved and cached again. Smaller seed species were buried in two's or threes and significantly closer to the plot. Season also
affected the dispersal/predation balance; immediately the rains began the ratio of hoarding (dispersal) to predation increased.
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Seed harvesting of a threatened African tree dispersed by rodents: human-rodent competition and its impacts on
regeneration
Norbert Cordeiro1,2, Henry Ndangalasi3, Carrie Seltzer4, Beata Amosi3, Eric Lonsdorf5, Dan Larkin6, Heriel Moshi3
1
Roosevelt University, Chicago, IL, USA, 2The Field Museum, Chicago, IL, USA, 3University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania, 4University of Illinois-Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA, 5Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, PA, USA,
6
Chicago Botanic Garden, Glencoe, IL, USA
Emerging markets for Non-Timber Forest Products such as fruits and seeds can lead to overharvesting pressure on natural
populations. Allanblackia stuhlmannii (Clusiaceae), a globally threatened, dioecious tree species endemic to the Eastern Arc
Mountains of Tanzania, is one such species at risk from overharvesting of its valuable seeds. Seeds of this species are low in
trans-fats and remain solid at room temperature with a melting range of 40-46 degrees C, qualities that enhance market
potential. Due to the demand for these seeds, harvesting by local communities has increased in and around Amani Nature
Reserve (ANR), East Usambara Mountains, Tanzania, since 2005. Because seeds are primarily rodent-dispersed, we
investigated if harvesting was excessive enough to induce competition between rodents and humans, and to determine if
harvesting reduced recruitment potential between 2006 and 2012. We sampled Allanblackia stuhlmannii in fixed 200x20m
plots replicated in farms, forest fragments and the continuous protected forest in 2006 (start of market) and again in 2012
(height of market) to evaluate differences in size class distributions of trees. We also quantified fruits under trees in these
three land use types for evidence of seed removal by rodents vs humans. We found that harvesting rates by humans were high
in all land-use types and that humans also harvested excessively in the protected forest. As a consequence, direct competition
between rodents and humans was evident, with competition decreasing with increasing fruit availability. Nonetheless,
differences in recruitment between 2006 and 2012 suggests that overharvesting by humans is likely reducing rodent seed
dispersal, and negatively impacting seedling/sapling recruitment in all land-use types, including the protected forest (ANR).
Implications of these findings suggest that without intervention by managers, this endemic species is likely to suffer a similar
fate of failing regeneration as compared to the Brazil nut Bertholletia excelsa (Lecythidaceae) of Amazonia.
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Ecophysiological relevance of Stable isotope time series of woody C4 plants from Hawaii
Gerhard Helle1, Tishanna Ben2, Carolin Zorn1, Patrick Hart2
1
Helmholtz Centre Potsdam German Centre for Geosciences GFZ, Potsdam, Germany, 2University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo, Hilo,
USA
Relatively simple and robust models do exist for the ecophysiological interpretation of carbon and oxygen isotope ratios in
C3 plants. In particular, annually-resolved long-term δ13C tree-ring measurements are used to reconstruct physiologically
only-driven response of intercellular CO2 (Ci) caused by atmospheric CO2 (Ca) growth. When removing meteorological
signals from the δ13C measurements, most studies find trees regulated gas exchange so that intrinsic water use efficiency
(iWUE) has increased during the 20th century by up to 20%. However, the carbon isotope fractionation during photsynthesis
of C4 plants does not allow to simply derive intrinsic water use efficiency from existing model consideration. We want to
present d13C and d18O time series data from Hawaiian woody C3 and C4 plants (Akoko, Euphorbia olowaluana (C4) and
Mamane, Sophora chrysophylla (C3)) and discuss their ecophysiological relevance.
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Annual Rings in a Native Hawaiian Hardwood Tree, Māmane (Sophora chrysophylla), on Maunakea, Hawaiʻi
Kainana Francisco1,2
1
USDA Forest Service, Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, Hilo, HI, USA, 2Tropical Conservation Biology & Environmental
Science, University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA
Annual rings are not commonly produced in tropical trees because they grow in a relatively aseasonal environment, however,
in the subalpine zones of Hawaiʻi’s highest volcanoes, there is often strong seasonal variability in temperature and

rainfall. Using classical dendrochronological methods, annual growth rings were shown to occur in māmane (Sophora
chrysophylla), a native hardwood tree species on Maunakea, Hawaiʻi. Sampling occurred at three sites on various facing
slopes of Maunakea – Puʻulāʻau (west), Pōhakuloa (south), and Puʻumali (north). Chronologies established from nearby
non-native, live pine and cedar trees were used to verify the dates from a total of 52 series from 22 māmane trees of the
Pōhakuloa site, establishing an 86 year long chronology (1926-2011) with 2003 rings, 0.501 series intercorrelation, 0.194
auto-correlation, and 0.510 mean sensitivity. Ring-width patterns were significantly correlated with monthly rainfall from
August of the previous year at the Pōhakuloa site (r = 0.377, p = 0.019). Radiocarbon analysis showed median calibrated 14C
ages ranging from 106-180 years, too young to provide accurate age estimates using this method. This study is the first in the
eastern tropical Pacific region to utilize dendrochronological methods to gain a better understanding of the growth dynamics
of a native forest tree.
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Matching dendrochronological dates with the Southern Hemisphere 14C bomb curve to confirm annual tree rings in
the tropicsLaia Andreu-Hayles1, Guaciara M. Santos2, David A. Herrera-Ramírez3, Jorge Ignacio del Valle3, Javier Martin-Fernández1,
Tatiana E. Boza-Espinoza4, Alfredo F. Fuentes5,6, Paula LM. González7, Daniel Ruiz-Carrascal8,7, Peter M. Jørgensen6
1
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Colombia University, Palisades, NY, USA, 2University of California, Irvine, Irvine,
CA, USA, 3Universidad Nacional de Colombia Sede Medellín, Medellín, Antioquia, Colombia, 4Universidad Nacional de San
Antonio Abad del Cusco, Cusco, Peru, 5Herbario Nacional de Bolivia, La Paz, Bolivia, 6Missouri Botanical Garden, St.
Louis, MO, USA, 7International Research Institute for Climate and Society of Columbia University, Palisades, NY, USA,
8
Escuela de Ingenieria de Antioquia, Medellin, Antioquia, Colombia
The periodicity of tree-ring formation must be determined before using tree rings to provide information on forest growth, the
climate response of trees, or to extend climate records beyond instrumental periods. Dendrochronology has been extensively
used to assign absolute calendar dates to tree rings in temperate climates, where cambial dormancy due to low winter
temperatures ensures that rings are annual. However, this approach is not sufficient to guarantee annual periodicity in tropical
climates. Complex anatomical features and undetermined environmental factors triggering growth periodicity can challenge
the identification of wood layers corresponding to seasonal/annual growing periods. Here, we use 14C bomb-pulse dating of
selected rings as an independent validation of calendar dates from those provided by dendrochronological techniques. Two
tropical species were investigated in northwestern South America: Prioria copaifera (cativo) from the Atrato River in the
Colombian Pacific region (~7°N; 76°W) and Pseudolmedia rigida (Klotzsch & H. Karst.) Cuatrec. from the Madidi National
Park in Bolivia (~14°S; 68°W). Eight to ten dendrochronologically dated tree rings were selected for years before and after
the 14C bomb spike nuclear tests (i.e. 1950s–1960s). The radiocarbon (14C) content of these samples were measured with
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) and compared with the Southern Hemisphere (SH) 14C atmospheric concentration
dataset. While a perfect match between P. rigida 14C-AMS data and the 14C curve SHCal zone 1–2 confirms the annual
periodicity of ring formation, 24 14C-AMS measurements from 3 P. copaifera trees yielded offsets of up to 40 years,
indicating the production of more than one ring in certain years. Annual resolution could have been erroneously assumed due
to evidences of common growth variability shared among P. copaifera trees and significant correlations with climate. This
illustrates the risk of calendar misdating in the tropics without independent validation of the annual nature of tree rings.
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Identification of timber geographic origin through fast development of tree-ring isotope network data using optimized
core-sampling and cellulose extraction methods.
Akira Kagawa1, Takeshi Fujiwara1, Sru Nugroho Marsoem2, Nyi Nyi Kyaw3
1
Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan, 2University of Gadjah Mada, Jogjakarta,
Indonesia, 3Forestry Research Institute, Nei pyi taw, Myanmar
Tree-ring isotope network data are mainly used for climate reconstruction but it can be also used for locating geographical
origin of wood. Because of illegal logging problem, especially in the tropics, timber importers are now legally obliged to
declare the country of origin of their wood products in the U.S. and EU. Therefore, demands for scientific methods to identify
the geographic origin of timber are increasing. "Dendroprovenancing" is one such method, in which the origin of unknown
wood is estimated by calculating correlations of the tree-ring parameters (ring width, stable isotope ratios) of the unknown
wood with reference trees of known geographic origins (Eckstein et al 1975, Kagawa & Leavitt 2010). We applied the
method to teak (Tectona grandis) from South East Asia and oak (Quercus crispula) and other species from Japan. Due to its
high coherence, oxygen isotope series enabled us to estimate the geographic origin of timber with the highest precision. For

example, we were able to identify the geographical origin of teak with a success rate higher than 83 %. In a case study in
Hokkaido, Japan, we were able to locate the geographical origin of oak at about 60 km accuracy. We will also introduce an
automated system for increment core sampling and optimized cellulose-extraction method (Kagawa et al. 2015) that can help
efficiently develop tree-ring isotope network data. [References: Eckstein D. et al (1975) Tree-ring research in the
Netherlands. Tree-Ring Bull 35:1-13. Kagawa A. & Leavitt, S.W. (2010) Stable carbon isotopes of tree rings as a tool to
pinpoint the geographic origin of timber. Journal of Wood Science, 56:175-183. Kagawa A. et al. (2015) An optimized
method for stable isotope analysis of tree rings by extracting cellulose directly from cross-sectional laths. Chemical Geology,
393-394:16-25.]
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Disparities of ecological amplitude about the relationships between ring width, δ13C of Pinus massoniana Lamb. and
climatic factors: a case study in subtropical region of China
ZhiYuan SHANG, YeSi ZHAO, Jian WANG
Nanjing Normal University, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China
Under the background of global warming, regional disparities about the relationship between tree-ring width, stable carbon
isotope ratio (δ13C) and climatic variables are important information for predicting the changes of forest productivity and
species distribution. Tree-ring samples of Pinus massoniana Lamb. (PM) were obtained from the center area and south
boundary of its distribution in the subtropical region of China. Ring-width residual chronologies andδ13C sequences were
developed for each site.
From the proxy of residual chronologies, both sites are in significant positive correlation with the mean temperature of
current January-March while negative correlation with sunshine duration of last November. The chronology of south
boundary has a significant negative correlation with temperature in the middle-late growing season and a significant positive
correlation with precipitation and relative humidity (RH). On the contrary, the chronology of center area has a significant
positive correlation with temperature and sunshine duration and a significant negative correlation with precipitation and RH
during the same period of last year. The correlation between climatic factors of last year and chronology of center is much
higher than that in the south boundary, showing that climate has a greater lag-effect on the PM radial growth in center area.
From the proxy of δ13C, both sites have significant correlation with RH than the other climatic factors and the stage with
significant level is earlier for center area than south boundary. The main climatic factors influencing the δ13C variation for
both sites concentrate on the middle-late growing season. It can be concluded that water-stress due to high temperature and
drought in the middle-late growing season is the main climate factor to restrain the PM radial growth in south boundary,
while may be restricted by high RH in center area.
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Mycorrhizal Fungi Composition Study as Environmental Factor Reference for Relocating Endangered Paphiopedilum
spicerianum in Yunna, China
Jessie Yc Han, Jiangyun Gao, Shicheng Shao, Qiang Liu
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Menlun, Yunnan, China
As wild orchids unable to germinate and complete life cycle without specific fungal strings, understanding the inseparable
relationship between fungi and host orchid species has been applied on conservation and horticulture purposes.
Paphiopedilum spicerianum, a sole population with less than 50 wild individuals in Pu'er, southern China, has been closely
monitored under Plant Species with Extremely Small Population project launched in 2008. Reintroducing and relocating new
populations to new habitats are the most suitable options due to the severely destruction of current location. With hope to
increase the survival rate and long term viability, mycorrhizal fungi composition in soil and root was studied. Total of 28 root
samples and 31 soil samples were collected from 2 now considered different populations, Pu'er and Xishuangbanna nursery.
Extracted DNA samples, from root and soil were sent to Shangon Biotech (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. for next generation
sequencing. Analytic software R was used for NMDS, indicator species, and edaphic factors correlation analysis. Total of
14,266 OTUs, 214 families, and 487 genuses were generated by primer ITS 3 and ITS 4OF. Besides 21% unclassified OTUs,
most OTUs are group into Basidiomycota and Ascomycota. Common orchid mycorrhizal fungi, Tulansnella, Sebacina,

Ceratobasidium composed 38% of the communities. The root fungal communities are evidently different from the soil. A
community shift of the translocated population was detected indicated the change in microclimate and edaphic factors might
be influential. However, there is no statistical significant result showing pH, moisture, Nitrogen, Organic matter,
Phosphorous, Calcium, and Magnesium having impact on the structure change but Potassium. Different fungal composition
between 2 different habitats implies the relationship between orchids and mycorrhizal fungi might not be as strict as we
thought. The choices of relocating locations might be broader than originally anticipated.
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Strategies to restore Knuckles conservation forest underplanted with cardamom for enhancing conservation and
livelihoods
Balram Dhakal1,3, Michelle Pinard1, Nimal Gunatilleke2, Savitri Gunatilleke2, David Burslem2
1
University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK, 2University of Peradeniya, Kendy, Sri Lanka, 3Tropical Biology Association,
Cambridge, UK
Cash crops have been cultivated in many tropical forests for centuries, but tree regeneration strategies in the areas abandoned
after understory cultivation are poorly known. We investigated methods for restoring tree regeneration for enhancing
conservation and livelihoods in a Sri Lankan montane conservation forest underplanted with the high-value spice crop
cardamom (Elettaria cardamomum). Tree regeneration and the cover of herbaceous plants were assessed in unmanipulated
plots and in treatment plots from which cardamom plants had been clipped or removed. Tree seedling recruitment was higher
in forest plots from which cardamom biomass had been removed through slashing (mean±SE 5m-2; 28.9±2.70) and uprooting
(32.2±3.17), or when dead cardamom leaves and stems were removed with small-scale extraction of pods (22.5±2.16), than
in unmanipulated control plots (16.6±1.13) over 15 months. The species composition of emerged seedlings did not differ but
herbaceous cover including non-native invasive Ageratina riparia increased in response to cardamom removal. Cardamom
recovery was greater in slashed plots than in uprooted and removal. Slashing or uprooting cardamom plants is a potential
strategy for restoring tree regeneration in forests with underplanted cardamom, but these interventions would need to be
repeated annually over many years to be successful, and they risk promoting expansion of herbs. An alternative approach to
this is to clear dead cardamom leaves and stems, and to encourage communities the small-scale extraction of pods from the
residual cardamom plants. Harvesting pods reduces the likelihood that crop will be sustained in-situ through natural
regeneration, and provides income to communities for their livelihoods.
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Determining applicability of genetic rescue via mixed source population translocations of rare plants on O‘ahu,
Hawai‘i
Lauren Weisenberger, Matthew Keir
Oahu Army Natural Resources Program, Schofield Barracks, HI, USA
Within the native Hawaiian flora, 89% are endemic, approximately 10% are extinct, and over half the taxa are considered
rare. For many of these species, translocations (mostly reintroductions in this context, but also introductions and
restoration/augmentation) are essential for preventing extinction, and limited source material may necessitate bringing
together individuals from different populations. The consequences of mixing source populations depend on a suite of biotic
and abiotic factors, and source population representation can be an important contributor to translocation success.
Conservative protocols enforce mixing only when inbreeding depression is suspected but many populations throughout
Hawai‘i are already reduced to only several plants or even one individual, suggesting concerns for genetic load (reduction in
fitness) may play a large factor in population health. The Oʻahu Army Natural Resources Program (OANRP) conducts
management actions and research to stabilize endangered plants species found on Army lands on Oʻahu. OANRP has
outplanted 37 species at 180 sites since 1997, 61 of which represent multiple source populations. Average survival is 38% for
plantings greater than five years old and increases when a translocation represents more than one source population.
Translocation success, however, is unlikely, as few sites have recruitment and maturation of those recruited plants. Several
endangered plant species were evaluated to determine whether they were candidates for mixed source reintroductions and
potential genetic rescue. Species range, variation in habitat characteristics, population history and structure, and past
translocation success were assessed and several candidates were identified and mixed-source translocations conducted.
Translocation success, which is vital to preventing the extinction of these rare plants, will continue to be monitored
intermediately through outplant survival and population structure until population stability can be assessed.
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A new Cyanea (Campanulaceae) from the Hawaiian Islands and a novel approach to monitoring remote plant species
Margaret Sporck-Koehler1,2, Tobias Koehler4, Sebastian Marquez3, Mashuri Waite5, Adam Williams1
1
State of Hawaii, Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Forestry and Wildlife, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA,
2
Department of Botany, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 3Papahana Kuaola, Kaneohe, Hawaii, USA, 4Koehler
Enterprises, L.L.C., Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 5Koolau Mountains Watershed Partnership, Pearl City, Hawaii, USA
The Campanulaceae is a large, diverse, and cosmopolitan plant family with representatives inhabiting a wide range of habitat
types including tropical, sub-tropical, temperate, and frigid zones, with exceptional diversification in South Africa and
Hawaii. One of the most extraordinary adaptive radiation events known in the family is the monophyletic Lobeliad group in
Hawaii, composed of six genera (Brighamia, Clermontia, Cyanea, Delissea, Lobelia, and Trematolobelia) descended from a
single colonization event. The Hawaiian Lobeliads make up a combined total of 128 endemic species, 78 of which are
federally listed Threatened or Endangered (T&E). All genera except Lobelia are also endemic, with the most speciose genus
of the group being Cyanea, now with 80 currently recognized species (54 of which are T&E). Despite this abundance, the
Hawaiian flora continues to reveal room for discovery as a new species of Cyanea has been described from the seemingly
well-explored island of Oahu, adding another narrowly endemic species to a long list of rare and endangered taxa. In late
2012, a Cyanea species with densely pubescent leaves and noticeably long calyx lobes was encountered during a vegetation
survey in the wet forest of the Koolau Mountains and was determined to be unknown to science. Using morphological data
we describe the species, identify the likely closest relative, consider the conservation status of this and some other rare
Cyanea species, and experiment with a novel means of monitoring remote plant populations using a game camera and
cellular telephone signal in order to carry out management actions with greater efficiency. We present the results of our
study, including current conservation considerations and the management future of this species and we encourage game
camera technology use for monitoring other rare plant species.
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*Conservation genetics of the endemic endangered Hawaiian plant species Chrysodracon hawaiiensis in Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park
Pei-Luen Lu1,2, Clifford Morden2,3
1
Da Yeh University, Dacun, Changhua, Taiwan, 2University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 3Pacific
Cooperative Studies Unit, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
Chrysodracon hawaiiensis is an endangered species endemic to Hawai‘i Island with several dwindling populations in the
vicinity of Hawaiʻi Volcanoes National Park (HAVO). Conservation goals include establishing a robust population with
seedling recruitment while not losing local variation. It was listed as an endangered species by USFWS in 1996 and placed
on the IUCN Red List in 1997. At one time this woody plant was common in exposed dry forests but it became very rare due
to browsing pressure from feral mammals and human development. Individuals were examined using random amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) to determine the genetic structure of the populations and the levels of variation. Four populations
in HAVO and four populations from west side of Island of Hawaiʻi were sampled. Results indicate that HAVO and west
Hawaiʻi Island populations possess similar genetic structure. No consequences of genetic bottleneck were found within this
species. Larger populations contain similar levels of genetic diversity with smaller populations generally as determined by
number of polymorphic loci, estimated heterozygosity, and Shannon’s index of genetic diversity. Although population
diversity of C. hawaiiensis is thought to have remained near pre-disturbance levels, population size continues to decline as
recruitment is either absent or does not keep pace with senescence of mature plants. At HAVO, the Kahuku population is
distinct from the other three populations (Naulu, Kealakomo, and Great Crack). Future recovery efforts for this species
should include a complete fencing system to prevent browsing on young seeding and leaves, and augmenting populations by
collecting fruits and propagating seeds, and outplanting. Collecting seeds and establishing its seed bank are essential to
maintain its populations as the adult trees age and die.
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How to keep dark trees afloat: Historical biogeography and conservation status of the Indian Ocean Diospyros
(Ebenaceae)
Joeri Sergej Strijk
Guangxi University, Nanning, Guangxi, China

Situated just outside South-East Asia, considered to be the genus' major center of diversity, the Indian Ocean region is
exorbitantly rich in Diospyros (Ebenaceae). Madagascar alone has more than 85 species, with an expected additional 100
remaining undescribed. Similar levels of endemism can be found on volcanic islands chains surrounding Madagascar. With
over a 100 species placed on IUCN's Red List (including nearly all the Mascarene species), Ebenaceae are at the forefront of
conservation priorities and intense management activities. Populations for many insular species are numbering a dozen
individuals or less, and despite our best efforts, may be lost within the next decade, thereby chipping away at our ability to
understand and reconstruct this region's biological evolution. Here we reconstruct the evolutionary and biogeographical
history of Diospyros on Indian Ocean Islands using nuclear, chloroplast and morphological data. We perform ancestral area
reconstruction, morphological character mapping and assess the most likely dispersal modes to explain the extant distribution
of Indian Ocean Diospyros. Results from our morphological and molecular dating analyses suggest two independent
dispersals to the Mascarene Islands took place in the Early to Mid-Miocene, with both clades of Mascarene Diospyros having
evolved unique morphological characters. As these age estimates predate the emergence of the Mascarene archipelago, our
results suggest that the existence of older, now submerged islands chains, possibly as part of the Mascarene Plateau system,
served as intermittent stepping stones. Our findings are consistent with previous studies that looked at dispersal pathways and
temporal patterns of diversification in other speciose Indian Ocean island lineages. We urgently need to improve our
understanding of the composition and temporal persistence of communities that may have resided on these plateaus, to gain
insight into how they served as stepping stones and how they contributed to extant patterns of Indian Ocean biodiversity
today.
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Twenty years of vegetation growth and recovery following ungulate removal at Hakalau Forest National Wildlife
Refuge
Patrick Hart1,2, Joshua Pang-Ching1, Shea Uehana1, Mackey Bishop1, Andrew Yoshimoto1
1
Department of Biology, University of Hawai`i at Hilo, Hilo, Hawai`i, USA, 2TCBES Graduate Program, University of
Hawai`i at Hilo, Hilo, Hawai`i, USA
Introduced ungulates have had large impacts on the structure and function of tropical forests worldwide. These impacts are
even more acute on islands such as Hawai`i that, until recently, have no had history of ungulate pressure. At Hakalau Forest
National Wildlife Refuge on the island of Hawai`i, over a century of disturbance by introduced cattle and pigs resulted in a
landscape dominated by large, old ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha) and koa (Acacia koa) trees, with highly degraded
understory and middle canopy layers by the time it was purchased by USFWS in the mid-1980’s. Here we report on a 20 year
study from two 1km2 study areas within this forest. Our objectives were to examine patterns of vegetation regeneration
following fencing and ungulate removal and to better understand how Above Ground Biomass (AGB) has changed as a result
of these management actions. In the mid-1990’s, over 7000 trees >5cm DBH were tagged, identified, and measured within
one-hundred 30m diameter plots at each study area. These trees were re-measured again in 2015 to determine growth,
mortality, and regeneration rates. We documented significant increases in abundance and size of most native tree species,
despite a ground layer that remains dominated by introduced pasture grasses in many areas. These increases represent a reemergence of a lost mid-canopy layer. We also found a significant increase in AGB over the course of the study. Our results
demonstrate that restoration of forest structure, diversity, and biomass in these high elevation old growth forests can be
achieved following the removal of invasive ungulates.
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*Invasive feral pigs impact native tree ferns and woody seedlings in Hawaiian forest
Faith Inman-Narahari1, Molly Murphy3, Rebecca Ostertag2, Creighton Litton1
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA, 3USDA Forest Service,
Hilo, HI, USA
Invasive mammals can fundamentally alter native plant communities, especially on isolated islands where plants evolved
without them. The globally invasive feral pig (Sus scrofa) can be particularly destructive to native plant communities. Tree
ferns are an important understory component in Hawaiian forests that facilitate establishment of other species, but are a
preferred food of feral pigs. The extent and effects of feral pig damage to tree ferns, and associated impacts on plant

regeneration, are largely unknown. We quantified the effect of feral pig damage on tree fern growth, survival, and epiphytic
woody seedling abundance over 1 year on 438 randomly-selected tree ferns of three endemic species (Cibotium chamissoi, C.
glaucum, and C. menziesii) in a Hawaiian montane wet forest with high tree fern and feral pig densities. Feral pigs damaged
13% of tree ferns over 1 year. Compared with undamaged tree ferns, trunk length increment of moderately- to heavilydamaged individuals decreased by 4-27% and they lost tenfold more fronds. Tree fern angle (standing, leaning, prone, or
semi-prone) and woody seedling abundance co-varied with feral pig damage. Specifically, damaged tree ferns were more
often prone or semi-prone, supported more seedlings, and also had 34% higher annual mortality than undamaged tree ferns.
Overall, feral pig damage had substantial negative effects on tree ferns by reducing growth and survival. Feral pig damage to
tree ferns reduces establishment sites for species that either regenerate preferentially as epiphytes or are currently restricted to
epiphytic establishment due to feral pigs rooting, potentially altering future forest composition.
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*Vegetation response to removal of nonnative ungulates across Hawaiian tropical montane dry and wet ecosystems
Rebecca Cole1, Creighton Litton1, Jed Sparks2, Christian Giardina3
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honlulu, HI, USA, 2Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA, 3USDA Forest Service, Institute of
Pacific Islands Forestry, Hilo, HI, USA
Fencing and non-native ungulate removal are critical first steps for conserving native biodiversity in island ecosystems.
These actions are expensive and labor intensive, but biodiversity benefits are poorly understood. In particular, little is known
about: (i) the extent of native plant recovery vs. non-native plant invasion; and (ii) the time frame under which vegetation
responds following ungulate removal. Between 2010 and 2014, we established a series of ungulate present vs. removal plots
across chronosequences of fenced units on Hawaii Island in three different montane dry ecosystems (Dodonaea shrubland,
Metrosideros woodland, and Eragrostis grassland) and one montane wet ecosystem (Metrosideros/Cibotium forest). Plant
community responses to ungulate removal varied dramatically across ecosystem types and over time. Common native and
non-native wet forest species both responded strongly and positively to ungulate removal within 6.5 years, but there was little
recovery of species of conservation interest. In contrast, no changes in either native or non-native plants occurred after 8
years of ungulate removal in Dodonaea shrubland. After 8 years of ungulate removal in Metrosideros woodland and 30 years
in Eragrostis grassland, the only difference observed with ungulate removal was an increase in the abundance of plants of
conservation interest. Differences in patterns of recovery across ecosystems are likely due to a combination of factors,
including disturbance history, ecosystem resistance to degradation, and resource availability. The marked differences in plant
community responses to fencing and non-native ungulate removal over time suggest that most of these ecosystems will need
further management to achieve long-term conservation goals.
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Response of soil physical and chemical properties to the removal of nonnative invasive ungulates from Hawaiian
tropical montane wet forest
Creighton Litton1, Michael Long1, Jed Sparks2, Rebecca Cole1, Christian Giardina3
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 2Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, USA, 3USDA Forest
Service, Hilo, Hawaii, USA
Throughout the Pacific Island region, land managers fence and remove nonnative ungulates to conserve native biodiversity.
Nonnative ungulate removal is labor and cost intensive and requires continual maintenance, yet long-term outcomes are not
well quantified. Surprisingly little is known about how ungulate removal impacts the underlying ecological processes that
control plant community composition. In this study we established a series of paired plots inside and outside of fenced units
in five sites that represent a ~20 year chronosequence of feral pig removal from tropical montane wet forests on the Island of
Hawaii. Across this chronosequence, we quantified the impacts and temporal legacy of feral pig removal on a suite of soil
physical and chemical properties. Feral pig removal had large impacts on soils that last for >20 years following feral pig
removal, in contrast to vegetation which stabilized in these sites within ~6 years of removal. Specifically, feral pig removal:
(i) improved soil structure via increased soil aggregation, decreased bulk density, and decreased soil moisture; and (ii)
enhanced nutrient cycling and availability via increased net N mineralization and increased labile soil carbon and extractable
cations in soil solution. These changes in soil structure and function with feral pig removal occurred concurrently with large
increases in the cover and abundance of understory vegetation. We hypothesize that disturbance by feral pigs initially opens
the forest understory to invasion by nonnative plants, and that alterations in soil properties (e.g., increased nutrient
availability) facilitates continued invasions for decades after feral pig removal. Understanding changes to soil structure and

function as a result of the presence and removal of nonnative ungulates should help to inform management activities designed
to restore and conserve native biodiversity.
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Consequences of feral pig (Sus scofa) exclusion on sediment and bacteria in runoff from native and strawberry guava
(Psidium cattleianum)-invaded tropical montane forests in Hawai‘i
Ayron Strauch1, Greg Bruland3, Richard MacKenzie0
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2USDA Forest Service Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, Pacific
Southwest Research Station, Hilo, HI, USA, 3Principia College, Elsah, IL, USA
The structure and function of tropical island ecosystems are threatened by the expansion of highly invasive species. In
Hawai‘i, non-native feral pig (Sus scofa) populations are altering soil conditions and understory vegetation with potential
consequences for infiltration, runoff and water quality. Concurrently, strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum) is rapidly
invading watersheds, altering interception, evapotranspiration, water use, throughfall and stem flow. We examined the
independent and interactive effects of feral pigs and P. cattleianum invasion on soils, runoff and erosion as well as soil and
runoff fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) using paired fenced (no pigs)-unfenced (with pigs) runoff plots in native and P.
cattleianum-invaded forests for 22 months following plot establishment. We found that pigs were less active in invaded
forests, possibly as a result of greater P. cattleianum stem densities and this was accompanied by reduced impacts on soils
and runoff compared to the native forest. Unfenced plots and invaded plots had more bare soil, less vegetation groundcover
and more soil FIB (E. coli, total coliforms, Enterococcus sp.) compared to fenced or native plots, with the greatest mean soil
FIB values in unfenced, invaded plots. Runoff volumes, soil erosion, and runoff FIB were generally greater in native forests,
driven largely by reduced canopy cover and greater pig activity. Interactions between co-occurring highly invasive nonnative species are likely to amplify the independent effects of species introductions on island hydrology and watershed-scale
processes.
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Impact of nonnative ungulate removal on fuels and wildfire dynamics on Pacific Islands
Clay Trauernicht
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
The status quo approach to conservation of biological diversity in Hawaii is to fence areas and remove nonnative ungulates,
such as feral sheep, goats, pigs and cattle, because these animals reduce native plant cover, regeneration and
survival. However, removing grazing animals can also release nonnative plants and thereby increase fuel loads and wildfire
risk. In this presentation, I synthesize the available research on the interactions between nonnative ungulates and fire for the
Pacific Island region and present new findings from a project comparing fuel loads in areas with and without fencing for
ungulate control at Pohakuloa Training Area (PTA) on Hawaii Island. Although ungulate removal is critical for native
habitat conservation, the available research points to trade-offs with increasing wildfire risk, especially in drier ecosystems,
that likely require fuels reduction measures as an additional management strategy. At PTA, we found herbaceous fuel loads
were 2x higher in ungulate-controlled plots. Fuel bed height, an important driver of wildfire behavior, was also
higher. However, differences in fuels were also influenced by differences in mean annual precipitation across plots. Modeled
fire intensities were always greater within fenced exclosures, driven primarily by a large and significant increase in the cover
of the nonnative fountain grass (Cenchrus setaceus) within ungulate controlled areas. Unmanaged ungulates clearly have
deleterious effects on native plant communities, but these and other findings suggest that managed grazing may provide a
tool for reducing fuel loads at landscape scales. Given the increasing wildfire threat due to widespread establishment of fireprone, invasive grasses on Pacific Islands and the high cost of maintaining fire breaks in these novel, tropical grasslands, the
development of prescriptive, managed grazing for wildfire mitigation warrants further attention.
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In Guam's bird-free forests, invasive ungulates play key roles
Ann Marie Gawel1, Haldre Rogers2, Ross Miller3, Alexander Kerr3
1
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Hagatna, GU, USA, 2Rice University, Houston, TX, USA, 3University of Guam, Mangilao,
GU, USA

Guam's forests provide examples of systems that have been severely ecologically altered, notably by the loss of native birds
due to the invasive brown treesnake (Boiga irregularis). Philippine deer (Rusa mariannae) and feral pigs (Sus scrofa) were
introduced to various Mariana Islands centuries ago, but their ecological roles remain poorly understood. We determined that
these ungulates play unique roles in seedling herbivory, seed dispersal, and plant community structure in the limestone karst
forests in Guam and the nearby island of Rota, which has forests that are similar to Guam but with less disturbance history.
Although ungulates are present on both islands, results differed between Guam, which has lost its avifauna, and Rota, which
is relatively more pristine and still retains its avifauna. Our results from seedlings plots and vegetation transects show that
deer, even at low densities, strongly affect plant community composition in Guam. These correlations were not detected in
Rota. Plant community characteristics were not significantly correlated to pig abundance on either island. Germination from
pig scats, however, indicated that pigs play a role in seed-dispersal, selectively dispersing native over exotic seedlings in
Guam. We show that even in systems altered by multiple species, ungulates play major roles in determining community
composition. In addition, the roles of pigs and deer differ, and an understanding of their roles and the changing communities
that they inhabit are required to effectively manage them.
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Effectiveness of new cultivation model in restoration of wild orchids used as TCM: experiments from the tropical
Yunnan, China
Jiang-Yun Gao, Shi-Chen Shao
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Mengla, Yunnan 666303, China
More than 1/3 of Chinese native orchids are used as Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) including many species of
Dendrobium, and these Dendrobium species have been massively collected. Although massive commercial cultivation of
medicinal Dendrobium developed rapidly recent years, this model doesn’t seem to offer alleviation in wild harvest pressure,
likely because few local people involved in and benefitted from it. In addition, people believe that wild plants are much better
than cultivated products in quality. The restoration-friendly cultivation model, i.e. planting targeted species in natural
settings, is considered a new conservation tool for these epiphytic medicinal orchids, especially for Dendrobium species. We
set out to test this model. Using seed baiting techniques, symbiotic fungi have been successfully isolated from protocorms of
two medicinally valuable Dendrobium species, D. aphyllum and D. devonianum. The fungi have been experimentally tested
to be effective for seed germination and seedling development. We sowed seeds with its specific fungi directly on tree trunks
in natural forests and traditional tea gardens. Generally, seeds started to germinate in about 6 weeks, and seedlings developed
very well. After a whole year, seedling survival ratio are ?? % and ?? % and the height of seedlings are ?? cm and ?? cm for
D. aphyllum and D. devonianum, respectively. Our experiments show that the restoration-friendly cultivation could be an
effective way to alleviate rural poverty and protect wild medicinal orchids. Equally significant, the symbiotic seed
germination methods that we developed can be used for reintroduction of endangered orchids as well.
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Cycad propagation by rural nurseries in Mexico as an alternative conservation strategy: 25 years on
Andrew Vovides1, Miguel Perez-Farrera2, Carlos Iglesias1, Hong Liu3
1
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Chiapas, Mexico, 3International Center for Tropical Botany, Dept. of Earth and Environment, Florida International
University, Miami, Florida, USA
A program to propagate cycads native to Mexico with the aim to address illegal trafficking and habitat destruction was
initiated in 1990. We began the program with Dioon edule in Monte Oscuro nursery, Veracruz. In 1994 we added D.
merolae, Ceratozamia mirandae, C. matudae, Zamia soconuscensis and Chamardorea spp., in Chiapas on the Seputura and El
Triunfo biosphere reserves. Zamia furfuracea and Beaucarnea recurvata were added into the program a few years ago. The
program ran into difficulties with limited plant sales due to marketing problems. Nevertheless it has given the villagers
enough incentive to conserve cycad habitats and to discourage illegal collecting.
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Cultivation, market and use potentials of Nepal's medicinal plants: Reflections from local to policy level interventions
Joel Heinen1, Mary Cameron2, Hong Lui1, Ripu Kunwar3, Ram P. Acharya4
1
Department of Earth and Environment, Florida International University, Miami, Fl, USA, 2Department of Anthropology,
Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Fl, USA, 3Department of Geosciences, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Fl,
USA, 4Practical Solutions Consultancy Nepal, Kathmandu, Nepal
With elevations ranging from ca. 100 meters amsl to the highest peaks on earth, Nepal is a biodiversity hotspot with over
7,000-recorded species of vascular plants including many endemics. Over 2,000 species are used locally for wood, fodder,
food, and textiles, and for medical, religious, ornamental, and aromatic purposes. Medicinal plants in particular are dispersed
widely throughout South Asia, both within established trade mechanisms, and outside them. Usage and collection of
medicinal plants for primary health care are still dominated by the household economy, whose interests should remain a
priority. An account describing two thirds of collection as market intended finds that most raw and semi-processed products
are traded to India. Of concern in addition to conservation issues, is that the market price of medicinal and aromatic plants
(MAPs) is unstable. Since the wild forests are diminishing, cultivation of MAPs and collections from nearby areas has
become more strategic and offers the dual benefits of genetic diversity conservation and the promotion of the household
economy. The Department of Plant Resources (DPR) is responsible for studying and monitoring the country's MAPs, as well
as advancing the important links between conservation and community livelihoods. In an effort to garner more economic
value, the Government of Nepal, through its DPR, has targeted 30 MAPs for intensive study and 12 for domestic cultivation.
Using key informant surveys, group discussions and literature reviews, we carried out participant observations and reviewed
policy instruments including Nepal's Herb and Non-timber Forest Policy - currently under revision - and discuss their
strengths and weaknesses. We also catalogued the efforts made by DPR and other non-governmental organizations in MAPs
cultivation and discussed future possibilities within this sector. To further conservation, inventories of wild stocks are
urgently needed, as are more efficient marketing mechanism and a certification mechanism.
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Of mangroves, bivalves and cultural resource use, a participatory management experiment in a key ecosystem of
Southern Colombia
Alejandro Rosselli1,2, Patricia Falk3, Carmelo Castillo4
1
Conservation International, Bogotá D.C., Colombia, 2Fondo Acción, Bogotá D.C., Colombia, 3Asociación Calidris, Cali,
Valle del Cauca, Colombia, 4Consejo Comunitario Esfuerzo Pescador, Iscuandé, Nariño, Colombia
Community owned lands in Colombia add up to 37M ha. Most of such lands are located on significant biodiversity sites that
regularly overlap with ecosystems that are key for human development. Afro-colombian communities, characterized by low
income and high dependency on local natural resources, are responsible under the law for managing and conserving close to
6.5M ha of tropical forest and coastal ecosystems in the Biogeographic Chocó region, a conservation hotspot. Conservation
International Colombia and partners implement conservation agreements (CAs) with local communities aimed at conserving
key resources and enhance local livelihoods through community engagement and strengthen stewardship. Local resource
users, under a CA, determine conservation actions, sanctions and benefits. In order to establish the impact of CAs CI has
develop socioeconomic and biological monitoring schemes based on local participation. Base line data collected were
collected in three basic dimensions; socioeconomic; sociopolitical and institutional and; socioecological, in order to establish
the community’s adaptive capacity and identify actions that may lead to an increment in local community resilience through
CAs activities. Enhanced resilience and adaptive capacity should lead to communities that are better prepared to deal with
different type of disturbances or abrupt changes in their environment or set of rules that govern their territory. High
dependency on the natural environment, low adaptive capacity, restricted absence of governmental presence and restricted
access to markets for local goods may hinder conservation efforts and call for highly innovative strategies for community
involvement and local development. Capacity building of local institutions, continuous technical advice and creation of local
sustainable value chains are suggested activities that may enhance local governance, push positive behavioral changes
towards conservation and improve local livelihoods. KEYWORDS: Conservation agreements, Anadara sp, mangroves,
Biogeographic Chocó, local community
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Introducing the concept of restoration-friendly culativation: using overexploited medicinal orchids as examples
Hong Liu1, Yi-Bo Luo2, Joel Heinen1, Mahadev Bhat1, Zhong-Jian Liu3
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Florida International University, Miami, Florida, USA, 2Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China, 3Shenzhen
Key Laboratory for Orchid Conservation and Utilization, Shenzhen, China
About a quarter of Chinese wild orchid species are used in traditional medicine or as health food supplements. The market
demand for some species, such as those in the epiphytic genus Dendrobium, has diminished many wild populations to local
extinction or dangerously small numbers. Conservation of these heavily exploited orchids currently relies on a two-pronged
approach: establishing nature reserves and encouraging massive commercial cultivation in artificial settings. We argue that
these measures are not sufficient to restore or maintain healthy wild populations, and augmentation and reintroduction of
these species in natural forests are needed. We argue for an unconventional reintroduction approach, in which populations
planted in natural forests are allowed to be sustainably harvested (restoration-friendly cultivation). Because Dendrobium
orchids are epiphytic, restoration-friendly cultivation of these species will not be at the expenses of other native plants. In
addition, market premiums on wild-collected medicinal plants will generate incentives for farmers who participate in
restoration-friendly cultivation to preserve natural forests. With proper policy and oversight, the restoration-friendly
cultivation of medicinal Dendrobium orchids will facilitate the conservation of these threatened species, encourage protection
of natural forests, and benefit marginalized rural communities. Adding this restoration-friendly cultivation into the current
mix of conservation approaches has the potential to turn deeply-entrenched traditional uses of orchids from a conservation
challenge to a conservation success.
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*Functional variation in the nitrogen and phosphorus reserves in woody biomass: insights from a sapling defoliation
experiment in Panama.
Katherine Heineman
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL, USA
The availability of soil nutrients limits plant growth and influences tree species distribution in tropical forests. Given the
scarcity of soil resources, trees in tropical forests should be under selection to store nutrients for periods when nutrient
demand exceeds supply. However, little is known about the capacity of trees to remobilize nutrients from long-lived woody
biomass in tropical forests, despite wood sequestering a large proportion of bioavailable nutrients in tropical ecosystems. We
evaluated nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) remobilization from woody biomass via experimental defoliation of saplings from
four widely distributed genera of tropical trees in Panama. Focal saplings were sampled in high and low fertility habitats in
both montane and lowland forests to maximize contrast in the availability and identity of limiting nutrients. N and P
concentrations of stem wood were measured before defoliation and after subsequent re-foliation response to calculate wood
remobilization efficiency. Initial wood P concentrations differed significantly within taxa between low and high fertility
habitats, whereas initial wood N differed significantly within taxa between lowland and montane forests, but not among soil
fertility habitats. In three of four genera studied, wood P concentrations declined after refoliation at both elevations, and the
proportion of wood P remobilized was greater on low fertility compared to high fertility sites. In contrast, significant N
remobilization was restricted to the low fertility montane site, where nitrogen is most likely to limit plant growth. These
findings provide evidence that a significant fraction of N and P in woody biomass is can be remobilized in response to
asymmetry in nutrient supply and demand, as opposed consisting primarily of recalcitrant structural material. Furthermore,
variation in remobilization responses of species to defoliation provides additional evidence that multiple nutrient-limitation in
tropical forests may be driven by functional differences among tree taxa in resource acquisition and allocation.
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Disentangling influences of an invasive species and restoration efforts from precipitation influences on soil
biogeochemistry.
Jesse Bateman1, Oliver Chadwick2, Peter Vitousek1
1
Stanford Unversity, Stanford, CA, USA, 2University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, USA

Previous studies have shown that Gorse (Ulex europaeus) invasions have a significant impact on soil geochemistry and
nutrient availability. However, those studies do not account for climatological influences or restoration efforts. We asked
what the effects of Gorse invasion are when taking climate into account, and what effects restoration efforts have on soil
properties. To answer these questions, we utilized a rainfall gradient on the windward side of Mauna Kea Volcano, HI. We
collected 103 surface soil samples (0-30cm depth) from three transects that ranged from 1100 to 2300mm of rainfall. Each
transect was dominated by different plant cover: invasive Eurasian grasses (as a control); Gorse; and Sugi pine (Cryptomeria
japonica) planted as part of a restoration effort. Samples were analyzed for bulk chemistry, exchangeable cations, and
nutrient availability. The data were then analyzed by regressing the variables of interest against rainfall, following which
residuals were analyzed to determine the effect of plant cover.
There were no significant differences in resin phosphorus across the three categories, although the control and Sugi samples
were more variable and slightly elevated relative to the Gorse samples. For total P remaining compared to parent material,
both Gorse and Sugi showed enrichment, relative to parent material, and were higher than the control. Exchangeable Ca, pH,
carbon, and nitrogen were elevated in the Sugi samples and lower in the Gorse samples, relative to the control samples. These
results corroborate previous findings concerning Gorse invasion while also contributing to understanding how restoration
efforts affect Hawaiian soils.
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*P and Mo limitation of nitrogen fixing trees are controlled by soil properties, light availability, and CO2
Annette Trierweiler1, Klaus Winter2, S. Joseph Wright2, Carlos Alberto Quesada3, Jon Lloyd4, Lars Hedin1
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Ascot, UK
Biological di-nitrogen (N2) fixation may be critical for alleviating nitrogen limitation of tropical forest carbon sequestration,
but tropical N2-fixing trees are subject to their own constraints. This is complicated by the fact that rising CO2 may stimulate
tropical forest growth, but in doing so, it may also alter and possibly exacerbate the dependence of N2 fixers on soil
phosphorus (P) and molybdenum (Mo), alone and on their combined interaction within the forest ecosystem. Our research
evaluates how Mo and P limitation of N2-fixation interacts with CO2 and other resources such as light. We also try to
understand what controls P and Mo availability in the soil itself. Using greenhouse experiments we tested how P and Mo
limitation of N2 fixers change across a CO2 gradient and across a light gradient in two experiments. We found complex
nutrient-light dynamics as well as nutrient-CO2 dynamics, where a certain threshold of light must be available before P
becomes limiting. Increasing atmospheric CO2 exacerbated P limitation of the N2 fixers and has the potential to develop PMo co-limitation. We also measured P and Mo concentrations (total and resin extracted) in soil profile samples across the
Amazon Basin from 23 sites that varied in soil development age and soil properties (clay and organic content) to better
understand what controls P and Mo availability. This work is in preliminary stages but points to the role soil organics,
acidity, and clay content as important factors in limiting biological access. The implications of our findings may help
researchers identify landscapes where tropical N2-fixers are most likely to run into P and Mo limitation in the future.
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*The chemical fractions of nitrogen and phosphorus withdrawn from senescing leaves of tropical tree species on
Mount Kinabalu, Borneo
Yuki Tsujii, Yusuke Onoda, Kanehiro Kitayama
Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Nutrient resorption from senescing leaves is a key nutrient conservation mechanism of terrestrial plants, and is a process in
which plants decompose organic compounds in senescing tissues and withdraw their decomposition products. Foliar tissues
include various organic compounds, whose decomposition costs may be different with each other. If so, plants should
decompose preferentially the organic compounds that have lower decomposition costs in order to minimize the cost of
nutrient resorption. We therefore hypothesize that plants decompose increasingly recalcitrant organic compounds in
senescing tissues with increasing nutrient resorption. We fractionated foliar chemical compounds to four fractions (i.e. easily
soluble, nucleic acid, lipid and residual fraction), and examined N and P resorption efficiency from each of these fractions for
22 tree species on Mount Kinabalu, Borneo, in order to investigate what N and P compounds are decomposed in senescing
tissues with increasing resorption efficiency. N and P resorption efficiencies from the lipid fraction were greater than those

from the other fractions, indicating that plants decompose preferentially lipids and withdraw their N and P. Most importantly,
plants demonstrated a disproportionately greater P resorption efficiency from the residual fraction than that from the other
fractions with increasing resorption efficiency of total P, despite that the residual fraction includes chemically recalcitrant
compounds. Such a trend of increasing nutrient resorption efficiency from the residual fraction was not found in N. Our
results clearly show that plants decompose different N and P compounds in senescing tissues according to their N and P
demands, and that differential allocations of N vs. P to these chemical fractions differentiate the patterns of nutrient
resorption between N and P.
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Fine-root traits of tropical tree species regulate the fate of fixed nitrogen, with consequences for forest dynamics
Ann Russell
Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA
Tropical tree species can exert control over free-living nitrogen (N) fixation. Questions about the fate of that fixed N merit
investigation, given the importance of N inputs for plant community assembly and ecosystem productivity. I examined tree
species effects on N cycling at La Selva Biological Station, Costa Rica, in a 25-yr-old experiment containing replicated
mono-dominant stands of four tree species, all with similar climate, soil, and land-use history. Over a 2-yr period, we assayed
free-living N fixation using the acetylene reduction method, microbial community composition using qPCR analysis, and
fine-root growth by ingrowth core method. Total biomass N was measured using direct tree measurements and allometry
derived from on-site destructive harvests. Denitrification was measured previously.
Nitrogen fixation differed across seven measurement times with rates in litter ranging from 0.3 to 550 (±451) ng N g-1 h-1 in
Hieronyma alchorneoides and Virola koschnyi, respectively. Nitrogen fixation was correlated with microbial composition,
but not with N uptake or stocks in biomass, with Virola ranking second lowest for both parameters. Denitrification rates in
Virola and Pentaclethra macroloba (a nodulated legume) were high and negatively correlated with fine-root growth (r = 0.76, P < 0.001). Together, these findings indicated that promotion of N fixation alone did not control N cycling by tree
species. Given their capacity for scavenging and uptake of fixed N, fine roots controlled soil N available for loss via leaching
and denitrification. Fine-root traits thereby regulated retention of fixed N within the forest, with consequences for ecosystem
N budgets.
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*Tree species more than functional types, and interactions with light explain nutrient limitation in a lowland tropical
forest
Cleo B. Chou, Lars O. Hedin, Stephen W. Pacala
Princeton University, Princeton, USA
To date, fertilization experiments in lowland tropical forests are few, with incongruous evidence of whether forest growth is
limited by nutrients, as well as potentially variable nutrient responses among taxa, size classes, and functional types. To
understand the mechanisms of this heterogeneous nutrient limitation, we designed an experiment to examine which
individuals were nutrient limited, under what environmental conditions, and why. Specifically, we targeted the most critical
resource for plant growth in these ecosystems: light, and the competition for it that is driven by different plant strategies
incorporating various traits.
During a 2-year in situ experiment using an N, P, K plus micronutrient fertilizer, we found consistent patterns of variable
nutrient limitation in stem growth of nine species of trees belonging to three functional types—shade intolerant, shade
tolerant, and nitrogen-fixing. Species identity was a much stronger explanation of tree growth and nutrient limitation than
functional type; pooling species into functional types blurred the details of nutrient limitation. Shade intolerants as a group
did not show evidence of nutrient limitation, even though one shade intolerant species was the most nutrient limited species.
Shade tolerants as a group were a better representation of the species that comprised them, with two of the three shade
tolerant species showing near significant evidence of nutrient limitation, as did the group as a whole. Nitrogen-fixers as a
group showed no evidence of nutrient limitation, but an interesting near-significant negative interaction between fertilizer and
light for one nitrogen-fixing species was hidden at the functional type level. Across all species, light was the most significant
driver of growth rate, though only two species showed evidence of light by nutrient interactions of growth rate. Integrating

this individualistic perspective of nutrient limitation with ecosystem-level dynamics in these forests will help us predict and
manage an important carbon sink.
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Relationships between foliar phosphorus, nitrogen and photosynthesis across diverse woody species in Panama
Richard J. Norby1, Lianhong Gu1, Anna Jensen2, Ben Turner3, Anthony Walker1, Jeffrey Warren1, David Weston1, Klaus
Winter3
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Phosphorus (P) availability exerts a strong control on the productivity of lowland tropical forests, but terrestrial biosphere
models lack routines to estimate P availability and its influence on productivity. While detailed biogeochemical models of P
availability are currently being developed, the physiological effect of phosphorus limitation is often represented as a simple
downscaling of GPP, if it is included at all. To inform the development of a physiological model of P limitation, we are
gathering data to support empirical relationships between foliar P content and photosynthetic parameters. We measured the
A-Ci relationship in leaves of many woody species, including lianas and understory, sub-canopy, and canopy trees at three
locations in Panama. After determination of leaf area and dry mass, leaves were analyzed for nitrogen (N) and P content at
the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. Foliar C:N:P ratios varied widely across species, with N:P ratios ranging from 7
to 42. Taking an N:P ratio > 16 as roughly indicative of P limitation, the majority of observations suggested P limitation.
Although global analyses have supported a strong relationship between foliar N and photosynthesis, there was no clear
indication of relationships between photosynthetic parameters and leaf N in our Panama data set. However, Vcmax, Jmax,
and TPU were weakly correlated with leaf P concentration across all species. Vcmax tended to decline with increasing N:P
ratio, suggesting greater control of photosynthesis by P than be N at these sites in Panama. Current carbon cycle models that
rely on constant C:N:P ratios across all plant functional types, and those that ignore P altogether, may not work well in the
tropics. Future studies that focus on understanding differences in nitrogen and phosphorous use efficiencies and their
relationships to photosynthesis among co-occurring species may lead to better models of gross primary production of tropical
forests.
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Beyond black and white in mutualistic networks
Marco Mello
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
Ecological interactions are usually seen as a matter of black and white: either one organism helps or it damages the other.
However, recent studies suggest that the Web of Life has fifty shades of grey. My collaborators, students, and I investigated
multispecific interactions of pollination and seed dispersal from a network perspective. Interactions were recorded in the field
through fecal analysis, focal observation, and palynology. Instead of classifying the species, we classified each interaction
event as positive or negative. Any two species in the studied networks might be connected to each other simultaneously
through positive and negative links. In seed dispersal networks, it was possible to observe, for instance, that rodents are not
the villains usually depicted in ecological studies. Marsupials, on the other hand, kill a large number of seeds. In pollination
networks, some invasive species, such as Africanized honeybees, pollinated more flowers then assumed while some native
species robbed nectar and pollen more frequently than expected. We observed in a centrality analysis that some species act as
hubs or connectors in their networks. Thus, depending on their balance between negative and positive interactions, those
species may be considered keystones or reverse keystones, or something in-between. In conclusion, our approach showed us
that interspecific interactions are much more complex than previously assumed. We are working further to unveil the
mechanisms that shift the balance between positive and negative in those complex systems.
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Ant-caterpillar interactions in the Neotropical cerrado savanna: Variation at the behavioral and community levels
Paulo Oliveira, Sebastián Sendoya
Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil

Ants are by far the most abundant organisms on tropical foliage and represent a high predation risk to herbivores, including
lepidopterans. In the Brazilian cerrado savanna, ants frequently climb on plants due to the high incidence of extrafloral
nectaries and insect honeydew ("ant-attractants") on leaves. However, because ant species differ in diet and aggressiveness,
their effect on herbivores may vary. Additionally, the differential occurrence of ant-attractants on foliage produces variable
levels of ant foraging within and among localities. We investigated colonization decisions by ovipositing butterflies (Eunica
bechina) on an ant-defended host plant (Caryocar brasiliense), and examined whether ant-caterpillar antagonism is general
enough to be detectable at a community level along the cerrado landscape. Field experiments demonstrated that Eunica
butterflies visually avoid ovipositing on plant locations occupied by aggressive ants more likely to kill larval offspring.
General samplings of arboreal ants, caterpillars, and plants at different cerrado areas revealed that ant-caterpillar antagonism
does produce community-level effects. Ant visitation negatively affects caterpillar occurrence on plants, although this pattern
varies with local ant abundance and with local preference by ants for plants with liquid food. As a consequence, the effect of
ant-attractants on caterpillar infestation varied from negative to neutral across the cerrado landscape. Our results in ant-rich
cerrado show that a plant trait (presence of ant-attractants) can generate cascading effects on lepidopterans both at species
and community levels. Caterpillar communities thus can be viewed under a tritrophic perspective, taking into account the
interrelatedness of plant-herbivore and herbivore-predator interactions (FAPESP, CNPq).
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Emissions from prescribe burns during the Integrated Fire Management Pilot Program (2014) in humid-tropical
savannas in Brazil
Clara Baringo Fonseca, Livia Moura, Paulo Dias, Isabel Schmidt
Departmento of Ecology, University of Brasilia, Distrito Federal, Brazil
Fire prone ecosystems like savannas are determined by high biomass production during the wet season followed by its
conversion into fuel along the dry season. Therefore, fire is a natural disturbance and plays an important role on the
composition and maintenance of these ecosystems. In the Brazilian savanna, humans have changed fire regimes into more
frequent and more intense late dry season (August – October) fires for land management purposes, mainly for crops and
pasture. Altered fire regimes threaten biodiversity with negative impacts on local livelihoods and global CO 2 emissions.
Aiming to reduce wildfires frequency and extension, low-intensity early dry season (May-July) prescribed fires were
conducted for the first time in Brazil during Integrated Fire Management (IFM) Pilot Program in savanna Protected Areas
(PAs). Furthermore, in order to complement IFM implementation in Chapada das Mesas National Park (PNCM),
aboveground biomass samples were collected before and after of prescribed burns to estimate emissions at a small-scale
analysis. Emissions of a determined fire product depend on pre-burn fuel loading, combustion completeness (CF) and
emission factor (EF). Based on IPCC standard values for EF for each compound, the total amount of CO2 varied from
5,648.35 to 9,563.67 Kg CO2/ha. Other trace gases such CO, CH4 and NO2 were also estimate, varying from 532.60 to 901.71
KgCO/ha., 12.97 to 22.0 KgCH4/ha and 0.38 to 0.65 KgNO2/ha., respectively. These are preliminary results that suggest that
early dry season prescribed fires are a good strategy to achieve several PAs objectives for conservation of savanna
biodiversity and management of carbon sinks by reducing emissions from fire, also contributing to reach national and
international CO2 reduction commitments. Finally, IFM is an adaptive process structured on an annual planning,
implementation, evaluation and monitoring cycle and research is required to support decision making to ensure its continuity.
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A fishing expedition to discover the pollinators of several subtropical Apocynaceae
Beyte Barrios, Suzanne Koptur, Imena Valdes, Maha Nusrat
Florida International University, Miami, FL, USA
The Apocynaceae have complex floral structure and pollination mechanisms. Pollen removal and deposition in Angadenia,
Pentalinon, and Echites are similar, with the anthers releasing pollen onto the sterile style head, the mid-style head bearing a
sticky substance on that coats the proboscis of the visitor, and aids in the picking up of pollen by the proboscis. Subsequent
visits or probes may deposit pollen on the receptive stigmatic surface on the lowest part of the style head, with fertilization
resulting after pollination by compatible pollen. Angadenia and Pentalinon are visited by a variety of insects (butterflies,
skippers, and bees), with skippers being the most abundant visitors to Angadenia and butterflies the most common to
Pentalinon. The long-lasting flowers of Echites are likely visited only by Lepidoptera with very long tongues (likely
hawkmoths). By employing fishing line of different diameters, chosen to match the diameters of the mouthparts of the
different visitors, we can determine which diameters are best able to remove and deposit pollen, thereby revealing which of

the visitors could be pollinators, and which may be only nectar robbers. We exposed Angadenia berteroi flowers to single
visits to measure fruit set resulting from different visitors, corroborating results obtained via the "fishing line" approach
predicting bees to be the effective pollinators. We found that proboscis width is correlated with pollen transfer efficiency in
A. berteroi, and are using this technique to predict the most effective pollinators of other native Apocynaceae species.
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*Science for the sake of science? a case study in the Colombian lowlands
Julieth Serrano1,2
1
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 2University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK
The role of the scientific community in the development of conservation policies has been mostly restricted to presenting
rigorous studies to limited audiences, generally outside the geographical area of interest. This has created a broken bridge
between the needs of local communities, their ancestral knowledge and the academic view of the sustainable use of natural
resources.
Colombia, one of the most diverse countries in flora, fauna and biomes, presents a complex scenario with under-explored and
inaccessible areas, due to the social conflict, and areas where the excessive logging and hunting, forest clearing and pollution,
among others, are increasing the rate of biodiversity loss. These areas have been targeted by various conservation initiatives
that aim to preserve the goods and services offered by these forests. However, most of these initiatives have proven
ineffective, mainly because they have failed to integrate locals into the development of policies, have misunderstood the
needs of those unwillingly under the control of the extreme left/right armed groups, and have been designed lacking the input
of the scientific community.
rbgeColombia is working in the field, in the lowland rain forests of Colombia, collecting material for its projects in
biogeography and evolution, and designing strategies aiming towards the conservation of this biome. These strategies are the
generation of links with indigenous communities, the re-establishment of families victims of the civil conflict as active
participants in the proposal and implementation of conservation policies, and the effective communication of scientific
findings and its connections to people's social and economic development. This approach will be first tested in the lowland
rain forests of the Catatumbo area. Results are expected to have social and environmental local impact, and to increase our
knowledge about the vegetation of the Neotropics, and the most effective actions we should implement in order to preserve it.
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Feeding ecology of the Ethiopian wolf in the Simien Mountains National Park, Ethiopia
Mesele Tamene1, Afework Bekele2
1
Debre Markos University, Debre Markos, Ethiopia, 2Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababab, Ethiopia
Feeding ecology of the Ethiopian wolf was studied in the Simien Mountains National Park, Ethiopia, during 2011– 2012
using faecal analysis. A total of 214 faecal samples were collected from the study area. Data were analysed using
descriptive statistics, and a chi-square test was used to test seasonal differences in the frequency of prey item consumed.
Percentage frequency of occurrence/scats and percentage frequency of occurrence/item were calculated. A Chesson index
of prey preference was also calculated. Eight categories of prey items were identified from the Ethiopian wolf faecal
samples. These comprised five species of rodents, sheep, birds and grass. Rodents occurred in most of the samples, and they
were the most important prey items in their frequency of occurrence. Among the diurnal murid rodents (Arvicanthis
abyssinicus, Lophuromys flavopunctatus and Otomys typus), A. abyssinicus (72%) was the most common species in the diet
followed by L. flavopunctatus (24.3%). Arvicanthis abyssinicus was the most highly preferred prey item, with a Chesson
index value of 0.3. There was no significant seasonal difference (2 = 2.03, d.f. = 1, P > 0.05) in the frequency of prey items
recorded during the wet and dry seasons. As rodents are the main prey source of the Ethiopian wolf, they have to be
protected to conserve the Ethiopian wolf in the study area. Keywords: Diet, Ethiopian wolf, prey preference, rodents,
Simien Mountains National Park
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Linking drought to mortality risk following 13 years of experimental soil moisture deficit in a tropical forest.
Lucy Rowland1, Antonio da Costa2, Alex de Oliveira2, Maurizio Mencuccini3,1, Bradley Christoffersen4,1, Leandro Ferreira5,
Patrick Meir1,6
1
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, 2UFPA, Belem, Brazil, 3CREAF, Barcelona, Spain, 4Los Alamos National Lab, Los
Alamos, USA, 5Museu Paraense Emílio Goeldi, Belem, Brazil, 6ANU, Canberra, Australia
Increased drought frequency and intensity are considered to be a key climatic threats facing tropical forests this century.
During severe drought, trees can be at risk of mortality through a combination of processes including hydraulic failure,
carbon starvation, and increased attack from pests or pathogens. We have a limited understanding of which, if any of these
processes dominates the process of increasing mortality risk in tropical trees during drought, and this knowledge gap
constrains our ability to model the influence of mortality on the carbon cycle. Using a uniquely long-running field experiment
in Brazil we present results for a new set of measurements designed to understand mortality risk differences in two groups of
trees, that have been found to be either drought resistant or vulnerable. Our study compares replicate species in control and
treatment plots that have either experienced a long term reduction in throughfall of 50%, or a normal climate. We report on:
1) carbon storage and fluxes, using chamber measurements of respiration and photosynthesis, measurement of non-structural
carbohydrates (NSC), seasonal stem growth and long term mortality; 2) hydraulic vulnerability using pressure volume curves
on branches and leaves, leaf water potential and sap-flux measurements; and 3) leaf herbivory. Initial results show increasing
long-term mortality risk but no difference in the photosynthetic parameters (Vcmax and Jmax) or NSC stores between the
drought and control forest. However we do observe a significant increase in autotrophic respiration and seasonal growth rates
in the droughted forest. Elevated autotrophic respiration is driven by increased leaf and stem respiration in tree genera which
are vulnerable to drought; and our hydraulics data are partially consistent with our grouping into drought resistant and
vulnerable species. We discuss the implications these new data offer for understanding and modelling the response by
tropical rainforest to drought.
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Reproductive phenology of a seasonally-dry dipterocarp forest in southern Thailand
Erin Kurten1, Stuart Davies2,3, Sarayudh Bunyavejchewin4
1
Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Center Tropical Forest Science, Forest
Global Earth Observatory, Panama City, Panama, 3National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C., USA,
4
Department of National Park Wildlife & Plant Conservation, Bangkok, Thailand
Our understanding of the proximate and ultimate factors that shape reproductive phenology in dipterocarp forests comes
exclusively from studies of everwet, general flowering forests. This study, for the first time, examines the reproductive
phenology of a seasonally-dry dipterocarp forest in Southeast Asia, with the aim of evaluating two hypotheses for the
evolution of phenology in dipterocarp forests: (1) that the phenology of dipterocarp forests evolved to be general flowering as
a mechanism for satiating predators and increasing seedling recruitment, or (2) that reproductive phenology evolved as an
adaptation to a seasonally-dry climate. We monitored flowering and fruiting monthly for 1344 trees (>300 spp.) in a
seasonally-dry forest in Khao Chong, Thailand from 2001-2009, and assessed frequency, duration, seasonality, and
synchrony of reproduction. Reproductive phenology of the Khao Chong forest was more similar to seasonally-dry tropical
forests in other parts of the world than it was to dipterocarp forests in everwet regions of Southeast Asia. The Khao Chong
forest exhibited annual reproduction, with peak flowering occurring at the end of the dry season, and peak fruiting occurring
early in the wet season. The majority of species and individuals also reproduced annually, including some species that are
"general flowering" in everwet climates. Timing of flowering and fruiting was phylogenetically conserved among species.
When we compared the timing of flowering and fruiting in Khao Chong with that of a seasonally-dry Neotropical forest with
a similar climate, phylogenetic signal was even stronger, suggesting that geographically-distant forests share common
phenological strategies. Our results support the hypothesis that the phenological behavior of both seasonal and everwet
dipterocarp forests may have initially evolved as adaption to a seasonally-dry climate; the general flowering phenomenon is
likely a product of phylogenetic constraint.
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Long-term trends in fine litter production and allocation to reproduction in three tropical forests
S. Joseph Wright, Helene Muller-Landau, Osvaldo Calderon
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Balboa, Panama

We evaluate 29, 18 and 17 year records of fine litter production and allocation to reproduction for individual species,
individual growth forms and the entire plant community of three old-growth forests in central Panama. Reproductive-to-leaf
production ratios quantify allocation to reproduction. Flowers comprised 40% of total reproductive effort. Allocation to
reproduction was indistinguishable among life forms. Despite much greater allocation to wood production, free-standing trees
realized the same reproductive-to-leaf production ratios as did climbers. Despite reproducing in the shaded understory, shrubs
and treelets realized the same reproductive-to-leaf production ratios as did canopy trees and climbers that reproduce in nearly
full sunlight. This last surprising result will facilitate the tradeoff between maximum size and recruitment rate that enables
coexistence under the ‘forest architecture hypothesis' of Kohyama (1993 J Ecol).
We also evaluated long-term trends in the importance of climbers, allocation to reproduction and levels of production.
Climbers are increasing in importance. The increase in fine litter production by climbers is accompanied by a decline in fine
litter production by free-standing trees. Allocation to reproduction varied widely among years for most species, but showed
no long-term trends. Community-wide levels of fine litter production were very similar among years and also showed no
long-term trends. Fine litter production and allocation to reproduction were unchanged despite a 54 ppm rise in atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentrations (from 346 ppm in 1985 to 400 ppm in 2014) over the 29 years of our study.
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Interspecific variation in responses of tropical tree seed production and seedling establishment to interannual climate
variation
Helene Muller-Landau1, S. Joseph Wright1, Marco Visser2,1
1
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama, Panama, 2Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Tropical climates vary year to year due to both natural cycles such as El Nino and long-term global climate change. This
climate variation can affect tropical tree vital rates, with differential effects among species. We investigated how tree species
vary in their responses to interannual climate variation on Barro Colorado Island, Panama using 28 years of data on seed
production and 20 years of data on seedling recruitment combined with long-term climate data. For each species and each
year, we estimated seed production per unit reproductive basal area and seedling establishment probability. For each species
and metric, we regressed annual performance deviations against climate variables. We also conducted hierarchical analyses
in which species climatic responses were modeled as a function of species traits, including gap-dependence, distributional
responses to seasonal drought, wood density, seed mass, adult stature, dispersal syndrome, and leaf mass per area. Among
years and within species, both seed production and seedling establishment probability were highly variable; of the two, seed
production was more variable. Seed production was lognormally distributed among species, was positively related to solar
radiation at the community level, and species responses to interannual variation were not synchronous, consistent with
previous work. For wind-dispersed species, seed dispersal distances were higher in years with higher windspeeds, but this
was not associated with higher establishment probability. Only a small minority of species showed individually significant
relationships of interannual variation in seed production or seedling establishment with any climate metric. The results of
hierarchical analyses supported hypothesized relationships of climate responses to traits, but statistical power was limited and
most variation remaining unexplained. Overall, we found strong interspecific variation in response to interannual climate
variation, suggesting that ongoing climate change will change relative performance and ultimately the species composition of
tropical forests.
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*The physiological and morphological responses of vascular epiphytes to long-term nutrient addition and water
exclusion in a lowland wet rainforest in Costa Rica.
Carrie Woods, Catherine Cardelus, Providence Ryan, Mabel Baez, Lindsay McCulloch, Shannon Young
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA, USA
In tropical regions, anthropogenic climate change is predicted to increase nutrient deposition by up to 50% in the next 20
years and decrease precipitation resulting in more severe dry seasons. These changes could have profound effects on the
biodiversity and functioning of tropical plant communities, particularly in the rainforest canopy where the epiphytic plant
communities are dependent on allochthonous nutrient and water inputs. Vascular epiphytes evolved a myriad of adaptations
to thrive in a system of low and inconsistent water and nutrient supply, such as phytotelmata to hold water and nutrients and
velamen-covered roots for atmospheric uptake. Long-term changes in the availability of nutrients and water could alter
epiphyte community structure and dynamics through changes in physiological and morphological traits that could affect
species interactions and shift dominance regimes. To examine the influence of these changes on vascular epiphytes, we
conducted a two year shadehouse study on the six most abundant and common vascular epiphyte species from three genera

(Anthurium, Elaphoglossum, and Guzmania) in which we experimentally doubled ambient nutrient inputs in rainwater with
four treatments (rainwater, nitrogen, nitrogen and phosphorus, and phosphorus) and reduced precipitation by 30% with a
water-exclosure. We examined the physiological responses of epiphytes to treatments by conducting light-response curves
and the morphological responses by examining changes in functional leaf traits. Preliminary analyses indicate that
physiological and morphological traits of Anthurium and Guzmania responded significantly to treatments after one year but
those differences were eliminated after the second year. Elaphoglossum showed no significant changes in leaf traits over the
course of the experiment. Although further analyses will be conducted, thus far, the findings of our long-term study that these
taxa respond differently to nutrient addition and water reduction could have dramatic impacts on epiphyte community
structure and dynamics as it may shift competitive dominance among taxa.
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Nutrient addition and water exclusion impacts on epiphytes in a lowland rainforest in Costa Rica.
Catherine Cardelús, Carrie Woods, Mabel Baez, Providence Ryan, Lindsay McCulloch, Thomas Wobby, Shannon Young
Colgate University, Hamilton, USA
Pollution is predicted to increase by up to 50% over the next twenty years in tropical regions. At the same time, climate
change predictions show that tropical regions will have more severe seasons—both wet and dry seasons are predicted to
become more extreme. The rainforest canopy is an ideal model system to examine these impacts because canopy epiphytes
are dependent on external sources of nutrients and water—namely wet and dry deposition. These inputs are limiting, and
epiphytes use different strategies to access nutrients such as aerial roots, tanks, and velamen coated roots. Any changes in the
inputs of nutrients and water will likely impact the canopy first as the canopy is the first point of interception. To determine
how individual species would respond to these changes, we conducted an ex situ study in which we experimentally doubled
ambient nutrient inputs found in rainfall for 4 treatments (rainwater, nitrogen, phosphorus, and nitrogen and phosphorus) and
sprayed these inputs onto two species of each of three cosmopolitan Genera of epiphytes (Anthurium, Elaphoglossum,
Guzmania) over the course of 3 years. In addition, we excluded rainfall by 30% to examine the effects of decreased rainfall.
Thus far, we have found that the stoichiometry of all three taxa changed significantly over the course of three years in
response to nutrient addition and water exclusion and these changes are consistent with changes found in a parallel in situ
study in the canopy. However, these taxa had differential responses to nutrient addition. The findings will be further
explored, however the implications of these differences are that the dominance of taxa may shift depending of the type of
input; which could have down stream impacts of whole forest dynamics.
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Dynamics of Polynesian forest recovery following a major cyclone
Edward L. Webb1, Avele Iofi Lalogafu'afu'a2, Siaifoi Fa'aumu2, Rachel Webb3, Martin van de Bult4, Wei Kit Lee1
1
National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore, 2Department of Marine and Wildlife Resources, American Samoa,
American Samoa, 3(none), Singapore, Singapore, 4Doi Tung Development Project, Chiang Rai, Thailand
We present the results of a long-term study that reports on the initial damage and 9-year recovery of a Polynesian tree
community after being struck by a cataclysmic cyclone. Cyclone Olaf (Category 5) struck the island of Ta'u, American
Samoa in February 2005, two months after we established 6 ha of forest monitoring plots. We analyze the relationship
between ecological guild and damage, survival and regeneration of more than 20 tree species. Our study documents a
remarkably resilient tree community that recovers raipdly following disturbance. Long-term research in the Samoan
archipelago is revealing the importance of both small- and large-scale disturbances on community dynamics of Polynesian
forests.
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*The impacts of ecosystem-level changes associated with habitat size, introduced species and climate on the
distribution and abundance of endemic Hawaiian Drosophila species.
Matthew Mueller, Donald Price
University of Hawai'i at Hilo, Hilo, Hawai'i, USA

Habitat fragmentation, invasive species, and shifting climate regimes are all major threats to island ecosystems. Hawaiian
terrestrial ecosystems have been largely transformed since human colonization, with fragmented upland forests remaining
important refugia for native organisms. Hawaiian Drosophila represent a large adaptive radiation of up to 1000 endemic
species, including a growing number of endangered and declining species. These endemic flies are important indicator
species for ecosystem change, as they tend to be extremely sensitive niche specialists. We are examining 28 isolated
communities in a network of lava-fragmented forests (called kīpuka) on Hawaii Island to determine the effect of fragment
size, fragment isolation, the presence of invasive rats, host-plant density, and seasonal changes in microclimate and
precipitation on the abundances of four native species, Drosophila tanythrix, D. silvestris, D. sproati, D. murphyi, and one
exotic pest D. suzukii. We found that rat exclusion has a positive impact on native and exotic Drosophila abundances,
suggesting that rats may amplify the impact of predators on Drosophila or predate them directly. The rarest native
Drosophila were only found in the largest kīpuka, while the more abundant D. tanythrix appeared common in all but the
smallest kīpuka. Interestingly, exotic flies represent the vast majority of Drosophilids observed in small kīpuka, and in the
largest, they initially outnumbered natives 20 to 1 before becoming largely reduced after the winter. Overall, it appears that
habitat fragmentation and invasive species negatively impact Hawaiian Drosophila, with the rarest species requiring larger
continuous kīpuka habitats and the absence of introduced rats. The exotic D. suzukii may be replacing native Drosophila in
the more disturbed and smaller kīpuka, but appear maladapted to Hawai'i's cold, wet winters at high elevation (>1500
m). This seasonal dynamic could tip in favor of D. suzukii as temperature isoclines climb upslope with global climate
change.
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Widespread forest vertebrate extinctions induced by a mega hydroelectric dam in lowland Amazonia
Maíra Benchimol1,2, Carlos Peres1
1
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK, 2Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz, Ilhéus, Bahia, Brazil
Mega hydropower projects in tropical forests pose a major emergent threat to terrestrial and freshwater biodiversity
worldwide. Despite the unprecedented number of existing, under-construction and planned hydroelectric dams in the
Amazon, long-term effects on forest biodiversity have yet to be quantified. We examine how assemblages of medium and
large-bodied terrestrial and arboreal vertebrates (including 34 mammal, bird and tortoise species) responded to the drastic 26year post-isolation history of archipelagic alteration in landscape structure and habitat quality in a major hydroelectric
reservoir of lowland Brazilian Amazonia. The Balbina Hydroelectric Dam inundated 3,129km2 of primary forests,
simultaneously isolating 3,546 land-bridge islands. We conducted intensive biodiversity surveys at 37 forest islands and three
adjacent continuous forest sites using a combination of four sampling techniques, and detected strong forest habitat area
effects in explaining patterns of vertebrate extinction. Beyond those effects, edge-mediated fire disturbance was the most
important additional driver of species loss, particularly in islands smaller than 10 ha. Individually, island occupancy was a
function of area and individual species traits, with area-demanding species with low dispersal (swimming) capacity showing
high local extinction rates. We detected higher island occupancy rates of game species compared to other Neotropical
fragmented landscapes, suggesting that the absence of hunting within the Balbina Reservoir critically elevates large-bodied
species occupancy within islands. Based on species-area models, we predict that only 0.7% of all Balbina islands harbour a
species-rich vertebrate assemblage (≥80% of all species). We therefore highlight the colossal erosion in vertebrate diversity
driven by a man-made dam and show that the biodiversity impacts of mega dams in tropical forest regions have been severely
underestimated. The geopolitical strategy to deploy more hydropower projects in regions like lowland Amazonia should be
urgently reassessed, and we strongly advise that long-term biodiversity impacts should be explicitly included in pre-approval
environmental impact assessments.
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The effect of forest fragment size and connectivity on inter- and intragenerational inbreeding in a keystone pollinator
resource.
Andy Jones1,2, Kaitlin Bonner1, Adam Hadley1, Matthew Betts1
1
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, USA, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama City, Panama
Habitat loss and fragmentation are among the most immediate threats biological diversity in the tropics. Forest conversion
decreases effective population sizes of species in remnant fragments and can alter ecological interaction networks and
processes involved in reproduction and population regeneration. We examined the effect of tropical forest fragmentation and
isolation on levels of inbreeding and population genetic structure in Heliconia tortuosa. Heliconia is a self-compatible
understory herbaceous perennial that is pollinated by hummingbirds and is a key nectar resource for pollinators. However,

movements of the most effective pollinator species are known to be limited by tropical forest fragmentation. To test the
hypothesis that populations of H. tortuosa from small and isolated forest patches show higher levels of inbreeding than from
larger patches of continuous forest, we genotyped 350 juvenile and 362 adult H. tortuosa at 11 microsatellite loci. Plants
were collected from 25 forest patches that differed in size and amount of forest cover in the surrounding landscape. We found
significant levels of inbreeding across most populations examined and stronger levels of inbreeding in juveniles than
adults. A general linear model that predicted an interaction between fragment size and forest amount was the best-fit model
to explain inbreeding across plant age classes. Differences observed in levels of inbreeding between adult vs. juvenile stages
of H. tortuosa were best explained by amount of forest in the surrounding landscape rather than forest patch size. Overall,
our results suggest that habitat connectivity and isolation play a critical role in determining levels of inbreeding in this
keystone plant.
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Landscape impacts on the spatial distribution of the giant honeybees: which type of forest matters most?
Charlotte Pavageau1,2, Cédric Gaucherel3, Claude Garcia1,2, Jaboury Ghazoul1
1
ETH, Zurich, Switzerland, 2CIRAD, Montpellier, France, 3INRA, Montpellier, France
Relationships between landscape structure and biodiversity distribution often involve different scales. In the case of central
place foragers such as the giant honeybee Apis dorsata, patterns of land-use and forest cover are critical to understand the
distribution of colonies of this important pollinator. Land use and land cover mediates the availability of foraging resources at
intermediate scales, and suitable nesting habitats at finer scales. The objective of this study was to compare the fine-scale
influence of natural forest fragments and tree cover within agroforestry systems in Kodagu, South India. Forest fragments
were hypothesized to be more suitable than agroforests for nesting A. dorsata due to the presence of larger trees. Forest
fragments, however, cover a small proportion of the agroforested landscape. To reveal scale-dependent interactions, we used
a point-pattern analysis, in combination with the surface-pattern Correlation Map Profile (CMP) method. The aim was to
explore spatial and scaling variations of cross-correlation indices between bee distributions and landscape variables. A
significant positive spatial correlation exists among colony abundance and forest fragment presence at scales finer than 1.5
km, whereas tree cover more generally (i.e. including agroforests) positively correlates with colony presence at scales larger
than 1 km. In addition, the CMP method displays both local positive and negative (significant) correlations between colonies
and tree cover, located in different areas of the Kodagu landscape. Negative correlations appear in areas of high colony
density, and positive correlations in areas of intermediate colony density. Therefore, we emphasize a positive feedback likely
played by tree cover at large scales on the presence of giant honeybee colonies. Our results illustrate the importance of
differentiating between different types of forest cover (and different scales) when analyzing any pollinator presence, with
important implications for management of pollination services and conservation strategies at the landscape scale.
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Impacts of traffic light and sound on vertebrate activity on a wildlife corridor in Singapore
Norman T-Lon Lim, Roy Jun Yi Tan, Valentino Hok Chiong Lee, Shirley Lim
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Singapore
With development and land use changes, natural habitats are increasingly fragmented into smaller and discontinuous
patches. As a solution to habitat fragmentation, wildlife corridors are often designed and established to connect fragmented
habitats. The EcoLink@BKE in Singapore was completed in 2013 to connect two patches of nature reserves that were
separated by a six-lane expressway in 1986. With the wildlife corridor as an overhead structure across the expressway, the
EcoLink@BKE is constantly subjected to light and sound pollution from the heavy traffic. In this study, we investigated the
impacts of light and sound on vertebrate activity on EcoLink@BKE via camera-traps and ultrasoundic acoustic loggers. We
found that both light and sound negatively affected vertebrate activity, and we presented reccommendations to improve the
effectiveness of EcoLink@BKE as a wildlife corridor.
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Fragility vs. Resilience in Hawai`i’s upland rainforests and watersheds suggesting a kĩpuka strategy for silvicultural
restoration
Dieter Mueller-Dombois
Department of Botany, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI, USA

(1) Fragmentation of shield volcano via bog formation: It takes ca. 1MY for Hawaiian shield volcanoes in the humid zone
to become fragmented from a young to a mature state of geomorphological development. This is shown by the rough
topography of the older high islands. Fragmentation is caused by separation along fault-lines of huge submarine landslides
and shield incisions with deep gulches often starting from mountain bogs. Moreover, relentless rainfall with runoff causing
soil erosion is retrenching the mountain ranges exposed to the tradewinds. (2) Fate of the Hawaiian rainforest: With these
processes of substrate loss from shield fragmentation, Hawaiian rainforest are naturally declining when compared from
young to old island, but it shows resilience by being perpetuated on the reduced mountain ridges and back valley slopes,
through the endemic `Ōhi`a Lehua tree (Metrosideros polymorpha) and the endemic Hāpu`u tree fern (Cibotium spp.)
holding onto their keystone positions with genetically different species and varieties. (3) A damaging alien tree invader:
One of the most disturbing alien tree invadors in O`ahuʻs watersheds is the rapidly tall growing Albizia (Falcataria
moluccana), propagated at Lyon Arboretum for stabilizing O`ahuʻs watersheds for the sugar industry. The tree has spread
widely causing damage through its huge size combined with its unfavorable architecture and fragility. This has now been
widely recognized and major damage control has been started. (4) The kīpuka strategy for rainforest restoration:
However, Albizia can be silviculturally exploited for the KIPUKA STATEGY of native rainforest restoration by allowing its
cutoff limbs and trunks to rot on the ground. The Kĩpuka strategy is built on the legendary Hawaiian story that the Hapu`u as
the “mother” of the `Ōhi`a Lehua. The trunks and tops of tree ferns serve as the ideal germination sites for `Ōhi`a seeds. The
Kīpuka strategy will be explained in more detail.
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Biological and cultural conservation as a botanic garden conservation imperative
Christopher Dunn
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA
Concerns continue to mount regarding potential impacts of global climate change, habitat loss, and other environmental
changes to biological and cultural diversity. Just as floristic diversity is eroding, so too are cultural and linguistic
diversity. Of the approximately 7000 extant languages in the world, fully 50% are considered to be at risk of extinction (and
the vast majority are in the tropics and subtropics), which is considerably higher than most estimates of extinction risks to
plants and animals. It is not enough to consider just the effects of environmental change on plant life within the current
context of the global conservation initiatives, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity (e.g., Article 8(j)) and the
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation. Botanic gardens are uniquely positioned to actively engage in understanding the
broader impacts of environmental change to biocultural diversity to achieve biological, cultural, and economic
resilience. Examples of how botanic gardens in several parts of the world are defining key ways to better understand tropical
and cultural conservation will be presented.
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Governance and social inclusion in biodiversity conservation: participatory monitoring and citizen science are not
(yet) the same.
Kirsten Silvius2,1
1
Virginia Tech University, Blacksburg, VA, USA, 2Consultant, San Francisco, CA, USA
Citizen science and participatory, community-based monitoring initiatives both rely on non-scientists for data collection on
environment-related issues. Citizen science relies on the public for data gathering only, leaving analysis, presentation,
publication and advocacy for science-based policy change, if any, to professionals. Participatory monitoring initiatives, on
the other hand, are both intended and expected to enable data collectors or the communities to which they belong to effect
change on the basis of the monitoring results. That is, participatory monitoring translates directly to co-management and
shared decision-making, and acts as a tool to improve social participation in resource management. Citizen science instead
relies on less direct outreach and education components to influence public understanding of science. Participatory
monitoring, unlike citizen science, additionally leverages local and/or customary ecological knowledge along with
contemporary scientific approaches in the questions it asks, the research designs it uses, and the management solutions it
proposes. This is particularly relevant in the search for adaptive solutions to climate change impacts and sustainable
livelihoods under conditions of resource limitation. I review the recent history of citizen science and participatory
monitoring efforts and suggest ways of leveraging the objectives of both enterprises.
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The Production of an Environmental Series Broadcast Over FM Radio: The Earthbeat Experience
Maria Lourdes Arroyo Jacinto1,2, Jewel Rachel S. Unson2
1
RJFM 100.3, Rajah Broadcasting Network, Makati, The Philippines, 2Ateneo de Manila University, College of Science and
Engineering, Loyola Heights, Quezon City, The Philippines
Environmental Degradation in the Philippines, a global hotspot of endemic tropical biodiversity vulnerable to climate
change, requires increased public awareness in the national outlook. In the Philippine mass media scenario, radio has a
farther, broader reach than television and print media to populations in remote areas. This study was a pioneer effort to use
FM radio as a vehicle to disseminate educational environmental material to the general public. The objective was to produce
an educational radio series about relevant environmental issues, to broadcast it on FM radio nationwide in the Philippines,
and to obtain a sampling of the reaction of a portion of the listening audience through the production of 30 short stand-alone
radio programs; promotion and broadcasting of the series; and collection of audience response through the station’s Facebook
page and from sample groups. Results of the study reveal the production was successful, but could be improved to better suit
the FM format and audience preferences. A majority of respondents thought the topics relevant and interesting, and agreed
that the suggestions given for mitigatigating actions in listeners' daily lives were doable; however, less than half said they
would actually take action. Additionally, half of the respondents expressed interest in hearing similar radio programs with
environmental content in the future. In conclusion, the FM radio format, traditionally used for music and entertainment in the
Philippines, is a viable medium for increasing environmental awareness through short educational programs/series and can
potentially be utilized to raise public awareness on issues of tropical biodiversity and conservation in island systems.
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Using historical landscape data for planning tropical forest conservation and restoration
Silvio Ferraz1, Carla Cassiano2, Yuri Forte2, Paulo Molin2, Pedro Brancalion1
1
University of São Paulo, Piracicaba, SP, Brazil, 2Forest Resources Graduate Program, University of São Paulo, Piracicaba,
SP, Brazil
Landscapes in the tropics are very dynamic, especially considering processes related to forest loss, degradation and secondary
growth. In agricultural areas, forest patches condition and resilience were influenced by past land-use dynamics. Historical
processes of forest loss and gain could be used to define conservation and restoration strategies in order to increase success
and reduce costs of those initiatives.
In this study, we assessed the historical land-use changes of last 50 years at southeast region of Brazil, one of the most
traditional agricultural landscapes. Land-use maps were derived from aerial photographs (1:20.000 scale) and parameters
calculation were performed in ecological units based on historical land-use dynamics. Using LUCAT (Land-Use Change
Analysis Tools) forest cover dynamics were assessed by Forest Change Curvature Profile (FCCP), Forest change rate (Q) and
Land-Use Intensity (LUI).
Current landscape structure was assessed by neighborhood, proximity and contiguity indices. Based on past and current
condition, forest cover was assessed in terms of potential ecosystem services. Historical analysis showed that current forest is
a result of different processes of deforestation and regeneration spatial and temporal dispersed. Also, recent deforested areas
located near forests present better conditions to be naturally restored. Forest of different ages, forest dynamics processes and
current landscape structure together reveals a mosaic of forest patches under different conditions implying a gradient of
performance on ecosystem services. Based on past, present and future scenarios, we discuss a conceptual model including
different conservation and restoration strategies in order to maintain and increase ecosystem services at landscape level.
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Planning for Kiwikiu reintroduction: Habitat restoration in Nakula Natural Area Reserve, Maui
Hanna Mounce1, Christopher Warren1, Chris Farmer2, John Vetter3, Laura Berthold1, Peter Landon4, Scott Fretz4
1
Maui Forest Bird Recovery Project, Makawao, HIU, USA, 2American Bird Conservancy, Volcano, HI, USA, 3DOFAW,
Honolulu, HI, USA, 4DOFAW, Kahului, HI, USA

Reintroduction to historical habitat on leeward Haleakalā, Maui, is crucial to the long-term recovery of Kiwikiu (Maui
Parrotbill; Pseudonestor xanthophrys). Nakula Natural Area Reserve has been identified as the area for this reintroduction.
However, native habitat within the reserve is degraded and is expected to require significant restoration before it will be
suitable to support a viable Kiwikiu population. Here we present results from an experimental restoration trial initiated in
2012 to identify the most efficient and effective method(s) of restoring forest in an approximate 170-ha section of Nakula.
Vegetation plots were divided into four experimental factors relating to restoration techniques (seed scatter, outplanting,
natural regeneration, and tree canopy), assigned treatments (herbicide, biomass removal, scarification), and monitored at 6mo intervals. Two species (‘a‘ali‘i, koa) have exhibited >99% of the natural regeneration within the plots after 18-mo, and
the combined treatments of herbicide and biomass removal increased the abundance of seedlings. Survival of native
outplantings was high (92% across seven native species) after 12-mo, regardless of treatment. Survival was similarly high
(88%) for outplantings under canopy trees. No species have regenerated in the seed scatter trials after 12-mo. In addition to
these experimental plots, landscape-level planting has begun. We found high (86%) 12-mo survival for corridors that have
been established to connect existing vegetation across the landscape. Many challenges lay ahead for both restoration efforts
and reintroduction planning, including controlling weeds, seed sourcing, herbicide restrictions in a forested landscape, and
applying our results to the larger Nakula-Kahikinui area.
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Tradeoffs of Stem-Water Storage in a Tropical Dry Forest Tree
Steven Sloan
University of Puerto Rico Bayamón, Bayamón, Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain why some dry forest plants flush leaves before the wet season, namely:
resource anticipation, herbivore avoidance, and maximization of light availability. A tree common to Caribbean dry tropical
scrub forests is Plumeria alba, which can store water in its stems. It is proposed, that a benefit of stem-water storage may be
greater phenological control, but that the cost of stem-water storage may require that trees flush leaves during periods of high
light availability to avoid stems overheating. In a previous field experiment with Plumeria alba, plastic sheeting at the base
of experimental trees was used to divert water away from tree roots. The treatment reduced leaf-flush and ultimately led to
the death of many treated trees. At the time, it was suggested that the plastic sheeting or the drought treatment increased the
soil temperature, which caused the roots to overheat and ultimately killed treated trees. Presently, a field experiment was
conducted to determine if Plumeria alba trees flush leaves during the dry season to reduce heat stress. Here, we designed an
experiment to reduce or delay leaf flush in two treatments, one that reduces water availability and the other that reduces
leafing through shading and leaf removal. This study demonstrates that stem temperatures increase when leaves are removed
and water is reduced. Both drought and shade/ herbivory treatment trees displayed a similar yet distinct thermal pattern
compared to control trees.
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*Basal angiosperm species as barometers for climate change in New Caledonia, an ecophysiological and
biogeographical approach
Santiago Trueba1, Robin Pouteau1, Sylvain Delzon2, Frederic Lens3, Taylor S. Feild4, Sandrine Isnard1, Mark E. Olson5
1
Laboratoire de Botanique et d'Ecologie Végétale Appliquées, UMR AMAP, Institut de Recherche pour le Developpement,
IRD, Nouméa, New Caledonia, 2INRA - University of Bordeaux, UMR BIOGECO, Pessac, France, 3Naturalis Biodiversity
Center, Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands, 4School of Marine and Tropical Biology, James Cook University,
Townsville, Australia, 5Instituto de Biología, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, México DF, Mexico
The "basal" angiosperms (magnoliids + ANA grade) are main constituents of New Caledonian forest communities. We show
through species distribution models (SDM) for 60 species that most of the basal angiosperms occur in moist to wet
rainforests with moderate diurnal variations in temperature (below 7°C) and with annual precipitation ranging from 1,500 to
2,300 mm per year. Complementary biogeographical reconstructions revealed that similar environmental conditions persisted
in more reduced ranges in New Caledonia during the last glacial maximum (ca 21 000 ya), providing putative refugia to the
basal angiosperms during this drier period. Future geographical shifts in the ranges of rainforest communities are predicted in
response to a severe increase in droughts according to current global change scenarios. Through measurements of
vulnerability to xylem cavitation, a variable reflecting the ability of plants to withstand drought-induced air bubble formation
inside water conducting cells, along with leaf and wood traits such as leaf vein density and wood density, we assess the

ecophysiology and drought resistance of 13 representative species. New Caledonian basal angiosperms have a spectrum of
vulnerability to xylem cavitation (ψ50) of -4.03 to -2.00 Mpa with most species being highly vulnerable to cavitation. We
found a significant relation between cavitation resistance and environmental variables such as mean elevation and
precipitation. Additionally, we explore the influence of wood anatomical traits on drought resistance and habitat distribution
on the island. We propose monitoring of these species, which are restricted to rainforests and could serve as indicators of
forest die-back because of their potential sensitivity to drought. This study emphasizes the importance of incorporating key
ecophysiological traits such as vulnerability to cavitation into process-based models, to understand the response mechanisms
of vegetation to climate change. Moreover, we highlight the importance of SDM in the design of biological conservation
strategies.
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Integration of C1 and C2,3 metabolism in Trees
Kolby Jardine1,4, Jeffrey Chambers1,2, Patty Oikawa2, Jose Fuentes3, Vinicius Fernades de Souza4, Sabrina Garcia4, Jose
Francisco de Carvalho Goncalves4, Antonio Manzi4, Niro Higuchi4, Markus Bill1, Rachel Porras1, Peter Harley5, Ülo
Niinemets5, Joe Berry6
1
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA, 2University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA,
3
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA, 4National Institute for Amazon Research, Manaus, AM, Brazil,
5
Estonia University of Life Sciences, Tartu, Estonia, 6Carnegie Institution of Washington, Standford, CA, USA
C1 metabolism in plants is involved in a large number of central metabolic processes including C3 photosynthesis, C2
photorespiration and nitrogen metabolism, as well as the methylation and biosynthesis of metabolites and biopolymers.
Although the flux of carbon through the C1 pathway is thought to be large, its intermediates are difficult to measure and
relatively little is known about this potentially ubiquitous, yet mysterious pathway. Here, we confirm that methanol initiates
the C1 pathway in plants (methanol, formaldehyde, formic acid, CO2) and for the first time show a tight connection with the
biosynthesis of central C2 compounds (acetic acid, acetyl CoA, and methyl acetate). Delivery of [13C]methanol and
[13C]formaldehyde solutions to detached branches of the tropical tree species Inga edulis through the transpiration stream
rapidly stimulated the emissions of C1 ([13C]methanol, [13C]formaldehyde, [13C]formic acid, 13CO2), C2 ([13C1-2]acetic
acid, [13C1-3]methyl acetate), and C5 ([13C1-2]isoprene). Delivery of [2-13C]glycine (a photorespiratory intermediate)
stimulated emissions of [13C]formic acid, 13CO2, and [13C1]acetic acid, confirming the role of the C1 pathway in
photorespiration. The results suggest that during cell wall expansion processes associated with growth, the integration of the
C1 pathway with photorespiration may reduce CO2 and NH3 losses by providing an alternate carbon source for glycine
methylation and support photosynthesis by enhancing CO2 concentrations within chloroplasts. These processes may lead to
an enhanced production of key C2 compounds including acetyl CoA which may be used for both anabolic and catabolic
processes giving plants a flexible payoff for their investment into cell wall methylation.
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*How old is the storage carbon used for resprouting?
Norbert Kunert1,2, Luiza Maria T. Aparecido2, Susan Trumbore1, Niro Higuchi2
1
Max-Planck-Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany, 2Brazilian National Institute for Research in the Amazon,
Manaus, Brazil
Resprouting is a common adaptation of tropical trees to recover from damage caused by disturbances such as tree fall,
windthrow, fire, or felling, and depends critically on a tree’s ability to access storage carbon. We repeatedly collected
resprouts from 28 different tropical tree species resprouting from stumps of trees cut for another experiment. We
hypothesized that resprouts would be formed from carbon reserves up to several years old, and that continued loss of
resprouts would require accessing older and older carbon reserves. The age of carbon reserves was estimated by comparing
their radiocarbon content with records of the long-term decline of radiocarbon in atmospheric CO2 since the 1960s (the
radiocarbon 14C ‘bomb spike’). Of 35 individual trees cut, 17 individuals resprouted, with the first resprouts appearing 3 to
12 weeks after cutting. After repeatedly (up to 10-14 times) removing resprouting biomass we observed that the time to form
new resprouts increased. Stump resprouts grew from carbon that was estimated to be on average 8 years old. The age of
carbon in the reprouts did not increase over time, implying a single aged reservoir of storage carbon was used to grow them.
These results confirm that mature tropical trees use a single carbon reserve made from carbon fixed on average nearly a
decade ago to resprout after damage. Assuming reserves make up approximately 1% of the biomass, an average diameter of
19 cm, and a turnover time of 8 years, the tree would need to allocate approximately 160 g Carbon per year (or approximately
0.4 % of GPP) to maintain this long-term storage pool. The mean age of this reserve pool implies, together with the size of

reserves in tropical trees that the dynamics of storage reserves are an important, but to date largely unassessed, component of
tropical forest carbon dynamics.
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*Effect of Phosphorus Limitation on Tropical Tree Responses to Elevated CO2
Jennifer Thompson1,2, Paul-Camilo Zalamea2,3, Martijn Slot2, Klaus Winter2, Benjamin Turner2, James Dalling3,2
1
University of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, California, USA, 2Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Panama City,
Panamá, Panama, 3University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, Urbana–Champaign, Illinois, USA
Forests play an important role in mitigating climate change, but our understanding of how tropical trees will respond to
increased atmospheric CO2 remains incomplete. Phosphorus (P) is a key nutrient limiting tropical forest productivity and is a
major determinant of tree distribution patterns in lowland tropical forests. Here we investigated the interactive effects of P
limitation and CO2 concentration on the physiological response of nine pioneer tree species that vary in their distribution
across P gradient on the Isthmus of Panama. We predicted that species associated with high P soils would show a strong CO2
response when provided with P-rich soil, while species that naturally occur in low P environments would show a smaller CO2
response, and lower dependency on P availability. Biomass allocation, growth rate, transpiration, and root phosphatase
activity were measured in seedlings grown in temperature-controlled greenhouses with 400, 800 or 1600 ppm CO2 . Half the
seedlings received a fertilizer treatment with a full nutrient solution except P and the rest received the same nutrient solution
plus P. For species naturally associated with high soil P environments, relative growth rates generally increased with both P
and CO2 concentrations while transpiration rates decreased and phosphatase production increased under elevated CO2. For
species associated with low soil P environments, there was generally no effect of CO2 or P on transpiration, RGR,
phosphatase production. There were no significant effects of CO2 or P on biomass allocation for any species. These results
suggest that available soil P and species' ability to acquire it may impact their physiological response to rising CO2, which
could ultimately have strong effects on tropical forest productivity and species distribution.
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Fern gametophytes: ecology, physiology, and conservation biology.
James Watkins
Colgate University, Hamilton, NY, USA
Ferns make of an important floristic component in both tropical and temperate forests. In spite of typically low species
richness at any give site, ferns can play important (keystone?) roles in forest ecosystem ecology. In the northern temperate
forests, ferns control tree seedling germination and thus forest regeneration. In tropical forest canopies, ferns make up a
major component of the density and biomass of the epiphytic flora and likely play a role in whole forest nutrient dynamics.
Yet, our understanding of the factors that control fern establishment and distribution is poor. Such poverty owes itself largely
to the odd double life ferns live out. Species distributions rely on the successful establishment and growth of two independent
stages: the sexual haploid gametophyte and the asexual diploid sporophyte. This talk will review two decades of tropical
research on the ecology and ecophysiology of the poorly known gametophyte stage. Specifically, I will discuss gametophyte
demography across epiphytic and terrestrial species, the role of water and light stress in gametophyte survival, and
differential uptake of nutrients across taxa. I will reveal that the gametophyte generation can be markedly drought stress
tolerant and utilizes unique forms of Nitrogen across life stage and habitat. The talk will also highlight preliminary data on
how gametophytes manage light and the consequences of light stress on growth. Finally, the talk will highlight how such
work can be applied to investigations into the biology of an endangered fern species and how conservation scientists need to
think about ferns from a life-cycle perspective.
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Life on the edge: a comparative study of eco-physiological adaptations of amphibians to seasonally dry tropical forest
environments.
Catalina Cruz1, Carlos Navas2, Andrew Crawford1
1
Universidad de Loa Andes, Bogota, Cundinamarca, Colombia, 2Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo,São Paulo, Brazil

A key goal of ecology and evolution is to understand the relative contributions of the environment and history in determining
the geographic distribution of organisms. For the Neotropical lowlands, where temperatures are similar across landscapes, we
hypothesis that water balance may be a critical but understudied factor that may determine the distribution of species.
Amphibians are thought to be especially sensitive to variation in precipitation. In this study we investigate the variation
among species of frogs due to changes in potentially important eco-preformance variables, and test for possible adaptations to
local environmental conditions within species. Frogs from dry forests, savannas and wet forests were evaluated in three
performance variables: rate of evaporative water loss, water update rate, and their ability to find water. Variation in humidity
and temperature within available microhabitats was compared across biomes. Results showed significant differences in all
three performance measures among species, with closely related species tending to behave similarly. Within-species
comparison between habitats showed significant differences in the ability to find water and the rate of water loss, but we did
not found difference variance in the rate of WU. Comparisons of variation among biomes in abiotic conditions within
defined microhabitats suggested that microhabitats play a key role minimizing the exposure to extremes conditions in dry
habitats. Together with the exploitation of proper microhabitats, frogs showed different strategies that involve morphological
and behavioral changes to maintain water balance in extreme habitats such as dry forest and savannas.
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*The importance of fog in forest islands in the desert
Aida Cuni Sanchez1, Marion Pfeifer2, Lydia Olaka4, Leonie Kiewiet5, Maarten Waterloo5, Sampurno Bruijnzeel5, Rob
Marchant3, Neil Burgess1
1
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2Imperial College London, London, UK, 3University of York, York, UK,
4
University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya, 5VU University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Tropical cloud forests (TCF) are of particular interest, for their species richness and endemism, but also for their high water
yield. In the African drylands, this water yield is crucial to surrounding communities, especially during droughts. However,
little is known about how these forests function, and how sensitive they might be to climate change. Here we present the first
study on the water cycle of an African cloud forest. We focus on: the importance of fog to total water input, the amount of
water captured by the forest, and historical changes in Mt Marsabit in northern Kenya. Rainfall and fog were measured at
different altitudes using automatic gauges and wire harps while crown drip was assessed by establishing manual gauges
beneath the canopy. We also gathered historical climatic data and carried out focus-groups with local communities. Fog was
found to contribute 40% total water input. Crown drip was high even in fog only events. Reduced rainfall and fog were
reported by both local communities and meteorological records, mostly during the past 20 years. It was anticipated that
predicted changes in climate will severely affect this fragile ecosystem. Results highlight that fog is an important source of
water and that climate change also affects it. More research should focus on its study, not only in TCF in the desert, but also
in other areas. Fog trapping by TCF is an important ecosystem service, which could be used to promote these forests’
conservation, particularly in the context of climate change.
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Landscape-Level Analysis of Canopy Dieback Dynamics in the Montane Rainforest of the Island of Hawaii
Linda Mertelmeyer1,2, James D. Jacobi3, Hans Juergen Boehmer2,4
1
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University of Kassel, Henschelstraße 2, D-34127 Kassel, Germany, 2Department of Ecology and Ecosystem Management,
2Technical University of Munich, Emil-Ramann Str. 6, D-85350 Freising-Weihenstephan, Germany, 3US Geological Survey
(USGS), PIERC Kilauea Field Station, Bldg. 344 P.O. Box 44, Hawaii National Park, HI 96718, USA, 4School of Geography,
Earth Science & Environment, University of the South Pacific (USP), Laucala Bay, Suva,, Fiji
The so-called ‘ohi‘a dieback, a landscape-level canopy tree decline on the island of Hawaii in the 1970s, has provided a
unique opportunity to analyze the long-term dynamics of the rainforest canopy. Key questions include 1) Does a new
landscape-level analysis support the conceptual model of Metrosideros polymorpha cohort dynamics as postulated in 1987?
2) Did the overall distribution of dieback change between 1989 and 2012? 3) Is dieback related to abiotic factors on the
landscape level? Based on aerial photographs from the years 2009-2012 acquired from Pictometry Online (POL) the dieback
area mapped in 1989 was remapped. Using ArcGIS, 1331 random points were established; each random point was converted
into a 200 m diameter plot in POL. Overstory species, understory species and current dieback status were sampled. 25

permanent plots monitored since 1976 were used for ground truthing. The abiotic factors annual rainfall, moisture availability
index (MAI), elevation, slope gradient and substrate type were determined for each point. 80% of the former dieback plots
were classified as healthy. Regeneration patterns follow a conceptual model of Metrosideros polymorpha (‘ohi‘a) population
dynamics that predicts a full recovery of the tree layer (Mueller-Dombois 1987). The probability of dieback correlates with
elevation, moisture availability and substrate age. Dieback risk areas were found on elevational ranges from 347 to 1435 m
where MAI ranges from 3148 to 4901 mm. Hawaii´s montane rainforest is a resilient ecosystem. Metrosideros populations
have regenerated in major parts of the previous dieback area. Thus, the conceptual model of Metrosideros polymorpha cohort
dynamics as postulated in 1987 can be confirmed on the landscape level. Dieback in the wet forests is not spreading into new
areas; the most significant changes in dieback status occurred along the former boundary between dieback and non-dieback
areas.
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Twenty-one year patterns of litterfall in relation to prevailing climate variables and typhoons of a subtropical forest in
the Northwestern Pacific
Kuo-Chuan Lin3, Chung-Te Chang2, Teng-Chiu Lin1
1
National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan, 2National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, 3Taiwan Forestry
Research Institute, Taipei, Taiwan
We used a 21-yr litterfall data set to explore the patterns of both the prevailing climate variables and cyclone regime on
litterfall within a subtropical rainforest in Taiwan. There were significant increases in both number of all typhoon intensities
(0.4 per year) and number of category 3 (Saffir-Simpson scale) typhoons (0.15 per year) affecting the studied
forest. Typhoon disturbance dominated the temporal pattern of litterfall, with all major litterfall peaks associated with
typhoon disturbance. There were significant positive relationships between number of typhoons and litterfall with one
additional category 3 typhoon leading to an additional 1100 kg ha-1 litterfall. The frequent canopy damage caused by
typhoons largely limited the development of a mature forest and contributed to the short stature (10 m) and low biomass (300
Mg/ha) of the forest. We propose that increasing cyclone activity will increasingly limit the stature and capacity of the forest
for carbon sequestration. We also found that during non-typhoon periods, both mean monthly temperature and maximum
daily rainfall positively related to litterfall quantity. Amounts of monthly litterfall show no time lag with monthly
precipitation but there was a 1-3 month lag between monthly temperature and litterfal. In summary, both changes in the
prevailing climate and typhoon regime led to increases in litterfall in our study forest but the increasing pattern is not
sustainable as most of it is related to forest damage. Reduction in forest biomass will eventually lead to decreases in litterfall
but litterfall peaks could still be expected following major typhoon disturbance.
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*Ecosystem stability is more related to plant diversity than climate at a biogeographical scale
Guilherme Mazzochini1, Gabriel Costa1, Rubens Santos3, Ary Oliveira-Filho2, Carlos Fonseca1, Gislene Ganade1
1
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, RN, Brazil, 2Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte,
MG, Brazil, 3Universidade Federal de Lavras, Lavras, MG, Brazil
Stability of ecosystems functions during climatic fluctuations has been accessed by two distinct scientific approaches that
differ in scale. At local scale a wide range of manipulative experiments showed that species diversity begets stability because
plant species are complementary in the way they explore resources. At large scale, modellers have been looking at vegetation
responses to climatic fluctuation for a given biome ignoring the influence of plant diversity. It is still a puzzle whether results
found in small-scale studies would prevail at spatial scales more relevant for conservation decisions. This work performs the
first biogeographical investigation on the relative role of climate versus plant diversity in begetting ecosystem stability. Here
we show that phylogenetic diversity is more important than climatic variables such as rainfall and temperature for predicting
vegetation stability in a Brazilian semi-arid biome. We advocate that diversity begets stability at a large scale not yet
contemplate by current researchers and decision makers. We suggest that regional climatic models should incorporate plant
biodiversity measures for predicting vegetation responses towards global changes.
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Conservation of Hawaiian Forest Birds under climate change: Considerations for translocation and assisted
migration among the Hawaiian Islands

Lauren Kaiser1, Lucas Fortini2,3, Adam Vorsino4, Fred Amidon4, Eben Paxton2, Jim Jacobi2
1
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Recent research has projected complete range losses for the critically endangered Kaua`i forest birds `Akekee (Loxops
caeruleirostris) and `Akikiki (Oreomystis bairdi) by ~2100 due to projected warming. As these findings suggest, habitat
management alone is not sufficient to prevent impacts of climate change. As such, other novel conservation alternatives have
to be seriously considered.
One such option available for these Kaua`i forest birds is their translocation to other islands. Considering current and 2100
climate scenarios, we use SDMs to explore the viability and risks of inter-island translocation of these two species by
projecting their ranges across the other main Hawaiian Islands. For the islands where compatible climate conditions for these
species endure throughout the century, we perform a niche overlap analyses to explore the similarity between the potential
range of these Kaua`i endemic species and that of the current native species found on each prospective destination island.
Due to the geographic isolation of the Hawaiian Islands, the archipelago offers a unique setting to use SDMs to explore the
suitability of inter-island translocation. While we recognize that there are other complex factors relevant to a decision to
consider inter-island translocations for these species, our study's focus on climate-based species range compatibility should
help to inform an urgent discussion required to prevent the extinction of these forest bird species.
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Combining phylogeography and estimates of future climates to inform conservation of Bombus pauloensis
(Hymenoptera: Apidae)
Elaine Françoso1, Alexandre Zuntini1, Ana Carolina Carnaval2, Maria Cristina Arias1
1
Instituto de Biociências - USP, São Paulo, SP, Brazil, 2Department of Biology, City College of New York, New York, NY,
USA
While declines of bee species have been reported worldwide, several populations are presently maintaining or expanding
their ranges. We argue that reports of species-wide range expansions should be made carefully, especially given the potential
for lineage-specific responses to environmental change. Here, we i) combine phylogeographic information and paleoclimatic
simulations to model the historical demography of B. pauloensis and verify whether population sizes have been declining
parallel to climatic shifts, ii) ask whether molecular and paleoclimatic data provide evidence of distinct responses to past
climate change across lineages within the species, iii) assess if those lineages may respond differently to future climate
change, iv) identify continuously suitable areas (which may hold high genetic diversity) in the face of future climates. We
find Bombus pauloensis to include three clades differing in mitochondrial haplotypes, morphology, and geographic
distribution. Paleodistribution models predict that warm conditions of the Last Interglacial contributed to population
contraction, while expansion likely happened during the Last Glacial Maximum. These demographic dynamics are consistent
with observed genetic patterns. In the eastern portion of the state of São Paulo, an area of high suitability for species
occurrence existed under both LIG and LGM conditions. Today, this potential paleoclimatic refuge holds the greatest amount
of genetic diversity within the species. Distribution models under future conditions predict a reduction in suitable area, but
the area predicted to be lost is much smaller when the species is model as a single entity relative to combined lineage-based
models. The eastern portion of the state of São Paulo is predicted to remain suitable for species occurrence, continuing to
function as a climatic refuge. Preservation of the Atlantic Forest in this region will help not only to conserve local richness
and endemism, but also the processes that generate and maintain diversity - for bees and other species.
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Drought as well as herbivores and nutrients shape tree distribution in tropical forests: implications under global
climate change
Bettina Engelbrecht1,2, Julian Gaviria1, Delicia Pino1, Benjamin Turner2, Richard Condit2
1
Bayreuth Center of Ecology and Environmental Research, University of Bayreuth, Germany, 2Smithsonian Tropical
Research Institute, Panama
Understanding which factors shape species distributions, community composition and ecosystem function in tropical forests
is one of the most pressing issues in global change vegetation modelling. The most pervasive patterns of tree distributions
and diversity in tropical forests worldwide are local, regional and continental scale correlations with rainfall and/or soil
moisture. Evaluating the role of potential factors producing these patterns requires a mechanistic understanding of the

underlying processes.
Here we directly link extensive comparative experimental data sets on whole-plant responses to drought and fertilization, and
on integrated plant defenses to quantitative assessments of species occurrence across a pronounced rainfall gradient at the
isthmus of Panama. We show that species' differential drought sensitivity directly shapes plant performance and distributions
in tropical forests. Additionally, herbivore defenses and differential nutrient requirements indirectly shape tree distribution
patterns. The results underline the importance of incorporating drought as well as species interactions and nutrients into
models predicting species distribution, community composition and ecosystem function of tropical forests under global
change scenarios.
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*Islands of water: how do fish time the use of temporary ponds alongside Amazonian streams?
Helder Espirito-Santo1, Jansen Zuanon1, Marco A. Rodríguez2
1
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas da Amazonia, Manaus, AM, Brazil, 2Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, Trois-Rivières,
QC, Canada
In variable ecosystems, wrong individual decisions may lead to low survival probability or recruitment failures due to
environmental unpredictability. The reliability of environmental cues and the ability to perceive it and make decisions are
critical to fitness in an evolutionary context. In freshwater ecosystems, hydrological variables play a key role in the timing of
fish movements. However, the relative importance of short- and long-term variation in hydrological cues as drivers of
individual movement is unknown. We developed an individual-based capture-recapture model in a Bayesian hierarchical
framework, and applied it to an Amazonian headwater stream fish species (Lebiasinidae: Pyrrhulina brevis) that uses small
temporary ponds seasonally. Survival, detection and movement probabilities were estimated based on capture-recapture
histories of 171 individuals, recorded at 13 surveys along a complete hydrological cycle. The probability of entering
temporary ponds depended on a short-term, local hydrological variable: the occurrence of lotic connections with the stream.
However, the probability of leaving ponds and returning to the stream channel was related to longer term hydrological
variation: the accumulated rainfall for the 15 weeks preceding a survey. The probability of fish leaving ponds increased with
declines in accumulated rainfall between surveys. These results point to an asymmetry in both the timing and the
environmental cues related to movements into and out of temporary habitats. Cues used by fish to move in either direction
seem to be based on fine-tuned evaluation of environmental signals. The ability to perceive and interpret such cues on
different time scales allows fish to reliably deal with environmental fluctuations. The risk of death by entrapment in
desiccating ponds should constitute a powerful selection pressure, and strategies to avoid wrong decisions probably enhance
individual fitness in highly variable ecosystems.
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Sneaky thieves are sneaky: furtive food removal behaviors characterize a novel caste of ants
Terry McGlynn
California State University Dominguez Hills, Carson, CA, USA
In the common Neotropical ant Ectatomma ruidum, colonies contain workers that specialize on thieving food from adjacent
ant colonies. In a set of observations, manipulations and bioassays, the behaviors of thieving workers were compared to nonthieving foragers. Thieves navigate and respond to their environment in a sneaky fashion, that functions to reduce the
probability of interaction and detection by other ants. They avoid interactions with other workers, are more likely to drop
food when grabbed, are more likely to pause and to turn around when perturbed, and move at a faster rate outside their
territory when carrying purloined food. The nutrient and isotopic content of thieves is distinct from non-thief foragers. These
results collectively indicate that thieves are a distinct behavioral caste in ant colonies, just as nurses, guards, and foragers are
distinct castes in honey bee colonies. While the incidence of intraspecific thievery is only known from two species of ants,
the taxonomic distribution of this phenomenon remains unknown.

354
Important Resources of an Endangered Hawaiian Damselfly
Elizabeth Henry, Marguerite Butler
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA
The blackline Hawaiian damselfly (Megalagrion nigrohamatum nigrolineatum) is a native Hawaiian damselfly that is
endemic to upland streams on the island of Oahu. It is part of diverse adaptive radiation that is spectacular in body color and
ecological variation. Although a robust phylogeny has been done on this genus, very little is known about the natural history
and behavior of any Megalagrion species. In this study, M. n. nigrolineatum was observed in the field to describe its daily
and seasonal activity patterns and to gain a deeper understanding of their behaviors, microhabitat selection, and habitat use in
order to quantify what resources are most important. Peculiar differences in light preference are further explored and these
differences in behavior found in M. n. nigrolineatum leads one to wonder what other unique behavioral attributes can be
found among this extremely diverse genus.
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The Use of Species Distribution Models for Improving Jaguar Conservation
Katia Ferraz1,2, Ronaldo Morato1,3, Agustin Paviolo4, Carlos De Angelo4, Rogerio De Paula2,3, Claudia Campos2, Francesca
Palmeira1, Beatriz Beisiegel3
1
University of São Paulo, “Luiz de Queiroz” College of Agriculture, Forest Science Department, Piracicaba, São Paulo,
Brazil, 2Institute for the Conservation of Neotropical Carnivores, Atibaia, São Paulo, Brazil, 3National Center for Research
and Conservation of Mammalian Carnivores - Chico Mendes Institute for Biodiversity Conservation, Atibaia, São Paulo,
Brazil, 4Instituto de Biología Subtropical, CONICET-Universidad Nacional of Misiones and CeIBA, Puerto Iguazú,
Argentina
Species Distribution Models (SDMs) have been used to set decisions and priorities in conservation. In Brazil, SDMs have
been used as part of the National Action Plans for Endangered Carnivores since 2009, improving conservation efforts and
setting priorities in decision making. Jaguar modelling is one of the best examples of how SDMs can help improving
conservation decisions. We aimed to use SDMs for evaluating the suitability of actual landscape for jaguar, indicate corridors
and priority areas for conservation. Recent presence-only records (camera traps, GPS locations, sighting, feces, tracks,
captures) were provided by collaborators (2179 for Atlantic Forest, 553 for Amazonia and 62 for Caatinga). Environmental
variables (bioclimatic, topographic, landscape, anthropogenic) were obtained and included as predictors in models. Models
were generated by Maxent entropy algorithm. All models presented high predictive success and were highly statistically
significant. SDMs revealed the critical situation of the biomes for jaguar as only ~15% of the Atlantic Forest and ~18% of the
Caatinga is suitable for the species. For Amazon suitable areas encompassed 80% of the biome. The low landscape suitability
for jaguar in the Atlantic Forest and Caatinga reflects the severe threats of unsustainable land use such as unplanned
expansion of croplands, cities and cattle ranching. Medium-to-high suitable areas with confirmed jaguar presence were
selected as Jaguar Conservation Units (JCUs) and indicated as priority areas for the species conservation. Corridors linking
the JCUs have been proposed for being considered by stakeholders in conservation planning, improving the suitability of the
landscape and reducing the major threats for jaguar occurrence and maintenance. Considering the dramatic jaguar population
decline, in these two biomes, it is urgent to move from theory to practice in a modelling framework, bridging the gap between
researchers, modellers and decision makers. Acknowledgments: SISBIOTA - Top Predator, CNPQ, FAPESP, Fundação O
Boticário
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Pollination ecology, floral biology, and breeding system of the endangered Hawaiian species Brighamia insignis A.
Gray (Campanulaceae)
Seana Walsh1,2, Richard Pender1, Clifford Morden1, David Lorence2, Robert Junker3, Curtis Daehler1
1
University of Hawai'i at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawai'i, USA, 2National Tropical Botanical Garden, Kalaheo, Hawai'i, USA,
3
University of Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria

The Kaua‘i endemic lobeliad, Brighamia insignis A. Gray (Campanulaceae), is effectively extinct in the wild. One possible
reason for its decline is the speculated loss of its native pollinator(s), possibly one or more moth species. To determine
whether restoration outplantings of B. insignis are being pollinated, floral visitor observations were conducted at the National
Tropical Botanical Garden's Limahuli Garden and Preserve on Kaua‘i. Floral characters were quantified to support or refute
the hypothesis that B. insignis is indeed adapted to moth pollination. The breeding system was examined to assess whether or
not the species is able to set fruit and viable seed without a pollinator. The flowers are long and tube shaped, yellow to white
in color, contain copious amounts of sucrose-rich nectar, and emit a strong floral scent containing benzyl alcohol, linalool,
and methyl salicylate. This combination of traits point to a moth pollination syndrome. However, visitation to B. insignis
flowers was rare. No moth visitors were observed, and it appears unlikely that anything is effectively serving as a pollinator.
Results of a pollen manipulation study suggested self-incompatibility, although low pollen production and viability may also
explain lack for fruit formation following self-pollination treatments. Conservation recommendations for the recovery of this
species are made based on all components of this cohesive study.
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Isolation and vulnerability of the fig pollination system on Lord Howe Island
James Cook, Jane DeGabriel, Caroline Fromont, Desi Quintans, Paul Rymer, Markus Riegler
University of Western Sydney, Penrith, NSW, Australia
Lord Howe Island (LHI) is an oceanic island 600 km from the Australian mainland. It is an astonishingly beautiful world
Heritage area of great conservation significance and home to many endemic plant and animal species. A keystone species in
the forests is the banyan fig, Ficus macrophylla. This is one form of the Moreton Bay fig, with the other form restricted to the
mainland. All figs are pollinated by tiny host-plant specific wasps. These are attacked by parasitic wasps, while the fig fruits
are also exploited by non-pollinating wasps. In addition, F. macrophylla suffers periodic mass defoliation due to outbreaks of
a psylloid insect. Our study explores the evolutionary history and ecological dynamics of this complex system of species
interactions on LHI and the mainland, using phenology surveys, insect sampling, population genetics and phylogeny. We find
that LHI figs are pollinated by the same wasp as on the mainland, which is attacked by the same dominant parasitoid. In
addition, the same three rarer wasp species have been found on island and mainland. Preliminary genetic analysis does not
rule out recent pollinator gene flow with the mainland. The LHI psyllid also appears to be the same species as on the
mainland and is attacked by the same parasitoids. However, genetic analysis supports isolation of the island psyllid
population from the mainland. The most striking difference between island and mainland comes from our phenology surveys.
Most island trees have fruited rarely (if at all) during our study and even those that do fruit produce small crops. Since
pollinator offspring must develop inside fig fruits, the island pollinator population may be unusually small and subject to risk
of local extinction from extreme events, such as extended spells of dry weather or outbreaks of psyllids reducing or stopping
fruit production.
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The structure of mutualistic networks and its implication to cascading effects
Marilia Palumbo Gaiarsa, Paulo Roberto Guimarães Junior
Universidade de São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
Given the critical role of many species for ecosystems functioning and services on which we depend, it is important to
understand how ecological communities are affected by habitat alteration. Species are interconnected in the communities
through ecological interactions, forming networks of interacting species. Thus, disturbances in one species can ripple
throughout the community, creating cascading effects that potentially affect several species. Here we evaluated how network
structure influences cascading effects in mutualistic networks. To study how perturbations propagate through mutualistic
networks we created a model in which we simulated cascading effects. We analyzed the structural properties of 30 empirical
webs of mutualistic interactions and computed the following metrics: species richness, connectance (the proportion of all
possible interactions that are actually recorded), and global efficiency (a metric that estimates how likely a disturbance is to
propagate through the network based on the mean distance among species’ pairs). We performed numerical simulations in
which we randomly perturbed one species and recorded the time it took for the perturbation to spread throughout the
network. Our results indicate that the greater the global efficiency, the more rapidly a perturbation will affect all species in a
network. Also, perturbation spreading time was positively correlated to connectance and negatively correlated to species
richness. Therefore, we expect that perturbations will slowly propagate in networks with greater species richness when
compared to networks with fewer species. The opposite trend can be expected for connectance, with perturbations being more
rapidly propagated in networks with greater connectance when compared to networks with smaller connectance. Thus, we

can hypothesize that ecological networks will become increasingly vulnerable as species are lost, richness decreases and
connectance increases. We believe our approach contributes to a better understanding of how species will persist in a
constantly changing world and how vulnerable networks are to perturbations.
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Frugivory networks of Hawaiian nonnative birds and their role as potential seed dispersers in Oahu forests
Amy Hruska1, J. Patrick Kelley2, Don Drake1, Jeff Foster2, Jinelle Sperry3,5, Corey Tarwater4, Jason Gleditsch5
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH, USA, 3US Army ERDCCERL, Champaign, IL, USA, 4University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY, USA, 5University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Champaign, IL, USA
The Hawaiian Islands are renowned for their unique assemblage of fauna and flora. Since human colonization, the islands
have become imperiled by both the extinction of native species and invasion by nonnative species. On the island of Oahu,
forests are dominated by nonnative flora, but native diversity increases with elevation. A majority of Hawaiian plants found
in these forests produce fleshy, bird-adapted fruits; however, the avifauna on Oahu is dominated by nonnatives. A lack of
seed dispersers could limit the ability of a species to disperse to sites suitable for regeneration. Our objective was to
determine which nonnative birds were primarily frugivorous and which species of plants were most frequently eaten. Fecal
samples were collected across a variety of forest types on Oahu, varying in elevation, precipitation, and forest diversity, to
produce diet networks for nonnative birds. Red-billed Leiothrixes (Leiothrix lutea) and Japanese White-eyes (Zosterops
japonicus) were the most common and frugivorous birds captured. Nonnative seeds, such as Clidemia hirta and Schinus
terebinthifolius, were most frequently found in fecal samples. Pipturus albidus, a common native species, was also found in
fecal samples from sites with high native diversity. Seeds most frequently found in fecal samples represent both some of the
most common invasives and one of the most common natives in Oahu forests, suggesting that nonnative avian frugivores
may be selecting fruits based on abundance. Our work represents the first documented insight into the role nonnative
frugivores may have across a range of mixed native and nonnative plant communities on Oahu and suggests that the dispersal
potential of native plants may be dependent on the abundance of reproductive individuals at a given site.
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Differential contribution of sunbird species to the structure of a sunbird-tree flower visitation network predicts
species survival and network stability.
Charles Nsor1,3, Hazel Chapman1,2, William Godsoe4
1
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, 2Nigerian Montane Forest Project, Taraba State, Nigeria, 3Gombe
State university, Gombe State, Nigeria, 4Lincoln University, Canterbury, New Zealand
The survival of many species depend on networks of mutualistic partnerships with other species. As a result, understanding
the stability of mutualistic networks is extremely important but so far has almost only been explored through theoretical and
simulation studies, so that now empirical testing is necessary.
It has been demonstrated theoretically that the network properties nestedness and connectance are each important in their own
way for network stability, and that the removal of strong rather than weak contributors to both properties more negatively
affects network stability. Perhaps surprisingly, it has been shown that strong contributors to nestedness are the most prone to
extinction.
Using an empirical sunbird - tree visitation network I tested whether a species contribution to both nestedness and
connectance was correlated with its extinction proneness.
As predicted from network theory I found that in my empirical network strong contributers to nestedness differed from strong
contributors to connectance and that in the context of nestedness, it was the rare species which were the strongest
contributors. In the real world there is a strong correlation between extinction proneness and rarity.
The implications of my findings are that in empirical networks nestedness will decrease overall through the loss of rare
species but this won't collapse the network as it is the common species, with the most links, which will maintain network
stability overall.
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Performance of species-poor plant communities and implications for response to environmental change
John Ewel1, Gerardo Celis1, Laura Schreeg2,3, Maria Julia Mazzarino4
1
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA, 2Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, USA, 3Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, USA, 4CRUB-CONICET, Bariloche, Argentina
Diversity studies suffer from a remarkable lack of diversity. Most terrestrial field studies demonstrating richness-productivity
responses, and all field studies of time-complementarity responses, have been conducted in temperate-zone communities of
herbaceous plants, where aboveground biomass is re-set to zero each winter. To determine whether relationships between
biodiversity and ecosystem functioning hold for tropical systems where growth is perennial and the plants are long-lived, we
grew five tree species in monocultures and mixtures. We tracked survivorship, stature, and productivity for 13 years. The
mixture accrued more biomass and had greater net productivity than the average, but not the most productive, monoculture.
The evidence points to a steady increase in resource partitioning or facilitation among species over time. Spatial partitioning
of aboveground space (for light capture) and soil (possibly for retrieval of deep nitrogen), and facilitation of phosphorus
availability by one species, are mechanisms that may account for the complementarity observed. In the face of environmental
change, the contribution of some species will diminish while others will thrive. Nevertheless, even a mixture containing as
few as five species could be resilient. Shifts in species’ performance may be catalyzed by climate change, but the proximate
causes are likely to be biotic interactions including herbivory, competition, facilitation, and complementarity.
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Silicon cycling via leaf litterfall in experimental tropical forest stands
Kaoru Kitajima1,2, John J. Ewel2
1
Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan, 2University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA
Background: Silicon (Si) is a beneficial element to many plants, but little is known about how plants differentially affect
biogeochemical silicon cycling in tropical forests. Although Si is abundant in soils and rocks, availability through passive
uptake is limited due to low Si concentrations in soil water. Plant species differ greatly in their Si uptake patterns from active
excluders (e.g., herbaceous eudicots) to active accumulators (e.g., tropical monocots and eudicot trees). Within a plant, Si
precipitates as opal phytoliths without further movement until they are returned to the soil in litter. Objectives: Our study
aimed to examine differences in Si return via leaf litter among plant species, and also the impact of high Si accumulating
monocots on Si uptake in eudicot trees. Methods: Our study took place in a series of experimental forest stands in lowland
Costa Rica that had been established to study the effect of species composition and functional diversity on ecosystem
processes. Three tropical eudicot tree species (Cedrela odorata, Cordia alliodora, Hyeronima alchornioides) were grown as
monocultures or with large monocots (Helicornia and Euterpe palm). Results: Freshly senesced leaf litter of the three
eudicot species exhibited lower Si concentrations (1.4-1.6 % dry mass) compared to Heliconia (4.8%) and the palm (4.4%).
In all species, litter samples collected every two weeks from litter traps exhibited significantly lower Si concentrations
compared to freshly senesced leaf litter (on average 79% and 77% for monocot and eudicot litters, respectively), suggesting
considerably rapid dissolution of Si from leaf litter. Growing with monocots resulted in lower silicon concentrations in leaf
litters of Cordia and Hyeronima, suggesting potential interactions of silicon uptake among plant species differing in silicon
uptake strategies. Conclusion: These results suggest significant species differences and species interactions in how plants
influence biogeochemical cycles of silicon in tropical forests.
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Root functions of mangrove plants-Keys to the highly productive mangrove ecosystemsTomomi Inoue1, Shigeyuki Baba2,3
1
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan, 2International Society for Mangrove Ecosystems,
Okinawa, Japan, 3University of the Ryukyus, Okinawa, Japan
The soils of coastal areas in tropical regions are often low in nutrients. First, tidal fluctuations wash out considerable
quantities of organic matter such as plant detritus into the ocean, leading to low nitrogen soils. Second, minerals necessary for
plant growth, such as iron and phosphorus, tend to be adsorbed on oxide complexes in tropical oxidized soils, and thus plants

cannot uptake these immobilized minerals. Under such infertile growth conditions, how do mangroves get enough nutrients
to correspond to their high productivity? This study focuses on root functions of mangrove plants which are keys to the
highly productive mangrove ecosystems-that is, what happens to soil chemical properties after mangrove plants colonize? In
order to characterize mangrove ecosystems and provide scientific guidelines for their conservation, knowledge of their soil
chemical properties is necessary, because these properties are the basis of the ecosystems. It is known that plants excrete a
variety of substrates that facilitate the availability of nutrients in the root zone, by enhancing absorption of appropriate
nutrients even under nutrient deficient conditions. For instance, organic acids exuded from plant roots, are known to mobilize
P from sparingly soluble Fe, Al and Ca phosphates.
We conducted a pot experiment and found that mangrove plant (Avicennia marina) has ability to move Fe and P in soil pore
water, suggesting that mangrove roots provide Fe- and P-solubilizing substrates. In the pot experiment, we also found that
three mangrove species have a function to enhance soil nitrogen content. In a field work, we observed that soil nitrogen
fixing activity was enhanced near mangrove trees. These results lead to an interpretation that the mangroves induced nitrogen
fixing bacteria around them. These self-supporting abilities observed in mangroves could be key functions so that they can
form highly productive ecosystems even under sterile environments.
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*Predicting change in the nearshore algal community: Responses of calcified macroalgae in Hawaii to variations in
aragonite saturation
Kendra Hart
University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA
Over 500 species of marine macroalgae are known from the Hawaiian Islands, many of which are calcified. Rising
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels from anthropogenic carbon emissions have elevated oceanic CO2 concentrations
through air-sea exchange, which cause lower pH and decreased carbonate saturation states, including aragonite saturation.
These conditions identified as ocean acidification (OA), impair the ability of calcium carbonate-forming marine algae to
calcify and maintain physiological structures essential for growth, reproduction, and survival. In the Hawaiian Islands, most
of the groundwater is extremely high in pCO2 with average concentrations around 3000 ppm. I analyzed responses of
calcified macroalgae to variations in aragonite saturation at selected sites on Hawaii Island that differ naturally in
pCO2. Water quality parameters and abundance of calcified vs. non-calcified algal species were measured. Temperature,
pH, salinity, alkalinity, and differences in aragonite saturation states were monitored. Halimeda macroloba (Chlorophyta),
Dichotomaria marginata (Rhodophyta), and Padina australis (Phaeophyta) were transplanted within and between sites with
comparable salinity and depth, but differing pCO2 and aragonite saturation states. Survival, growth, calcification, and
photosynthetic activity were measured before and after transplantation. Results suggest that OA has the potential to shift
nearshore macroalgal community structure and reduce biodiversity in the Hawaiian Islands.
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*Long-term litter manipulation changes fine root dynamics in lowland tropical forest, Panama
Chadtip Rodtassana, Edmund Tanner
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, UK
A litter removal and addition experiment changed nutrient conditions in lowland tropical forest mainly by changing litterfall
quantity. Theory predicts that litter removal should increase root biomass and production due to nutrient deficit, whereas
litter addition should cause a decrease. However, initial findings after 18 months of litter manipulation showed that both
treatments caused lower root biomass in the wet season. My study, over one year, of monthly root mass and production, done
ten years after litter manipulation started, confirmed the pattern of fine root biomass (less than 2mm diameter at 0-5 cm soil
deep) - lower in both litter removals and additions in wet and dry seasons. However, fine root production patterns, from
ingrowth core techniques (0-10 cm), showed no treatment effect. Fine root turnover rates were not statistically different
between litter treatment ≈ 1.1 yr-1 (calculated from annual fine root production divided by maximum standing fine root
biomass). The results indicate that a long-term litter manipulation has caused long-term changes to standing biomass, but not
production, which suggest that mortality is affected by litter manipulation.
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Causality of fine scale soil heterogeneity and its effect on seedling regeneration in a tropical rainforest
Jin Chen, Shangwen Xia
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Science, Mengla, Yunnan, China
Background: Soil spatial heterogeneity is an important factor partitioning environmental niches and facilitating species
coexistence, especially in tropical rainforests. However, the pattern of fine-scale soil macronutrients spatial variability, its
causative factors and its effect on community regeneration are not well understood.
Methods: We conducted both intensive (361 samples) and dynamic (99 points repeated 4 times) soil sampling in a 1 ha plot
in a tropical rainforest in Southwest China to investigate patterns of spatial heterogeneity in soil acidity and macronutrients
and its seasonal fluctuation. Then we explored how the soil properties were influenced by topography and annual litterfall
input using a scale-wise wavelet analysis. Finally we investigated the effect of soil nutrients variability on seedling
regeneration pattern.
Results: Topography showed great variability at larger scales (>25 m) compared to litterfall properties, which peaked at about
25 m. Soil pH showed variation at large scales and was significantly correlated with topography, whereas soil nutrients
showed variation at finer scales and were significantly correlated with litterfall chemical fluxes. Most soil properties present
stable patch structure while couple with seasonal fluctuation. Such soil nutrients heterogeneity significantly affected seedling
death rate, growth rate and diversity pattern.
Conclusions: This study shows that fine-scale spatial variability of soil macronutrients is strongly influenced by adult giant
tree generated litterfall chemical fluxes and it in turn affects seedling regeneration processes, highlighting the importance of
biotic factors in maintain tropical rainforest biodiversity.
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Amazonian turtles harvest: a participatory monitoring and evaluation program at an Amazonian Sustainable
Development Reserve
Shirley Famelli1, José Erickson1,2, Marina A. R. M. Vieira2, Boris Marioni2
1
Instituto de Desenvolvimento Sustentável Mamirauá, Tefé, Amazonas, Brazil, 2Instituto Piagaçu: Conservação Participativa
da Biodiversidade Amazônica, Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil
Community involvement in biodiversity monitoring programs can be considered a tool that generates mobilization in
protected areas. In the lower Purus River, there is the Piagaçu Purus Sustainable Development Reserve (RDS-PP), which is
part of a mosaic of protected areas encompassing about 2 million hectares and home to 5,000 people. Little is known about
the pressure that local communities play in turtle stocks at the RDS-PP. The participatory and scientific research may provide
sustainability of the following trends, but this requires a long-term follow-up on how subsistence-harvest pressure will affect
the wildlife populations in the study area and consequently the life of the communities who use them. Our aim is to evaluate
some monitoring actions on the use of turtles as food resource by the locals and to increase empowerment of the communities
by offering training, coupled with environmental education. The population data and turtles harvest patterns collected from
2012 to 2014 showed a strong tendency of the communities to collect adult females, since they are larger than males.
Although, from November 2013 some communities slightly changed this behavior, catching more males and adopting rules
for maximum annual harvest. Long-term monitoring is essential, since turtles remain a very important alternative source of
animal protein for these communities, however, overexploitation of females and eggs may drastically reduce turtles
populations or even cause local extinction of these endangered animals.
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*Digital Islands in an Analog Sea: Resurrection of Archival Materials for a World Audience
Jesse Adams1,2
1
National Tropical Botanical Garden, Kalaheo, HI, USA, 2University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI, USA

Insular floras are characterized by higher rates of endemism making them increasingly threatened by global climate change,
invasive species, loss of pollinators, diseases, and anthropogenic factors. There has never been a greater need for historical
records of these floras, whether they are rudimentary or rigorous, to be made available on a global level. Herbarium sheets
provide taxonomists with vital physical characters that can be synthesized with molecular data to define specific traits and
elucidate evolutionary relationships within groups. Combining this information with library and photographic materials
increases its value and makes it potentially possible to reconstruct ancestral ranges and visual landscapes prior to
contemporary disturbances. The use of this resource is severely inhibited by the fact that much of it exists as a physical entity
and must be viewed in person. The digitization, refinement, and more importantly the dissemination of such records is
paramount to increasing data availability and potential research opportunities for these taxa. The National Tropical Botanical
Garden (NTBG) has implemented a specific protocol for the digitization of their pantropical botanical collections (herbarium,
photographic, and library resources). Also, NTBG has developed a novel web-based platform to showcase this detailed
collection information making it available not only to academics but managers and laymen as well. This is not a general
"catch-all" procedure since it is designed towards implementation by NGOs and small organizations with botanical
collections derived from various media sources. We aim to increase awareness about the resource created and share this
methodology with other institutions.
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Niche Overlap of Squamata in Savanna of Central Brazil
Wáldima Alves Rocha, Yan Soares, Weskley Feitosa Lago, Guilherme Gomes de Sá, Pietro Mello, Davi Lima Pantoja
Universidade de Brasília, Brasília/Distrito Federal, Brazil
A community is structured mainly from temporal dimensions, spatial and trophic. These differences activities segregate
niches, reduce competition and would support the coexistence of a greater diversity of species. The way the species of a
community share the available resources is crucial for species coexistence and a community with greater sharing of
resources, support more species than a community with smaller niche overlap. This study aimed to detect the niche overlap of
squamata community of savanna. For data collection were used pitfalls traps with drift fences, funnel traps and active search
in three vegetation types: gallery forest, dense savanna and field savanna. We're using morphometric characters, activity
period, habit (terrestrial, fossorial, semi-fossorial and arboreal) and macro-habitat. The statistical analysis was performed in
the Ecosim program platform using Pianka niche overlap index, ranging from least to most niche overlap rate. To
dissimilarity analysis was used UPGMA in the program R. The squamata community has 13 species of 10 families. The
observed overlap average was higher than the observed pairs at random from null model. The mean observed position in
relation to the histogram frequency simulations, shows a high overlap niche between community species, but when evaluated
pairwise, individuals have great niche segregation, showing structuring among some species. The community had high niche
overlap, null models suggest that niche overlap in this community is random or greater than expected by chance, these
conclusions hinge on the hypothesis that resources are balanced, and independent estimates of increased availability of
resources, the results may differ in aspects of ecological patterns of species.
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The Hawaiian Hoary Bat: Challenges and Solutions for Incidental Take Permitting and Implementing Consistent and
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The Hawaiian hoary bat or ‘ōpe‘ape‘a (Lasiurus cinereus semotus) is listed as endangered under the federal Endangered
Species Act and Hawai‘i state endangered species law. Knowledge regarding the ‘ōpe‘ape‘a is sparse due to its life history
traits as a cryptic and solitary tree-roosting bat. This presents challenges to regulators and managers charged with issuing
Incidental Take Licenses and developing the accompanying Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs). HCPs must ensure that
licensed activities do not appreciably reduce the likelihood of survival and recovery of listed species through establishment of
impact avoidance and minimization measures, as well as measures to mitigate take via conservation efforts. Mitigation must
be consistent with recovery goals and must provide a net benefit to the species affected. Advancements in ecological research
on both Hawaiian and mainland hoary bats have led to a better understanding of this species in recent years, but have also led
to dramatic inconsistencies in mitigation practices between existing HCPs. The inconsistent scale and cost of mitigation
makes it difficult to measure the impact of mitigation efforts on ‘ōpe‘ape‘a recovery across a large number of disparate
projects.

The Endangered Species Recovery Committee (ESRC), an advisory committee to the Board of Land and Natural Resources
regarding HCP approval, has acknowledged the challenges and inconsistencies regarding HCPs and ‘ōpe‘ape‘a. The ESRC
therefore requested a workshop in April 2015 to bring together government regulators, ecological researchers, consultants,
industry personnel, and members of the public to discuss issues ranging from take avoidance, research priorities, to future
mitigation strategies. The workshop goal will be to provide cohesive, consistent guidelines to developers and regulators
attempting to avoid, minimize, and mitigate for incidental bat take. This poster will provide an overview and background of
the ‘ōpe‘ape‘a and provide an example of regulatory processes to seek clarity and guidance where data is lacking.
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Landscape-level reduction of forest cover affects tree assemblages in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest hotspot
Larissa Rocha-Santos1, Michaele de Souza Pessoa1, Maíra Benchimol1, Daniela Custódio Talora1, Eduardo Mariano-Neto2,
Deborah Maria Faria1, Eliana Cazetta1
1
Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz, Ilhéus, Bahia, Brazil, 2Universidade Federal da Bahia, Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
The Brazilian Atlantic Forest of southern Bahia is considered one of the most important hotspots for biodiversity
conservation worldwide. However, this biome has been severely reduced to forest sites embedded within fragmented
landscapes of different amounts of forest cover. We examined how tree assemblages have responded to the reduction of
forest cover at the landscape-scale, and investigated the degree to which forest cover reduction affected richness and
abundance of tree functional groups. We selected 20 sites surrounded by different amounts of remaining forest with a 1-km
buffer from the centre of each site (3-93%), in southern Bahia, Brazil. We then surveyed and identified live trees ≥ 5cm DBH
at species level within a total of 100 forest plots of 25 x 4m each, also conducting a literature compilation of functional
attributes of each tree species. We performed both linear and nonlinear models to evaluate model performance and parsimony
using Akaike weights. We recorded a total of 1,987 trees belonging to 551 species, certainly one of the world's richest tree
community already recorded within a tropical forest landscape. Amount of forest cover in the landscape was a positive and
significant predictor of tree species richness, explaining 52% of the variation in the linear model. The abundance of tree
stems was also affected by total amount of forest cover, with the nonlinear model (power-law) best explaining this pattern.
Habitat loss did not affect tree species uniformly, with life-history traits explaining varied degrees of vulnerability. In
particular, the richness and abundance of shade-tolerant and animal-dispersed species substantially decreased in landscapes of
lower amount of forest cover. Our results therefore demonstrate the importance of increasing the amount of forest cover at
the landscape-level for maintaining greater diversity and abundance of tree species in fragmented forest landscapes.
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Landscape structure facilitating the avian cross-habitat spillover
Andrea L. Boesing, Adrian Gonzales, Camila Hohlenwerger, Juarez Cabral, Jean Paul Metzger
University of São Paulo, São Paulo, SP, Brazil
The movement across habitats is a common phenomenon for many species and the spillover of organisms from natural
habitats to agroecosystems has been well documented in human dominated landscapes. Mobile organisms performing crosshabitat spillover from forest patches to agricultural fields are strong candidates to provide ecosystem services. We tested how
the landscape structure can modulate the cross-habitat spillover of forest bird species in contrasting agricultural matrices. We
performed paired point counts to bird count (inside forest patch and inside the agricultural matrix; n =70) in two contexts of
matrix permeability (pasture vs. coffee plantations). We calculated the chord-distance between each point count pair as a
proxy of spillover and, the amount of forest cover, of matrix cover, edge density and forest patch size in a 400 m radius
buffer around the midpoint between the paired point counts. We found that the type of matrix performs a strong effect on bird
spillover, which is facilitated in less contrasting matrices (i.e. coffee plantations). However, patch size and forest cover
influence this process mainly in less permeable matrices (i.e. pasture): landscapes with lower to intermediate forest cover
distributed in smaller forest patches tends to positively influence the cross-habitat spillover from forest patches to agricultural
matrix. Understanding how this process is modulated in the landscape scale and which landscape features may be related to
their intensification can result in important management alternatives improving biodiversity mediated ecosystem services.
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Fire resistance of Anadenanthera peregrina var. falcata (Benth.) Altschul (Fabaceae)
Osmar Cavassan1, Veridiana de Lara Weiser1, Aguinaldo Robinson de Souza2, Gilbert Bannach2
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2
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The thick bark of woody plants of Brazilian savannas is considered as a thermal insulator between the plants' living tissues
and the high air temperature during frequent fires. In this paper, we report properties that may be responsible for the fire
resistance of Anadenanthera peregrina var. falcata (Benth.) Altschul (Fabaceae). Simultaneous thermogravimetrydifferential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) reveal that bark dehydration occurs
between 40 and 140 ºC and that anhydrous solid is stable up to 195 ºC, when thermal decomposition begins. Coupled
thermogravimetry-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (TG-FTIR) shows the release of water and carbon dioxide up to
200 ºC. We provide some evidence suggesting that this trait has evolved in Brazilian savanna plants allowing for their
survival for many years after frequent fires.
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Invasive rodent diets and implications for successful restoration of endangered dryland forest, Maui Island,Hawai'i
Aaron Shiels1, Heather Coad1, Arthur Medeiros2, Erica von Allmen3
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Dryland forests are among the most threatened of tropical ecosystems with as little as 1% of their original forest area
remaining in Hawai'i. Without prioritizing restoration, it is probable that most remaining Hawaiian dry forest will disappear
in the coming decades. Somewhat ironically, however, active forest restoration has the potential to shift invasive rodent
communities from mice (Mus musculus) with primarily insectivorous diets to that dominated by rats, primarily Rattus rattus,
with potentially adverse consequences on seed availability, often of large-seeded plant species that are the original focus of
conservation efforts. At an endangered dryland forest (Auwahi) on Maui island, Hawai'i, we analyzed stomach contents
(short-term diet) and stable isotope analysis of bone collagen (long-term or life-time average diets) of rodents trapped in
restored forest as well as from adjacent pasture-woodlands. Knowledge of the potential of forest restoration to shift invasive
rodent community structures and diets can be used to inform and guide land managers in best forest restoration practices and
identify those species and guilds of native plant species at greatest risk.
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Frequent fire effects on regenerating plant species diversity in a transitional forest of southeastern Amazonia, Brazil
Roberta Cury1,3, Jennifer Balch2, José Marcelo Torezan1, Paulo Brando3, Rafael Andrade2, Renata Scervino1
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Understory wildfires harm tropical forests’ structure and dynamics by killing trees and deterring natural regeneration, but the
trajectories of fire-disturbed forests are poorly understood. To fill this gap, we conducted experimental burns in a transitional
forest between Amazonia and Cerrado (i.e., Brazilian savanna) and investigated their associated effects on plant community
diversity. The fire experiment consisted of three 50-ha plots that between 2004 and 2010 were burned either annually (B6),
every three years (B3), or not at all (B0). To evaluate post-fire forest recovery, we conducted a post-fire forest inventory,
tagging and identifying all regenerating woody stems. These individuals were then classified by lifeform, establishment
mode, biome of occurrence, and successional stage. We also noted the presence or absence of grasses. Our results showed
that increased fire frequency substantially reduced the number of tree species (69%) and abundance (81%) relative to the
unburned control. Both burned treatments exhibited floristic and structural changes when compared with unburned plot (B0),
such as high abundance of a single liana species. We also observed a shift in sprouting capacity particularly where fire were
less common (B3), suggesting that in intermediate fire frequency the main pathway for forest restoration is vegetative
reproduction from root structures. Cerrado and lianas species in burned plots maintained the same proportions of control site,
with ~74% and ~65%, respectively. This implies there is forest resilience. Yet, high-frequency fire regime invasive grass
cover was 4 times greater. Overall, high fire frequency (B6) made these transitional forests more susceptible to colonization
by native and exotic grass species. In conclusion, transitional forests can resist fires by means of sprout regeneration until a

threshold is reached. After exceeding this breaking point, the woody vegetation collapsed and was replaced by grasses and
one fire-adapted liana species.
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Thermal analysis as a tool for assessing the fire resistance of Brazilian savanna species
Veridiana de Lara Weiser1, Osmar Cavassan1, Aguinaldo Robinson de Souza2, Gilbert Bannach2, Rafael Turra Alarcon2
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Fire resistance of Brazilian savanna species is often associated to bark thickness, which would offer physical protection,
functioning as a thermal insulator during the frequent fires that affect this kind of vegetation. In this work, we describe a
technique to assess the physicochemical properties of bark that could identify the features that would provide it with a greater
ability to delay the burning of plant's living tissues. Simultaneous thermogravimetry and differential thermal analysis (TGDTA) is useful for characterizing bark's thermal behaviors and for enabling researchers to measure the components of bark
flammability: ignitability, sustainability, and combustibility. We analyzed five samples of Pouteria ramiflora (Mart.) Radlk.
(Sapotaceae). The results indicate dehydration between 30 and 167 ºC and thermal stability up to 197 ºC, when thermal
decomposition begins, occurring in two steps up to 624 °C. We found out that the anhydrous solid ignites at 263.29 ºC, the
duration of decomposition is 21.19 min, and the combustion rate is 0.75 mg/min. TG-DTA can be used as a consistent
method for assessing the fire resistance of Brazilian savanna species.
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The TAMAR Project and sea turtle ecotourism in Brazil: Three decades of gender empowerment and capacity
building opportunities via handcraft-making cooperatives
Fernanda de Vasconcellos Pegas1, Valeria Rocha2
1
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Ecotourism initiatives use socioeconomic benefits as incentives to biodiversity conservation. Gender empowerment, often a
desired outcome, has yet to become a common practice. Often, women remain disenfranchised and have limited roles in
decision-making processes. In Brazil, the sea turtle conservation organization – Projeto TAMAR – has helped close the
gender gap by providing local women income alternatives and capacity building opportunities via the establishment and
management of handcraft cooperatives. These cooperatives, which now total 11, employ 118 women from seven
communities in four states. Items produced are sold at TAMAR gift shops with production revenues remaining at the
community level. In this study, we (a) provide an overview of this cooperative system approach including challenges,
limitations and opportunities and (b) identify socioeconomic benefits of turtle ecotourism from the perspective of 34 local
women. Qualitative data was collected via ethnographic research and in-depth interviews with residents of Praia do Forte,
Bahia. Results indicate great support for the use of cooperatives with financial and capacity building opportunities as the
main benefits. Engagement in decision-making and income earning is also linked with feelings of self-worth, such as feelings
of empowerment to stand up against domestic violence. From a cultural perspective, these cooperatives are helping maintain
the tradition of craft making among the younger generations. In closing, lessons learned from this cooperative system are
applicable to other local scale strategies as many communities impacted by conservation strategies and with strong ties with
wildlife share similar socioeconomic conditions and challenges as those in Brazil.
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From where art thou, Clidemia hirta? Tracking down the native source of a dominant invader of oceanic islands
Saara DeWalt
Clemson University, Clemson, SC, USA
Depending on the degree of local adaptation of plants to their herbivores and pathogens, foreign exploration for weed
biological control agents may need to be focused on native provenances of particular genotypes of the invasive plant,
specifically directed away from the native provenance, or conducted wherever feasible. To conduct these kinds of studies, we
need to know from where in the native range invasive plants stem. I am tracking down the native source of the invasive plant,
Clidemia hirta (Melastomataceae) to be able to study the specificity in pathogenicity and virulence of different populations of

a proposed biological control agent, the nematode Ditylenchus gallaeformans, on different genotypes of the invasive weed,
Clidemia hirta (Melastomataceae). The shrub C. hirta (Melastomataceae) is native to Central and South America and the
Caribbean Islands, and is invasive in continental areas of Asia, Africa, and Australia as well as numerous islands in the
Indian and Pacific Oceans, including Hawaii. I found only three multilocus genotypes within the invasive range and many
different genotypes within the native range. In the invasive range, there was one widespread genotype that was the only
genotype found in all of the sampled individuals from Hawaii, American Samoa, La Réunion, Mauritius, Madagascar, the
Seychelles, Tanzania, and Australia (henceforth: Hawaii genotype). Another genotype was found among several individuals
in Sabah and most samples from two populations in Singapore (Singapore genotype). The widespread Hawaii genotype may
be a secondary invasion that developed after colonists to Southeast Asia proliferated. Extensive sampling in the native range
has helped determine from where in the native range we should collect nematodes to test the pathogenicity and virulence
against the three invasive genotypes.
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*Amazonian floating forests: ecology and traditional knowledge of matupá vegetation islands
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Matupás are floating vegetation islands found in Amazonian floodplain lakes. They form initially from agglomeration of
aquatic vegetation, and through time can accumulate a substrate of organic matter sufficient to grow forest patches of several
hectares in area and up to 12 m in height. There is little published information on matupás despite their singular
characteristics and importance to local fauna and people. In order to obtain more information about their ecology and value to
local people, we carried out floristic inventories on matupás located in the Amanã Sustainable Development Reserve (Brazil)
and interviewed riverine populations inhabiting the Reserve. We sampled 10 matupás, establishing plots of 5 x 5 m to assess
woody species and substrate thickness and subplots of 1 x 1 m for herbaceous species. We conducted semi-structured
interviews with 45 inhabitants of five riverine communities to register local understandings of how matupás are formed,
biotic/abiotic factors related to their occurrence, the plants and animals that occur on them, their ecological relevance, and
local uses. According to data obtained from inventories, we concluded that substrate thickness is an important parameter
structuring the composition and distribution of plant species on matupás. As the thickness increases, the number of woody
species also increases, resulting in a turnover in species composition. Thicker matupás exhibit greater floristic dissimilarity
between plots, which indicates higher heterogeneity. Interviews with local people elucidated several little-known aspects
about matupá ecology, especially regarding the importance of seasonal flood dynamics in their formation, and their
associations with different species of aquatic animals. We also documented the practical and cultural relevance of matupás
for local people: significantly, matupás are considered a strategic site for arapaima (Arapaima gigas) fishing; their substrate
are used agriculturally; and finally, their association with the mythical "Giant Anaconda" appears to play a role in their
conservation.
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Species richness and complementarity of herbaceous angiosperms along an elevational gradient in central Veracruz,
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Central Veracruz, Mexico hosts a high plant diversity of herbaceous angiosperms that is threatened by land use changes. We
studied this plant group along an elevational gradient (40 and 3,520 m) at the slopes of the volcano Cofre de Perote. The aim
was to compare species richness and similarity between elevational belts and vegetation types. In total, 136 plots of 20 x 20
m (total area: 5.4 ha), distributed in natural and disturbed vegetation in eigth localities every 500 m of altittude were
investigated. We found 252 herbaceous angiosperm species, from which 28 are endemic species to Mexico, one to Veracruz
and three threatened. To compare the elevational belts, we used the values with and without azonal vegetation. In the first
case, the belts with the highest species richness were 2,500 m (67), 1,500 m (53) and 3,000 m (50); in the second case, the
highest number of species were found in 2,500 (58), 3,000 m (50) and 500 m (43). Disturbed and secondary forests of the
2,500 m belt and secondary forests of the 3,000 m belt have the highest species richness of the elevational gradient. Poaceae
and Orchidaceae increase in disturbed sites and Asteraceae increase in secondary sites. This high richness and turnover of

species highlights the importance for plant conservation of the study area. It is necessary to protect, not only one vegetation
type, but the complete mosaic of environments and climate zones, connecting all landscape units with small protected areas.
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Analyzing Invasive Plant Patterns Along the Kalaupapa Coast
Jacob Gross, Melissa Simon, Corie Yanger, Alison Ainsworth
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Moloka‘i’s north shore, which includes Kalaupapa National Historical Park (KALA), houses a significant portion of the
remaining native coastal vegetation in the state. Non-native, invasive plants pose a direct threat to this unique coastal
ecosystem and inhibit the preservation and interpretation of KALA’s cultural history. Understanding the patterns of plant
invasion in this area can help resource managers implement more effective conservation strategies. Non-native plants along
the KALA coast were systematically sampled in 2012 using 25 belt transects ranging from 140 to 300 m oriented
perpendicularly to the coastline. Transects were composed of contiguous rectangular plots (5 x 10 m) within which
abundance of all non-native plants was recorded. Non-native species richness, frequency, and cover were evaluated along
with distance from coastline and substrate type. Non-native plant metrics increased with distance from the shoreline, and
plots with a rocky substrate contained more non-native species with higher frequency and cover than plots with a sandy
substrate. Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon) had the highest frequency of occurrence in both rocky and sandy substrates.
Mapping of observed plant patterns was conducted to help apply these results directly to resource management activities.
Transects will be revisited every five years (starting in 2017) to detect temporal changes in non-native plant establishment.
Early detection of increasing trends in non-native plant distribution and abundance will aid managers in devising
conservation strategies that are both timely and cost-effective.
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Assessing the threat of anthropogenic activities on two threatened orchids in Xishuangbanna, China
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The tropical forests of Xishuangbanna are one of the most biodiverse regions of China. Within the last 20 years, 22% of the
land has been converted to rubber plantation and tea resulting in large scale fragmentation and habitat loss. In addition,
Xishuangbanna's close proximity to Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam means that it is a hub for wildlife trade, threatening many
species in the region.
With over 400 orchid species of 115 genera, Xishuangbanna holds 31% of all Chinese orchids. Orchids are habitat specialists
due to their specific pollinators and mycorrhizal associations, and are often vulnerable to many anthropogenic activities. Of
these 400, 3 have been classified as possibly extinct in the wild, 15 Critically Endangered, 82 as Endangered and 124 as
Vulnerable, regionally.
In this study we examine the distribution of two species that are thought to be threatened by both habitat loss and trade for
horticultural use: Luisia magniflora and Dendrobium thyrsiflorum. Both species are classified as Endangered in a regional
Red listing assessment yet little is known about their habitat requirements or distribution. Using existing presence data from
digital herbarium records and ecological surveys in Xishuangbanna over the last five years, we produced habitat suitability
models of these species using MaxEnt. Environmental predictors such as distance to roads, water and settlements, as well as
altitude, land cover, canopy cover, aspect, precipitation and daytime temperature were taken into account.
Our results show areas of high probability of presence and we identify environmental factors influencing the distribution of
the species. We also highlight the areas of high conservation concern by modeling the future distribution of tea and rubber
plantations with MaxEnt. By overlaying the existing protected area network onto the distribution maps we can assess the
efficacy of protected area coverage.
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Are ironstone outcrop plant communities in southeast Brazil resilient to fire?
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Rock-dwelling plant communities are not subjected to fire as often as the surrounding matrix. Therefore, species are adapted
to nutrient and water-poor conditions, but may be more sensitive to fire. We analyzed self-recovery of the vegetation from an
ironstone outcrop after a fire event, in an area that had been previously surveyed. To state the effects of microenvironments
(namely soil availability) on the recolonization speed and species composition, we compared usual phytosociological
parameters of four microhabitats with different percentages of soil cover and dominant plants: crevices and depressions on
rock (CD), Lychnophora pinaster (Asteraceae) patches (LY), Lagenocarpus rigidus (Cyperaceae) patches (LG), and monocot
mats (MM, mainly Vellozia species). Five 2x1 m² fixed quadrats in each microhabitat were monitored after 3, 6, 12, 18 and
23 months. Initial recovery in all four microhabitats corresponded to resprouters, but this strategy decreased with time, giving
place to seeders. A non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using the importance value index (IVI) indicated strong
differences among the four microhabitats, and also among the dates, separating the first three (3, 6, 12 mo.) from the last two
(18 and 23 mo.) and these from the original community. Plant cover in all microhabitats quickly returned to the original
values, but species composition still differed after 23 months. Poaceae (particularly Axonopus siccus) dominated in three of
four habitats almost throughout the two years. The exception was MM, where Vellozia minima and Paspalum scalare
dominated. The combined IVI of A. siccus was 29.0, compared to 14.4 before the fire. Overall, grasses and sedges
(resprouters) attained higher IVI values than in the original community, contrary to the eudicots (obligate seeders). Since
frequent fires tend to favor recruitment of Poaceae and Cyperaceae, changes in dominance and species composition may be
expected with growing anthropic pressure. Funding:CNPq, FAPEMIG
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Effect of Forest Fire and Light on Regeneration of Bamboo (Cephalostachyum pergracile) in Kanchanburi, Thailand
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To understand the effect of forest fire in regeneration of bamboo (Cephalostachyum pergracile), we compared the number of
bamboo culm and clump dynamics both in unburned area (UB) and fire-burned area (FB) from 2008 to 2011. in mixed
decidous forest at Mea Klong Watershed Research Station, Kanchanaburi, Thailand. In this studied area, the gregarious
flowering occured in 2001;thus, the age is same for all bamboo. The 20 plots of 1.5x1.5 m were established in each site.
Forest fire occured two times in FB during the study period. The results showed that the shoot production and diameter of
culms were higher in UB then FB though the study period. In addition, The survival rate of culms were higher in UB then
FB. These results indicate the fire destroy the new shoot and depress the survival bamboo. We also investigated the
production of bamboo in gap and understory in fire burned area understand the effect of light intensity on bamboo
production. We found that the height of clums diameter were higher in gap. This result suggested that lights supported
bamboo production. Thus fire destroys aboveground culm but still stimulate bamboo to produce nwe shoot, even though the
culms size of FB is smaller then that of UBat same age.
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Because of the general evolutionary history of islands, Hawaiian native ecosystems often face constant pressure from
nonnative, invasive plants that are often competitively superior. In a variety of ecosystems globally, evidence exists that
nonnative plants typically outcompete natives under conditions of high resource availability (e.g., increased soil nutrient
availability following disturbance). Therefore, one potential restoration method for favoring native species over nonnatives is
to decrease soil nutrient availability (e.g., via carbon amendments such as sawdust or sucrose). This is a particularly
appealing concept in Hawaii where native species often have conservative growth strategies. However, this idea has received
very little attention in Hawaii. In this study, we evaluated survival, growth, and ecophysiology of three native and one
nonnative, invasive species from Hawaiian dry forests in a greenhouse competition experiment. The density of plants was
held constant and native species were grown by themselves and together with the invasive species in each of five soil nutrient
treatments (control, high and low nutrient addition via fertilizer, and high and low nutrient reduction via carbon
amendments). Preliminary results show significant differences in plant growth (i.e., biomass) across all nutrient treatments
for all but one of the native species. Moreover, the relative growth rate of the invasive species was ~ 91% and ~80% higher

than the native species in the high and low nutrient addition treatments, respectively. In turn, the average relative growth rates
across all native species was ~26% and ~53% higher than the invasive species in the high and low nutrient reduction
treatments, respectively. These results suggest that reducing soil nutrient availability may be a useful tool for restoring
Hawaiian dry forest ecosystems where nutrient availability is high and invasive species are problematic.
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Spatial conservation prioritization should embrace different aspects of biodiversity, so as to protect nature in a well-balanced
manner. Phylogenetic and functional diversity are powerful measures of their underlying evolutionary history and ecological
processes. However, it is still unclear how to include these diversity measures into spatial planning and how to evaluate
conservation outcomes with respect to said measures. Here, we compared common spatial prioritization (based on species
distribution) with analyses that incorporate functional traits and evolutionary information. We also verified the hypothesis
that spatial prioritization based on different diversity measures (taxonomic, functional and phylogenetic) delivers different
solutions. Therefore, we integrated these solutions into a more inclusive and meaningful strategy for spatial conservation
prioritization, one which is more relevant for on-the-ground conservation efforts in Brazil, and identified high-priority areas
for anuran conservation in each biogeographical region of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. Our results demonstrated a relatively
high congruence between spatial conservation plans based on different diversity measures and identified high-priority
conservation areas for each of the ecoregions of the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. The conservation priority outputs by
biogeographical region also illustrated a high congruence between prioritization scenarios (although exceptions were found,
e.g. Alto Paraná Atlantic Forest). Finally, all previously existing protected areas were identified as high-priority areas.
Overall, our results reveal high spatial congruence of conservation opportunities that can minimize the loss of both
evolutionary potential and species distributions simultaneously. Given the level of urgency and the need for action in Brazil,
the present conservation prioritization can be used to better inform decision makers about high priority areas for anuran
conservation.
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Large-scale wind disturbances change soil attributes in a Central Amazon terra firme forest
Leandro T. dos Santos1, Daniel Magnabosco Marra2,3, Plínio B. de Camargo4, Susan E. Trumbore3,1, Gabriel H.P.M. Ribeiro1,
Jeffrey Q. Chambers5,1, Joaquim dos Santos1, Niro Higuchi1
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Windthrow disturbances change forest structure and species composition in Central Amazon forests, but the effects on soil
properties are still poorly understood. In this study, we describe short-term effects (five years) of a windthrow event on
carbon soil concentrations and stocks in a Central Amazon terra firme forests. Mean soil carbon stocks (over 0-30 cm depth
interval) were greater in disturbed (66.63 ± 4.59 Mg ha-1, mean ± 95% confidence interval) than undisturbed forest (48.0 ±
10.37 Mg ha-1). Mean soil organic carbon concentrations (averaged over 0-30 cm depth interval) were also higher in the
disturbed (2.12 ± 0.19%) compared to the undisturbed forest (1.47 ± 0.13%). In the disturbed forest, the soil carbon stocks
were positively correlated with soil clay content (r2 = 0.331 and p = 0.019) and with tree mortality intensity (r2 = 0.257 and p
= 0.045). Our results indicate that large inputs of plant litter associated with large windthrow events cause a short-term
increase in soil carbon content, and the degree of increase is related to soil clay content and mortality intensity. Higher
nutrient availability may be related to vegetation resilience and recovery in large tropical forest gaps.
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The progress of research in Mexico about the use of biotic resources and their ecological implications
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Mexico is a diverse country with about 30,000 species of plants recorded of whom one third is reported to have some form of
use. At the same time, it is a country with a high cultural richness and one of the centers of origin and genetic diversity in the
world. Studies on the use of biotic resources in Mexico have focused on assessing sustainability from an ecological and social
point of view, however, knowledge of these investigations is dispersed and little related. One of the concerns of the Mexican
Scientific Society of Ecology is to gather information from studies in Mexico so we can recognize the gaps and advance the
research. By searching for literature in various national and international sources, trends work in Mexico on the use of biotic
resources and ecological implications were analyzed. The results show that most studies are focused on the analysis of
sustainability, abundance and species diversity. The groups more studied are trees, including palms, and vertebrate animals.
The use of biotic resources is mainly studied in agroforestry systems where coffee is produced and in the production system
of maize, known as milpa. Very few studies incorporate social and cultural issues about the use of biotic resources. This
study shows an overview of the progress of research in Mexico and might have implications for the training of networks that
collaborate in further research. We also hope that this knowledge will be useful for decision makers on issues related to
sustainability and adaptation of sustainable management practices to address climate change.
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Light environment, structure, diversity and dynamics of tropical dry forests in landscapes of inter Andean valley.
Colombia, South America.
Omar Melo, Nathaly Rodríguez
University of Tolima, Ibagué, Tolima, Colombia
The relationship between the Light environment, structure, floristic diversity and dynamics (growth, mortality and
recruitment) was evaluated in four types of forest that constitute a crono-sequence of the tropical dry forest in the upper
Magdalena valley. Four permanent plots of 1.0 ha were established and monitored during 5.25 years in coverage with
different successional state: early secondary forest (ESF) with 10 years old, secondary forest in recovery (SFR) with 20 years
old, secondary forest at an advanced recovery (SFAR) with more than 40 years old, and a mature riparian forest (MRF) that
exceeding 60 years old. Trees with DBH greater than 5.0 cm were measured and collected. Every year revenue and dead trees
were recorded. The amount of energy used per type of forest cover was recorded with direct measurement of Leaf Area Index
(LAI) with a frond plant analyzer LI-2200TC and quantum values of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) in relative
terms using a linear sensor 191SA - LI-190. Light extinction coefficient (K) was derived. The forests with dense canopies
(LAI > 5), showed growth, mortality and recruitment rates high. Forests with more advanced succession and with less dense
canopies show the growth, mortality and recruitment lower. Forests with high K values, offer less habitats for establishing
species generating homogeneity and low complementarity. These results allow a better understanding of the dynamic
processes of forest for their management and conservation.
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Mechanisms promoting diversity in seedling assemblages: results from a long-term seedling dynamics study in an
Amazonian rainforest
Margaret Metz1, Nancy Garwood2, S. Joseph Wright3, Renato Valencia4
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Successful germination, establishment, and growth of seedlings in the understory of diverse tropical forests requires a
vulnerable life stage to survive a number of biotic and abiotic mortality agents or stresses. The quick turnover of the seedling
layer means biotic neighborhoods are changing more quickly than the adult neighborhoods, but the resultant seedling bank,
or advanced regeneration, provides the pool of potential species to take advantage of canopy openings. Spatial variation in
the biotic seedling neighborhood results from patterns of seed supply as well as density-dependent responses of natural
enemies or resource competition. All of these effects might vary year-to-year, so that long-term monitoring is required to
understand the generality of patterns observed in any one year. We examined the relative importance of seed rain patterns and
the composition of the biotic neighborhood in seedling recruitment and survival using a 12-year community-wide seedling
dynamics dataset from Yasuní National Park in eastern Ecuador, a highly diverse Amazonian forest. There was great spatial

and temporal aggregation in seed rain for all species, but seedling distributions were much more even because of densitydependent mechanisms occurring across the seed-to-seedling transition. This led to increases in the diversity of the seedling
assemblage, relative to the diversity of seed rain, but the magnitude of these changes demonstrated great inter-annual
variation. Variation in seed dispersal and the subsequent negative density dependence in seedling recruitment and survival
over early years act in concert to promote species coexistence in tropical forests.
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Forest degradation and deforestation dynamics in tropical humid forest over 40 years: a case study in the Osa
Peninsula, Costa Rica.
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Costa Rica is in a late stage of forest transition and in fact it is considered a leading country in terms of its forest conservation
policy. However, the quality of its tropical forests varies greatly within regions due to recent disturbance history. As an
example of a tropical country that is in the process of increasing vegetation cover, and that aim to participate in the REDD+
mechanism, the country should focus its efforts on activities that avoid forest degradation, promote forest restoration and the
sustainable management of forest. As a prerequisite to implement any REDD+ activities in the country, it is necessary to
better understand the current forest condition. This work identifies forest cover transitions between forest types by analyzing
long time series (1979-2014) of medium resolution satellite data in combination with historical data on logging concessions
in the Osa Peninsula in Costa Rica. For this the conversion of old growth forests to other landcover is estimated, as well as
the fragmentation associated with this process By using the information on historical logging concessions, a threshold on
vegetation indices and image endmembers is estimated and used to map disturbed forest areas. Finally, an assessment of the
impact of the logging and the conversion of old growth forests on carbon stocks is provided. This work provides important
insights on the state of the largest continuous fragment of lowland tropical forest in Central America and gives an evaluation
on the feasibility of measuring and monitoring forest degradation with available resources.
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*Litter-layer and decomposition response to litter manipulation in lowland tropical forest, Panamá
Sara Fern Leitman Neihaus, Edmund Tanner
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK
Litterfall is a main pathway of carbon and nutrients to the soil; climate change could change the quantity of litterfall forests
receive. My experiment is conducted within a long-term litter manipulation experiment in a lowland tropical forest in Panama
investigating forest response to altered litter input regimes. Generally, altering litter input changes the physical conditions in
the litter layer causing changes in decomposition, resulting in further changes in the litter layer. My study uses a mass
balance approach to quantify and investigate changes to the litter-layer induced by long-term (10 years) addition or removal
of litter in a lowland tropical forest. I collected 17 months of concurrent monthly data from litterfall traps, litter standing crop
measurements, and transfer events. My poster compares my current models of the litter-layer and decomposition under litter
removal, addition, and control conditions, and how further planned measurements may change the models. Better
understanding and quantification of the leaf-litter layer's response to altered litter input regimes is important for interpreting
results from the long-term experiment and understanding how tropical forests will react to climate change.
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Water dispersal in Amazonian floodplain trees
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Seed dispersal by water is not a common feature in trees, except for Amazonian floodplains. More than 1000 highly flood
tolerant tree species withstand annual inundations lasting up to eight months, with water columns often exceeding 8 meters of
height on the stems. Among the many adaptations evolved in this environment, is also the close relation of seed dispersal and

water.
In an extensive literature review, added by observations and analysis of diaspore morphology, we analysed the dispersal
syndromes of 50 tree species. We found that all known means of dispersal common to trees are also represented in
Amazonian floodplains. However, most trees display adaptations to take advantage of the seasonal flood pulse for dispersal.
The peak of fruit maturity occurs during the high-water period. The diaspores possess adaptations which enhance dispersal
linked to water and which are not found in species of the surrounding uplands, e.g. spongy tissues, and air filled spaces.
Fruits and seeds are the object of dispersal, covering all sizes and types, e.g. pods, capsules, drupes, berries, pyxidia. Besides
hydrochory, zoochory is a frequent dispersal syndrome, with a high number of species being dispersed by fish. In light of the
fine-tuned relationships between plants and animals, and the imminent threats imposed by human actions to floodplain
forests of the Amazon River such as the building of dams, the need to understand the interactions and main modes of
dispersal is fundamental for the conservation of the integrity of these forests and the foodchains therein.
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What do we know about ecosystem processes and secondary succession in tropical dry forests?
Jennifer Powers, Bonnie Waring, Erik Schilling
University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, USA
Secondary forests are becoming more abundant in the tropics. Ecologists have long considered how the processes that
control element cycling change with succession. However, empirical understanding of these processes has lagged behind
theoretical models, particularly for secondary succession in tropical forests.
We quantified carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus cycling processes in three tropical dry forest chronosequences that vary in
soil type and plant community composition. Forest patches ranged from 10 to 70 years. We hypothesized that carbon cycling
would increase over succession, younger stands display more conservative nitrogen cycles, whereas phosphorus cycling
shows the reverse.
Contrary to our expectations, forest age explained little variation in any environmental or biogeochemical response. Soil
moisture differed significantly among forest types during, but did not vary with successional stage. By contrast, leaf litter
stocks measured over the same period depended on forest type some months and on stand age during other
months. Decomposition rates for three substrates varied dramatically among sites, but the explanatory power of forest age
and type depended on substrate. Most measures of nitrogen cycling were lower in the presence of ectomycorrhizal oak trees,
but did not vary with forest age. Nodulation was variable, and generally highest in younger stands, although this was not
statistically significant. Last, there was no indication that extractable phosphorus or mycorrhizal colonization differed in
relation to forest type or age. Our results highlight the importance of within-plot variability and suggest more empirical data
are needed to generalize about how ecosystem processes vary in relation to secondary succession.
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How does land use change affect ant biodiversity in different types of Cerrado vegetation?
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The simplification of native habitats leads to biodiversity decline in tropical terrestrial ecosystems. We evaluated how
conversion of three types of native Cerrado vegetation (grassland, sensu stricto, and cerrado forest) to two land uses (pastures
and Eucalyptus plantations) affects ant richness and composition. We expected lower richness and large compositional
differences in the land use with larger structural differences than the native vegetation. We collected hypogaeic, epigaeic, and
arboreal ants and sampled vegetation and soil characteristics. We found, for most comparisons and ant groups, strong
declines in richness and changes in species composition with native habitat conversion. Ant richness was negatively
correlated with tree height and circumference. Yet, it is likely that vegetation suppression in Eucalyptus plantations (that have
tall trees) may be actually influencing ant richness. Grass cover positively correlated with hypogaeic and epigaic ant richness
in land uses within the grassland vegetation type, while litter diversity and plant richness correlated with ant richness in land
uses within sensu stricto and cerrado forest. Thus, the habitat characteristics that lead to increases in richness in human land
uses within certain vegetation types (grass cover, tree variables) are characteristics typical of the native vegetation types.

Such, changes caused by the conversion of native vegetation into pastures or Eucalyptus leads to formation of novel and
species poor ecosystems that threaten the native biodiversity from the Cerrado biome.
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Historical loss of mammal populations of medium and large size in Brazilian Atlantic Forest
Leandro Reis, Fernando Fernandez
Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
The overwhelming extinction rates do not reflect the actual high loss that occurs on a regional scale. Medium and large sized
mammals had 68% of their distributions diminished, on average, in the last 200 years, although only 1.8% of them has
become extinct during this period. Still, different of species-area, the population-area relationship tends to be linear, showing
no delay in the response. The Atlantic Forest, one of the most important hotspots, was reduced to 11.7% of its original cover.
But it is still necessary to increase the knowledge about mammal species current state of occurrence in this biome. Due to
poor information on the actual status of these species, this study aimed to assess the historical loss of medium and large sized
mammals in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. We created a digital database using species occurrence records from museums and
published data from 19th century until today. The historical and current distributions were overlapped to create a synthetic
map that summarizes the loss of species in a grid 1° x 1° degree. In all, we generated a list of 45 species, including
endangered species. Panthera onca and Tapirus terrestris showed alarming reductions in their distributions. We can consider
that they are functionally extinct in Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul states. Both are present mainly in large remaining
forest fragments that are inside conservation units. Pteronura brasiliensis is very affected too, being reduced to Paraná River
and Serra da Bodoquena. Alarmingly, we observed that all species decreased in their occurrence area, and 44.1% of the
obtained records were inside protected areas. These results point to the critical conservation status of some species in the
Atlantic Forest and the clear importance of protected areas to maintain their persistence in the biome.
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Revisiting the Interaction of Land Use and the Environment in a Puerto Rican Subtropical Wet Forest
J. Aaron Hogan, Jess K. Zimmerman
University of Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico, USA
The Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP) has provided many insights into the successional dynamics of Caribbean wet
forests as they respond to natural disturbance and a history of logging and subsistence agriculture. Established in 1990,
following Hurricane Hugo, the LFDP has been surveyed approximately every five years since, most recently in 2011. Two
major hurricanes have struck the LFDP; Hurricane Hugo in 1989, and Hurricane Georges in 1998. Data from 1990 indicated
a strong influence of land use history on species composition of secondary forest. We revisited the interaction of past-human
land use, tropical forest succession and hurricane disturbance. Does the land-use signal get stronger, weaker or remain the
constant over time? We used multivariate methods to determine how the strength of the land use signal changed over time
and the changes in species abundance explaining these differences. A Multiple Response Permutation Procedure (MRRP)
showed the land-use signal to weaken following Hurricane Hugo (1990 – 1995), then become stronger (indicated by the
magnitude of A from the MRRP) after Hurricane Georges (in the census completed in 2000). The magnitude of the signal
then weakened (indicated by a diminishing value of A) again through the last two censuses. Thus, hurricanes reinforce the
land use signal in the LFDP over the short-term. Differences in indicator species were found with respect to land use, with
anthropogenically-associated pioneer species displaying higher indicator values in the high land-use region, and another suite
of pioneer and other species being strong indicators of low land-use area. We conclude that land-use legacies remain a key
driver in community composition and structure of our forests, with hurricanes disturbances playing a key role in maintaining
these differences over the short-term. This is despite simulation models that suggest these land use history differences will
become diminished over longer periods of time.
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Functional diversity of potential Colombian Andean species for commercial reforestation and ecological restoration.
Colombia - South America.
Nathaly Rodriguez, Omar Melo, Fernando Fernandez
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The research was conducted in four permanent monitoring plots of 1 ha with 12 years of follow-Andean forests evaluated in
the National Park Los Nevados, which is located in the Central Cordillera of Colombia. From functional indicators of growth
and ecological importance of tree species, such as the average annual flow increase, the importance value index, type of
dispersal and successional stage. Traits Plant Functional Types (TPFs) were obtained. A group of tree species characterized
by having rapid growth, being overbearing ecologically and present the type of scattering anemochory that should be
considered in the process of ecological restoration of degraded areas in Andean forest areas. A second analysis from
functional traits of growth and wood density of 137 tree species showed a list of potential species for use in commercial
reforestation plantations in the Colombian Andes mountain range. In addition, a group of scarce or rare species was for
inclusion like priority in stocking programs and ecological restoration from functional feature of importance value index was
identified. Finally, a dendrogram generated from all functional features defined and from multivariate analysis was obtained
guidelines were generated to be considered in the process of restoration and reforestation considering the TFPs obtained and
the role of functional traits in processes forest ecosystem.
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Is orchid fitness related to phorophyte selectivity?
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Epiphytes are often seen more frequently on certain phorophyte species than others. We ask whether or not fitness in
epiphytic orchids is related to phorophyte selectivity. We addressed this question using four species that are native to Puerto
Rico: Pleurothallis ruscifolia, Pleurothallis pruniosa, Mormolyca pudica and Jacquinella globosa. Our study site was at El
Verde Field Station along the Río Sonadora, El Yunque National Forest. For each orchid species we established 30 plots,
which consisted of target tree with an orchid and three nearest neighbor trees ≤ 3 meters distant from the target tree. Our
sampling regime included measuring both vegetative and reproductive components of fitness: leaf length and width, and the
number of flowers and fruits. We then correlated these data with a selectivity index, which is based on presence and absence
of orchid species in a given tree species. Spearman rank correlation tests failed to show any significant relationship between
fitness and phorophyte selectivity. We then pooled the data for all four orchids and ran a Principal Component Analysis,
which showed that all four species generally select the same pool of tree species. However, fitness was still not significantly
correlated with host species selectivity. When we categorized host trees as good hosts (positive selectivity indices) or bad
hosts (negative selectivity) we found that there was a significant difference in fitness, but opposite from what was expected.
Host trees that are the best for orchid establishment, were not the best for reproductive fitness.
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Effects of coffee farm management practices on arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal communities
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Coffee (Coffea arabica L.) is one of many plant species that form mutualisms with arbuscular mycorrhizal (AMF), in which
the plants exchange sugars from photosynthesis for enhanced uptake of poorly mobile soil nutrients and protection from
pathogens by the fungal mycelium. While the benefits of traditional shade-grown and organic coffee farming methods have
been well-characterized for various animal groups, the effects of different coffee farming methods on belowground microbial
communities are much less well-understood. In this two-year study, we characterized effects of management practices on
AMF in 25 conventional and organic coffee fields in two regions of Costa Rica, Santa Elena de Monteverde and San Vito de
Coto Brus. We characterized management through farmer interviews on use of herbicides, pesticides, synthetic fertilizers and
coffee cultivars, and assessment of canopy cover, shade tree species richness, leaf litter depth, elevation, aspect and slope.
Soil and coffee root samples were collected in each field to determine soil nutrient availability and pH, AMF root
colonization, and AMF richness via spore identification and high-throughput sequencing of the fungal internal transcribed
spacer. Shade, shade tree diversity, and leaf litter depth were greater in organic than in conventional coffee fields. While
availability of macronutrients was higher in conventional coffee fields, availability of most micronutrients was higher in
organic coffee. Richness of AMF species was variable but did not differ between conventional and organic fields. AMF root
colonization was greater in organic than conventional fields in San Vito but not in Monteverde. Our results suggest that
coffee management practices affect AMF communities, both in terms of diversity and their potential to provision their hosts.
Because the poorest farmers often manage their farms organically out of necessity, the conservation value of and increased
provisioning of belowground ecosystem services by AMF in such systems merit further consideration.
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Liana communities along successional gradients of seasonally dry tropical forest
Christina Smith, Jennifer Powers
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis/Minnesota, USA
Lianas (woody vines) are becoming more abundant in the Neotropics, with maximum abundances in seasonally dry tropical
forests (SDTF). Two of the factors that are thought to affect liana distributions are disturbance and seasonality, but it is not
known how generalizable these patterns are within SDTF. Our specific aim was to quantify liana distributions in three wellcharacterized SDTF chronosequences of different forest types in northwest Costa Rica. We hypothesized that the younger
forest would have a greater number of lianas, but diameters in the older forests would be greater. We identified and measured
the diameter (130 cm from the base) of all the lianas in 18 0.1 ha plots located in stands ranging from 17 to 67 years old,
including six oak forests. We analyzed the response variables liana number, liana species richness, liana basal area, and
average liana diameter in relation to forest type and forest age, and their interaction, and in relation to tree stem number, tree
basal area and average tree diameter. We identified 66 liana species, and numbers varied from 3 to 18 per plot. Liana basal
area varied significantly with forest type and age, and liana species richness varied with forest age. Older forests had higher
liana basal areas and higher liana species richness, and total liana basal area depended on forest type, with oak forests having
the lowest. Liana number and basal area was also correlated with average tree diameter, and the forests with larger average
tree diameters had a higher number of lianas and liana basal area.
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Leaf δ15N values in diverse tree species in a Bornean lowland mixed dipterocarp forest
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Lowland mixed dipterocarp forests in Southeast Asia characterize high species diversity in spite of limited soil nutrient
conditions. Plant nitrogen isotope ratio (δ15N) reflects soil-plant nitrogen uptake. We analyzed δ15N values and nitrogen
content (N %) in leaves of 108 woody species with different life forms (emergent, canopy, subcanopy, understory, and
canopy gap species) in a Bornean mixed dipterocarp forest to understand a diversity of nitrogen uptake strategies in the
rhizosphere. Leaf δ15N values varied between -7.24 to 5.04 ‰, and significantly both among families and species. While,
differences in δ15N values between life forms were not so clear. Most families such as Melastomataceae, Burseraceae,
Anacardiaceae indicated negative leaf δ15N values (-3.97 to -2.95 ‰), while Verbenaceae and Rubiaceae had much higher
values (1.18 and 1.34 ‰ respectively). Dipterocarpaceae, known as dominant and ectomycorrhizal species in this area, had
values near zero (0.24 ‰), suggesting an effect of nitrogen uptake by ectomycorrhizal fungi. Some families showed a large
interspecific variation (e.g. the values of Euphorbiaceae varied from -7.24 to 5.04 ‰). These leaf δ15N variation patterns may
indicate that tropical species have family- or species-specific strategies for nitrogen uptake under low nutrient conditions in
tropical rain forests in Southeast Asia.
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Philippine terrestrial plant biodiversity research in the past 15 years: gaps and trends
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The ISI Web of Science was used to identify published literature on terrestrial plant biodiversity in the Philippines from
1997-2012 in order to determine the status of such research in the country. A standard database was created using data
extracted from the collated literature and analyzed. A total of 112 publications were found, averaging 7.47 publications per
year for the past 15 years. Most of the studies were completed within one year, with the longest-running study at 11 years.
Trends showed mostly internationally-funded, academe-led research. The most-studied research area was baseline plant
diversity assessment with 21 studies, and there were 12 publications concerning new species and new records. The most
studied taxa, life form, and habitat were ferns and fern allies, trees, and the lowland dipterocarp forest, respectively. The
studies represented 14 out of 17 regions of the Philippines, 42 out of the 81 provinces, and all four climate types found in the

country. The figures reported are much too few considering the Philippines both a megadiverse country and biodiversity
hotspot, with an estimated 75% endemicity for plants. Methodologies and analyses also differed between studies, rendering
comparisons difficult. The results of this research provided the basis for the formation of a nationwide ecosystem monitoring
scheme centered on science-based conservation, sustainability, institutional collaborations and capability building to raise the
amount and quality of biodiversity conservation research in the country.
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The resilience of mangrove forest to major disturbances : a case study in Sumatra, Indonesia
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Sumatra lies in an area of high seismic activity. The infamous earthquake that caused the Tsunami in December 2004, and
another one in March 2005 - 9.1 and 8.7 on Richter scale respectively - caused the land to rise up to 1m in certain areas,
which in turn caused the gradual death of coral reefs and mangrove forests. In this study, we analyze the change in extent and
condition of mangroves in the Pulau Banyak Archipelago, located off the southwest coast of Aceh. We carried out a multitemporal analysis of Landsat satellite images, obtained pre-tsunami (2003), pos-tsunami (2007) and current state (2014). The
image classification was guided and validated with the use of 128 ground truth points collected during 2009; field
observations included the state of recovery, classified as: high, medium or low depending on the height and density of
saplings. The results show that in 2003, approximately 2592 ha of mangroves were present. Four years after the earthquakes,
approximately 60% of this mangrove had died as a result of the changes that arose from the uplifting of the land. Only in
approximately 30% of the area that was destroyed, some type of recovery was observed. The death of these mangroves
represents the loss of ecosystems services. For example, local fishermen commented to have noticed a reduction in the
number of fishes and molluscs; moreover, considering a mean above ground carbon pool for Indonesian mangroves of 159
MgCHa-1, approximately 200 000 MgC could have been liberated into the atmosphere. The next step of this study includes a
further analysis on the recovery process in order to obtain further insights on the resilience of this ecosystem.
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Species richness, forest structure, and functional diversity during succession in the New Guinea lowlands
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Much of the world's tropical forests have been affected by anthropogenic disturbance. These forests are important
biodiversity reservoirs whose diversity, structure, and function must be characterized across the successional sequence. We
examined changes in structure and diversity along a successional gradient in the lowlands of New Guinea. To do this, we
measured and identified all stems ≥5 cm diameter in nineteen 0.25 ha plots ranging in age from 3 to > 50 years since
disturbance. We also measured plant functional traits related to establishment, performance, and competitive ability. In
addition, we examined change in forest structure, composition, species diversity, and functional diversity through succession.
By using rarefaction to estimate functional diversity, we compared changes in functional diversity while controlling for
associated differences in stem and species density. Basal area and species density increased with stand age while stem density
was highest in intermediate secondary forests. Species composition differed strongly between mature and secondary forests.
As forests increased in basal area, community-weighted mean wood density and foliar carbon increased, whereas specific leaf
area and proportion of stems with exudate decreased. Foliar nitrogen peaked in medium-aged forests. Functional diversity
was highest in mature forests, even after accounting for differences in stem and species diversity. Our study represents one of
the first attempts to document successional changes in New Guinea's lowland forest. We found robust evidence that as
succession proceeds, communities occupy a greater range of functional trait space even after controlling for stem and species
density. High functional diversity is important for ecological resiliency in the face of global change.
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Threshold responses to soil moisture deficit by trees and soils in tropical forests: insights from field experiments
Patrick Meir1,2, Tana Wood3, David Galbraith4, Paulo Brando5, Antonio C. Lola da Costa6, Lucy Rowland1, Leandro V
Ferreira7
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The net effects of drought on forest ecosystem functioning will be substantial if important ecological thresholds are passed.
However, understanding and predicting these effects is challenging using observational studies alone. Field-based rainfall
exclusion (‘canopy through-fall exclusion'; TFE) experiments can offer mechanistic insight into the response to extended or
severe drought, and can be used to help improve model-based simulations, which are currently inadequate. Eight TFE
experiments have been reported for tropical rain forests. We examine them, synthesising key results and focusing on two
processes that have shown threshold behaviour in response to drought: tree mortality and the efflux of carbon dioxide from
soil, soil respiration. We show that: (i) where tested using large-scale field experiments, tropical rain forest tree mortality is
resistant to long-term soil moisture deficit up to a threshold of 50% of the water that is extractable by vegetation from the
soil, but beyond this value, high mortality occurs, with evidence from one site of increased autotrophic respiration; and (ii)
soil respiration reaches its peak value in response to soil moisture at significantly higher soil moisture content for clay-rich
soils than for clay-poor soils. We consider the potential to understand drought-response thresholds in tropical forest, in
particular for tree mortality. This first synthesis of tropical TFE experiments offers the hypothesis that low soil moisturerelated thresholds for key stress responses in soil and vegetation may prove to be widely applicable across tropical rain
forests, despite the diversity of these forests.
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Ecosystem responses to plot-scale nutrient and litter manipulations in tropical moist forest, Panama
Joseph Yavitt1, Milton Garcia2, Kyle Harms3, Edmund Tanner4, Benjamin Turner2, Joseph Wright2
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Whether nutrients in soil influence ecological, especially ecosystem-level, processes can be determined directly via nutrient
addition. However, nutrient-addition experiments have been attempted in relatively few intact, old-growth tropical forests.
Here we report on two long-term field experiments in lowland moist forest of the Barro Colorado Nature Monument (Gigante
Peninsula), Republic of Panama. The first is a factorial NPK-addition, with a separate base cation (Ca, Mg) plus
micronutrient treatment, which has been ongoing since 1998 (currently in the 18th year of nutrient addition). The treatment
plots are 40 m × 40 m and are replicated four times. The second experiment involves litter manipulation, ongoing since 2003
(currently in the 13th year of litter manipulation), in which five replicate 45 m × 45 m plots are raked once per month,
resulting in low, but not entirely absent, litter standing crop. The removed litter is immediately spread on five plots
approximately doubling the monthly litterfall. In both experiments we have been assessing components of net primary
productivity, both above- and belowground, and other ecosystem processes, e.g., soil chemistry and litter decomposition, for
over a decade. We have found complex controls by nutrient elements. For example, K addition decreased stand-level fineroot biomass, P addition increased fine litter production, and the addition of K and N together has increased growth rates of
small stems. One or more micronutrients / base cations increased leaf-litter decomposition. Litter manipulation decreased
fine-root biomass and has led to major changes in soil organic matter. Both of these long-term, plot-scale nutrient
manipulation experiments have changed site quality, which have revealed multiple nutrient limitations of ecosystem-level
processes in these late-secondary to old-growth tropical forests on highly weathered soils.
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Tropical Response to Altered Climate Experiment (TRACE): adventures in warming a wet tropical forest in Puerto
Rico
Molly Cavaleri1, Sasha Reed2, W. Kolby Smith3, Tana Wood4,5
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Although tropical forests account for only a fraction of the planet's terrestrial surface, they exchange more carbon dioxide
with the atmosphere than any other biome on Earth, and thus play a disproportionate role in the global climate. In the next 20
years, the tropics will experience unprecedented warming. With a Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 analysis,
we found that model variability in projected net ecosystem production was nearly 3 times greater in the tropics than for any
other latitude, thus showing exceedingly high uncertainty in projected tropical responses to this imminent climatic shift.
Through a review of the most current literature, we concluded that manipulative warming experiments are vital to accurately
predicting future tropical forest carbon balance. Our preliminary data from a wet tropical forest canopy in Puerto Rico shows
that photosynthetic optima already exceed maximum leaf temperatures, indicating a decline in carbon assimilation at mid-day
temperatures which may be exacerbated by further warming. Yet, it is unknown to what extent tropical species will be able to
acclimate, thus mitigating this trend of decreasing the carbon sink behavior of tropical forests. To address these critical
research needs, we introduce our Tropical Response to Altered Climate Experiment (TRACE), newly installed in a wet
tropical forest in Puerto Rico (El Yunque National Forest). Our primary objectives are: 1) to investigate thermal acclimation
potential of mature tropical tree canopy foliage physiology using canopy access towers, branch warming techniques, and
chamber gas exchange measurements, and 2) to assess the effects of warming on carbon and nutrient cycling and storage in
tropical forest soils with a field warming experiment: the first of its kind in any tropical forest. Results of this research will
ultimately represent a significant step forward in our understanding and ability to effectively model tropical forest responses
to a warmer world.
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A hurricane experiment in a tropical rainforest: Cascading effects from canopy opening and debris deposition
Aaron Shiels1, Grizelle Gonzalez2, D. Jean Lodge3, Michael Willig4, Jess Zimmerman5
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Hurricanes are intense disturbances that affect many tropical forests. We summarize the findings of a 10-year, on-going,
manipulative experiment (the Canopy Trimming Experiment, CTE) that simulates two key aspects of hurricane effects in a
wet tropical forest. Although previous studies of tropical and subtropical forests have documented changes resulting from
hurricanes, it is not clear which of the two simultaneously occurring direct effects of hurricanes-canopy openness or debris
deposition-most influence responses. In the Luquillo Experimental Forest (LEF) of Puerto Rico, a multi-disciplinary team
used experimental manipulations, representing a replicated factorial design, to determine the independent and interactive
effects of canopy openness and debris deposition on forest structural and functional characteristics. Although simulated
hurricane effects triggered complex dynamics, increased canopy openness accounted for the majority of the documented
shifts in forest biota and biotic processes. Nonetheless, large inputs of canopy debris and interactive effects of canopy
openness and debris also produced important forest changes. Canopy openness increased pioneer plant recruitment and
species richness, and decreased litterfall and decomposition; the abundance or diversity of several animal groups decreased as
well. Debris deposition significantly increased tree basal area and microbial diversity on leaf litter, but these increases were
relatively small and ephemeral. Arguably, hurricanes are the most important natural disturbance affecting the LEF, and most
characteristics measured in the CTE showed evidence of resistance or resilience. By identifying the causal factors affecting
secondary successional trajectories of diverse taxa, biogeochemical attributes, microclimatic characteristics, and measures of
ecosystem processes following hurricane disturbance, we better understand tropical forest dynamics resulting from past
hurricanes and are better able to predict mechanisms of forest changes related to future hurricanes.
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The Amazon Forest Fragments Project at 36
Thomas Lovejoy
George Mason University, Fairfax, USA
The Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project was initaited in 1979 to understand the impact of habitat fragmentation
and how size of fragment related to changes. It later came to include studies of the matrix in which the fragments exist. The
presentation will present an overview principally of changes in species composition birds and trees, aswell as bird bevaior
and ecology.
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Landscape-level experimental decoupling of vertebrate insectivores in Hawaiian forest islands
Daniel Gruner1, Tadashi Fukami2, David Flaspohler4, Christian Giardina3, Jessie Knowlton4, Devin Leopold2, Erin Rankin5
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Omnivorous rats (Rattus spp.) have been introduced to the more than 80% of the world's oceanic islands. On the island of
Hawaii, we manipulated the presence of invasive black rats (Rattus rattus) across 34 replicated, volcanically isolated forest
fragments varying in size more than 100-fold, from 0.1 ha to greater than 10 ha. Within each forest fragment, or "kīpuka", we
excluded insectivorous birds with netted branches matched with open access paired branches in the forest canopies over two
bird nesting seasons. Omnivorous rats and birds likely interact both directly via rat predation on nests and nestlings, and
indirectly via competition for shared arthropod prey resources, such as spiders. After two years of experimental treatments,
rats weakly and birds strongly reduced spider densities relative to respective treatments with predators excluded. Effects were
contingent on kīpuka area, the height of samples in the forest canopy, and the distance from the edge of fragments. We
observed no differences in abundance of the forest bird community after two years of rat exclusion, however birds foraged at
significantly lower heights in the forest canopy and reduced arboreal spider densities more so than in the presence of rats.
Rats altered bird behavior and the structure of arthropod food webs, but with greater severity in smaller forest fragments.
Existing evidence points to a greater importance of rat predation and predation risk relative to resource competition with
birds. Such landscape-level studies are urgently needed for biodiversity conservation and restoration in the face of
accelerating biological invasion by nonnative predators and the reduction of ecosystem size by habitat fragmentation.
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Do Ground-dwelling Vertebrates Promote Diversity in a Neotropical Forest? Results from a Long-term Exclosure
Experiment
Walter Carson1, Erin Kurten2
1
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Using a decade-long replicated exclosure experiment in Panama, we tested the hypothesis that ground-dwelling vertebrate
herbivores and seed predators would be critical determinants of tropical tree diversity and abundance within the
understory. We consider our exclosure experiment a community-level test of the Janzen-Connell Hypothesis. Thus, we
predicted that vertebrate exclusion would increase plant densities of seedlings and saplings, particularly the local abundance
of the most shade-tolerant and competitive species. This, in turn, would cause decreases in species richness, diversity, and
evenness. The exclusion of ground-dwelling vertebrates caused a 38-46% increase in plant densities, but in contrast to our
predictions, this caused species richness to increase by 12-15%, adding as many as 20 woody species within our exclosures
relative to paired control plots. Because vertebrate exclusion caused species richness to increase, not decrease, vertebrates
are unlikely to be causal agents of Janzen-Connell effects. Our results combined with results from other studies suggest that
the loss (e.g., due to hunting) or exclusion of ground-dwelling vertebrates in Neotropical forests will cause increases in
species richness, not decreases, at least for periods of several decades. We synthesize this with previous studies and suggest
that when forest-wide defaunation leads to declines in species diversity, this is primarily due to the loss of primate and avian
seed dispersers.
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Exploring Interactions between Tropical Forest and the Climate System over the 21st Century
Jeff Chambers1, Stuart Davies2, Rosie Fisher3, Michael Keller4, Ruby Leung5, Nate McDowell6, Rich Norby7, Alistair
Rogers8, Deb Agarwal1, Charlie Koven1, Lara Kueppers1
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Tropical forests interact with the global carbon cycle in three major ways. First, intact tropical forests have been identified as
a major sink for carbon, presumably driven by enhanced productivity under the rising concentration of atmospheric
CO2. Second, deforestation and degradation of tropical forests result in large CO2 emissions. Thirdly, regrowth of secondary
forests on anthropogenic landscapes is estimated to be an additional large carbon sink. Yet there are large uncertainties in the
current magnitude of these fluxes, and how they will change over the next 100 years under a changing atmosphere and
warming climate. Toward projecting carbon cycle responses over the next century, current treatment of tropical forests in
Earth system models (ESMs) is rudimentary at best, and a major research effort is required to codify our best process based
knowledge into ESM representations of tropical forest functioning. This effort will require both a rigorous knowledge
assessment using the available data, and new field investigations that target improved representations of critical
processes. This talk will focus on ESM representation and data availability for three process areas: (1) forest carbon cyclehydrology interactions, (2) disturbance and recovery processes (both natural and anthropogenic), and (3) pantropical
variability in nutrient constraints on productivity.
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GEM-Traits: A new global database linking tropical tree diversity to ecosystem function via functional traits
Lisa Patrick Bentley1, Alexander Shenkin1, Norma Salinas1, Tatiana Boza2, Cécile Girardin1, Christopher Doughty1, Daniel
Metcalfe3, Gregory Asner4, Eric Cosio5, Sandra Díaz6, Brian Enquist7, Roberta Martin4, Patrick Meir8, Miles Silman9,
Yadvinder Malhi1
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Predicting changes in the structure, function, and diversity of tropical forest communities in a rapidly changing world is a
major research challenge in ecology. There is a need to develop a predictive framework that translates changes in community
composition to changes in ecosystem biomass, productivity, and biogeochemical function. Recently, a trait-based approach,
where the key traits that underlie whole-plant performance are measured within and across species, has been heralded as the
basis to develop a more predictive ecology. Traits are properties of an individual that ties its performance (e.g., reproduction,
growth, and metabolism) to climatic drivers (e.g., precipitation and temperature) and are allowed to vary within and across
species. Here, we discuss the conceptual motivation, methods and data management surrounding the creation of a new
relational database linking tropical tree diversity to ecosystem function via functional traits. Then, using data extracted from
this database from 5,025 leaves (605 trees) in Peru, we investigate the scaling of productivity along a 3500 m elevation
gradient. In light of our results, we suggest sampling strategies for future trait and carbon cycling field campaigns that will
lead to global-level analyses and rewarding collaborations via GEM-Traits.
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The AmazonFACE research program: assessing the effects of increasing atmospheric CO2 on the ecology and
resilience of the Amazon forest
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The existence, magnitude and duration of a supposed “CO2 fertilization” effect in tropical forests remains largely
undetermined, despite being suggested for nearly 20 years as a key knowledge gap for understanding the future resilience of
Amazonian forests and its impact on the global carbon cycle. Reducing this uncertainty is critical for assessing the future of
the Amazon region as well as its vulnerability to climate change. The AmazonFACE (Free-Air CO2 Enrichment) research
program is an experiment of unprecedented scope in an old-growth Amazon forest near Manaus, Brazil – the first of its kind
in tropical forest. The experimental treatment will simulate an atmospheric CO2 concentration [CO2] of the future in order to
address the question: “How will rising atmospheric CO2 affect the resilience of the Amazon forest, the biodiversity it harbors,
and the ecosystem services it provides, in light of projected climatic changes?” AmazonFACE is divided into three phases:
(I) pre-experimental ecological characterization of the research site; (II) pilot experiment comprised of two 30-m diameter
plots, with one treatment plot maintained at elevated [CO2] (ambient +200 ppmv), and the other control plot at ambient
[CO2]; and (III) a fully-replicated long-term experiment comprised of four pairs of control/treatment FACE plots maintained
for 10 years. A team of scientists from Brazil, USA, Australia and Europe will employ state-of-the-art methods to study the
forest inside these plots in terms of carbon metabolism and cycling, water use, nutrient cycling, forest community
composition, and interactions with environmental stressors. All project phases also encompass ecosystem-modeling activities
in a way such that models provide hypothesis to be verified in the experiment, which in turn will feed models to ultimately
produce more accurate projections of the environment. Resulting datasets and analyses will be a valuable resource for a broad
community, especially ecosystem and climate modelers, and policy-makers.
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Drought impact on forest carbon dynamics and fluxes in Amazonia
Chris Doughty, Dan Metcalfe, Cecile Girardin, Walter Hurasco, Alejandro Arujo-Murakami, Wanderley Rocha, Mauricio da
Costa, Lola da Costa, Patrick Meir, Oliver Phillips, Yadvinder Malhi
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In 2005 and 2010, the Amazon basin experienced two strong droughts, driven by shifts in the tropical hydrological regime
possibly associated with global climate change as predicted by some global models. Tree mortality increased following the
2005 drought and regional atmospheric inversion modelling showed basin-wide decreases in CO2 uptake in 2010 compared
to 2011. But the response of tropical forest carbon cycling to these droughts is not fully understood and there has not been a
detailed multi-site investigation in situ. Here we use several years of data from a network of 13 one hectare forest
plots throughout South America, where each component of NPP, autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration is measured
separately, to develop a better mechanistic understanding of the impact of the 2010 drought on the Amazon forest. We find
surprisingly that totalNPP remained constant throughout the drought. However, towards the end of the drought, autotrophic
respiration, especially in roots and stems, declined significantly compared to measurements in 2009 made in the absence of
drought, with extended decreases in autotrophic respiration in the three driest plots. In the year following the drought,
totalNPP continued to remain constant but the allocation of carbon shifts towards canopyNPP and away from finerootNPP.
Both leaf-level and plot-level measurements indicate that drought suppresses photosynthesis. Scaling these measurements to
the entire Amazon using rainfall data, we estimate that drought suppressed Amazon-wide photosynthesis in 2010 by
0.38PgC(0.23-0.53PgC). Overall, we find that during episodic drought, instead of reducing total NPP trees prioritized growth
by reducing autotrophic respiration. This suggests that trees reduce investment in tissue maintenance and defence, in line
with eco-evolutionary theories which hypothesize that trees are competitively disadvantaged in the absence of growth. We
propose that weakened maintenance and defence investment may, in turn, cause the increase in tree mortality following
drought observed at our plots.
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Will forests grow back after deforestation?
Jung-Eun Lee
Brown University, Providence, RI, USA

Several modeling studies demonstrate that the length of the wet season in the eastern part of the Amazonian forests depends
on transpiration during the late dry season. In this study, I explore the influence of the ice age boundary condition on the
maintenance of the tropical rainforests using the GFDL climate model coupled with dynamic vegetation model. The results
indicate that the eastern part of the Amazon becomes wetter under the ice age condition with decreased potential evaporation.
Precipitation decreases with warming, implying that forests may not grow back after deforestation.
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Soils and the nutrient status of lowland tropical forests: implications for modeling forest responses to environmental
change
Benjamin L. Turner
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute, Ancon, Panama
Nutrient availability is commonly assumed to limit plant productivity in lowland tropical forests, but experimental evidence
is scarce and equivocal. In this presentation I will explore the extent to which soil phosphorus and other nutrients influence
the productivity and distribution of plant species in tropical forests. I will highlight the range of soils that occur in tropical
forests, and the associated variation in nutrient and carbon stocks that exist at local and regional scales. I will draw on data
from a regional-scale network of forest dynamics plots to show that dry season intensity and soil phosphorus determine the
distribution of tree species in lowland tropical forests, and will propose a threshold soil phosphorus concentration below
which plant and microbial communities can be considered 'phosphorus limited'. I will present evidence from long-term
manipulative experiments in Panama that demonstrate how multiple nutrients, including phosphorus, nitrogen, and
potassium, limit plant productivity and microbial communities on strongly-weathered soils in the lowland tropics, even
though soil organic matter stocks are affected only by long-term litter manipulation. Finally, I will discuss the implications of
these results for attempts to model the response of tropical plant communities and soil carbon stocks to climate change and
increasing carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere.
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A trait-mediated, neighborhood approach to quantify impacts of warming and drought on successional dynamics of
secondary tropical rainforests
Maria Uriarte1, Vanessa Bouskili2, Jesse Lasky1, Bryan Finegan3, Robin Chazdon2
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Uncertainties in predicting responses of successional tropical rainforest trees to warming and drying arise from high species
diversity, complex links between eco-physiology and demography, and the role of ontogeny in mediating tree responses to
climate change. Whether climate change will alter successional trajectories remains an open question. To address these
uncertainties, we develop a Bayesian neighborhood modeling approach that quantifies how the joint response of two
functional axes, wood density and specific leaf area (SLA), modulate climatic impacts on growth for saplings and adult trees
for 169 rainforest species in 6 secondary and 2 old growth stands. Higher water stress reduced adult tree growth but favored
growth of saplings. Drought also reduced sapling survival. Greater wood density was associated with lower growth
reductions and greater survival from water stress. High SLA magnified the negative effects of water stress on growth and
survival. Simulated successional trajectories under different climate scenarios using results from our models suggest that only
sustained supra-annual droughts are likely to have substantial impacts of the successional trajectories of tropical forests. Our
approach provides an integrated perspective on eco-physiology and dynamics in secondary tropical rainforest trees.
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Addressing climate change vulnerabilities for sustainable ecosystem services, agriculture and forestry in the
Caribbean
William A. Gould1, Isabel K. Pares-Ramos1, Azad Henareh Khalyani1,3, Stephen J. Josh Fain2, Ashley Van Beusekom1,
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"When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the Universe."
- John Muir, 1911 in My First Summer in the Sierra, Riverside Press, Cambridge, MA.

Water resources, habitats, wildlife, food, forest products, and other ecosystem services are intricately connected. The
availability and sustainability of many of these resources are governed by climate and human management decisions, and the
challenges of adapting to climate change are being addressed by many agencies and organizations working collaboratively.
Emerging networks operating at different scales have emphases, strengths, failures, and successes in distinct areas.
Collaborative organizations such as the USDA Regional Climate Hubs, the USGS Climate Science Centers, NOAA, and the
Landscape Conservation Cooperatives are developing mechanisms to better understand the kinds of climate related
information that managers and decision makers need. In the Caribbean, global climate projections are being analyzed to yield
downscaled climate data, and with these produce projected trends in temperature, precipitation, evapotranspiration,
streamflow, and shifting bioclimatic zonation. These are much needed to shed light on resource vulnerabilities, but still lie in
the realm of research products. Further modeling, interpretation, and communication efforts are needed to translate global
climate projections and adaptation strategies into locally actionable information and tactics. We will present a current
framework, state of knowledge, and next steps for delivering climate science in the Caribbean.
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Model-Data feedbacks in the Congo Basin
Stephan A. Pietsch
IIASA - International Institute of applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg, Lower austria, Austria
Past climate change caused severe disturbances of the Central African rainforest belt, with forest fragmentation and reexpansion due to drier and wetter climate conditions. Besides climate, human induced forest degradation affected
biodiversity, structure and carbon storage of Congo basin rainforests. Information on climatically stable, mature rainforest,
unaffected by human induced disturbances, provides means of assessing the impact of forest degradation and may serve as
benchmarks of carbon carrying capacity over regions with similar site and climate conditions. BioGeoChemical (BGC)
ecosystem models explicitly consider the impacts of site and climate conditions and may assess benchmark levels over
regions devoid of undisturbed conditions.
We will present a BGC-model validation for the Western Congolian Lowland Rainforest (WCLRF) using field data from a
recently confirmed forest refuge, show model - data comparisons for disturbed und undisturbed forests under different site
and climate conditions as well as for sites with repeated assessment of biodiversity and standing biomass during recovery
from intensive exploitation. We will (i) present climatic thresholds for WCLRF stability; (ii) construct resilience landscapes
for current day conditions vs. climate and management impacts, (iii) present prediction horizons for resilient growth
dynamics and (iv) discuss implications of non-resilient growth dynamics on overall predictability of ecosystem dynamics.
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Taking off the training wheels: the properties of a dynamic vegetation model without climate envelopes
Rosie Fisher1, Chonggang Xu3, Stefan Muszala1, Mariana Vertenstein1, David Lawrence1, Gordon Bonan1, Charles Koven2,
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Models that simulate the movement of plant types in space and time are collectively referred to as dynamic vegetation
models. Most dynamic vegetation models use the concept of climate envelopes. These climatic limits on recruitment and
survival operate in lieu of physiological understanding of the reasons why different types of plants persist in some
environments where others do not. The science of quantitatively understanding plant biome boundaries is in its infancy, and
so the use of climate envelopes or dominance hierarchies as a proxy for understanding is arguably a pragmatic approach to a
problem of extraordinary complexity.
Nevertheless, interest in predicting the future of the carbon cycle has increased greatly in recent years, in concert with
initiatives to collate information on plant traits and physiological functioning and increases in the sophistication of process
representation in land surface models. The recent proliferation of alternative methods for using trait data in land surface
models implicitly raises questions concerning how best to use our existing knowledge of plant processes within this new class
of model. Here we present examples of trait-trade off and environmentally determined traits, to illustrate how variation in
trait data, even for relatively well constrained properties, can profoundly impact model simulations. We further subject our
model -CLM(ED)- to four structural modifications, and investigate the impact of these minor changes to carbon cycling

assumptions on the location of predicted biome boundaries and on ecosystem functioning. We strongly advocate for the use
of ensemble predictions, both parameteric and structural, when considering models of this level of complexity.

Open Session 31: Functional Ecology, Community Assembly, and Restoration
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Regional distributions of tropical tree species predict seedling responses to phosphorus
Paul-Camilo Zalamea1, Benjamin L. Turner1, Klaus Winter1, F. Andrew Jones1,2, Carolina Sarmiento1, James W. Dalling1,3
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The determinants of local and regional species composition in tropical forests remain poorly understood. Across the Isthmus
of Panama, the distributions of many tree species are correlated with soil phosphorus, but the traits that underlie this
association have not been determined. Here we evaluate whether regional-scale species associations with soil phosphorus
predict seedling growth responses to phosphorus addition and allocation to organic phosphorus acquisition by phosphatase
enzymes. We also explore the phylogenetic structure of phosphorus associations by determining the extent to which the
phosphorus affinities of 550 Panamanian tree species are phylogenetically clustered or over-dispersed relative to random
expectations. Under low phosphorus conditions, species with affinity for low phosphorus soils grew faster and synthesized
more total phosphatase than species with affinity to high phosphorus soils. However, the species associated with high
phosphorus soils grew faster and synthesized more phosphatase under high phosphorus conditions relative to species with
affinity to low phosphorus soils. In contrast, species groups did not differ in foliar phosphorus concentration or investment in
below-ground biomass. Overall, 16% of species that occur on the Isthmus of Panama belong to clades in which the
phylogenetic structure of phosphorus associations is overdispersed, suggesting that phosphorus limitation, which is common
in tropical lowland forests, has contributed to lineage diversification within common clades of tropical trees. We conclude
that variation in soil-phosphorus dependent growth rates and ability to invest in organic phosphorus acquisition provide
mechanisms that explain the observed regional distribution of a large fraction of tree species in Panamanian lowland tropical
forests, and likely elsewhere in phosphorus-limited tropical systems worldwide.
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Neighborhood interactions and functional trait differences in a hyperdiverse Amazonian forest
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The hyperdiverse tropical forests have inspired many coexistence theories, although consensus on the ecological mechanisms
shaping these communities is still largely lacking. As multiple processes can produce similar patterns of community
composition, it remains difficult to implicate one particular mechanism from occurrence data alone. A promising way
forward is to quantify the linkage between individual performance and the functional composition of its local
neighborhood. Combining demographic data from a lowland rainforest 50 ha plot in Ecuador with eight functional traits and
phylogeny for ca. 1100 tropical tree species, we use spatially-explicit neighborhood models to quantify the relative
importance of functional similarity and phylogenetic relatedness in predicting the effects of competitive interactions between
tropical tree species on growth rate. For each species, we estimate model parameters using maximum likelihood and compare
alternate models using the Aikaike Information Criterion corrected for small sample size.
The importance of competitive interactions on growth rate varies across the 430 most abundant species in the plot. 80% of
species are insensitive to neighborhood effects, while 20% of species are strongly affected by the functional similarity of
neighbors. The species best predicted by the models including neighborhood interactions had higher leaf thickness and
maximum tree size but lower wood specific gravity than other species. They also tended to be more abundant in the plot and
span a broader size range. Exploring the relationship between maximum growth rate and functional traits across tropical tree
species, maximum growth rate strongly correlates with several traits including specific leaf area, leaf nitrogen content,
maximum tree size and wood specific gravity. These results suggest that the relative influence of competitive interactions on
growth vary with species temperament. Combining demographic processes and functional traits, our study provides a better
understanding of the ecological mechanisms underlying species coexistence in the hyperdiverse tropical forests.
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Toward an improved understanding of assembly rules in tropical tree communities
Elodie Allié1, Christopher Baraloto2,3, Raphaël Pélissier4
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Assembly of hyperdiverse tropical tree communities remains a subject of rich debate. Here we propose original methods to
evaluate the relative importance of habitat filtering, species interactions, and dispersal limitation, in structuring tree
communities across spatial scales in French Guianan forests. We first control for environmental filtering using a new
statistical test of correlations between tree species density and environmental maps, by generating Monte Carlo simulations
of random raster images that preserve autocorrelation of the original maps. We then employ a novel test based on Rao's
quadratic entropy to examine neighborhood community structure in terms of taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional
diversity, at different spatial scales within homogeneous forest habitats.
Our results underline the importance of habitat filtering in structuring local tropical tree communities. Nearly three fourths of
tree species in our datasets exhibit distributions constrained by relative elevation, revealing contrasted habitat preferences
with soil hydrology and fertility. Nevertheless, other assembly processes such as dispersal limitation, negative density
dependence and competitive interactions may contribute to local community structure at different spatial scales and across
different forest plots.
Our study provides methodological advances both to examine habitat preferences and to examine neighborhood composition
at different spatial scales. In this way, our study will permit comparative analyses with the French Guianan plots presented
here, of the relative contributions of habitat filtering, dispersal limitation and species interaction to local assembly and how
these vary across broader geographic and environmental gradients
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Defense against vertebrate herbivores: architectural and low nutrient strategies of woody tree species
Kyle Tomlinson
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Menglun, China
Plant functional traits can be used to explain the present distributions of plant communities and ecosystems, and how these
will respond to climate change and human-driven processes. Herbivory contributes substantially to plant functional diversity
and in ways that move far beyond direct defence trait patterns, as effective growth strategies under herbivory require
modification of multiple functional traits that are indirectly related to defence. In order to understand how herbivory has
shaped plant functional diversity, we need to consider the physiology and architecture of the herbivores and how this
constrains effective defence strategies of plants. Here I present work in which we identified and contrasted two defence
strategies against mammals, namely architectural defence versus low nutrient defence. We provided a mechanistic
explanation for these different strategies based on the fact that plants are under competing selection pressures to limit
herbivore damage and outcompete neighbouring plants. Plant competitiveness depends on growth rate, itself a function of
leaf mass fraction (LMF) and leaf nitrogen per unit mass (Nm). Modifications for architectural defence and for low nutrient
defence leads to an enforced trade-off between LMF and Nm that selects for a suite of additional trait modification for each
defence strategy. We demonstrated this trade-off by showing that these traits can be distinguished between spinescent
(architectural defenders) and non-spinescent (low nutrient defenders) tree species from savannas, where mammalian
herbivory is an important constraint on plant growth. This divergence along a LMF-Nm trade-off further provides a predictive
and parsimonious explanation for the existence of the two defence strategies and their inverse distribution across water and
nutrient gradients. I explain the research we are presently conducting to verify the distribution predictions and to refine our
understanding of how functional diversity within the two strategies changes with abiotic (resource gradients) and biotic
(vertebrate architecture) context.
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Pollination districts in a coffee-producing landscape: conservation and other benefits
Ainhoa Magrach1, Antoine Champetier1, Smitha Krishnan1, Virginie Boreux2, Jaboury Ghazoul1
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Coffee is one of the most valuable tropical export crops. It is grown on about 10 million hectares worldwide and its
production has increased steadily over the last half century to reach 8.5 million tons today. In most areas, coffee production is
tightly linked to the management of forest ecosystems, both within plantations with agro-forestry systems and across
landscapes wherever forest remnants and coffee plantations form a mosaic. As a result, understanding and improving the
management of native or semi-native forests for conservation and other purposes hinges on understanding the production
decision of coffee farmers.
We develop a bio-economic and agent-based model of land use decision in an agroforestry system for the district of Kodagu,
India, a hotspot for both biodiversity and coffee production. Our model accounts for the trade-offs existing between coffee
production and three important ecosystem services from forest and native vegetation: biodiversity conservation, carbon
storage, and pollination services. The economic decisions of agents in the landscape are connected through the diffusion of
pollinators from forest patches to coffee plantations.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we simulate the composition and structure of the landscape under alternative scenarios of
economic incentives such as carbon credits and certification programs. Second, we evaluate the importance of cooperation
among farmers for the management of pollinators on economic and conservation outcomes. We find that "pollination
districts", where the value of pollination services from forest patches are fully accounted for at the landscape scale, provide
only moderate additional conservation benefits.
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Interspecific differences in fig functional traits and their ecological correlations
Yu-Ting Huang, Sing-Yi Chang, Chia-Ling Wu, Yen-Min Kuo, Ya-Fu Lee
Department of Life Sciences, National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, Taiwan
Nearly half of fig species (Ficus, Moraceae) are monoecious. Their fruits support seed production and wasps rearing
simultaneously, and generally emerge in large but shorter and synchronous crops. The rest species reproduce
gynodioeciously with some plants as functional females that produce only seeded figs and in generally smaller but longer and
asynchronous crops. The latter, compared to monoecious figs, may invest reproductive efforts to maximize seediness, or
increase fruit pulp, water, and nutritional rewards to better attract frugivores, either of which would aid to seed
dispersal. Figs, however, vary in fruit size among species even in the same breeding system, thus may constraint their
resource allocation. We measured fruit morphological traits and analyzed nutritional contents for monoecious F. caulocarpa
and F. subpisocarpa and dioecious F. ampelas and F. irisana, to examine the relationships of fig functional traits and their
fruiting strategies. Dioecious figs appeared to have higher seediness, carbohydrate, and water contents, whereas monoecious
figs tended to have higher pulp-seed ratio, fiber, and lipid contents. Large-sized F. irisana and F. subpisocarpa had lower
seediness but higher carbohydrate and water contents. Our results generally support the predictions that interspecific
differences in fig functional traits are correlated to their fruiting strategies that aid to fruit removal and seed dispersal by
frugivores, and offer insights for ecological-evolutionary dynamics of fig assemblages in tropical/subtropical areas under the
influence of climate change.
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Functional and phylogenetic diversity relationships behind and beyond defaunated forest landscapes
Ricardo Bovendorp1,2, Robert McCleery2, Mauro Galetti1
1
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Understanding the factor that influence Functional (FD) and Phylogenetic Diversity (PD) are critical to marinating healthy
ecosystems. Factors influencing FD and PD include direct and indirect interactions with other species (hereafter defaunation).
Defaunated effects are often considered the primary factor driving FD and PD. However, growing evidence suggests that a
lack of predators, and/or competition from medium- and large-mammals on landscapes maybe driving FD and PD on nonvolant small mammals. Here we investigate 2 questions: 1) Are the effects of defaunation (loss of mediun- and large-

mammals) driving small mammal FD and PD? And 2) what species and functions are being lost from defaunation? To
answer these questions we created a database with 125 papers containing 283 small mammal assemblages located in forest
remnants on Atlantic Forest hotspot. We used body mass, abundance, diet and mode of locomotion as traits to calculate the
FD, PD, and the defauntation index for each assemblage. To test if FD and PD can be explained as a function of defaunation,
we used a general linear model to assess the influence of defaunation index on FD and PD. Our analyses suggests that FD
and PD increase gradually with increased presence of mediun- and large-mammals. We also identified the thresholds where
FD, PD change abruptly across the defaunation index. Untimely there appear to be three levels of response: heavy
defaunation with generalists and common small mammals species; low defaunation with high richness of small mammals and
overlapping functions; and non-defaunation areas with more diverse species and high FD and PD. We found the first species
losses to be phylogenetic conserved, and seed dispersers to be the species most-affected by defaunation. Having the ability to
identify these thresholds will provide insights on how small mammal assemblages may change as medium- and largemammals continue to decline.
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Functional traits of pioneer tree species to restore degraded areas in the Colombian Amazon
Andres Gonzalez-Melo, Orlando Vargas
National University of COlombia, Bogota, Colombia
Trait-based approaches have been used in studies ranging from plant physiology to ecosystem processes and ecological
restoration. Nowadays one of the most applied methods to select useful species to restore degraded areas is the analysis of
plant functional traits in order to get a better knowledge about species potential performance (i.e growth, survival and
reproduction) and their usefulness under different restoration strategies. La Lindosa is an ancient rocky range of mountains in
the northwestern Colombian Amazon with important biological and cultural values. Nonetheless, most vegetation cover in La
Lindosa has been degraded due to mining, cattle pastures and human induced fires. Therefore, restoration ecology is an
important alternative to recover, at least in part, ecosystems structure and function. In this sense, selecting potential species is
a key step in restoration ecology projects. In this research, twelve foliar, reproductive and architectural traits of 42 pioneer
species were analyzed in an area of La Lindosa. Significant correlations were found between most analyzed traits. These
correlations could reflect trait-offs in individual performance. The species were grouped in four functional types that
represent shifts in plant ecological strategies. The disturbance regime and the main ecological barriers were analyzed in order
to define four restoration scenarios in the study area. Finally a stepwise approach (disturbance-ecological barriers-restoration
scenarios-plant strategies) was applied to propose key species to overcome ecological barriers to natural regeneration in the
four scenarios of ecological restoration.
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Testing functional trait theory and invasion resistance in Hawaiian lowland wet forest restoration
Rebecca Ostertag1, Laura Warman2, Susan Cordell2, Peter Vitousek3, Nicole DiManno1, Amanda Uowolo2, Taite WinthersBarcelona2, Jodie Schulten1
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Hawaii's lowland wet forests are in need of restoration, as native species regenerate poorly and exist only in remnant patches
filled with highly invasive plant species. Hybrid ecosystems, in which mixes of native and non-native (non-invasive) species
are planted, represent a new restoration technique aimed at maintaining forest structure and valuable ecosystem services. In
Hawaii, low species richness provides a tractable system with which to experiment, and the climate ensures that canopy
closure can occur within reasonable time frames. Four treatments (hybrid ecosystems) and an unmanipulated control
treatment were created as the "Liko Nā Pilina" experiment in a lowland wet forest in Hilo, Hawaii. The experiment tests
whether greater invasion resistance, carbon sequestration, and native species regeneration occur under combinations of
species whose traits are more dissimilar (complementary) or similar (redundant). Each hybrid ecosystem treatment consists of
10 species from a total of 20 in the species pool. Measurements include litterfall, seed rain, growth, recruitment of seedlings
and saplings, flowering and fruiting phenology, leaf area index, canopy openness, and soil nutrient availability. After
approximately 1 yr differences among the four experimental treatments are not significant, but individual species vary
greatly, in ways that should later reflect treatment differences. For example, species showed a 17-fold difference in NO3, 10fold difference in NH4, and 12-fold difference in PO4 in the soil directly underneath the planted trees. In addition, 7
outplanted species have flowered, 5 have fruited, and 5 have recruited (3 as seedlings, 2 vegetatively). One native species
also recruited from the seed bank. Over time, the Liko Nā Pilina project will determine the value of using a functional trait

approach for species selection in restoration, as a means of providing ecosystem services and supporting biodiversity in these
ever-changing landscapes.
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Idiosyncratic plant-microbe interactions in neotropical forests
Rachel Gallery1, Enith Rojas3, María Garcia3, Scott Mangan2,3
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While much is known of the identities and specificity of pathogens, pests, and symbionts in agriculture and forest
management systems, the diversity and complexity of natural systems presents significant challenges for characterizing and
identifying cryptic plant-microbe interactions. Pathogenic fungi account for significant mortality in tropical seedling
communities and their host-specific interactions can influence plant community dynamics through negative feedbacks.
Conversely, there is evidence that microbial symbiots, acting through positive feedbacks, can dampen diversity-enhancing
effects of plant diseases at the community level. Culture-based surveys of leaf, stem, root, and seed-associated microfungi of
healthy and diseased seedlings from three Neotropical forests: Chiquibul Maya Mountain Forest Reserve, Belize; La Selva,
Costa Rica; and Barro Colorado National Monument, Panama show non-asymptotic species (operational taxonomic unit)
accumulation curves. Genetic characterization, using the nrITS gene region, of fungal taxa infecting a range of tropical
seedling hosts highlights the predominance of low specificity of plant-associated fungi in species rich communities. What
remain unknown are the natural histories of these microfungi and the plasticity of these potentially detrimental and/or
beneficial plant-fungal interactions. Accumulating evidence shows that endemic plant diseases are a crucial component in
maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem services, and further characterization of these complex interactions could shed light
on potential emerging and invasive diseases.
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Lack of host specificity leads to independent assortment of dipterocarps and ectomycorrhizal fungi across an edaphic
gradient
Kabir Peay1, Sabrina Russo2, Krista McGuire3, Stuart Davies4
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Plants interact with a diversity of microorganisms, and there is often concordance in the structures of these
communities. Because most community-level studies are observational, it is unclear if such concordance arises because of
host specificity, in which microorganisms or plants limit each other’s occurrence. Using a reciprocal transplant experiment in
Bornean rain forest, we tested the hypothesis that host specificity between trees and ectomycorrhizal fungi determines
patterns of tree and fungal soil specialization. Seedlings of 13 dipterocarp species with contrasting soil specializations were
directly seeded into plots crossing soil type and canopy openness. Ectomycorrhizal colonists were identified by nextgeneration DNA sequencing after 2.5 years. We found no evidence of host specificity. Rather, soil environment was the
primary determinant of ectomycorrhizal diversity and species composition. While plant and microbial communities often covary along environmental gradients, our results demonstrate that even the close symbiosis between trees and ectomycorrhizae
does not necessarily cause strong mutually dependent assembly of these communities.
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Microbial signatures of tropical trees across a land use gradient and implications for function
Krista McGuire1,2, Maria Uriarte2, Benjamin Turner3, Benedicte Bachelot2, Andrew Quebbeman2, Jonathan Leff4, Noah
Fierer4
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Explicitly integrating aboveground-belowground interactions into testable theories of plant dynamics and ecosystem ecology
requires a comprehensive understanding of the biotic and abiotic factors that structure microbial composition and function.
Plant identity has been frequently cited as a key determinant of microbial composition, due to interspecific differences in
chemical microsites that individual tree species create with root and litter inputs. However, land use, which is pervasive in
tropical ecosystems, can also alter a myriad of biotic and abiotic factors that are known to affect soil microbial communities,
and may modify aboveground-belowground linkages with consequences for plant dynamics and climate feedbacks. In the
Luquillo Forest Dynamics Plot in Puerto Rico, we examined the interactive effects of tree identity and land use on structuring
soil fungal communities. Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses: 1) Individual tree species have distinctive
physical, chemical, phenological, and biological properties that create unique zones of influence, which result in distinct
microbial signatures, 2) putative differences in microbial communities across tree species’ zones of influence result in
different functional potentials for microbially-mediated biogeochemical cycling processes, and 3) historical land use is a
strong modifier of microbial signatures. We found support for the hypotheses that tree species have unique fungal signatures
with distinctive functional potentials. We also found that land use had a more significant impact on fungal composition,
likely due to modifications of soil physicochemical properties, but that tree identity was still a significant factor in
determining local scale fungal composition. However, the overlap in fungal composition in the signature of the same tree
species across areas of the forest with low and high historical land use was minimal, indicating that soil properties are first
order determinants of fungal composition and the biotic influence of tree identity is secondary.
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Relationships between tree diversity and belowground microbial diversity in a tropical forest
Albert Barberan1, Andrew Jones2, Brant Faircloth4, Jeffrey Wolf3, Krista McGuire5, Noah Fierer1
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Given that there are a myriad of well-known interactions between plants and soil microbial communities, it is often assumed
that the composition of belowground communities and aboveground plant communities will parallel one another. However,
this relationship may be obscured if the composition of belowground microbial communities is strongly influenced by
environmental factors that are distinct from those which structure plant communities. Additionally, soil microbial
communities may not respond to aboveground plant distributions, but rather to the distributions of plant roots or to specific
plant traits not predictable from plant species identity alone. Here, we used marker gene sequencing approaches to identify
the plant roots and characterize the bacterial and fungal communities found in each of the 625 soil samples collected from a
50-ha tropical forest plot located on Barro Colorado island (Panama). We found that the association between plants and
belowground microbial communities was stronger for aboveground plant distributions than for roots. We also found that
while plant taxonomic and phylogenetic assemblage distance showed significant correlations with soil microbial
communities, functional assemblage distance based on traits was not correlated with soil microbial community composition.
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Seed-associated fungi: Effects on seed survival and germination of tropical pioneer species
Carolina Sarmiento1, Paul-Camilo Zalamea1, James W. Dalling2, Adam S. Davis3, A. Elizabeth Arnold4
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Plant-fungal interactions influence plant community composition and play a key role in the maintenance of tropical forest
diversity. Although microorganisms are important as soil pathogens, key parameters of microbial interactions with seeds of
tropical trees are not yet known. Through a long-term, common-garden, seed-burial experiment at Barro Colorado Island we
have evaluated microbe-seed associations for phylogenetically diverse species of tropical pioneer trees. Molecular and
functional trait data encompassing >2000 microbial isolates provide a first perspective on spatial distributions of seedassociated microbes at a landscape scale, their seasonality and host affinity, and the ecological liability of their interactions
with seeds of different species. We complement these data through experimental trials evaluating effects of focal fungi from
seeds on survival and germination of eight focal pioneer species. In parallel with field results showing broad patterns of host
affinity in seed-associated microbes, we show that fungal isolates differentially influence survival of seeds of different tree
species, and have host-specific effects on germination and dormancy release. Together, these results highlight the importance
of the various roles that microbial communities play in seed survival and plant recruitment, and therefore the relevance of soil
microbiota in promoting and maintaining exceptional tropical plant diversity.
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Disrupting the spatial structure of microbial communities in the Amazon rainforest.
Jorge Rodrigues1, Brendan Bohannan2, Klaus Nusslein3
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The Amazon, the largest tropical forest ecosystem in the world, is under threat of deforestation caused by forest-to-pasture
conversion. This represents 65-70% of all converted areas, resulting in substantial animal and plant diversity losses. Less
clear, however, is the effect of deforestation for microorganisms. Owing to their role in mediating different biogeochemical
cycles, it is imperative to understand how microbial diversity responds to deforestation. Our hypotheses are: (1) there is a
decrease in microbial diversity and (2) there is a loss of spatial structure with conversion. A combination of high-throughput
sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, metagenomics, and targeted isolation of functional groups was used to describe the
alterations in the rainforest microbial diversity. We found that the alpha (local) diversity increased, while the beta (turnover)
diversity decreased with conversion. These results suggest that microbial communities become more similar in space. Our
study provides the first indication of biotic homogenization caused by loss of forest endemics and expansion of existing taxa.
There is indication that functions have also been altered with conversion. We observed that pastures had significantly lower
microbial functional gene richness and diversity than forests. Specifically, the abundance and diversity of genes associated
with the C and N cycles were significantly modified, raising concerns about the stability of biogeochemical cycles with land
use change.
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From microbes to ants, small things and their very large ecosystem footprints
Tamara Zelikova1, Nicole Trahan1, Diego Dierick2, Michael Allen3, Catalina Murillo5, Steve Oberbauer2, Thomas Harmon4,
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Leaf cutting ants are increasing in abundance in tropical and subtropical ecosystems that cover 17% of the Earth’s land mass
and store approximately 40% of all carbon, much of it in soil. Leaf cutter ant nests are massive and during nest construction
and maintenance, ants mix soil particles and alter soil chemistry. As ants bring leaf biomass into their nests, they influence
soil microbial communities and the processes they mediate, with large impacts on ecosystem carbon dynamics. Our results
indicate that soil nutrient concentrations and microbial biomass dynamics differ inside leaf cutting ant nests as nests become
enriched in carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus across a soil depth profile. These biogeochemical impacts are being scaled up
to estimate leaf cutter ant influences across a range of tropical ecosystems.
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Characterization of active and total fungal communities in the atmosphere over an Amazon rainforest
Ann Womack1, Paulo Artaxo2, Francoise Ishida3, Rebecca Muller4, Scott Saleska5, Kenia Wiedmann5, Brendan Bohannan1,
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Fungi are ubiquitous in the atmosphere and may play an important role in atmospheric processes. We investigated the
composition and diversity of fungal communities over an Amazon rainforest canopy and compared these communities to
fungal communities found in terrestrial environments. We characterized the total fungal community and the metabolically
active portion of the community using high-throughput DNA and RNA sequencing and compared these data to predictions
generated by a mass-balance model. We found that the total community was primarily comprised of fungi from the phylum
Basidiomycota. In contrast, the active community was primarily composed of the phylum Ascomycota and included a high
relative abundance of lichen fungi, which were not detected in the total community. The relative abundance of Basidiomycota
and Ascomycota in the total and active communities was consistent with our model predictions, suggesting that this result
was driven by the relative size and number of spores produced by these groups. When compared to other environments,

fungal communities in the atmosphere were most similar to communities found in tropical soils and leaf surfaces, suggesting
that inputs of fungi to the atmosphere are from local, rather than distant, sources. Our results demonstrate that there are
significant differences in the composition of the total and active fungal communities in the atmosphere, and that lichen fungi,
which have been shown to be efficient ice nucleators, may be abundant members of active atmospheric fungal communities
over the forest canopy.
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Influence of nutrient availability on greenhouse gas emissions and microbial community composition in a lowland
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Tropical forests strongly regulate the global greenhouse gas (GHG) budget because of their high carbon dioxide (CO2)
exchange potential, high consumption of atmospheric methane (CH4), and high emissions of nitrous oxide gas (N2O).
Therefore, even small changes in GHG fluxes from tropical forests could have enormous consequences for global climate,
and ultimately human society. Soil nutrients, especially nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) control key processes in nearly all
ecosystems and can be important regulators of GHG fluxes. We used a set of pre-established fertilized lowland tropical
rainforest plots in Costa Rica to explore how changes in N and P availability affect in situ soil CO2, CH4, and N2O gas fluxes
and related microbial community dynamics at three time-scales (hours, days, and years). Seven years after fertilization there
were no significant differences in CO2 or CH4 fluxes across treatments. Overall CH4 fluxes were low, exhibiting both net
production and consumption across plots but no relationship with fertilization or soil oxygen levels. Baseline denitrification
rates, on the contrary, were relatively high (2.29 +7.42 ng N cm-2 h-1), and increased further with N additions both in the
short- and long-term. Maximum levels of N2O emissions were reached 24h following fertilization (120 ng N cm-2 h-1) but
this response was very transient, disappearing after one month. Genetic analysis of microbial community composition based
on 16S rRNA amplicon libraries using the Illumina MiSeq platform revealed that Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and
Acidobacteria were the most common phyla in the subset of studied plots but there were no major shifts in relative
community composition after fertilization. Together, GHG flux data and preliminary metagenomic microbial community
analyses suggest that seven years of fertilization have not significantly shifted microbial dynamics in this forest and that there
is an apparent stability, even after long-term nutrient additions.
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The Effectiveness of Conservation Science
Stuart Pimm
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA
Recent criticisms of the failure of conservation science are best viewed in light of “following the money” from the
environmentally damaging industries that sponsor them. Nonetheless, it behoves conservation professionals to examine the
conservation successes and to closely inspect failures to see what can be learned from them. This symposium will do just
that. There are clear questions. Are we reducing the species extinction rate? Are we protecting more of the planet? Do
protected areas protect? Have we allocated protected areas optimally? Are they designed optimally and, especially given
their often small size, can we re-connect protected areas by restoring the intervening damaged habitats? Can we manage
harmful invasive species? Can we recover endangered species from small population sizes where chance population
fluctuations or inbreeding might quickly eliminate them? A tour d’ horizon is appropriate to establish this agenda, while the
particular studies within this symposium provide significant case histories.
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The Alpha, Beta, Gamma approach to conservation
Alice Hughes
Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanic Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Yunnan, China
Often different types of analysis occur at different scales. Global priorities for protected areas and gap analysis may be
performed using global data such as IUCN species ranges, which often lack the spatial accuracy to be used in such analysis
and therefore lead to poor conservation decisions. For appropriate conservation plans to be developed requires a telescopic
approach; an approach which makes sense on the actual scale that ecological processes occur, and is rigorously tested, but
also has the standardization to be compared on a National or Global basis. Not only do we need comparable standards for
monitoring biodiversity, which if possible can be carried out by non-experts, but we need to ensure that these approaches
provide enough resolution to pick-up regional changes over time within an area in addition to regional differences in
biodiversity.
We also identify the regions where we have the least knowledge of current biodiversity, or where global datasets are at their
weakest-such as at political boundaries in the narrow sub-tropical belt. In this region IUCN maps show political boundaries
as species range boundaries: especially in Southeast Asia and South-America. We discuss methods to circumvent these issues
through the integration of different types of data, including predictive analysis, field-based calibration and the development
of regional collaborative networks. We also discuss the roles of these networks in cencusing the conservation issues for their
regions, and how we can collaboratively develop practicable approaches to conservation in complex regions.
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*Bird conservation priorities in Colombia: from preservation to restoration
Natalia Ocampo-Penuela, Stuart Pimm
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA
Colombia has >1800 bird species, 72 are endemic, while IUCN considers 10% to be threatened. We identify priority areas for
bird conservation and scale down to effect practical solutions according to the context. For all terrestrial endemic and smallrange (<100,000km2) bird species (n=170), we used a two-step process to achieve an accurate and realistic range map. We
refined the original Birdlife range map by the known limits of elevation, and then by suitable habitat for each species. For all
170 bird species we added up the ranges to identify areas with high concentrations. The greatest concentration was in the
Western Andes with up to 46 species, while the Central Andes showed the most fragmented ranges and lower concentration
of endemic species. We present two contrasting conservation situations in the Colombian Andes. The W Andes has
continuous forest on the W slope, and some large pristine fragments in danger of being disconnected on the E slope,
presenting good opportunities for preservation. The C Andes, with over 60% of Colombia’s human population, shows a very
fragmented forest with few remnants; deforestation and overgrazing has increased landslide hazard significantly in the area,
presenting great opportunities for forest restoration. We share success stories from both fronts: preservation and restoration,
using endemic and small-ranged distribution maps, forest cover, and landslide hazard. Delving into environmental policy in
Colombia, we will present an application of our method to the selections and improvement of private and public protected
areas.
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Distributions of mammal communities in a disturbed Thailand rainforest – effects of edges and isolation
Luke Gibson1, Antony Lynam2, Reuben Clements3, Richard Corlett4, David Woodruff5
1
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China, 2Center for Global Conservation, Wildlife Conservation Society, Bronx, NY,
USA, 3James Cook University, Cairns, Australia, 4Xishuangbanna Tropical Botanical Garden, Menglun, Yunnan, China,
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Deforestation in the Asian tropics has led to widespread loss of biodiversity with species that survive fragmentation limited to
habitats that are both reduced in size and disturbed. We compared results of live-trapping for small mammals, and cameratrap surveys for medium-sized mammals done in continuous rainforest in interior and edge forest on the mainland, and
between 5 and 25 years post-fragmentation on islands in the Chiew Larn Reservoir, southern Thailand. Isolation led initially

to nestedness of species assemblages, and ultimately to the almost complete loss of native mammals on islands, with the
smallest islands supporting only Rattus tiomanicus, a colonizing species that is highly resistant to disturbance. Even
continuous forests lacked many interior forest-dwelling small mammals, as well as most carnivores and ungulates around
disturbed forest edges. We measure what fraction of biodiversity is lost – and which species survive – on islands and forest
edges, and then summarize ecological characteristics shared by the survivors. As deforestation rates continue to rise in the
tropics, our findings will help us to predict what biotic communities will look like once fragmentation of tropical forest has
run its course in disturbed agricultural landscapes.
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Coupling impacts of livestock grazing on giant pandas with long term economic loss, a way out to coexist.
Binbin Li, Stuart Pimm
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina, USA
In China, livestock grazing is one of the most prevalent types of human induced disturbance for giant panda (Ailuropoda
melanoleuca) habitat. An increasing number of livestock are grazing inside protected areas with giant panda populations. The
livestock threatens panda survivorship by feeding on bamboo, especially in winter and by destroying patches of bamboo
forests. This problem stems from the high demand of horses and cattle for tourism and the lack of compensation schemes to
solve the problem. Our study investigates livestock impacts on giant panda habitats in Wanglang National Nature Reserve in
Sichuan Province, China. We used modeling techniques to identify the spatial distribution and seasonal changes in livestock
grazing area and to quantify the area and locations of panda habitats that are heavily impacted by livestock grazing. We also
conducted interviews with the adjacent ethnic group, Baima Tibetan, to understand socioeconomic causes and impacts for
increasing illegal livestock grazing. We used contingent valuation to estimate the payment level necessary for local people to
shift away from grazing inside the nature reserve toward other methods of livelihood. The preliminary results showed that the
livestock especially horses negatively impacted the habitat use and can significantly improve the prediction of occurrence for
pandas. More importantly, giant pandas avoided valleys and roads that were heavily used by livestock and moved to higher
elevation, which reduces the chance of spotting a panda for tourists. Our aim is to connect livestock grazing practices with
panda habitat degradation and long-term economic loss, thus to promote a solution that will maintain the viability of the
nature reserve.
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MEME – common grounds between scientists and practitioners for an evidence-based conservation of Malaysian
elephants
Ahimsa Campos-Arceiz1, Nagulendran Kangayatkarasu1, Salman Saaban2
1
University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus, Kajang, Selangor, Malaysia, 2Department of Wildlife and National Parks,
Cheras, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
In spite of considerable progress in conservation science in recent decades, unfortunately, much of today’s tropical
conservation practice remains based on myth and so-called ‘expert’ decision making. This is particularly true in countries like
Malaysia, where rapid economic growth agendas have overshadowed biodiversity conservation.
Here we introduce the Management & Ecology of Malaysian Elephants (MEME), a joint research project between university
conservation scientists and government practitioners (the Department of of Wildlife and National Parks). MEME’s aim is to
produce science and capacity that will aid government practitioners to do better management decisions for the conservation
of Malaysian elephants. MEME is addressing questions of basic elephant ecology and behavior, such as what is the social
structure of elephants in Malaysian rainforests and what is their ecological role in forest regeneration; as well as more shortterm management-relevant questions such as quantifying recent changes in elephant distribution in the country, assessing the
impact of translocation as a human-elephant conflict mitigation strategy, and identifying farmers perceptions on the
effectiveness of electric fences to prevent crop raiding by elephants.
In this presentation we will not describe the results of these studies but rather will discuss the context in which this
collaboration has taken place of the past five years; the pros and cons of close collaboration between partners with different
perspectives, priorities, and incentives; and, most importantly, the soft skills that are making this project move forward, bring
science to conservation practice, and (we like to think) make a contribution towards the effective conservation of elephants
and other wildlife in Malaysia.
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*Assessing the Conservation Impact of Industrial Oil Palm Production
Varsha Vijay1, Stuart Pimm1, Clinton Jenkins2
1
Duke University, Durham, NC, USA, 2Instituto de Pesquisas Ecológicas, Nazaré Paulista, SP, Brazil
Oil Palm (Elaeis guineensis), grown primarily for the production of vegetable oil (known as palm oil), is a driver of tropical
deforestation through the displacement of natural forests for plantations. Tropical deforestation is an important contributor of
global greenhouse gas emissions and cause of species extinctions worldwide. Faced with growing public pressure, many
palm oil purchasing companies have committed to using deforestation-free palm oil. Here, we ask when current oil palm
plantations were deforested, based on site analyses from 1989-2014 in each of four palm producing regions: Central America,
South America, Africa, and Asia. Furthermore, we assessed where the next frontier of deforestation is likely to occur and
where it will have the most impact on biodiversity. We found that, in Asia, the majority of oil palm sampled was grown on
land deforested since 1989 (>50%), followed by South America (~30%), Central America (<20%) and Africa (<20%). The
effects of climate change on agricultural suitability may cause shifts in the areas of vulnerability, particularly in Africa and
South America. In each of these regions, we also find areas with high diversity of threatened or small range mammal and bird
species. This type of assessment is useful in identifying areas of high conservation value and provides a baseline for
monitoring the effectiveness of future regulatory implementation.
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Bridging the research practitioner divide: transforming knowledge into action
Eleanor Sterling
Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, American Museum of Natural History, NY, NY, USA
Researchers and practitioners who are interested in working together face multiple challenges. Researchers struggle to
capture the complexity and unpredictability of natural systems in bodies of theory and this often takes considerable time.
Work with local communities involves lead time in developing trust and common goals. Academics rarely get "credit" within
their institutions for undertaking applied work, and are often actively discouraged from taking the time to invest in
conservation action. Conversely, practitioners do not have the time to read the papers and books for which academics get
credit or, in the case of local communities, may not ever have access to these resources or experience in interpreting them.
Research-action arenas can help to bridge these divides. One such arena stems from a partnership in Solomon Islands
between communities, government, and researchers to address long term planning that integrates cultural and biological
perspectives. International systems-level thinking and understanding of large scale pressures such as climate change, coupled
with national-level understanding of human population growth and international market pressures including logging and
mining, combined with local knowledge that has helped communities to weather major environmental and cultural changes
through time all inform place-based conservation planning. Local communities determine valued cultural and biological
assets and their current and desired states. Collaborative partnerships contribute to development and measurement of relevant
indicators of the state of these assets as well as of pressures reducing their quality and contribute to future scenarios analyses.
Results from the analyses inform dynamic, adaptive management planning, implementation, and monitoring. Lessons learned
in effective partnerships in Solomons Islands research-action arenas can help future collaborative efforts elsewhere.
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Basin-wide conservation planning in Lowland Amazonia: Protection levels fail to track anthropogenic threats
Davi Teles, Carlos Peres
University of East Anglia, Norwich, Norfolk, UK
A basic understanding in modern conservation biology is that it is not financially nor politically feasible to protect entire
ecoregions, thereby calling for a large-scale prioritization rationale with a specific set of reserve design criteria. Conservation
planning since the early 70s has therefore moved from an intuitive approach to algorithm-based protocols that optimize
desirable criteria, such as maximizing complementary in species occupancy in the smallest possible overall area. Here, we
carry out a segmentation of the entire hydrological domain of lowland Amazonia across nine South American countries into
major river basins which are defined as the ecological/geographic units of conservation analysis, considering the degree to
which these sub-basins are currently protected and threatened in relation to both biogeographic (dispersal barriers, forest

habitat features) and hydrologic factors (flood pulse regime). Using remote sensing data we evaluate the conservation status
of all major Amazonian river basins, using data on the spatial distribution of the human population, presence of roads and
human settlements as well as recent deforestation as indicators of threats; and the existing network of protected areas under
different denominations as indicators of protection. We evaluated how the threats are dispersed in each of the major
watershed of Amazonia and calculated the amount of areas under high anthropogenic pressure that is actually protected inside
conservation units. In our analysis we also took into consideration the biodiversity relevance of the sites, using extinction
threatened species of birds and mammals and the ecoregions as surrogates, what permitted us to create an outlook of the
conservation status of the lowland Amazonia. We then discuss the criteria for implementation of protected areas used in the
last years for the biome as a whole.
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A science-practice partnership to improve natural resource planning and management in northeast Australia
Steve Turton
Environment, Geography & Sustainability Group, Centre for Tropical Environmental & Sustainability Science, James Cook
University, Australiasi
Effective conservation planning and landscape management are supported by relevant, up-to-date scientific information.
However, practitioners do not always have ready access to the large, rapidly changing body of scientific information and
science is not necessarily targeted at the most important issues for resource managers. Facilitating knowledge exchange
between scientists and practitioners is a significant, ongoing challenge. In Australia, regional Natural Resource Management
(NRM) bodies are responsible for strategic landscape management planning. The Federal Government has funded NRM
bodies to incorporate climate change adaptation strategies into updated plans, and concurrently funded research consortia to
provide supporting scientific information. We present the Wet Tropics cluster project ‘Knowledge to manage land and sea’ as
a model for facilitating co-operation between research and practice. A ‘brokering hub’ brings scientists and practitioners
together to make collaborative decisions about research direction, the allocation of project resources, and long-term scienceplanning partnerships in the region. The first stage of the project involved an analysis of the major impacts of climate change
on socio-economic-ecological systems in the Wet Tropics cluster region, producing a report that synthesises scientific
knowledge and expert opinion in relation to the key issues for NRM groups, identified through an iterative, collaborative
process. The report is directly relevant to NRM groups and has been adapted for use in planning workshops and other
stakeholder engagement activities. The second stage focussed on participatory planning work, including co-identification of
priority climate adaptation pathways.
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*Plant diversity patterns in different forest transformation systems in Sumatra
Katja Rembold1, Hardianto Mangopo1,2, Sri Sudarmiyati Tjitrosoedirdjo2, Holger Kreft1
1
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Göttingen, Germany, 2SEAMEO BIOTROP, Jalan Raya Tajur km 6, 16144 Bogor, Indonesia
Indonesia is known for its outstanding species richness and endemism. While being a global centre of biodiversity, Indonesia
has also become the world's hotspot for deforestation, losing more forest each year than any other country worldwide due to
land-use change and intensification. We studied the impact of forest transformation on vascular plant diversity across four
transformation systems, namely lowland rainforest, jungle rubber, rubber plantations and oil palm plantations, in Sumatra
(Indonesia). Plot-based species inventories were conducted at local to regional scales in the lowlands of Jambi Province.
Overall, forest had the highest levels of plant diversity including alpha-, beta-, and gamma-diversity followed by jungle
rubber agroforestry systems. Oil palm plantations had high numbers of herbaceous plant individuals, but low species numbers
and low beta diversity. Rubber plantations had the lowest numbers of both species and individuals, but showed higher beta
diversity than oil palm plantations. While forest was almost entirely composed by indigenous species, all three transformation
systems showed high numbers of invasive plant species. Our work shows that it is essential to understand changes in plant
diversity at different spatial scales to understand possible ecological consequences as well as to identify science-based
options for sustainable land-use management and conservation.
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Balancing conservation and development in the last frontier forest of West Kalimantan (Borneo) under less
predictable climate conditions
Yves Laumonier2,1, Emily Fripp3, Bayuni Shantiko1, Nicolas Labriere1
1
CIFOR, Bogor, Indonesia, 2CIRAD, Montpellier, France, 3EFECA, London, UK
The western part of the island of Borneo has long been deforested except for the upper watershed of its main river, the
Kapuas. This last frontier forest area is of a vital environmental importance for the people of the West Kalimantan province.
It was declared as “conservation regency” in 2003, but the lack of infrastructure, low economic productivity and a lack of
access remain among the problems faced by local government, with conflicts of interest between development interventions
and conservation practitioners.
How future land use can support both agricultural development and nature conservation?
Methods used combine Participatory Prospective Analysis tools to enable decision makers to achieve desired development
and conservation goals, together with collaborative social-ecological surveys.
A number of critical issues have been identified including: expanding population and pressure on land; development of oil
palm plantations; and an economic dependency on the environmentally damaging practice of gold mining. Traditional
ecological knowledge proved to be particularly relevant when dealing with mapping of land use and in identifying ecosystem
services. Such information, combine with large-scale land cover maps and collaborative scenarios improved the decisionmaking process in the regency. Public discussion on the scenarios also revealed that the variables of customary law and
wisdom have a strong influence on the development process.
Development has introduced changes and brought new pressures, which have influenced the long established interactions
between the people and their landscape. Four challenges remain: designing operational tools for reconciling ecological and
economic principles; integrating customary law into statutory law; the constitution of fully enabled organizations at village
and district level; and land tenure and land rights issues. The example of Kapuas Hulu reveals that the process for
intervention is not easy and would take longer than expected.
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Transpiration in an oil palm landscape: effects of palm age
Furong Niu1, Alex Röll1, Afik Hardanto1,3, Ana Meijide2, Heri Junedi5, Herdhata Agusta4, Hendra Yanto4, Alexander Knohl2,
Dirk Hölscher1
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Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany, 3Universitas Jenderal Soedirman, Purwokerto, Indonesia,
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Department of Forest Management, Institut Pertanian Bogor, Bogor, Indonesia, 5Fakultas Pertanian, Universitas Jambi,
Jambi, Indonesia
Oil palm (Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) plantations cover large and continuously increasing areas of humid tropical lowlands.
Landscapes dominated by oil palms usually consist of a mosaic of mono-cultural even-aged stands of different age, which
may be heterogeneous in their water use characteristics. To assess landscape-level consequences of oil palm cultivation on
major components of the hydrological cycle, we derived transpiration rates of oil palms in stands of varying age, estimated
the contribution of palm transpiration to evapotranspiration, and analyzed the influence of micro-meteorological drivers on
oil palm water use. We studied 15 two- to 25-year old stands in the lowlands of Jambi, Indonesia. A sap flux technique was
used to estimate transpiration rates in all stands. Additionally, in a two- and a 12-year old stand, eddy covariance
measurements were conducted to derive evapotranspiration rates. Stand transpiration rates increased from young to mature
stands, and high variability were observed in transpiration rates among medium-aged stands. Confronting sap flux and eddycovariance derived water fluxes suggests that transpiration contributed 8% to evapotranspiration in the 2-year old stand and
53% in the 12-year old stand, indicating variable and substantial additional sources of evaporation. Diurnally, oil palm
transpiration rates were characterized by an early peak between 10 and 11 am; there was a pronounced hysteresis in the leaf
water use response to changes in vapor pressure deficit (VPD) for all palms of advanced age. On the day-to-day basis this
resulted in a relatively low variability of oil palm water use regardless of fluctuations in VPD and radiation. We conclude,

that oil palm dominated landscapes show some spatial variations in (evapo)transpiration rates, e.g. due to varying agestructures, but that the temporal variability of oil palm transpiration is rather low.
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Tree and palm water use characteristics in forests and transformation systems, Indonesia
Alexander Röll1, Furong Niu1, Afik Hardanto1,2, Heri Junedi3, Herdhata Agusta4, Hendra Yanto4, Dirk Hölscher1
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Rainforest transformation most likely alters ecosystem water cycles with respect to the magnitude of fluxes, their spatial
heterogeneity, and their temporal variability. Within the hydrological cycle, stand scale transpiration plays a vital role. In this
study, we assessed plot-level transpiration rates in forests, jungle rubber, and rubber and oil palm monoculture plantations.
Each land use type was studied with eight replicate plots in the lowlands of Jambi, Sumatra, Indonesia. Transpiration rates
were derived from sap-flux measurements with thermal dissipation probes and stand inventories. Average transpiration rates
and spatial heterogeneity of transpiration were similar for oil palm and forest plots. The day-to-day variability of
transpiration, however, was almost two-fold higher in the forest than in oil palm, which points to a buffered response of oil
palm transpiration to environmental drivers and is indicative of an anisohydric behavior. A further analysis of the drivers of
transpiration supported our interpretation of the oil palm transpiration response to both vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and
radiation as anisohydric: oil palms reached maximum hourly transpiration rates at only 50% of maximum VPD and 85% of
maximum radiation levels. The dicot trees showed a much closer response to environmental drivers, in particular to radiation.
In conclusion, our results suggest relatively strong effects of rainforest transformation on plot-level transpiration rates as well
as pronounced differences between the land use systems that replace forests. This knowledge may contribute to a better
evaluation of the severe disturbances of the ecosystem hydrological cycle associated with rainforest transformation, and may
give room for the mitigation of such disturbances via active, hydrologically-orientated management of rainforest
transformation.
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*Functional and taxonomic diversity responses to rainforest transformation across multiple taxa
Lisa Denmead1, Kevin Darras1, Yann Clough1,3, Andrew Barnes1, Malte Jochum1, Martyna Kotowska1, Holger Kreft1,
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In the tropics, land-use transformation from rainforest to monoculture agriculture such as oil palm plantations is happening at
an extremely rapid rate causing considerable biodiversity loss and alterations in associated ecosystem functioning. Although
patterns of species loss with land-use transformation are relatively well studied, links between loss of species richness,
functional diversity and the consequent shifts in ecosystem functioning are less well understood. While functional diversity
generally increases with taxonomic diversity, the relationship between the two is often non- linear and the shape of the
relationship has important implications for functional redundancy and complementarity. To comprehensively investigate the
patterns of species richness and functional diversity loss with land-use transformation, as well as the relationships between
the two, we surveyed birds, arboreal ants, leaf-litter invertebrates, and plants across 32 lowland rainforest, jungle rubber, and
rubber and oil palm plantation sites in Sumatra, Indonesia. We quantified species richness and a number of different
functional diversity indices for each taxonomic group at each study site. Preliminary analysis suggests that species richness
and functional diversity respond differently to land-use transformation and responses to land-use transformation are highly
variable between taxonomic groups. Furthermore, while the relationship between species richness and functional diversity is
linear for three out of the four taxonomic groups, for arboreal ants this is not the case. The pattern of the relationship suggests
functionally unique species are lost first in arboreal ant communities, which should have important implications for
ecosystem functioning. Further analysis will help us gain a comprehensive understanding of the relationships between
taxonomic and functional diversity and the associated implications for ecosystem functioning, which will be extremely
important if we are to fully grasp the long-term consequences of land-use transformation.
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*Consequences of tropical land use for multitrophic biodiversity and ecosystem functioning
Andrew Barnes1, Malte Jochum1, Steffen Mumme1, Noor Farikhah Haneda2, Achmad Farajallah2, Tri Heru Widarto2, Ulrich
Brose1,3
1
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Our knowledge about land-use impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning is mostly limited to single trophic levels,
leaving us uncertain about whole-community biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationships. We analyse consequences of
the globally important land-use transformation from tropical forests to oil palm plantations. Species diversity, density and
biomass of invertebrate communities suffer at least 45% decreases from rainforest to oil palm. Combining metabolic and
food-web theory, we calculate annual energy fluxes to model impacts of land-use intensification on multitrophic ecosystem
functioning. We demonstrate a 51% reduction in energy fluxes from forest to oil palm communities. Species loss clearly
explains variation in energy fluxes; however, this relationship depends on land-use systems and functional feeding guilds,
whereby predators are the most heavily affected. Biodiversity decline from forest to oil palm is thus accompanied by even
stronger reductions in functionality, threatening to severely limit the functional resilience of communities to cope with future
global changes.
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Environmental efficiency of smallholder palm oil and rubber producers in Indonesia
Anna Mareike Holtkamp, Bernhard Brümmer
University of Göttingen, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development, Göttingen, Germany
In many tropical areas, rainforests are cleared in order to exploit forest products and plant crops for food, feed and fuel use.
The rapid augmentation of intensive production and substantial decline in forested land has been observed with concerns
about the effects to biological diversity conservation and sustainability of production with respect to soil and water pollution.
A possible approach to generally reduce the transformation of rainforests, while simultaneously sustaining economic
opportunities, is the attempt to move smallholders closer to the best-practice frontier in technical and environmental terms.
This will be the focus of this paper. We provide a new statistical framework, since the measurement of environmental
efficiency has not yet been standardized and productive efficiency in perennial crops has, to our knowledge, received scant
attention. Next to a stochastic frontier approach, which was used in the first attempts of environmental efficiency estimation
by Reinhard, we consider concepts of the distance functions framework, index base approaches and shadow costs systems to
perform our efficiency measurement. Our data stretches over five regions in Jambi province, Indonesia. It includes economic
data covering the agricultural production of farmers at plot-level and household-level. Additionally, the data embraces a
unique set of environmental data including biodiversity measures, soil quality and chemical pressure at plot-level. Results are
expected to show a trade-off between the economic performance and environment pressure, which indicate a decrease of the
environmental values when the economic utility is increased. Preliminary results generated from our data confirm these
expected results so far.
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Tree islands in a sea of oil palms - an effective measure to restore biodiversity?
Miriam Teuscher1, Anne Gérard1, Leti Sundawati2, Bambang Irawan4, Damayanti Buchori2, Dirk Hölscher1, Yann Clough1,3,
Holger Kreft1, Ulrich Brose1
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Global land-use change has drastic consequences for biodiversity leading to losses of ecological functioning and ecosystem
services. Re-establishing diverse habitats by restoring ecological multi-functionality in oil palm landscapes has been
proposed. However, the ecological and economical processes associated to this are largely unknown.
To bridge this gap, we established 52 experimental tree islands within a large-scale, mono-cultural oil-palm plantation in the
province of Jambi (Sumatra, Indonesia) in December 2013. Plot size as well as species diversity and composition of six
multi-purpose tree species native to Sumatra were systematically varied. We followed a random partitions design with four
partitions series (tree diversity levels of six, three, two and one) plus four plots without planting subject to natural succession.

This combined biodiversity ecosystem functioning and enrichment planting experiment addresses the question whether or not
biodiversity and associated ecosystem services can be restored by enrichment planting.
Monitoring on ecological processes focuses on seed rain, growth rates and survival of trees, and diversity of birds and
arthropods. Ten months after the establishment of the experiment, we investigated the effect of tree species identity, tree
diversity level and plot size on the diversity of birds and arthropods and on the establishment success of the trees.
In general, we can report on a successful establishment of the experiment, but growth rates differ significantly between tree
species. Preliminary results indicate that the identity of tree species influences the establishment success, whereas plot size
and species composition do not seem to have a pronounced effect at this stage. However, there has been no effect of plot size,
tree species richness and tree species identity on bird and arthropod diversity. Based on further results, we aim to evaluate the
effectiveness of these enrichment plantings to contribute to the development of ecologically improved management concepts
in oil palm landscapes.
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Landscape Fires Caused by Ecosystem Destruction on Sumatra and Borneo Has Major Social and Economic Effects
Throughout Southeast Asia
Lael Goodman, Asha Sharma, Doug Boucher
Union of Concerned Scientists, Tropical Forest and Climate Initiative, Washington, DC, USA
The lowland forest and peatland ecosystems of Sumatra and Borneo are major biodiversity hotspots of the world.
Unfortunately these forests are increasingly being cleared for agriculture, fiber, and timber plantations. This clearing not only
destroys habitat for species like the Sumatran Tiger and Bornean Orangutan but also contributes to climate changes, which in
turn endangers ecosystems around the globe. Further, this ecosystem destruction has severe regional economic and social
consequences. Fire used for land clearing and maintenance regularly burns out of control and releases hundreds of chemicals
and large quantities of particulate matter in the air. Winds spread these pollutants across the region, pushing air quality levels
to hazardous levels. Exposed populations experience both short- and long-term health impacts that range from eye and skin
irritation to serious respiratory and cardiovascular problems and even death. Each year, 110,000 deaths in Southeast Asia can
be attributed to particulate matter exposure from these fires. During severe haze events, tourism plummets, and schools and
businesses close. Given predicted changes in climate in the coming years, Southeast Asia's serious problems with frequent,
debilitating haze are likely to grow worse. We explore possible solutions to reduce landscape fires and protect ecosystems
through corporate and government action.
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Twenty Years in the Alakai Wilderness – Invasive Species Control in Kauai’s Bogs
Vickie Caraway1, Marie Bruegmann1, Galen Kawakami2
1
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division
of Forestry and Wildlife, Honolulu, HI, USA
On February 10, 1964, Hawaii’s Alakai Wilderness Preserve was designated on the island of Kauai. In 1996, in a joint
project between Hawaii’s Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW) and the
United States Fish and Wildlife (USFWS), nine montane bogs were fenced in the Alakai Wilderness Area of Kauai, initially
to protect these sensitive areas from feral pigs. These bogs were chosen for protection due to their unique species
components and limited ungulate impacts. Initially, weedy species were considered a short-term problem but have required a
long-term commitment to management. The bogs have opportunistically been monitoring to determine the status of the rare
plant species, to control invasive plant species, and to document the recovery of the vegetation. This presentation will
visually illustrate changes within these sensitive areas over the past twenty years.
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Resilience is in the eye of the beholder: Long-term impacts of invasion on ecosystem processes and species
composition
Stephanie Yelenik1, Carla D'Antonio2, Michelle Mack3
1
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California, Santa Barbara, Department of Ecology, Evolution & Marine Biology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA, 3Northern
Arizona University, Center for Ecosystem Science and Society, Flagstaff, AZ, USA
Resilience in ecology can be defined as the ability of ecosystems to return to initial conditions after perturbation. It is
important to carefully define research and management objectives, however, because the vulnerability of ecosystems to
perturbation may depend on what variables are being measured and over what timescales. We use long-term community and
ecosystem data from seasonally dry woodlands in Hawaii to explore how different ecosystem properties vary in their
vulnerability to grass invasion and fire. Woodland sites initially invaded by the perennial grass Schizachyrium condensatum,
which increases fire prevalence, burned in 1970 and 1988 and were rapidly invaded by a second perennial grass, Melinis
minutiflora. Species composition, nitrogen cycling rates, and annual net primary productivity (ANPP) measured in the 1990's
quickly diverged between burned sites that became Melinis-dominated grasslands, and unburned woodlands that remained
dominated by native woody species. Recent data (2011-2014) suggest that without further fire, N-cycling and ANPP rates
have converged between burned grassland and unburned woodland sites. ANPP has converged because a nitrogen-fixing
woody invader, Morella faya, spreads and grows rapidly in burned grasslands. We do not yet know why N cycling has
converged but as Morella invades both habitats, convergence will continue. In contrast, while there is some convergence in
species composition due to Morella invasion, this ecosystem property remains different between burned and unburned sites.
Thus, although species composition was not resilient to invasion and fire, ecosystem functions such as N-cycling and ANPP
were resilient to these forces, highlighting the importance of carefully defining management goals.
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Invasive Giant African Landsnails (Achatina fulica) have little to no impact in rainforest on an oceanic island
Luke O'Loughlin, Peter Green
La Trobe University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
In the absence of empirical evidence, invasive species are often assumed to have negative impacts because of their
conspicuously high abundance. The Giant African Landsnail (Achatina fulica) is noted as one of the worst invasive species
globally yet tests of their impact in natural communities remain largely absent. On Christmas Island, A. fulica has become
established across large tracts of rainforest mainly because supercolonies of an invasive ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes), have
locally extirpated populations of red land crabs (Gecarcoidea natalis) that are normally effective predators of A. fulica. We
conducted an exclusion experiment at a site of high snail abundance (~ 2 snails / m2) to test the hypothesis that this secondary
invader was impacting litter dynamics and seedling recruitment. Linear mixed models predicted course-litter-biomass to not
differ between control and exclusion plots (t = -1.72). However, generalized linear mixed models did predict leaf litter cover
to decrease less rapidly where A. fulica was excluded (Z = 2.79). New seedling recruits were lower on exclusion plots (Z = 94.30), however, higher mortality on control plots meant there was no overall difference in seedling recruitment (Z = 0.06).
These findings suggest that when in high densities, A. fulica consume leaf litter, which decreases cover slightly but has no
clear effect on coarse-litter-biomass or seedling recruitment. We present the first empirical test for impact of A. fulica in a
natural ecosystem and evidence that in the case of Christmas Island, A. fulica presents little more than an aesthetic problem.
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Patterns of light quantity, quality, and seedling presence in Hawaiian lowland wet forests across an invasion gradient
Jodie Rosam1, Rebecca Ostertag1, Susan Cordell2, Laura Warman2, Jonathan Price1
1
University of Hawaii at Hilo, Hilo, HI, USA, 2USDA Forest Service, Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry, Hilo, HI, USA
One of the greatest impacts of invasive species on native seedling regeneration is a reduction in understory light. While
percent light transmittance has been quantified in some Hawaiian lowland wet forests (HLWF), no information exists on how
the spatial distribution of understory light varies relative species invasion, or if patterns of seedling regeneration and light are
linked. We measured the red-to-far-red ratio (R:FR) of light to assess light quality and photodiodes to quantify diurnal
variability in light across three forest types: native-dominated, partially-invaded, and strawberry guava-(Psidium cattleianum)
dominated. Our questions were threefold: (1) how do spatial patterns and variability of understory light in HLWF vary
relative to invasion? (2) Are there differences in light quality moving vertically from the ground? (3) Are patterns of seedling
regeneration and patterns of understory light related? Native-dominated forests had significantly greater light quality than
partially-invaded forests, though there were no differences in diurnal variability between the two. On the contrary, Psidium
cattleianum-dominated forests had the lowest quality of light and were the most diurnally-variable. In partially-invaded
forests, light quality at 30-50 cm above the ground was similar to that at ground level in native forests, indicating that

seedling regeneration in these forests may be hampered by low-lying non-native vegetation. Psidium cattleianum-dominated
forests, however, exhibited homogeneously low light quality at each height category (0-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, and 41-50
cm). No linear relationships between seedling presence and light quality were found, contrary to previous hypotheses, though
all seedlings (native and non-native) tended to prefer mid-quality ranges of light. While a greater understanding of other
microsite conditions that affect native seedling success is warranted, invasive understory vegetation is likely contributing to
the lack of native seedling regeneration in partially-invaded Hawaiian lowland wet forests, and restoration efforts can focus
on understory removal.
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*A new caledonian paradox: When invasive ants are more efficient than natives to disperse seeds.
Maureen Cateine1, Erick Provost2, Julie Mattei1, Louis Decaix1, Mathilde Meheut1, Noemie Saint-Germes1, Hervé Jourdan1
1
UMR 237 Institut Méditerranéen de Biodiversité et d’Écologie marine et continentale (IMBE)- IRD, Noumea, New
Caledonia, 2UMR 237 Institut Méditerranéen de Biodiversité et d’Écologie marine et continentale (IMBE)- IRD, Aix-enProvence, France
Island communities are often renowned for their assemblage distortion in comparison with continent, so called "island
disharmony". Though we observe atypical niche filling or vacant niches that newcomers, such as invasive species, could
occupy easily. Ants are an interesting model in the context of islands' invasions especially by their involvement in various
ecosystem process such as seed dispersal. Ants may be involved in seed dispersal, passively by granivory (predation) or
actively by myrmecochory (adaptation of seeds). At world scale, Australia has been regarded as a major diversification
hotspot for evolution of myrmecochory (with at least 21 plant families involved). Yet, despite strong affinities of its fauna
and flora with Australia, this ecosystem service provided by ants has never been evaluated in New Caledonia. How native
ants' communities return this ecosystem service and what is the impact of invasive ants on this service? We decided to
conduct our experiments in open shrubland, which is home of a high challenge in vegetation restoration. The native ant
communities of this ecosystem are dominated by the endemic ant Polyrhachis guerini with a very few other ants. But they
can also be colonized by major dominant invasive ants, including one granivorous ant: Solenopsis geminata. We selected two
conditions and 6 native seeds (with variation in size and occurrence of elaiosomes): one invaded by introduced ants and one
not invaded. We performed experiments about seed preference (choice test) and seed dispersal (distributed depots) in the two
contexts. The results were full of surprises: if native ants illustrate some ability for seed dispersal, it was highly outcompete
by the invasive ones, which may be more efficient to disperse local seeds. In the balance of this, further studies will be
conducted to establish the implication of such results.
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Effect of various monotypic forest canopies on earthworm biomass and feral pig rooting in Hawaiian wet forests
Noa Lincoln1,2
1
Ngai Tahu Reseach Centre, Christchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand, 2UH Mānoa, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
Forestry plantations are functioning ecosystems, and although they differ from natural ecosystems in many important ways
they are governed by the same mechanisms and can provide similar ecological habitats and ecosystem services. In this sense,
forestry plantations can be viewed as simple forest ecosystems, allowing us to better isolate and understand the mechanisms
that drive forest function, structure, and biodiversity. On Hawai‘i Island, 68 forest stands representing 12 species of
monotypic forestry plantations, in addition to stands of native forest and grass pastures, were surveyed at three sites to
observe the effects of monotypic canopies on earthworm biomass and occurrence of rooting by feral pigs. The canopy species
strongly influenced earthworm biomass at each site (r2=0.98, 0.99, 0.92; p<0.001). Earthworm biomass was strongly
correlated to underlying soil age when examined by individual canopy species (r2=0.96–0.98; p<0.001). Earthworm biomass
was highly correlated to the occurrence of rooting by feral pigs at each site (r2=0.92, 0.94, 0.64; p<0.001). Each site exhibited
a different sensitivity of pig rooting in response to earthworms. Canopy and site data could thus be used to estimate total soil
disturbance by feral pigs, and inform aspects of forest management regarding soil erosion, biodiversity habitat, and hunting
or trapping of feral pigs.
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Community-Based Resource Management Drives Rapid Recovery of a High-Value Tropical Freshwater Fishery
Joao Silva1, Carlos A. Peres2
1
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, Natal, Brazil, 2University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK
With rapidly increasing human populations, tropical floodplains are rapidly becoming the most threatened ecosystems
worldwide. Many of these environments can be characterized as complex socio-ecological systems, where human settlements
are heavily dependent on aquatic sources of animal protein, such as fish, rendering them essential to economic stability of
human communities. Here, we quantify how community-based resource management can promote the recovery and
conservation of Arapaima fisheries, generating incomes for local livelihoods across Amazonian várzea floodplains. We
compiles stock assessment data over eight years and tested the effects of protected areas, community management, landscape
metrics and limnological variables across 80 oxbow lakes along a ~500-km section of the Jurua River of western Brazilian
Amazonia. Patterns of community management explained 82% of the variation in Arapaima population sizes. On average,
locally protected, subsistence and unprotected lakes contained 304.8, 34.1, and 9.1 individuals, respectively. In fact, protected
lakes have recently become something similar to a bank account, ensuring an average value of nearly USD 9,000. These
revenues also improved local socioeconomic welfare, funding schools and health posts. Arapaima management is a superb
window of opportunity to harmonize the goals of sustainable resource management and poverty alleviation, and all similar
programs across the lowland Amazon have shown positive results. The arapaima management can bring about the
empowerment of local communities, and fishing agreements can be an important mechanism to complement the conservation
of floodplain resources. The intricacies of Arapaima management therefore deserves greater attention from policy makers in
Amazonian countries.
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*Changing use of natural plant resources by an indigenous forest-dwelling group
Saifon Sittimongkol, Hilary Gilbert, Markus Eichhorn
The University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK
The Chewong are an ethnic group who maintain a system of shifting agriculture in Krau Wildlife Reserve, Peninsular
Malaysia. The group contains approximately 150 people who reside in the forest permanently, and a further 150 living
adjacent to the reserve. We investigated the range of forest resources used by Chewong households and their degree of
dependence upon them, comparing between villagers within and outside the forest. A total of 265 plant species and at least 48
animal species (mentioned during interviews) are collected by Chewong. These are divided between food resources,
construction materials, medicines, hygiene, fuelwood, hunting equipment, farming tools, ceremonies/rituals and handcraft
and decorative. In general forest-dwelling members of the group have a greater reliance on forest products, while those living
outside collect for commercial use. Concerns have been expressed regarding the sustainability of continued extraction of
forest resources and the relative rights of group members depending upon their area of residence. Population numbers are
relatively stable but the shift from traditional practices to use of modern tools and increasing marketisation of particular
commodities are driving changes in the manner in which the younger generation use the forest.
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Monitoring in Support of Local, National and International Environmental Priorities
José Manuel (Joe) Fragoso
California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, USA
Environmental monitoring helps us understand how we interact with the Earth. It also generates large amounts of funding for
NGOs, government agencies, universities and the private sector. Scientists with university degrees usually do this
monitoring. In the north, non-scientists also successfully contribute monitoring efforts as citizen scientists. In the tropics
rural and indigenous communities may also monitor natural resources, but usually only for their own needs; for example, the
local management of wildlife and other forest products. Rarely do communities benefit financially from the funding
available for monitoring and conservation on their own lands, because their local data remain unconnected to national and
international information centers. When efforts are made to connect them, scientists and the broader monitoring community

view data collected by “locals” as suspect. I contend that the generation of high quality data by communities is possible and
desirable, that it can provide key information for national needs as well as for the communities themselves, and that
communities should therefore benefit financially from national and international conservation funding (if they wish to do
so). A truly participatory approach that includes professional researchers as well as local environmental monitors can help
overcome these problems and generate data that is useful for all. Using three case studies from the Amazon and the Cerrado
of Brazil, we describe the challenges for generating reliable data faced by indigenous people as they monitored biodiversity,
carbon stocks, hunting and other resource use on their lands. Impediments to generating high quality data included conflict
between local values and data quality needs, irregular sampling efforts, data fabrication and lack of transparency and
commitment by partner institutions. I discuss approaches for overcoming these common problems, including how to treat
data sets to ensure their validity.
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*Multiple stories have different endings: mammal use of protected and community-managed lands in an Indian
biodiversity hotspot
Nandini Velho, William Laurance
Centre for Tropical Environmental and Sustainability Science (TESS) and College of Marine and Environmental Sciences,
James Cook University, Cairns, Queensland 4878, Australia, Queensland, Australia
In large parts of the biodiversity-rich tropics, various forest governance regimes often coexist, ranging from governmental
administration to highly decentralised community management. Two common forms of such governance are protected areas,
and community-managed lands open to limited resource extraction. We studied wildlife occurrences in the northeast Indian
biodiveristy hotspot, where three protected areas are situated adjacent to community lands. We conducted transect-based sign
surveys and camera trapping for mammals (>1 kg), and interviewed members of the resident tribes to understand their
traditional hunting practices and causes of wildlife declines. Interviews indicated hunting-induced declines in the abundances
of large-bodied mammals such as tiger, leopard, and river otters.
Our findings from Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary, show that larger species such as the gaur were much more abundant within
protected area than outside of it. Community-managed lands harboured smaller-bodied species, including some of
conservation importance such as the red panda, clouded leopard, and golden cat. In these community-managed lands (around
Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary) that have high biodiversity value, these and other findings have catalysed efforts by a resident
tribe, the Bugun, to try and declare their traditional lands as a Community Conserved Area.
Our findings from the larger landscape, show that protected areas have higher species richness especially in the loweraltitudes where patrolling might have significant benefits. In these areas (Pakke Tiger Reserve), we continue to work with the
forest department and Wildlife Conservation Trust which is involved in provisioning front-line anti-poaching staff.
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Conservation values of culturally reserved forests managed by indigenous communities in Borneo
Yayoi Takeuchi1, Ryoji Soda2, Bibian Diway3
1
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Tsukuba, Japan, 2Osaka City University, Osaka, Japan, 3Botanical Research
Center, Sarawak Forestry Corporation, Kuching, Malaysia
A conservation strategy integrated with indigenous practice is necessary for sustainable biodiversity. We evaluated the
conservation values of one of the traditional land-use systems of indigenous communities in Borneo, culturally reserved
forests (CRFs). In five villages in Sarawak, Malaysia, we conducted a sociological survey on the historical background and
perception of CRFs and a biological survey on tree species diversity in CRFs. Contrary to the traditional definition of CRFs,
most had been commercially logged. Villagers often accessed CRFs to collect forest-based materials, and they have
increasingly recognized the value of CRFs because of the absence of surrounding old growth forests. Although CRFs were
fragmented, and some had been logged, their species diversity was high and equivalent to that of the primary forest. All
CRFs contained unique and endangered species. Conserving CRFs would contribute to restoring regional biodiversity and
preserving ecosystem services for local communities.
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The Importance of, and threats to, Hawai'i's most abundant native tree, Metrosideros Polymorpha ('Ohi'a): Insights
from recent forest plot inventories and ongoing disease studies.
Flint Hughes1, Lisa Keith2, J.B. Friday3, Travis Sowards1, Leif Mortenson4, Aileen Yeh5
1
USDA Forest Service, Hilo, Hawaii, USA, 2USDA - ARS PBARC, Hilo, Hawaii, USA, 3University of Hawaii - Manoa, Hilo,
Hawaii, USA, 4USDA Forest Service, Davis, California, USA, 5Hawaii Agriculture Research Center, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA
Metrosideros Polymorpha ('Ohi'a) is arguably Hawai'i's most important and widespread native tree; it is found high and low
on our mountains, in wet and dry environments, and on the youngest to oldest soils of the archipelago. It is the keystone
species of most native forests; it's the first flowering plant to colonize new lavas and forms the critical ecological foundation
for most if not all the native plants and animals that establish thereafter. For Hawai'i's citizens, 'Ohi'a is culturally and
ecologically preeminent, linking Hawai'i's forests to past and present native practitioners, and standing as an embodiment of
Hawai'i's unique native resources. Throughout the past and continuing to this day, the extent and distribution of 'Ohi'a forest
has been reduced by land-use, introduced alien plants and animals, and, most recently, plant pathogens. Recent US Forest
Service FIA Inventories illustrate 'Ohi'a's dominance; on average, 'Ohi'a accounted for 52% of the total basal area and 45% of
total stem density in the nearly two hundred 0.4 ha forest plots systematically arrayed across Hawai'i Island, with Acacia koa,
the second most abundant tree, accounting for only 13% and 8%, of total basal area and stem density, respectively. In many
cases, however, overstory dominance by 'Ohi'a coincided with subcanopy and/or understory dominance by introduced alien
species, and notable 'Ohi'a mortality was detected in a subset of FIA plots re-measured after less than three years. Ongoing
research regarding two known 'Ohi'a pathogens, Puccinia psidii - a rust, and Ceratocystis fimbriata - a fungus, has shown the
former capable of readily killing seedlings and the latter capable of causing widespread mortality of mature trees and entire
stands across Hawaii Island. Findings underscore the critical need for increased science-based protective management of
Hawai'i's 'Ohi'a forests now and into the future.
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The structure of tropical forests and sphere packings
Franziska Taubert1, Markus Jahn2, Hans-Juergen Dobner3, Thorsten Wiegand1,5, Andreas Huth1,4
1
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research – UFZ, Leipzig, Saxony, Germany, 2Karlsruhe Institute of Technology - KIT,
Karlsruhe, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany, 3University of Applied Science – HTWK Leipzig, Leipzig, Saxony, Germany,
4
University of Osnabrueck, Institute for Environmental Systems Research, Osnabrueck, Lower Saxony, Germany, 5German
Centre for Integrative Biodiversity Research (iDiv), Leipzig, Saxony, Germany
Tree size distributions are an important outcome of classical forest inventories and have long been used for describing forest
structures and estimating forest biomass. In the tropics, undisturbed forests often show a skewed decaying tree size
distribution, which seems to be similar even among different sites. Here, we present a physical approach of interpreting
forests as crown packings in order to analyze tree size distributions in tropical forests. A developed forest packing model of
tree crowns is tested for explaining observed size structures of two large forest inventories on Barro Colorado Island in
Panama and Sinharaja in Sri Lanka (with a total area of 75 ha). The observed forest size structures can be reproduced
successfully as a result of three simple mechanisms, i.e. random placement of trees, mortality and competition for space. We
quantify that both tropical forests fill less than 20% of available space, while space is used with different efficiencies inside
the forest canopy. Our approach is an important step towards identifying a minimal set of processes responsible for
generating the spatial structure of tropical forests.
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Community dynamics in a tropical dry forest of southern Mexico: dynamic equilibrium of antagonistic processes
Jorge A. Meave, Rodrigo Muñoz, Eduardo A. Pérez-García, Eunice I. Romero-Pérez
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, Mexico City, Distrito Federal, Mexico
Community dynamics may be conceptualized as the outcome of antagonistic processes that are responsible of either increases
or decreases in the values of community attributes. This idea may be depicted by using graphic models inspired in the
dynamic equilibrium model of species richness developed in the context of island biogeographic theory. In order to examine

this conceptualization, we gathered dynamic structural and diversity information during a six-year period in a set of 14
mature tropical dry forest plots in southern Mexico. We assessed basal area, tree height, above-ground biomass, density of
individuals, crown cover, species richness and Shannon diversity index. The majority of these attributes showed relatively
stable behaviors through time, but annual percent variation was in some cases as large as 64 %. For some attributes in the
study period we recorded some instances of sharp decreases (e.g., above-ground biomass decreased 21 % in Plot 3 in 200809) and of gradual increase (e.g., density of individuals increased steadily at 7 % annually in Plot 1). Interestingly, opposite
changes were rarely synchronous in a single site, which implied the occurrence of noticeable fluctuations in the attributes of
that particular vegetation stand. Our results support the existence of structural and diversity attractors (dynamic equilibriums)
defined by a zero balance of those antagonistic processes with effects on any given community attribute. However, they also
provide evidence for the existence of lags in their effects, so that any given attribute tends to oscillate within a limit end
cycle.
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ECOFOR: Biodiversity and Ecosystem Functioning in degraded and recovering Amazonian and Atlantic Forests
André Luis Casarin Rochelle1, Simone Aparecida Vieira1, Carlos Alfredo Joly1, Cristina Banks-Leite2, Jos Barlow3
1
University of Campinas, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil, 2Imperial College, London, UK, 3Lancaster University, Lancaster,
UK
Tropical forests have great importance in terrestrial biodiversity conservation, ecological services sustainability and carbon
cycling and storage. Yet they are highly threatened by human activities and high deforestation rates across the world. The
remaining forests have also been modified through the combined consequences of isolation, edge effects, fire, and overexploitation of timber and non-timber resources, and often they are the last refuges for many endemic species. The impact of
logging and fire on biodiversity and carbon stocks can be comparable to deforestation and we still have a limited
understanding of how these forests are functioning, their ability to provide ecosystem services, and the prospects for longterm biodiversity persistence. ECOFOR aims to enhance our understanding of the consequences of forest degradation for
biodiversity and ecological processes and services in Amazon and Atlantic Forest. We are establishing an intensive network
of long-term monitoring sites along a gradient of altered forests; complementing it with another network of extensive study
plots across multiple catchments, that will enable us to answer questions about changes in biodiversity, functional traits and
carbon stocks at the landscape level; and we will develop an integrated research framework linking the data and process
understanding from both intensive and extensive observations of human-modified gradients to model policy options across
our study landscapes. Here we present the sampling design and the aims of the project attempting to establish partnerships
and develop collaborative projects. We are selecting patches varying in size, connectivity and altitude. Two plots (10 x 250
m) will be established in each patch (interior x edge) and they will be sampled in relation to trees (diameter > 5 cm),
epiphytes, birds, butterflies and mammals. The effective management of Brazil's tropical forests is essential to safeguard the
world's biodiversity, mitigate climate change, and ensure the long-term provision of life-supporting services.
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Global Forest Survey: creating a global network of permanent sampling plots to freely share knowledge and data on
forests
Danae Maniatis1,2, Danilo Mollicone1, Chiara Patriarcha1, Monica Garzuglia1, Conrad George1
1
Food and Agriculture Orgnization, Rome, Italy, 2School of Geography and the Environment, University of Oxford, Oxford,
UK
Collection of field data is the most important aspect in the process of assessing the status of the world’s forest resources and
their changes over time. Although field data are widely collected (with large gaps in developing countries), they are not
generally shared.
The increasing availability of remotely sensed data is improving knowledge on the extent and spatial distribution of forests,
but very limited information is available on their health status and characteristics.
The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the International Climate Initiative of the Federal
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) of Germany, are implementing the Global
Forest Survey project, aiming at establishing a network of permanent field plots (PSP), through cooperation with technical

and research organizations worldwide. This network will produce open and free information on forest attributes at biome
and/or forest type level with a regional and global scale approach.
The information produced through the network of PSP will improve estimates of GHGs emissions and removals factors
associated with forests and other natural ecosystems (e.g. scrublands, grasslands and wetlands) that will make available to all
UNFCCC Parties and to all potential end users.
The forestry field data (from raw to processed data) collected through the PSP will be freely available. The adoption of an
open data policy is intended to stimulate an international constructive dialogue for the exchange of the forest field data within
scientific and national institutions.
Regarding tropical forests, the project will build on existing initiatives such as, for example, the Amazon Forest Inventory
Network and the African Tropical Rainforest Observation Network). The paper will present the project, present ideas on how
to build on the existing and will provide an opportunity for ATBC participants to provide scientific and operational inputs for
the implementation of the project.
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Factors affecting community characteristics of moist forests across a neotropical cattle-ranching landscape restored
by secondary succession
Vanessa Granda Moser, Bryan Finegan, Zayra Ramos Bendaña
CATIE, Turrialba, Costa Rica
In spite of the global dialogue on forest landscape restoration, there is still little quantitative knowledge of how and why
community characteristics of tropical secondary forests vary over landscapes. We determined the effects of environment and
geographical distance on variation in the composition, structure and alpha-diversity of moist forests regenerated on a 200,000
ha abandoned cattle ranching landscape of western Costa Rica.
We evaluated stands 5-40 yr old at 54-828 masl, measuring and identifying all trees ≥ 5 cm dbh in 53 plots of 0.12 ha. Soils
were Alfisols and Inceptisols with pH 5.3–7.8. Besides age, predictors were Worldclim bioclimatic data, topography and soil
measured in each plot, spatial variables and previous site use evaluated through farmer interviews.
Pastures had been burnt yearly during 10-30 years of use. Secondary forests were dominated throughout the landscape by
tree species adapted to the environment and management of cattle ranches, which with few exceptions have low or
intermediate maximum height. Three forest types were nevertheless identified quantitatively and differed in soils and alpha
diversity, though not in age or structure. Variation partitioning showed soil and spatial variables as main predictors of
floristic composition (overall adjusted R2 0.16). Conversely, regressions and variation partitioning showed stand age to be
the strongest predictor of alpha diversity, overall and within forest types, with weak effects of environment, space and
previous use. There were no altitude effects on community characteristics.
We conclude that extensive cattle ranching created a floristically homogenous landscape leading to relatively homogeneous
regrowth in spite of environmental gradients and distance effects on recolonization. Tree species richness continues to
accumulate for at least forty years of succession, but limitations on the supply of goods and ecosystem services from this
regrowth are inherent and can only be overcome by silvicultural interventions.
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*Soil fungi increase the diversity of seedlings emerging from the forest seed bank across a rainfall gradient
Christopher Jeffs, Lars Markesteijn, Owen Lewis
University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
1. Fungicide treatment has been demonstrated to reduce community diversity in tropical forest understory seedlings,
suggesting that fungi are important in influencing plant diversity.

2. However, little is known of how pathogenic fungi influence the structure of seedling communities in high light
environments, such as in seedlings propagating from seed banks within newly formed canopy gaps. Seed bank forming
herbaceous and pioneer tree species are suggested to be more susceptible to pathogens than shade tolerant species, but lower
humidity conditions in high light canopy gaps may reduce pathogen activity, leading to uncertainty about the importance of
fungi in these situations.
3. We propagated seedlings from soil cores sampled from eight tropical forest sites across a steep rainfall and species
richness gradient in Panama. We used fungicide and soil moisture treatments in factorial combination, to investigate the
influence of soil fungi on community diversity and whether any effects are mediated by soil moisture level.
4. Fungicide addition caused a significant decrease in inverse Simpson's diversity index, and this effect was dependent on site
identity. In addition, diversity was significantly greater for high soil moisture communities, although again this effect was
dependent on site identify. These effects are likely to be the product of a significant increase in seedling abundance due to
both fungicide addition and high soil moisture levels.
5. The significant diversity enhancing effect of fungal pathogens on soil seed bank seedling community diversity support
results of a parallel study on forest understory seedlings in Belize, but our results also suggest that the season of gap creation
will greatly influence community structure due to the importance of soil moisture level on seedling germination.
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An endangered Australian riparian rainforest species under threat of extinction following the introduction of an
invasive fungal pathogen (Puccinia psidii)
Tamara Taylor1,2, Jacinta Zalucki1,2
1
Griffith University, Nathan, Queensland, Australia, 2Environmental Futures Research Institute, Nathan, Queensland,
Australia
Puccinia psidii is an invasive fungal plant pathogen that quickly spread throughout the east coast of Australia after accidental
introduction in 2010. Since its arrival, research has been undertaken to determine the levels of vulnerability of Myrtaceous
hosts in Australia – particularly economically important species. To date, little research has been conducted on some of
Australia’s most endangered species, many of which are located within vulnerable rainforest ecosystems that are already
under pressure from multiple threatening processes including land clearing and climate change. To our knowledge, this
research is the first of its kind to explore the in-situ impact of P. psidii on the rare and threatened species Gossia gonoclada
(Myrtaceae), an endangered riparian rainforest tree species in south east Queensland, Australia. A categorical scoring method
was used to survey 87 trees within five different populations in Logan City. Infection incidence and severity varied within all
populations. An analysis of mean infection severity revealed no significant differences among four of the five populations.
One population with significantly higher infection scores had been planted without the normal vegetative structure that was
associated with the other sites. An analysis of nine groups of trees that had been propagated from different parent trees
revealed significant differences in infection severity within all family groups. The results of this research suggest that local
environmental conditions may be influencing the expression of genetic resistance to P. psidii. This is important in light of the
current use of environmentally controlled greenhouses for host testing to select disease resistant genotypes. Our study
highlights the need for field studies to determine a more accurate assessment of infection susceptibility within wild
populations.
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The endangered tree, Eugenia koolauensis, on the road to extinction at the hands of the introduced rust, Puccinia
psidii: a lesson of inadequate biosecurity.
Kapua Kawelo2, Matthew Keir1,2
1
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, Honolulu, HI, USA, 2Oahu Army Natural Resources
Program, Schofield Barracks, USA
Eugenia koolauensis or nioi occurs within the U.S. Army's Kahuku Training Area (KTA) in the Northern Koolau Mountains,
Oahu, Hawaii which is managed by the Oahu Army Natural Resources Program. E. koolauensis is an endangered tree, the
wood of which is used in Hawaiian cultural practices. Since pig fencing was erected to protect E. koolauensis populations at
KTA in 2000, numbers of individuals had been stable or increasing. Puccinia psidii, a pathogenic rust which is native to

Brazil and affects plants in the family Myrtaceae, was first detected in Hawaii in 2005. Since 2006, when the rust was first
detected on E. koolauensis in KTA, the number of mature and immature individuals has declined by 70%. The rust infects all
known plants and new growth is immediately infected and dies. Stands of Syzigium jambos, an introduced tree which hosts P.
psidii, are abundant in Kahuku. Other hosts present in the area are the common native Metrosideros polymorpha, and three
alien species, Pimenta dioica, Eucalyptus robusta, and Melaleuca quinquenervia, further compounding attempts to prevent or
reduce P. psidii impacts on nioi. There is currently no fungicide treatment labeled for use in the forest setting, nor is
application of a fungicide in this remote setting practical. The rust can be controlled using a suite of fungicides in a
greenhouse setting. Thus, the primary management direction is to represent clones of wild trees in the greenhouse. The seeds
of E. koolauensis are recalcitrant, therefore cryogenic embryo storage is being investigated. P. psidii will likely cause the
extinction of E. koolauensis in the wild as trends of rapid decline continue. This case example supports strengthening of
import regulations and inspections in Hawaii. Without these protections, nioi will not be the last extinction linked to
inadequate barriers at our ports.
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Bioacoustics for species management: Two case studies with the Hawai’i ‘Amakihi
Esther Sebastian-Gonzalez1, Joshua Pang-Ching1, Jomar M. Barbosa2, Patrick Hart1
1
University of Hawaii, Hilo, Hawaii, USA, 2Carneguie Institute, Hilo, Hawaii, USA
The management of endangered animal species requires detailed information on their distribution and abundance that is often
hard to obtain. When the animal species communicates using sounds, one option is to use automatic sound recorders that can
take information on the species for long periods of time with low effort. The main drawback of this method is that processing
all the information manually may take a long time. Our objective is to create a protocol to improve our ability to get basic
data from sound-emitting animal species. We illustrate our protocol by showing two possible applications with the Hawai‘i
‘Amakihi, Hemignathus virens on the island of Hawai‘i. We first used our protocol to detect this bird in areas where its
presence has not been confirmed. We also used the protocol to compare the relative abundance of ‘Amakihi in different areas
where management plans may be applied. We characterized the ‘Amakihi song using recordings from areas where the species
is present in higher densities. We used this information to train a classification algorithm, the support vector machine (SVM),
in order to identify ‘Amakihi songs from a series of potential songs. The SVM had an accuracy of 86.5% in identifying
‘Amakihi. We confirmed the presence of the ‘Amakihi at the study area, which becomes an additional low altitude location
where the species is present. We also found that the relative abundance of ‘Amakihi changes between study areas, and this
information can be used to identify where the species has higher relative abundances. Our approach to identifying the
presence and relative abundance of animal species that communicate with sound requires relatively few computer
programming skills and can be a useful tool for the management and conservation of endangered animal species.
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How to monitor damaged or rehabilitated mangrove forests
Shin Watanabe
Tropical Biosphere Research Center, University of the Ryukyus, Taketomi, Yaeyama / Okinawa, Japan
Southwestern islands off Kyushu and in the Okinawan archipelago of Japan are a northern limit of mangrove distribution in
the world. More than 70 % of mangroves of Japan distributed in Iriomote Island that is surrounded by coral reef and is
covered by subtropical forests. The island has an area of 289.27 km² and a coastline of 130 km. After the middle of June, a
few typhoons attack or influence to Iriomote Island a year. The typhoons around this area are that generally they move slowly
and they steadily develop in moving and these powerful typhoons damage the mangrove forests of Iriomote Island. In this
presentation, I introduce monitoring method using technology of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and Structure from
motion (SfM) in order to monitor the condition of damaged mangrove forests in Iriomote Island by big typhoon attack and of
rehabilitated mangrove forests in Borneo Island of Malaysia.
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Using lightweight unmanned aerial vehicles to monitor tropical forest recovery
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Traditional field-based measures for assessing forest recovery and habitat quality can be labor intensive and costly. Here we
assess whether remote sensing measures from lightweight unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are a cost-effective substitute.
This “Ecosynth” methodology was applied to measure forest canopy structure across field plots in a 7-9-yr tropical forest
restoration study in southern Costa Rica. Ecosynth methods combine aerial images from consumer-grade digital cameras with
computer vision software to generate LiDAR-like (light detection and ranging) 3D 'point cloud' models of vegetation at high
spatial resolutions. The precision of these measurements were compared to field-based measures, and their ability to predict
frugivorous bird abundance was evaluated. Ecosynth canopy height measurements were highly correlated with field-based
measurements (R2≥0.85), a result comparable in precision to LiDAR remote sensing. Ecosynth parameters were also strongly
correlated with above-ground biomass (R2≥0.81) and percent canopy openness (R2=0.82). Correlations were weaker with
proportion-based measures such as canopy roughness (R2=0.53), but predicted frugivore presence and abundance at levels of
accuracy similar to those of field-based measurements. Ecosynth UAV remote-sensing provides an effective alternate
methodology to evaluate forest structure and complexity across landscapes.
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Using UAVs to measure tree height and sun-exposed crown area in tropical forests for growth and biomass estimates
Carrie M. Tribble1, Jonathan Dandois1, Marino Ramirez1, Stephanie A. Bohlman2, Helene C. Muller-Landau1
1
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Tropical forest conservation strategies require accurate understanding of the spatial and temporal distribution of forest
biomass along with access to the tools needed to obtain such measurements. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) equipped
with point-and-shoot cameras can greatly improve our understanding of forest dynamics by producing high-resolution (< 1 m
pixel size) orthomosaic images and extrapolated 3D canopy structure data. Such analyses provide a novel perspective of the
forest canopy and can complement existing research programs or efficiently collect data in new sites. Here we produced a
map of all sun-exposed tree crowns greater than 100 square meters in area within the 50 hectare permanent tropical forest
plot of Barro Colorado Island in Panama based on a single UAV high resolution image mosaic. By linking individual tree
crowns to stems we test the ability of UAV-collected sun exposed crown area and tree height data to predict tree growth and
estimate tree and stand aboveground biomass (AGB). Existing tree stem census data on species and diameter at breast height
(DBH) was assigned to each crown. Single tree aboveground biomass (AGB) was estimated for each tree crown using
existing allometric equations, wood density values, and DBH. Estimates of biomass and tree growth were then compared to
UAV measurements of crown geometry. Sun-exposed crown area alone explains 53% of variation in individual tree DBH,
52% of variation in estimated biomass, and 28 % of variation in tree biomass growth. At the quadrat scale, maximum canopy
height estimated from the combination of UAV imagery and a digital elevation model were well-correlated with total tree
biomass, with the strength of the relationship varying with the size of the plot. Augmenting forest inventories with UAV
remote sensing provides tremendous potential for filling gaps in carbon accounting programs and in the understanding of
variation in individual tree growth.
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*Biodiversity monitoring for REDD+ in SE Asian rain forests using Landsat images
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Increasing emphases on environmental safeguards for REDD+ in the UNFCCC have prompted growing interests in
developing methods of biodiversity monitoring. However, methods of biodiversity monitoring have not yet been established
for dynamic tropical rain forests where logging is conducted, because there has been no reliable indicator of biodiversity. A
recent study shows that tree community composition (TCC) is a reliable indicator of biodiversity in these forests (Imai et al.,
2014). If this indicator can be applied to a landscape, it makes biodiversity monitoring for REDD+ reality. Objectives of this
research are to develop a new method to evaluate biodiversity on a landscape level, using an index of TCC. Our research
targeted 8 forest management units (FMUs) in Sabah, Malaysia and East Kalimantan, Indonesia, in order to develop methods

which can detect differences in biodiversity patterns derived from different management practices. We established 50
vegetation plots (20m radius) in each FMU and identified all trees ≥ 10 cm dbh. Differences in TCC among plots were
examined by using an ordination with non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS). Subsequently, we developed models
using Landsat TM / OLI reflectance values to explain the index of TCC and extrapolate the models to landscapes (over
30,000 ha). So-derived maps showed different biodiversity patterns among FMUs reflecting different management practices.
For example, FMUs implementing sustainable forest management with reduced-impact logging showed a higher value of
mean nMDS (axis 1), which means higher biodiversity, than FMUs conducting conventional logging. From these
comparisons, we conclude that our methods can be used to diagnose the magnitude of forest degradation based on
biodiversity and will contribute to biodiversity monitoring for REDD+.
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Drought as well as herbivores and nutrients shape tree distribution in tropical forests: implications under global
climate change
Bettina Engelbrecht1,2, Julian Gaviria1, Delicia Pino1, Benjamin Turner2, Richard Condit2
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Understanding which factors shape species distributions, community composition and ecosystem function in tropical forests
is one of the most pressing issues in global change vegetation modelling. The most pervasive patterns of tree distributions
and diversity in tropical forests worldwide are local, regional and continental scale correlations with rainfall and/or soil
moisture. Evaluating the role of potential factors producing these patterns requires a mechanistic understanding of the
underlying processes.
Here we directly link extensive comparative experimental data sets on whole-plant responses to drought and fertilization, and
on integrated plant defenses to quantitative assessments of species occurrence across a pronounced rainfall gradient at the
isthmus of Panama. We show that species' differential drought sensitivity directly shapes plant performance and distributions
in tropical forests. Additionally, herbivore defenses and differential nutrient requirements indirectly shape tree distribution
patterns. The results underline the importance of incorporating drought as well as species interactions and nutrients into
models predicting species distribution, community composition and ecosystem function of tropical forests under global
change scenarios.

